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VII SPECIALISTS* ASSESSMENTS OF NOSEHKO
Opinions on Intelligence and PersonalityA

Ths

1 Graphological Analysis
Three pages of penciled notes and jottings in Russian made 

KOSENKO during en early debriefing session were submitted on 
25 March 1964 to CIA handwriting analysts, together with a number 
cf questions posed by the CIA officers handling NOSENKO. The 
graphologists were told only that the writer was a Russian male 
aged 36, that he had a university-level education, and that he was 
an intelligence officer by profession 
qualified due to limitations 
specimens submitted to them.
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2. Reports by Psychologist
a. Psychological Testing-Results

A CIA psychologist interviewed NOSENKO and administered a 
aeries of psychological tests on 9 July 1964. The psychologist's 
report, including answers to questions raised by the CIA handlers 
of NOSENKO is quoted in the following paragraphs.
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i c. Psychological Interrogation:
• For fourteen days between 3 and 21 May 1965, the same CIA
i psychologist interviewed NOSENKO on his entire early history,
I from birth until aoout 1953, when he said he entered the KGB.
• The main purposes were to collect additional information on this
I period,*  to gain further psychological insights into HOSSJKO's

* A comparison of information obtained during this series of 
interrogations with information given earlier and later by

j personality, and to find possible ways of obtaining a truthful
account. Although conducted under the physical conditions of 
interrogation, the questioning was relaxed and followed no rigid 
outline.■ There were relatively few changes of story from pre-

i vious versions; at the same time, however, NOSENKO described in
< detail some incidents which he has subsequently admitted to be

untrue. An extract from the psychologist's report of these 
interrogations is given below.

NOSENKO-can-be—found_in Part IV.
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3. Report by Psychiatrist
During the year April 1964-April 1965 NOSE24KO was under the 

medical care of a CIA psychiatrist who visited NOSEIIKO at regular 
intervals, usually weekly, to examine him physically and to listen 
to any comments NOSENKO might have about himself and his situation. 
The psychiatrist familiarized himself with available materials on 
NOSENKO, particularly with reports of his behavior in the months 
immediately following the defection. A report which he submitted 
on 20 December 1964 is given below.
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B. Views of Intelligence Personnel
1. Statement by DERYABIN
a. Introduction

Former KGB officer Peter Sergeyevich DERYABIN has followed 
closely the entire course of CIA's investigation of NOSEJKO and 
his information. He took pert in the interrogations of NOSEMKO 
in April 1964, January-February 1965, and October 1966 as an ob
server and consultant, and he personally questioned NOSENKO during 
July and August 1965 concerning certain aspects of his personal 
past and early KGB career. On the basis of his direct, personal 
knowledge of conditions within the Soviet Union and of KGB organi
zation and procedures prior to his defection in February 1954, 
supplemented by continuing study of later information from a 
variety of sources, DERYABIN is of the opinion that much of what 
NOSENKO has said about himself and the KGB is purposefully false 
or distorted. Although DERYABIN has been able to offer authorita- tive comment on many aspects of NOSENKO‘s story, the following' 
section of this paper is limited to his remarks concerning NOSEN- 
KO's entry into the KGB (then MVD) and his Communist Party affili
ation, both of which fall into the period when DERYABIN was active 
as a KGB (then MVD) staff officer. DERYABIN personally interro
gated NOSENKO on these topics in the summer of 1965. Since DER
YABIN was a personnel officer of the KGB (then MGB and MVD)in 
Moscow, with long experience in Communist Party activities, at 
the time NOSENKO claims to have entered the American Department 
of the KGB Second Chief Directorate, he is particularly qualified 
to comment on these aspects of NOSENKO's story.

DERYABIN, as a Soviet Army officer, was graduated in 1945 
from the higher counterintelligence school of Smersh (counter
intelligence with the Soviet Armed Forces). Following this he 
worked in Naval Smersh in Moscow and in March 1947 began to work 
in the MGB as a case officer in the Central Personnel Directorate. 
Shortly afterwards, when his superior was appointed Deputy Chief 
of the Chief Guards Directorate for Personnel, DERYABIN trans
ferred with him to the Guards Directorate. He served as a Guards 
Directorate personnel officer until May 1952, rising through the 
ranks from case officer to the position of Chief of Section. One 
of his responsibilities was the approval of personnel for service 
in various units of the Guards Directorate, and he was also in 
charge of supervising personnel and security matters concerning 
one of the Directorate's surveillance sub-sections.

After requesting a change from personnel to operational 
duties, DERYABIN was transferred in May 1952 to the A.ustro-German 
Department'of the MGB Foreign Intelligence Directorate. Until 
December 1952 he served as the Deputy Chief of a sub-section in 
the Counterintelligence Sektcr (desk) of the Austro-German Depart
ment. He was then appointed Deputy Chief of the Intelligence 
Sektor of the same department, a position he held until March 
1953. From March until September 1953, DERYABIN was the Deputy 
Chief of the section in MGB Headquarters which was responsible 
for the security of Soviets stationed in Austria and Germany. 
In September 1953 he was transferred to Vienna, where he became 
Deputy Chief of the section in the MVD Legal Residency respons
ible for the security of Soviets in Austria. He defected to 
American authorities on 15 February 1954.
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* See also Part V.B.
** tfISMUT A.G. in Germany was subordinate to GUSIMZ; for a 

further discussion of KOBULOV's role in helping NOSENKO 
join the KGB, see Part V.B.

T' • •
DERYABIN Joined the Komsomol in 19 36 and remained a member 

until 1940, when he became a candidate member of the Concnunist 
Party of the Soviet Union; he became a full Party memoer in 
August 1941. During his Party career he held a number of responsi
ble posts. Before the war, when DERYABIN was a teacher in Altay 
Kray, he was the secretary of a local Komsomol unit and simultan
eously served ls a member of the Komsomol Plenum in the rayon 
where he lived. Prom October 1940 until November 1941 he was Secretary of the Komsomol Contnittee of the 107th Engineer Battalion 
of the Red Army and from June 1945 until April 1946 held the same 
position in the Komsomol Committee of the Naval Smersh. This was 
the unit which had particular responsibility for counterintelli
gence work within the Naval GRU, which NOSENKO said he joined in 
1951, In the MGB DERYABIN was a member of the Party Committee of 
the Personnel Section of the Guards Directorate and, after his 
transfer, was elected Secretary of the Party Bureau of the Austro- 
German Department of the Foreign Intelligence Directorate. He held 
this post from January 1953 until his transfer to Austria in Sep
tember 1953.
b. DERYABIN'S Comments

The following statements by DERYABIN are based on his question
ing of NOSENKO between 26 July and 13 August 1965. The questions 
asked and the statements attributed to NOSENKO (referred to as 
Subject) were during this period. Although the Soviet State Secu
rity Service did not become known as the KGB until March 1954, 
this term is used for convenience sake, except where the specific 
organization of the MGB or MVD is under discussion. DERYABIN'S 
comments follow:

“NOSENKO's Acceptance into State Security*
"Taking KOSENKO'S own statements at face value, it is highly 

improbable that a person such as he has described himself to be 
would be acceptable for a position as a staff officer in State 
Security. The following factors are important in this regard:

a. It was the policy of State Security to avoid hiring 
the children of high government officials.

b. Until' STALIN's death in March 1953, KOBULOV, the man who supposedly helped NOSENKO gain Entrance into the 
service, had no influence inside the MGB apparatus. From 
about 1948 until 9 or 10 March 1953, KOBULOV had no office 
inside the MGB or the "1VD buildings. I know personally that 
in these years KOBULOV worked in Germany as Deputy Chief of 
the GUSIMZ (Chief Directorate of Soviet Properties Abroad)  
which was once directly under the Council of Ministers and 
later under the Ministry of Foreign Trade. The office was 
located on Chkaiova Street, near the Kurskiy Railroad 
Station (three blocks from my. former apartment).. . _

**
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c. It was physically impossible at the time.for NOSENKO . 
to be recommended for and accepted into State Security, as he 
has told us, all in one month, March 1953. (If one accepts 
his earlier version that he had his talk with KOBULOV in Jan
uary or February, his account is similarly impossible because 
KOB’JLOV was not then in State Security.) It wguId normally 
have taken a much longer time, but in addition to this it was 
a period of reorganization and the personnel staff was not 
actively conducting their work at that time, and permanent 
staff officers were not sure that they would retain their 
positions.

d. In March 1953 KOSENKO was already twenty-five and a 
half years old and only a member of the Komsomol. He had no 
recommendation for Party membership, and could not become a 
member for a full year because of his transfer from one ser
vice (GRU) to another. It is impossible that State Security 
would accept him knowing in advance that on his birthday he 
would be twenty-six years old and without either Komsomol or 
Party membership. Even for the son of a Minister, the Secre
tary of the Komsomol Committee of the KGB would have to talk 
with the Personnel Office and would not give a recommendation 
for his acceptance, especially for the Internal Counterintel
ligence (Second Ohief) Directorate. In the case of a son of 
a Minister and one who is recommended by KOB’JLOV, the secre
tary would request from NOSENKO a recommendation for Party 
membership from the members of the Communist Party where 
NOSENKO used to work, in this case the GRU. In this way the 
secretary of the Komsomol would be sure himself that NOSENKO 
would become a candidate member of the Communist Party during 
the next year.
"However, even accepting that despite these obstacles and 

contradictions the KGB would have accepted him, one must also 
remember (according to KOSENKO's own statements) that NOSENKO's 
file contained the following negative points.*  They are serious 
factors and certain of them alone would be enough to cause the 
rejection; the totality makes it difficult to believe that at a 
time of crisis in the State Security organs anyone would take the 
responsibility of accepting him:

a. Subject was already parried and divorced before entry 
into State Security.

b. He had been married to General TELEGIN1s daughter 
and TELDGIN had been arrested by State Security and was in 
jail the day that Subject entered State Security.

c. KOSENKO said that there was a file on NOSENKO’s 
father in which compromising material was collected on_ - 
Subject’s family. NOSENKO agreed that one piece of infor
mation that would have been in this file was the’fact that 
his maternal grandfather died in a Soviet prison while under 
sentence as a counter-revolutionary.

d. The social status background in the life of Subject's 
mother was nobility.

'See also Part IV.B.
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e. The shooting incident in Leningrad during World 
War II and his desertion from the Naval School in Baku 
would have played a very negative role in any consideration 
of his acceptance into State Security.

f. Subject never completed high school in the normal 
fashion.

g. Subject was a poor student at the Institute of Inter
national Relations.

h. It should be added that the KGB would definitely 
know that NOSBNKO was involved in an automobile accident 
in 1947 and was interrogated by the Militia (traffic court), 
found guilty, and fined. This would definitely play a 
negative role in NOSENKO's admission to the KGB.

i. NOSENKO would never be allowed to enter the KGB having 
just recovered from tuberculosis.  In fact, there was a rule 
at that time that no person who ever had tuberculosis (even 
twentyj^ars earlier) would be permitted to work in the KGB.

*

* NOSENKO first mentioned having had tuberculosis during the June 
1962 meetings, when he described it as a minor case but said he 
was under out-patient treatment until 1958. He next mentioned 
his illness in 1966, describing how he sometimes coughed up a

■ "glass of-bloodat a time. Although DERYABIN 's questioning~ 
covered this part of NOSENKO's life in detail, there was no 
mention of tuberculosis in July and August 1965. DERYABIN'S 
comment is based on the 1966 information but is included here 
for purposes of context.

**The anketa and DERYABIN'S questioning on this subject are dis
cussed further below.

“In addition, after acceptance, the fact that KOBULOV was a 
personal friend of Subject's father, as he has told us, would 
have been noted in the file and wpuld have played a negative role 
in permitting Subject to continue to work in State Security after 
KOBULOV's arrest in June 1953.

•'I asked Subject how he answered some of the questions in the 
anketa (entry questionnaire), particularly the questions on his 
former wife, her relatives, and on his mother's ancestry.**  I 
then asked Subject how it was, taking into account his mother's 
aristocratic ancestry, the fact that her father died in jail, the 
Trotskyite allegations against Subject's father, the fact that 
Subject's former father-in-law (TELEGIN) was still in jail, and 
the fact that Subject was present when TELEGIN's apartment was 
searched—that he had been accepted into the KGS, particularly 
in 1953 during the confusion and changes after the death of STALIN. 
Subject admitted that the question was logical, and said that he 
could only assume that the influence of KOBULOV and the important 
and influential position of his own father outweighed these nega
tive factors. He also cited his GRU experience in this connection.

“I then asked Subject how he had reported his second marriage 
tc the KGB. He replied that before the marriage he had mentioned
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. * NOSENKO on other occasions has given various reasons why he 
told CIA that he Joined the KGB in 1952. See Part V.B.
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it briefly to GORBATENKO, ar.d that he had unofficially run a name 
check on his prospective bride (which was 'clean1), and that after 
the marriage he had filled out another ar.keta in which he Included 
all the required data on his wife and her relatives. After con- <
siderable prompting. Subject said that he had indicated that she 
and her parents had been in France, but that he had concealed the 
fact that her grandmother had been in German-occupied territory 
during the war. (He admitted that the KGB would have learned this 
in a routine check, however.) I then reviewed for Subject the 
negative security factors mentioned above, adding the arrest of . " ■
KOBULOV, the fact that his new wife and her parents had been 
abroad, the fact that her grandmother was in German-occupied 
territory, the fact that Subject was now over-age for the Komsomol i
but not yet a Party member or candidate, and the fact that Subject ’
received a 15-day sentence for misuse of cover documents and in- ■
curring venereal disease, and asked if he didn’t think that his 
personnel file had been reviewed in 1954, and if so, what grounds ;there could have been for retaining him in the KGB. Subject said i
that he thought that his file probably was reviewed but that 
again the influence of his father had saved him. Subject added 
that another important factor was probably his language qualifi
cation and particularly his higher education. I pointed out to 
Subject that if his second wife and her parents had been abroad 
it was impossible that her name check could have been negative.
He admitted it was illogical, but insisted that this was so.

"NOSENKO*s  Knowledge of KGB, 1953-54
"Entry Date into KGB: NOSENKO was reminded that he had pre

viously given varying dates for his entry on duty in the KGB. He 
replied that he did not remember the exact date, but he was sure 
that it was in the middle of March 1953 - perhaps 13 or 15 March 
(15 March 1953 was a Sunday). He would give no explanation for 
why he previously claimed to have entered the KGB in • '

• 1952.*  In fact it would be very unusual for a KGB officer to
forget his exact entry-on-duty date to the very day because it 
is used to compute length of service and must be entered on various forms from time to time. •

"Numerical Designation of the Intelligence and Counterintelli
gence Directorates in 1953: Asked to describe what directorates 
existed in the MVD while BERIYA was Minister (March-June 1953), 
NOSENKO named the First Chief Directorate (FGD) and the Second 
Chief Directorate (SCD) which he said were the intelligence ar.d 
counterintelligence directorates respectively. Asked if he were 
sure, NOSENKO said he was positive, and that the only change that 
took place was that later, under KRUGLOV, for a few months only, 
the FCD became the SCD, ar.d vice versa. NOSENKO stuck to this 
even when told he was wrong; he did not say he did not know or 
did not remember, perhaps realizing that he could not claim not 
to remember what directorate he served in. (Actually, the change 
in numerical designations was instituted by BERIYA right after 
STALIN's death in March 1953 and persisted until the KGB was 
organized in March 1954. Thus, NOSENKO does not know what the 
correct designation of his own directorate was at the time that 
he allegedly entered on duty with Soviet State Security and for 
the entire first year of his alleged service there.
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“MVP Leadership, 1953-54: Asked to nan.e the chiefs of the 
directorates and separate departments of the MVD under BERIYA 
and KRUGLOV, NOSENKO named nine out of 28. He was unable to name 
the Chief of the Intollicence Directorate, saying that he remem
bered only SAKHAROVSKIY (PANYUSHKIN was chief ur.tix 1955). A.ked 
to name KRUGLOV'S deputies, NOSENKO named only ROKASHKOV ann 
SEROV, and was ignorant of such prominent deputies as LUNF.v e;-d 
SHATALIN. Told that a Secretary of the Central Consnittee of the 
CPSU was one of KRUGLOV's deputies at this time (SHATALIN), KOS
ENKO flatly denied that this was possible.

"Organization of KGB: NOSENKO did not know when the KGB was 
organized (March 1954). He said that it was in early 1955 or 
late 1954. Told that he was a year off and asked to think it 
over, NOSENKO insisted that he was right.

"Processing Procedures for Employment with KGB: NOS EN KO's 
story about how he was processed for employment with the KGB in 
1953 is inconsistent with the procedures used at that time. He 
does not know many of the things that he should know about en
trance procedures; he is wrong about many of the things that he 
claims to remember. The disparities are so great that they can
not be explained (as KOSENKO attempts to do) by the claim that 
KOBULOV's recommendation resulted in a simplified entrance pro
cedure for KOSENKO.

"The most important document filled out by prospective em
ployees of Soviet State Security is a detailed personal history 
questionnaire, called in Russian Anketa spetsialnoco naznacheniya 
sotrudnika KGB. This exhaustive questionnaire is 16 pages long, 
and filling it out is an experience that one is not likely to 
forget. A background investigation is run on the basis of this 
questionnaire, which itself becomes a permanent and prominent 
feature of the employee’s personnel file. NOSENKO remembers 
filling out a questionnaire, but does not know its designation. 
He asserts that it was only 4-6 pages long. He asserts that he 
filled it out at home, and submitted it in two copies shortly 
before entering on duty. Actually, this questionnaire was re
quired in one copy only, and was never permitted to be taken 
home since it was a classified document (even when not filled 
in).*

* DERYABIN'S views are based on NOSENKO's statements in August 
1965. In his original biographical statement (1962), NOSENKO 
said that no anketa was required. He implied as much in his 
most recent statement in April 1966, after being questioned 
by DERYABIN. This statement is given in Part V.B.

**See remarks above concerning NOSENKO*s alleged treatment for 
tuberculosis from 1952 to 1958.

“NOSENKO insists that he did not have to take a medical exam
ination prior to entering the KGB. This is not possible. Such 
an examination was a routine and mandatory part of the processing. 
1 cannot think of any instance in which it would be waived.**
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"NOSENKO1s description of the secrecy agreement that he 

signed when entering on duty with the KGB is cc.rplstely unlike 
the agreement that was in use at that time for staff employees. 
It may be significant that NOSENKO's description of tho secrecy 
agreement he recalls signing resembles the secrecy agreements 
that were taken from agents.

“NOSENKO insists that he did not fill cut ;>ny other forms, 
questionnaires, or papers when entering the KGB. Actually, there 
were a number of other routine forms that had to be filled out by 
applicants and new employees.

“Location of ROZ-iENKO’s Office: NOSENKO says that all his 
entry processing was handled by a personnel officer named ROZHEN- 
KO and his staff. He asserts that ROZHENKO's office, which NOS
ENKO visited several times in early 1953, was located on the 6th 
floor. Sth entry. Building No. 12, Dzerzhinskiy Street. In fact, 
neither ROZ-JENKO nor any officers or units of the Personnel De
partment were located in the 8th entry. They were all (including 
RO ZHENKO) located on the 6th and 7th floors of the 7 th entry of 
Building No. 12.*

♦NOSENKO has since said that he spoke to no personnel officers 
prior to acceptance by the KGB or afterwards, thereby indicating 
that his statements to DERYABIN were untrue. See Part V.B.

"Rank Pay: Asked about his salary when he first started to 
work in the KGB, NOSENKO said he got a basic salary of 1700 rubles 
as a case officer, 500 rubles for his rank of lieutenant, plus 
secrecy, language, and longevity pay. He insisted that this was 
correct, even when told that KGB officers were no longer being 
paid for rank in March 1953, and said that although he remembered 
that there was one year--1954—when they were not paid for rank, 
he was sure that when he first entered on duty he received this 
pay. Salary for rank was taken away from State Security officers 
in September 1952 and was not restored until April 1954.

"Promotion to Senior Lieutenant: In giving the chronology 
of his promotion to various military ranks, NOSENKO claimed to 
have been promoted to senior lieutenant in April 1953, shortly 
after joining the KGB. Told that this was impossible, and that 
no one in the KGB was promoted at this time, NOSENKO replied that 
he couldn't say about anyone else but he was sure that he had re
ceived his promotion at that time. In fact, this is impossible: 
all promotions in the KGB were frozen from the time BERIYA took 
over as minister (March 1953) until late 1953.

“Visitor's Pass Procedures: In talking about his first visit 
to the KGB to process for employment, NOSENKO was unable to re
call the procedures employed by the KGB Pass Office in issuing 
visitor's passes. Specifically, he maintained that the name of 
the interviewer was not indicated on the pass. In fact,, the 
name of the interviewer did appear on the pass and the inter
viewer had full responsibility for the visitor while he was on 
KGB premises. While it is understandable that NOSENKO might 
have forgotten the details involved if he had only visited there 
a few times more than ten years ago, if he worked at KGB-Head- 
quarters for over -ten-years-as a staff officer-andparticularly__
as a supervisor he would have frequent occasion to admit visitors, 
and thus should know visitor's pass procedures quite well.
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"Unescorted Entry into KGB Building with Visitor's Pass: In 
describing his first day at work, NOSENKO said that he went from 
the Pass Office, where he obtained a visitor's pass, to the 4th 
entry of the Building No. 2, where his pass was checked by the 
guards, and then went unescorted to KOBULOV's office or. the third 
floor. Challenged on this point, he said he was sure that it was 
possible to enter without an escort. In fact, it was absolutely 
impossible to go through any entry of Building No. 2 without 
escort if you did not have a properly stamped KGB (MVD) identity 
document (see below).

"KGB Identity Document: NOSENKO was asked to describe the 
KGB identity document that he received when he first entered the 
KGB. He was then asked if there was anything unusual in connec
tion with this document at that time. He replied that he knew of 
nothing unusual. He was then reminded that af; er STALIH's death 
and again after EERIYA's arrest it was necessary to have special 
stamps placed in the identity documents to validate them. With
out the right stamp it was impossible to entei the KGB building. 
NOSENKO was ignorant of this and was unable to recall anything 
about it despite a number of hints and leading questions. Actu
ally, during the period of upheaval following STALIN'S death and 
again after BERIYA's arrest, all KGB identity documents were tem
porarily withdrawn in order to have special validation stamps 
placed in them, and it was literally impossible to get in the 
KGB buildings if one did not havg the right stamp. This was the 
subject of numerous anecdotes at the time and is hard to believe 
that an officer who served in the KGB at the time could have for
gotten it completely.

"Gastronom: Asked to describe the sign in front of the KGB
Club, NOSENKO said that he did not remember any sign (there was 
one in 1953) but mentioned that there was a Gastronom (food store) 
next to the KGB Club. Asked when the Gastroncm was opened, he 
said firmly that it was already there when he started to work 
in the KGB. In fact, this Gastronom was definitely not there as 
of 1954. It was opened sometime between 1955.and 1957, as Moscow 
directories show. The KGB Club is in entry No. 1 of Building 
No. 12, Dzerzhinskiy Square, and NOSENKO would have had to pass 
it every day he went to work.

"Chief Directorate of Militia: Asked where the Chief Direc
torate of Militia of the USSR was located in 1953-54, NOSENKO 
replied that he did not know, and knew only that later it was 
located on Ulitsa Ogareva. Actually, in 1953-54 it was located 
next to the main KGB building at Dzerzhinskiy No. 2. A staff 
officer in the counterintelligence directorate would have fre
quent occasion to deal with the Chief Directorate of Militia.

"K.I. (Cotnmittee of Information): Asked where the Intelli
gence Directorate of the MVD was located in 1953, NOSENKO replied 
that it was scattered between Dzerzhinskiy No. 2, the Agricultural 
Exhibition, the K.I. building, and Kiselniy Pereulok. This is 
a confused and incorrect answer. Asked for clarification', NCS-' 
ENKO said that he had never visited either the K.I. or the First 
Chief Directorate, building at the Agricultural Exhibition. Thus, 
NOSENKO seems to be unaware that the K.I. has not existed since 
1951, and that the K.I. building and the building at the Agri
cultural Exhibition were one and the same place.
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"NOSENKO's Claim to Have Been a Komsomol' Secretary in the 
Second Chief Directorate, KGB

"NOSENKO claimed to have become a member of the Komsomol 
Organization (K/O) of the KGB when he entered on duty in March 
1953, to have been elected as Secretary of Komsomol Organization 
of the Second Chief Directorate in the fall of 1953, and to have 
served in that capacity until the fall of 1954, when he was re
moved because he used operational—alias documents in Obtaining 
treatment for a venereal disease he had incurred. He claims to 
have been excluded from the Komsomol, without prejudice, when he 
attained his 27th birthday in October 1954.

"Asked to describe how he transferred from the Komsomol Organ
ization of the Naval Intelligence Post in the Baltic to the Kom
somol Organization of the KGB, NOSENKO gave an entirely incorrect 
description of this procedure, both as regards deregistration from 
the K/O in the Baltic, and registration with the K/O in the KGB. 
He stated that he was issued a new Komsomol registration card by 
the KGB K/O, without reference to the previous K/O in the Baltic; 
this is impossible.

"NOSENKO gave an incorrect account of how a K/O secretary is 
elected, stating that he was elected at a meeting of the K/O. In 
fact, the K/O meeting can only select the K/O committee, which will 
convene separately to elect the Secretary.

"NOSENKO could not describe the duties of a K/O secretary in a 
specific manner.

"NOSENKO did not know who was the secretary of the overall KGB 
K/O. The secretary of the SCD K/O would be directly subordinate 
to him and would deal with him frequently.

"NOSENKO was unable to describe his dealings with the KGB K/O 
or the identities or responsibilities of the people with whom he 
dealt there.

"NOSENKO insisted that in 1953-54, the maximum age for a Kom
somol member was 27. In actual fact, the maximum age was 26 (it 
was raised later). This point is important, both because NOSENKO 
should know exactly if he had served as a K/O secretary, and also 
because it refutes his story that he was excluded from the Kom
somol for over-age in 1954.

"NOSENKO maintained that all the members of his K/O paid dues 
in the amount of 2 percent of their monthly salaries. This is 
incorrect, as monthly Komsomol dues were calculated on a sliding 
scale determined by wage group: at that time, Komsomol members 
earning up to 500 rubles monthly paid 0.5 percent; those earning 
500 to 1500 rubles paid 1 percent, and those earning over 1500 
rubles paid 1.5 percent. The K/O secretary collects the dues, 
and must know the’ right-amount. --------- ----------------  -----—
____"NOSENKO did not know whether or not a Komsomol Congress 
took place while he was K/6 secretary, saying that they took 
place every year. In actual fact, the 12th Komsomol Congress 
which convened in March 1954 was the first since 1948; at this 
12th Congress a number of changes were made in the Komsomol Rules 
(Vstav) . As secretary of a K/O NOSOIKO would have been involved
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in a good deal of preparatory work for this Congress, which was 
a big event in the life of every Komsomol worker at the time, and 
could not be forgotten."

Although DERYABIN'S direct knowledge of the KGB ended in 1954, 
hiS detailed information of KGB nrorerinreq bag hPAi

regard to wnat nusenko has said about KGB procedures^DERYABIN 
stated: "Asked to describe how he conducted name checks on a 
Soviet citizen and on a new arrival to the American Embassy in 
1953-54, NOSENKO gave a superficial description of how such 
checks were done. However, he resisted every attempt to get him 
to describe this process in detail, and he made several blunders 
which show that he never actually ran such a check himself. For 
example, he did not know where the records of all Soviet citizens 
who have been tried are kept, and he attempted to improvise an 
answer (completely wrong) that they would check with the Militia 
about this. NOSENKO correctly said that Archives were located 
on Kirov Street, but he was completely unable to stretch his 
limited knowledge to provide a description of how these various 
repositories were actually checked. NOSENKO was also asked to 
describe in detail how he ran such a check on a Soviet citizen 
in the 1956-59 period. Here again he was in difficulty and re
fused even to try. He did not even know the everyday term Spets- 
proverka, which means a check for clearance.

"It was particularly interesting that he did not feel able to 
dispute my challenges of his information, even though he undoubt
edly knows that I do not have first-hand knowledge of procedures 
in this period. I even tested this on one occasion by asking 
NOSERKO the difference between the 1st Spets Otdel (Special 
Department - KGB cards and files) and the Operativno-Uchetniy 
Otdel (Operational Reports Department - the functional name for 
the 1st Special Department). He answered that the 1st Special 
Department holds the files on Soviet criminal cases «r.ile the 
Operational Reports Department is for political and espionage 
cases. It seems he invented this answer on the spot. In addi
tion, it is wrong that political and security cards are separate 
from criminal ones in the 1st Special Department. They were in my time and must still be combined in one card file.

“NOSENKO states that he knows nothing about the files of 
the First Chief Directorate. It is unbelievable that in ten 
years of service in the Second Chief Directorate NOSENKO never 
saw a First Chief Directorate file; how else would he be able 
to check information on foreigners, especially on American Em
bassy personnel? The first atagp in such a check is an inquiry 
to the First Chief Directorate and a check of any files they 
may have on the subject. According to his own account, NOSENKO 
should have been doing this type of thing the whole of his ten 
years of service, without regard to whether he was.assigned-to 
the American Department or the Tpurist Department."
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2. Remarks by CIA Handlers 
it ■- 

a. Introduction r > a r e 
st-rv 

Five CIA case officers who worked directly with NOSENKO have 
recorded their personal observations on his behavior and actions. 
The principal case officer, the first CIA representative to meet 
NOSENKO in 1962, participated in all of the meetings and inter
rogations(either personally or monitoring from off-stage) since 
then;

___________________ ] A second case officer, who participated in 
the meetings in Geneva in 1964 and in all subsequent phases of 
the operation, has spent the

Three othqr officers, who began to work 
wiui NOSENKO after his arrival in the United States and conducted 
the bulk of both the debriefing andthe hostile Lnterrngat-inng .

/among- them, they command an extensive knowledge of 
the Soviet Intelligence Services, and they have had a variety 
of agent- and defector-handling experience.

NOSENKO was talked to and questioned in several types of 
circumstances:

- In five tightly organized meetings in 1962 in 
Geneva with limited time available for each of a wide 
range of topics, none of which could be ignored but none 
of which could be covered in detail.

- In concentrated but somewhat longer meetings in 
place in Geneva in January-February 1964, with the know
ledge by all participants that items not adequately covered 
then could be dealt with pfter the defection.

- In routine debriefing sessions after his defection, 
f fcreaTwhere a spectaT^ef fort was made^not
to put pressure on NOSENKO or express doubts about his 
statements.

- Under detailed hoptile interrogation (especially 
April 1964 and January-March 1965).

- In extended, detailed debriefing sessions which 
NOSENKO could not evade (May-November 1964, May 1965, 
July-August 1965, and October 1966).

Thus there were opportunftiep to note his performance and. reac-. 
tions under varied degrees of stress and control.

The features of NOSENKQ's conduct, manner, and techniques 
discussed below are confined to those which were clearly and con
sistently observed by all of the officers involved.
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b. NOSENKO*a  Conduct in Meetings
NOSENKO in brief, superficial, uncritical debriefings (of 

the sort which characterized the 1962 and 1964 Geneva meetings 
and the debriefings prior to 4 April 1964) was reasonably con
vincing in his manner. For example, on the basis of the hur
ried sessions of June 1962 in Geneva, which did not allow time 
for systematic or detailed questioning, the CIA case officer 
in consnenting on NOSENKO*s  conduct mentioned "the ease of his 
manner, the sureness of his knowledge of matters which he should 
have known, and the amount of checkable information he provided." 
NOSENKO seemed to that case officer to be "under little or no 
restraint as to the amount and nature of what he told us" and 
"made a convincing and good personal impression: a vigorous, 
temperamental and vital man." Similarly, nothing in NOSENKO*s  
manner caused doubts on the part of the FBI representatives who 
took NOSENKO*s  reports in February, March, and early April 1964.

It became apparent, however, when the cases NOSENKO had 
mentioned briefly in early meetings were taken up in detail in 
leisurely debriefings after the defection, that he could not add 
facts consistent with what he had said before. He was unable to 
recall related incidents or additional circumstances which did 
not come to mind in the first telling, despite being aided by 
questioning from different angles or in different contexts. The 
same results were obtained in exhausting his store of operational 
leads (with a half dozen exceptions) and his information on KGB 
procedures, installations, and operational methods: Having once 
reported on these general topics, NOSENKO could offer nothing 
more when debriefed again, regardless of the method of question
ing tried. Repeatedly he used the same stories to illustrate 
his points; new stories did not emerge. In a period of nine 
months, NOSENKO was drained of information "on nis pbtsohal And 
professional experiences and’ knowledge., Never before had the 
CIA case officers encountered a defector who was totally de
briefed. ’ ......

A technique NOSENKO has frequently used to explain his in
ability to supply details and to forestall further questioning 
has been to claim poor memory. "Different people have different 
types of memories," he has said on many occasions, or on others: 
*1 have told what I remember." The case officers who have 
handled NOSENKO agree, on the other hand, that he has an excel
lent memory, although perhaps a peculiar one: NOSENKO did not 
always recall most easily those events which had occurred most 
recently, or those incidents which were most closely related to 
him. He was able, for example, to remember detailed information 
on the penetration of the Courier Transfer Station in Paris and 
to give a long, detailed, and ordered account of the compromise 
of PENKOVSKIY, in neither of which he claimed any personal role; 
he has been able to name hundreds of KGB officers, to give the 
dates on which many of them transferred from one component of 
the Second Chief Directorate to another, and to describe their 
responsibilities at particular times. Yet NOSENKO forgot where 
he himself served in the GRU; he could not consistently dis
cribe the circumstances of his divorce; he failed to provide a 
consistent date for his entry into the KGB and fcr his transfer 
from the American Department to the Tourist Department in 1962. 
Likewise, NOSENKO remembered details of KGB operations which, 
like the "ANDREY" case in 1953, took place in the relatively dis
tant past, but he could not recall the travels, friends, and 
activities of his own target,_John V. ABIDJAN or details of opera
tions against many American code clerks in 1960 and 1961.
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These limitations of knowledge and quirks of memory were 
evident not only during meetings when NOSENKO was being decriefed. 
They were also apparent in the interrogations which supplanted 
the debriefings.
c. NOSENKO's Behavior Under Interrogation
(i) Introduction

In the many and long interrogation sessions there emerged 
habits of behavior noticeable to each of the CIA officers present. 
These characteristics of NOSENKO were his manner of recounting 
events and his evasiveness, improvisations, and other defensive 
techniques. They are reviewed below.
(ii) Manner of Recounting Events

Typical of NOSENKO's performance in the interrogations were 
the following pointsi

- Talking about operations he supervised and about his per
sonal role in the KGS Headquarters aspects of other operations, 
NOSENKO habitually used the passive voice ("it was decided") or 
indicated that he was not alone in these activities ("there was 
no accounting on who was working on any code- clerk case--it was 
GRYAZNOV, KOSOLAPOV, NOSENKO, and also working was KLYPIK, GRIBAN
OV," or "We made the decision--! and KOVSHUK and GRYA^OV, " or "I 
and GRYAZNOV discussed this with him.') When asked where a par
ticular conversation took place, he rarely located it in his own 
office ("I was in KOVSHUK‘s office when KCSLCV called him about 
the trip” or "I was in KLYPIN's office and he was talking to 
KOVSHUK").

- At the other extreme from being Impersonal, NOSENKO some
times quoted conversations in which he took part ("I then said," 
"he said to me," etc.l, but it was in just such matters that 
NOSENKO most often contradicted himself (e.g.. his relationship 
with GRIBANOV and his part in the recruitment approach to the 
American code clerk James STORSBERGI.

- In repeating certain stories (the CHEREPANOV case and the 
provocation against Professor Frederick BARGHOCPN are examples) 
NOSENKO gave them in precisely the same order, without addition 
or omission. In relating the PENKOVSKIY story, which he stressed 
he learned "little by little’ from several different sources, he 
presented the facts each time in nearly identical order. Asked 
for more details on these cases, he invariably insisted—often 
with irritation--that he knew nothing more and if he did, he 
would have reported it. Other factors contributed to the im
pression that in such instances NOSENKO had delivered his infor
mation by rote: Statements like "I don’t remember what I told 
you before" when queried again on a particular case; detachment 
and a lack of emotion when describing the compromise of Soviets 
who, like himself, had cooperated with American Intelligence: 
POPOV, PENKOVSKIY, and CHEREPANOV; an inability to correlate 
dates and events in different operations which he said he was 
handling (such as conflicts in the timing of his approach to 
W.E. JOHNSON and in the date he gave for John V. ABIDIAN's visit 
to the Pushkin Street dead drop, and conflict between the dates 
of his participation in the MORONE case and his travel to Cuba).
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- NOSENKO, with a few exceptions (notably the compromise of 
PENKOVSKIY and the AEXDIAN visit, to the dead drop site), could 
not supply specific or approximate dates for operational activi
ties during the period of his service in the U.S. Embassy Section. 
Beyond recourse to the phrase "I960, 1961," he refused to estimate 
the dates or to associate these activities with the time of the 
year or events in his personal life.
(Hi.) Evasion, Improvisation, and Other Defenses

In the debriefings before the interrogations, NOSENKO avoided 
questions and topics not of his own choosing, saying that he would 
give full details "later," when systematic debriefing began. 
When the question or topic came up anew in a later debriefing, 
he would plead fatigue or boredom and propose: "This morning 
we drink; tomorrow we work." Prior to 4 April 1964 he provided 
only accounts of operations selected by himself; it was only 
after 4 April 1964 that he could be. constrained to reply to de
tailed questioning on other matters.

From that point on, other evasive tactics became familiar 
to his interrogators. He would try to change the subject or 
to shift from the specific event to a generalized account of how 
such things were done in principle. He would claim bad memory 
on grounds that, for example, operations against U.S. Embassy 
personnel were hopeless and useless anyway. He would dismiss the 
details or the entire operation as unimportant (for example, the 
microphones in the U.S. Embassy). He would set out reasons for 
his ignorance of things he admittedly should have known (his own 
"poor performance," preoccupation with other matters, inattention 
to duty, absence from the KGB while on vacation, lack of time to 
master details because he was a supervisor). Unable to name or 
talk about KGB indigenous agents working against Americans, in
cluding those in operations under his supervision, NOSENKO 
disparaged the quality of,such agents ("they never reported any
thing of interest on anyone"); he cited their low educational 
level and their inferior status as servants and employees as 
one reason none of them could give the KGB operationally useful 
Information. In fact, the record of many indicated previous em
ployment which would demand at: least the equivalent of a college 
degree or certificate from a technical institute. Numerous maids 
were former school teachers, one was formerly a chemist.

When evasion failed, it seemed to the interrogators that 
NOSENKO improvised his answers. Some of these evident improvisa
tions led him into unacceptable statements or positions. To use 
his responses to the questioning on John V. ABIDIAN as an example: 
Not knowing about ABIDJAN’S car, he said the KGB could not get 
at it. (In fact, the car was held by Soviet customs for two 
weeks, and later NOSENKO himself spoke about the way the KGB used 
Bnbassy chauffeurs for access to cars.) Not knowing of ABIDJAN’S 
trips out of the USSR, he claimed that the KGB had no way to 
find out where Embassy officers went when they made trips out of 
the country. (In fact, ABIDIAN had told his language teacher 
each time and she, as NOSENKO said, was a KGB agent; also, ABIDIAN 
arranged his trips by long-distance phone from Moscow to his des
tination abroad, and the KGB can cover such calls.) Not knowing 
of ABIDIAN’s trip within the USSR, he spoke of a vacation which 
he latter admitted to be false. Asked why he did not know personal
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data on ABIDJAN from the State Department Biographic Register, 
he said "only the First Chief Directorate" uses it;*"wKen  tna 
interrogator pursued the point, NOSENKO said he remembered that 
KOVSHUK did have a copy in his office, "but an old one, 1956, 
which didn't list ABIDJAN." Under pressure about ABIDJAN'S visit 
to Pushkin Street, NOSENKO said the KGB thought that ABIDJAN may 
not have entered the building on Pushkin Street; yet he had earl
ier given extensive details about how the KG3 had analyzed the 
precise number of seconds ABJDI/»N had been inside, to'.determine 
where the drop, if any, might be. As another example, when he 
was initially asked about George BLAKE, tl.-a KGB agent in MI-6, 
the context of the question was a discussion of Second Chief 
Directorate operations. NOSENKO labeled it as such and said it 
"was not as important as VASSALL." Later, when the name was men
tioned again, he asked; "Who’s BLAKE?"

On other occasions, when his self-contradictions were pointed 
out or when he admitted ignorance of matters he acknowledge he 
should have known, NOSENKO would fall back upon one of the follow
ing lines of defense:

- "What I know I tell you; what I remember I tell 
you," or "I don't know," "I can't explain," -- or a shrug.

- The details, even if confused or contradictory, are 
not important. What is important is the "whole" or entirety 
of the facts, their importance and their "reality." It is 
this that American Intelligence should evaluate, not de
tails.

- He must be genuine because otherwise "how could I 
have been working with 'SARDAR' and 'prokhor'?" (Johan 
PREISFREUND whose KGB cfyptonyn was "PROKHOR," did con
firm NOSENKO’s role.) "How else could I 'tell you about 
STORSBERG?" “The KGB would not use a staffer as a provo
cateur," nor would the KGB supply information on "live 
cases" such as the Paris case (JOHNSON) and VASSALL, and 
reveal the nam.es of its officers abroad.

- If American Intelligence checked his story "fully," 
it would learn that despite all this confusion, he was genu
ine. He repeatedly urged that his interrogators check 
via an independent penetration of the KGB—there it would 
verify that his name is registered as the case officer who 
opened, held and turned over the ABIDJAN file and thus that 
he was a KGB officer.*
NOSENKO referred to this method of corroborating him at least 

20 times during the interrogations of January-March 1965. He said 
on 1 February 1965 that "maybe the day will come when you have 
a source to check and you will find out" (that he was ABIDJAN'S 
case officer). .Later in the same interrogation session, he added; 
"I see how poor and miserable I'm looking with regard to ABIDJAN'S 
file, but. anyone who can check in [KGB] Archives will see." On 
$ February he said, "I greatly wish that you will have as soon 
as possible an agent in the KGB. It is simple to look at the

was the only such source at the time
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file on ABIDJAN. On the first page is written that 'I, NOSENKO, 
Yuriy Ivanovich, opened this file’.* Or. 16 February he said: "Time 
will show I an what I say." On 3 March he referred nine times with
in one hour to a check via such a source. He repeatedly stated 
that "time will show" that he is not a provocateur. At one point
he engaged in the following dialogue with his interrogators:
NOSENKO: I’m telling you that, if you check, you’ll find 

that I’m right.
INTERROGATOR: We’re not disputing that you worked for the KGB. 

We’re disputing that you held the positions you 
say you held in the KGB.

NOSENKO: That's what I'm saying. If you could check you 
would find that I was only in these two departments 
and only in these positions...
(later in the session)

NOSENKO: I can't tell you anything more. I can't prove 
anything. Maybe the future will shew.

INTERROGATOR: What can the future show?
NOSENKO: I don't know. But from what I understand the check

ing has not gone very far. Maybe you can check 
further... I mean, if you have any possibility now, 
I mean by chance, have anyone in the KGB or out of 
the KGB, with any of my acquaintances, friends.

INTERROGATOR: You mean our acquaintances, don't you?
NOSENKO: Yes, but maybe your acquaintances can check with 

someone, because anyone in the KGB should know 
that, yes, there was a NOSENKO.

INTERROGATOR: Should we ask someone like VAKHRUSHEV or SUSLOV?
NOSENKO: No, of course not, because I gave you their names. 

Check someone else,, not known to me, so you can be 
sure.

d. Additional Observations
<i) Inquisitiveness About CIA

NOSENKO's questions about CIA and its activities seemed to his 
interrogators to be beyond the interest or curiosity expected of 
Soviet Intelligence defectors. Frequently he asked, even while 
discussing his own KGB responsibilities: "You tell me about a case, 
and I will remember details." Other examples of NOSENKO’s inquisi- 
ti vene s s- include the - following:------- ------------------------------

- When shown the CIA publication "Checklist of Soviet 
Officials Abroad" during the 1964 meetings in Geneva, NOSENKO 
made inquiries about what organization prepared .'.t and to what 
part of the U.S. Government that organization is subordinate.
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- In January 1964, entirely out of context, he asked 
vhetherj ~|_____  (He was not able to explain in
later questioning why he had not informed CIA about the case 
before he made the foregoing inquiry.)

- NOSENKO asked precisely how American Intelligence col
lection in the USSR is directed and coordinated. The CIA case 
officer responded: "What was that question?" NOSENKO there
upon said: “It was not a question—just general interest." 
When the case officer urged him to repeat the question, he re
fused to talk about it and diverted the conversation to other 
natters.

- He asked where CIA secretaries resided in the Washing
ton area.

- NOSENKO tried to find out the grades of the CIA offi
cers in contact with him.

- NOSENKO inquired in early 1964 whether the CIA offi
cer who met him in Geneva two years earlier had received a 
medal for that phase of the operation.

(ii) Acceptance of Contrary Information from Other Sources
Under interrogation, even when accused of lying, NOSENKO 

rarely challenged the validity of CIA's information nor claimed 
superior knowledge. The only facts he challenged strongly were 
incontestably true, such as the date of GOLITSYN*s  defection, the 
date of ABIDIAN's visit to the Pushkin Street dead drop, KOSO
LAPOV'S travel separate from JENNER, and KOSOLAPOV'S November 1960 
trip to Helsinki. It seemed at all times that he accepted that 
CIA knew more than he did on topics including conditions in the 
USSR and cases and people for whom he claimed direct responsibility. 
Be never challenged DERYABIN'S statements about KGB procedures, 
although aware that his own information was more recent.
(e) Discussions with NOSENKO on His Own Performance

After admitting his inability to respond to questions about 
operations in which he said he participated, NOSENKO sometimes 
gave a general appraisal of his own performance. He would admit 
that it was "impossible to have such memory breaks" and agree 
that his response was neither reasonable nor acceptable ("In your 
place I wouldn't believe it either," or on another occasion, "It 
will look bad to your boss"). Admitting that the questions were 
fair, logical, and clearly put, he acknowledged at least a dozen 
times during the January-March 1965 interrogation that his per
formance under questioning was bad and unacceptable.
____ He also admitted that most of the leads he had passed were 
largely useless. OutT^Of the 150 or—so-he-said~he._had_ provided, 
he stated that the great majority were "no good," unimportant, of 
people with whom the KGB had not worked ("Maybe 'ANDREY' became 
not interesting to KGB, changed jobs, and was not so important any 
more"; "some of the agents recruited by the Seventh. Department 
weren't meeting the KGB"; etc.) He consistently estimated, how
ever, that there were about 20 to 25 "good*  leads.
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C. Polygraph Testing
1. Test in April 1964

Shortly after his defection. NOSENKO agreed to undergo a 
polygraph examination which t'r.e CIA handlers.had told him was a 
routine part of his defector processing. He was ir.formed on 
3 April 1964 that the test would be administered the following 
morning, and that it was therefore advisable for him to get a 
good night's rest and to refrain from alcoholic beverages. NOS
ENKO drank heavily on the night of 3 April, did net enter his 
bedroom until 0300 hours on 4 April, and following breakfast at 
0730 hours on 4 April consumed several gm-and-tor.ics. Subse
quently, when NOSENKO thought he was not being observed, he was 
seen to remove his hand from his lips hurriedly.*

* On 18 May 1964 a report was received on the chemical analysis 
of six types of tablets which had been taken from NOSENKO's 
personal effects. In this report, a CIA chemical expert made 
the following remarks based on chemical, microscopic, and in
strumental analysis including the use of X-ray: "Sample No. 
4238 consisted of three (3) gray tablets wrapped in a piece 
of paper with the name 'Phenomin' written in Russian. Micro
scopic analysis of these tablets established the presence of 

—a small amount-of dl-amphetaminesulfate, a large amount of 
lactose, and a small amount of corn starch;~dl^emphetamine is— 
a sympathomimetic agent employed mainly as a central nervous 
system stimulant. The effect of taking amphetamine as a drug 
in conjunction with a polygraph test could exaggerate decep
tion responses especially for a weak reactor. No phenothi
azine (a tranquilizer) which is the active ingredient in 
’Phenocnin' was present in these tablets. The tablets do not 
appear to be of U.S. manufacture. ...As a result of the above 
examinations it was established that none of the items sub
mitted are of the barbiturate family. Although either sul
faguanidine (Sample No. 4242) or aspirin (Sample No. 4240) 
could be used (and indeed have been used) as secret ink, they 
are also normal medicinals which a traveler might carry, and

<a nnfVurn ir forw>l?tinn of the tablets to suaaest

Following a medical examination by a physician who noted 
that NOSENKO had been drinking, he was introduced to the CIA 
polygraph operator. An experienced interrogator, fluent in the 
Russian language, this polygraph operator conducted the test in 
Russian from 1045 to 1515 hours on 4 April. His report is quoted 
below.

“The question of Subject's (NOSENKO's) willingness to par
ticipate in the polygraph test was one of minor consideration, 
since he had, on previous occasions., agreed that he would take 
the test. However, whether Subject would continue with the 
polygraph testing if confronted with attempted deception after 
an initial test run, was one of the considered problems. Con
sequently, in order to preclude the possibility of Subject's 
terminating the test prior to its completion; it was decided 
that a minor deviation from the accepted polygraph technique 
would be used during the polygraph testing,- specifically, to 
insure that a polygraphic record of Subject's reactions to all 
the pertinent questions be obtained prior to challenging him on 
any significant polygraphic deception indications his charts 
might reflect... This plan was followed throughout the poly
graph interview...
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"Although the Subject had used both alcohol and some unknown 
drug prior to resting, there is r.c question, based both on analysis 
of Subject's polygraph charts as well as personal observation dur
ing the interview, that Subject has attempted deliberate deception 
in the specific pertinent areas which are mentioned below in this 
report.

"It is (my) conclusion that Subject is not a bona fide defector 
but is a dispatched agent ser.t by Soviet Intelligence for a spe
cific mission or missions.

"According to the plan, the different phases involving various 
pertinent areas were covered with Subject polygraphically. Chal
lenge of Subject's reactions was indirect and 'soft.' On no occa
sion did Subject even attempt to volunteer any explanation of the 
possible causes for his polygraph reactions. He continually denied 
and refused to admit that there was anything to any of the questions 
which were asked of him. When the final test questions were cora- 
ple ted and a record was obtained of all of Subject's polygraphic 
responses, the nature of the challenge and probing was changed.

"Subject was told that he was lying to numerous pertinent ques
tions and was accused of being a dispatched agent. Subject's only 
explanation to (~y) direct accusation was that he could not be a 
dispatched agent because of the amount of information he had volun
teered to American Intelligence.

"Subject, who before and throughout testing reflected com
plete self-control and composure, now exhibited a completely dif
ferent picture. His composure was non-existent, his eyes watered, 
and his hands trembled. Prior to being confronted with (my) opinion 
that Subject was a dispatched agent, when Subject was asked on 
one of the last test runs (a) if he were sent to penetrate Ameri
can Intelligence and (b) if Subject received instructions from KGB 
on how to attempt to beat the polygraph, his answers were given 
in a voice that actually trembled...

■Listed below are all of the questions asked of Subject.
"Series fl;

had at time of birth?

Were you born ir. the Soviet Union? Yes. (No reaction)
Were you born in the city of Nikolayev? Yes. (No reaction)
Were you born on 30 October 1927? Yes. (No reaction)
Did you deliberately give any kind of misinformation when 
you told us your autobiography? No. (Reaction)
Is NOSENKO the surname which you 

- - Yes .-- (Reaction)----------------
Are you concerned about the fact that the polygraph test 
may discover that you are hiding the truth from me? No. 
(No reaction)
Was your father the Minister of Shipbuidling? Yes. 
(No reaction)
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Were you a member of the Communist Party before 1956? No. 
(No reaction) 
(Subject stated that he applied for candidacy to the Commu
nist Party in 1956, and m mid-1957 was accepted as a member.)
Did you deliberately give any misinformation about your work 
and service in the KGB? No. (No reaction)
Besides your children, is there anything in your life on 
the basis of which someone may blackmail you? No. (No re
action) 
(Subject stated that his love for his children was the only 
thing that is of any consequence which the Soviets might use 
for blackmail purposes. However, Subject said he was not 
worried, because regardless of threats against the welfare 
of his children, he would not allow himself to be black
mailed or controlled.)
Have you ever engaged in any homosexual activity? No. 
(Reaction)
Did you give deliberate misinformation about your education? 
No. (No reaction)
Did you ever commit a major crime? No. (No reaction)
Did you give deliberate misinformation about your military 
service? No. (No reaction)

"Series <2;
Did you establish contact with American Intelligence in Geneva 
in 1962? Yes. (No reaction)
Did you establish contact with American Intelligence in Geneva in January 1964? Yes. (No reaction)
Did you voluntarily defect to the Americans? Yes. (No 
reaction)
Did you ask for the right of political asylum from the 
Americans? Yes. (No reaction)
Were you sent to the Americans by the organs of Soviet 
Intelligence (with a special mission)? No. (Reaction)
Do you have a sincere desire to fight against the KGB and 
all other punitive organs of the Soviet Union? Yes. (No 
reaction)
Did you establish contact with American Intelligence on 
orders of the KGB? No. (Reaction)
Did anyone know of your intention to defect to the Americans? 
No. (No reaction)
Does the KGB have a pre-arranged signal for establishing 
contact with you in America? No. (Reaction)
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Do you have a pre-arranged signal Cor establishing contact 
with Soviet Intelligence? No. (No reaction)
Do you have a concrete plan to return to the Soviet Union 
sometime in the future? No. (Reaction)
Are you performing a special mission for Soviet Intelligence 
in connection with your defection? No. (Reaction)
Are you deliberately hiding penetrations made by Soviet 
agents into American Intelligence about which you are 
aware? No. (Reaction)
Are you witting of other recruitments made by Soviet Intel
ligence of American Embassy personnel which occurred after 
RHODES and 'ANDREY'? No. (No reaction)
Are you an agent of the KGB or other Soviet Intelligence 
organs? No. (No reaction)
Was there any pre-arranged signal included in the letters 
you wrote to your wife (since your defection)? No.
(No reaction)

"Series >3;
Did you defect to the Americans in 1964? Yes. (No reaction)
Did you defect to the Americans in Geneva? Yes. (No re
action)

i

Did you defect to the Americans with the assignment of un
covering plans of American Intelligence against USSR? No. 
(Reaction)

♦ Did you defect to the Americans with the assignment to find 
out more about the structure and methods of operation of 
American Intelligence? No. (Reaction)
Did you defect to the Americans with the aim of penetrating 
American Intelligence? No. (Reaction)
Did you defect to the Americans because you were dissatis-

I fied with the Soviet system? Yes. (Reaction)
i
i Did you defect to the Americans with the aim of discredit

ing Soviet officers of the KGB who defected earlier? No. 
(No reaction)

_____________ Didyou defect to the Americans with the aim of giving mis
information' alS6ut~Sovietr,agents '-penetration-of-American_____
Intelligence? No. (No reaction)

"Series 44;
Did you hide anything from American Intelligence about your 
trip to Geneva in 1962? No. (No reaction)

■ Did you hide anything from American Intelligence about your
; trip to Geneva in 1964? No. (No reaction)
i
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Did you hide anything from American Intelligence about your 
trip to Cuba in I960? No. (Reaction)
Did you hide anything from American Intelligence about your 
trip to London in 1957? No. (No reaction)
Did you hide anything from American Intelligence about your 
trip to London in 1958? No. (No reaction)
Did you personally participate in the search for CHEREPANOV 
in December 1963? Yes. (Reaction)
Is it true that KOVSHUK visited the United States in 1957?
Yes. (Reaction)
Did GRIBANOV visit Switzerland in 1962? No. (No reaction)
To your knowledge, did GRIBANOV visit Switzerland in 1964? 
No. (No reaction)
Was GUK in Switzerland in 1964? Yes. (No reaction)

Series 15:
Did you work for Soviet Intelligence in 1962? Yes. (No 
reaction)
Did you work for Soviet Intelligence in 1964? Yes. (No 
reaction)
Did you tell us the truth about Lee Harvey OSWALD? Yes. 
(No reaction)
Did you tell us the truth about Yuri KROTKOV? Yes. 
(Reaction)
Kere the CHEREPANOV papers especially prepared and passed 
to the Americans by the KGB? No. (Reaction)
Is it true that Soviet Intelligence has an agent, whose 
name is unknown to you, among the American representatives 
in Paris? Yes. (Reaction)
Did you bring with you personal identity documents which 
were fabricated by KGB? No. (Reaction)
Did you give truthful information about the structure of 
the First and Second Chief Directorates of the KGB? Yes. 
(No reaction)
Are you misinforming American Intelligence according to a 

----specially-developed-KGB-plan?—No.—(No—reaction)----------
Is it true that AGAYANTS is the Chief of Department D (Dis
information)? Yes. (Reaction)
To your knowledge, was FEDOSEYEV the Chief of the American 
Department of the Second Chief Directorate in 1963 and 1964?
Yes. (Reaction)
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"Series f6:
Did you drink more than you told me? No. (Reaction)
(Subject admitted to having only one gin and tonic prior 
to testing.)

Did you know that American Intelligence uses the polygraph?
Yes. (No reaction)
Did anyone in the Soviet Union explain to you anything about*"  
American Intelligence's use of the polygraph. No. (No 
reaction) —
Did anyone in thv KGB explain anything about the polygraph 
to you? No. (No reaction)
During the last twenty-four hours, did you take any medi
cine or pills? No. (Reaction)
Did you receive instructions from the KGB on how to attempt 
to beat the polygraph? No. (Reaction)
Were you ever hypnotized by anyone? No. (No reaction)
Did you bring any types of medicine or pills with you (from 
abroad or from the Soviet Union)? No. (Reaction)
Do you have any pills or medicine about which you have not 
told me? No. (Reaction)
"Although Subject later admitted that he had two types of 

pills with him which he brought from Moscow and which (were) 
in his portfolio, he declined to admit that he had had more liquor 
than he told (me), that he had received specific instruc
tions about the polygraph from the KGB, or that he iiad taken any 
type of pills during the last twenty-four hours."
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2. Test in October9 65 on Lee Harvey OSWALD
a. Introduction

CIA conducted c- polygraph examination of NOSENKO on 
18 October 1966 on ~ ';o subject of Lee Harvey OSWALD.*

Since the previous polygraph test in April 1964, NOSENKO 
had been under close security guard, his movements restricted, 
and tn the interin had been interrogated in detail and accused 
of bad faith in dealing with U.S. Government authorities. 
NOSENKO had not been interviewed by CIA during the six nonths 
prior to Octobei’ 1966. He had had no access to alcohol or 
drugs, his food consumption had been normal, and his sleep 
had been adequate.

NOSENKO was given no advance notice of the polygraph 
examination. Upon entering the room where it was to take 
place, he immediately recognized the officer present as the 
person who administered the first CIA polygraph test two and 
one-half years earlier. NOSENKO correctly said that they had 
first met on 4 April 1964.

In the pre-test interview, questions on the OSWALD case 
were put to NOSENKO in Russian, his answers (also in Russian) 
were recorded, the operation of the machine was explained, 
and clarifications of the questions ar.d his answers were 
made. The three series of questions pertaining to the OSWALD 
case are given below in their entirety, and they are followed 
by the conclusions of the polygraph expert.
b.- Results

"Series No. 1
1. Was Lee Harvey OSWALD ever in the Soviet Union?

Allswer: Yes. (No reaction)
2. Was OSWALD in the Soviet Union from 1959 to 1961?

Answer: Yes. (No reaction)
3. Did you receive special instructions about what to 

tell the Americans about the OSWALD case?
Answer: No. (Reaction)

4. Did you personally meet OSWALD?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

5^ Was OSWALD recruitedbyKGB as an agent?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

6. Were you glad that President Kennedy was killed?
Answer: No. (Reaction)

7. Other than what you told me, did you'actively parti
cipate in the OSWALD case prior to 1963?
Answer: NO. (No reaction)
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0. Did you see a photograph of OSWALD in 1963?
Answer: Yes. (Reaction)

9. Was Marina PRUSAKOVA an agent of KGB?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

9a. Before her marriage to OSWALD?
Answer: No. (Reaction)

9b. After her marriage to OSWALD?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

10. Did you personally meet Marina PRUSAKOVA?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

11. Did OSWALD have any kind of contact with the 13th 
Otdel of the First Chief Directorate?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

12. Did KGB prepare OSWALD for committing assassinations?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

13. Was OSWALD prepared (trained) by KGB to kill President 
Kennedy?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

24.  Did you hear of OSWALD (case) prior to President 
Kennedy's assassination?
*

Answer: Yes. (Reaction)
“Subject's (NOSENKO’s) most significant reactions on 

this test series were to questions 3 and 24—other reactions 
of a lesser significance were evident to questions 6, 0, 9a, and 10.
"Series No. 2
20. Is the name OSWALD familiar to you?

Answer: Yes. (No reaction)
-- 21-j—Did~you—ever read-the-OSWALD case?

Answer: Yes. (No reaction)
22. Was this the full and official KGB case on OSWALD?

Answer: Yes. (Reaction)
23. Did you give us any kind of information about 

OSWALD?
Answer: Yes. (No reaction)

Before the beginning of the examination, the polygraph operator
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24. Did you hear of the OSWALD (case) prior to President 
Kennedy's assassination?
Answer: Yes. (Reaction)

24a. Did you hear of the OSWALD (case) only after President 
Kennedy's death?
Answer: Instead of the usual yes or no answer, 

Subject answered: 'Before and after.' 
When the question was repeated, he again 
answered: 'Before and after.' Only when 
the question was asked a third time on a 
subsequent test did he answer 'No.' (Reaction) 
(Subject reacted when he answered 'Before and 
after,' and when he answered 'No."

25. Did the KGB consider OSWALD abnormal?
Answer: Yes. (No reaction)

26. As far as you know, did Marina OSWALD know about her 
husband's plan to kill President Kennedy?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

27. To your knowledge did OSWALD talk with a KGB officer 
in Mexico?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

28. Did OSWALD return to the United States in 1961?
Answer: Yes. (No reaction) Subject's reaction 

to this question was inconsistent when he 
answered 'Yes,' hence the (No reaction) 
notation. However, it is noteworthy that 
Subject did not attempt to correct the 
date of OSWALD'S departure to the U.S.; 
OSWALD returned to the U.S. in June 1962 
and not in 1961.

29. Is your contact with the OSWALD case part of your 
legend (cover story)?
Answer: No. (Reaction)

30. Did you really take part in the OSWALD case in 1959?
Answer: Yes. (Reaction)
"Subject's most sionifleant reactions were to questions 22, 24, 24a, 29 and 30.*

"Series No. 3
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16. Did you personally order RASTRUSIN, in 1959, to 
collect material '>SWALD?
Answer: Yes. (R<action)

19. Did you personally talk on the V. Ch. with Minsk 
about the OSWALD case in 1963?
Answer: Yes. (Reaction)

17. Were you instructed on the OSWALD case by one of 
the KGB operational officers?
Answer: No. (Reaction)

17a. Did the KGB instruct you to tell us OSWALD was 
a bad shot?
Answer: No. (No reaction)

18. Do you know definitely that OSWALD was not of opera
tional interest to KGB?
Answer: Yes. (Reaction)

18c. Did KGB give the OSWALDS any kind of help in their 
departure from the Soviet Union?
Answer? No. (No reaction)

3a. Did you receive special instructions from the KGB 
about what to tell the Americans about OSWALD?
Answer: No. (Reaction)
"Subject’s reactions to the questions so indicated 

were about equal in consistency and significance.
•"On the basis of an analysis of the polygraph charts 

obtained during Subject's polygraph interrogation and 
testing during the 18 October 1966 session, it is [my| 
opinion that: '*

a. Subject was not personally or actually 
involved in the OSWALD case from 1959 to 1961 while 
OSWALD was in the Soviet Union.

b. Subject heard of OSWALD only after Kennedy's 
assassination; however, he was not an active partici
pant in 1963 as he indicates, but was probably 
briefed on the case by a KGB officer.

---------- c;—Subjec tree e ived~spec ialinst ructions 
(from the KGB) about the OSWALD case and what to 
tell American authorities about it."

TOD Qrr'QFT
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VIII. KOSENKO'S BONA PIPES: ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Introduction

It is standard procedure to assess the bona fides of each 
intelligence and counterintelligence source, and special care is 
required in assessing sources of information relevant to the secu
rity of the United States.

A much more prominent factor in this assessment, however, 
is NOSENKO's own testimony. CIA has exhaustively debriefed and 
interrogated NOSENKO, his leads were checked, his information was 
studied, and a large body of facts pertinent to his bona fides 
was thus assembled. These details, as well as direct evidence 
from other sources and the views of specialists affiliated with 
CIA, have been presented in Part III. through Part VII. of this 
paper.

The basic questions with regard to the bona fides of NOSENKO are the following:
/ - Is there reason to question the general accuracy
/ and completeness of NOSENKO*s  accounts of his situation 
/ and motivations in contacting CIA and later defecting,
/ his personal life, military service, positions in the
I KGB, personal participation in KGB operations, know-' ledgeability about KGB activities and the way he learned

of them, and his associations with KGB personnel?
- If there are grounds for doubting the general 

accuracy and completeness of these accounts, then what 
________ are the explanations for NOSENKO's actions, for the 
I________ natureTof"theinformablbhrhe~ha~s~provided; and for--------
I other Soviet sources having authenticated his personal

__ life and KGB career?
In assessing the bona fides of NOSENKO, the classic method 

has been used: evaluating his production and sourcing, examining 
his autobiography, and appraising him and the circumstances of 
this operation. These points, with the conclusions drawn from 
each, are reviewed below. The discussion continues with a survey 
of the sources who have corroborated NOSENKO's background and 
status, and this is followed by argumentations on the various 
hypotheses which could explain NOSENKO as a source. The final 
portion is a summary of conclusions about NOSENKO's bona fides.
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B.
1.

Evaluation of Production
Introduction

There are several standards which may be applied to the assess 
ment of a source's production. Each of them is qualified; none is 
likely to be conclusive by Itself; and all of them together may not 
permit a definite conclusion, although they do contribute to a 
broader assessment cf bona fides. The standards are:

First, how does the information) I
____ ____________ _ 1 (In this, one judges the in

ternal r~_______________________________________________________~

Second, does the information I (This point
is risky to judge, for a genuine source^
P j Also, information which seems T
' • = ~ '"" may not actually be such in Soviet eyes; for ex
ample, the loss of an apparently valuable agent ]

Third, is the information important or useful to us?__ (This—
point may in some cases be irrelevant, for V 
formation may not balance against the time and effort required to 
process and investigate it.)

These standards have been applied in evaluating the production 
of NOSENKO on the topics discussed below.
_____ NOSENKO’s production is exclusively) \

/As descrioeo in Part VITA., he] [
p~ / This does not^ecessarily
affect the question of his bona fides, however, for NOSENKO claims 
to have been a KG3 internal counterintelligence officer.__ From a—
comparative standpoint,[

/^Therefore, nothing of^pos it iye_i n te 11 igence_con se - .T 
quence is expected of NOSENKO, although some question might be

The [ along posi-
tive intelligence lines is not considered unusual.
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NOSENKO's counterintellicence production Includes all of his 
information on the Soviet intelligence and security organs:

- their structure, functions, methods, and procedures;
- their officers, and their agents of Soviet citizenship;
- their operational activities inside and outside the 

USSR.
For the most part this portion of the paper (as in Part VIII.C. 
through Part VIII.P.) follows a format in which the evidence is 
summarized, the facts interpreted, and conclusions presented.
2. XGB Organization, Personalities, Methods

Ability to discuss the structure of his service in general 
and at least some of its components in particular is an absolutely 
minimal requirement for anyone who claims to have beer, employed 
within that service. At the same time, current information on the 
organization of an intelligence service is of classic interest to 
opposing intelligence and security services. Organizational 
changes are indicators of policy and planning trends in the ser
vice; short of a penetration of the service's leadership, such 
changes are perhaps the most reliable reflection of changes in 
operational emphasis and tactics.

Had NOSENKO's information on the organization of the KGB 
been novel in this sense, it would have been of considerable 
value, while the exposure of this mformation--although perhaps 
not a major loss to the Soviets—would nonetheless have been 
against the KGB's best interests. NOSENKO's reports on the 
organization of the KGB in 1964 (Pages 352-358) agree with and 
are a logical extension of that framework of KGB organization 
newly revealed by the 1961 sources, but this weighs neither for 
nor against him as the sources In the absence of contradictory 
information, he cannot be subject to criticism or to suspicion 
because his reports show no redirection of the thrust of the 
KGB. Furthermore, NOSENKO's statements indicating that there 
have been no major changes in the years between the 1959 re
organization and 1964 are acceptable in the light of available 
Information from other sources. The information which NOSENKO 
provided on the KGB's organization therefore neither supports 
nor discredits his bona fides.

NOSENKO's information o; some 1,000 Soviets connected with 
intelligence and security activities is an impressive achieve
ment of memory. These identifications, however, must be evalu
ated according to the damage inflicted upon the Soviets by his 
exposure of these personalities. In this respect, the discus
sion must concern new identifications, for intelligence person
alities previously exposed could not be damaged any further by 
a repetition of their compromise. This discussion must be fur
ther restricted to new identifications of staff personnel, be
cause the entire Soviet population is available to the KGB for 
occasional use as it sees fit, with the loyalty and discretion 
of the individual as the only limiting factors; to learn that a 
Soviet employed at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow is an agent re
porting to the KGB is to learn nothing that has not already 
been taken for granted, and besides, no action on such infor
mation can be taken. Finally, the new identifications also
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must be among persons who are Identifiable and accessible, or the 
information is useless to Western services ar.i is no loss to the 
Soviets. On this basis, only KGB First Chief 1.rectcrate as well 
as GRU identifications merit Inclusion ir. this valuation, since 
these are the officers who normally appear abroad and participate 
in agent operations. Although KG3 Second Chief Directorate per
sonnel have ir*  the past transferred to the First Chief Directorate, 
this is not a predictable event and cannot be considered in dis
cussion of current damage.

NOSEKKO identified 165 First Chief Directorate personnel,[

Of 37.therewere 24 who either resided abroad at the 
_time of KOSENKO's defection or were sent abroad since that time.*  
! Assuming that NOSIOIKO was correct ir. his identifications of all 
I 24 members of the KGB who Were accessible,** it cannot be said 
I that the number is so large that the damage to KGB agent opora-
J tions was substantial. None of NOSEA'KO's unicun- GRU identifica

tions were abroad at the time of his defectirr. have been since. 
These personality identifications hence do not serve as evidence 
of NOSENKO's bona fides. At the same tim.e, his inability to do 
further measurable harm to the KGB ir. this regard cannot bo held 
against him, either, for he has claiue-d service only in the Second 
Chief Directorate throughout his career and so cannot be expected 
to know a high percentage of the First Chief Directorate comple
ment. Therefore, NOSENKO's intelligence personality identifications 
do not constitute a factor in finding for or against his bona fides.

NOSENKO has been the source of many interesting details and 
examples of KGB modus operand! (Pages 359-360), but while useful 
for illustrative purposes and valuable because of the fact that 
the material was easily collatable for study purposes, none of 
the methods described could be considered new and revealing, and 
their exposure in any event would r.ot prevent their continued use 
in the future. NOSENKO's discussion of the only double agent case 
in which he claimed to have played a role, however, demonstrates 
his lack of knowledge of the principles and purposes of such an 
operation. This case. BELITSKIY, is a subjeit of separate

sensitive soarces
* Cf these 24 KGB

SSuSSffifcand thereafter, and two became prominently activi 
insecure KGB operations shortly after NO5ENKO identified them.

the
KGB; 
KGB

**Cther evidence has contradicted statements by NOSENKO to 
effect, that certain Soviets were not affiliated with the 
in Geneva, for example, where he had daily access to the 
Legal Residency for months and claimed nearly complete know
ledge of KGB personnel, he named 15 of a KGB staff which he said totalled at the most IB; T-

_______ [as many as 55 of the approximately 120 Soviets station
ed there (a proportion which is consistent with other areas
and defectors' estimates). NOSENKO was not entirely accurate 
concerning even KGB officers on his own delegation in Geneva, 
as noted on Pages 12 and 13. Therefore, the accuracy of 
KOSENKO'S original identifications, positive or negative, 
cannot be accepted without question.

TOP SECRET
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discussion below. This subject, too, must be considered neutral 
evidence in the bona fides assessment.

NOSENKO has shown himself to be both uninformed and inaccurate 
in his answers to questions on KGB Headquarters staff procedures 
(Page 360 and Pages 619-624). He has been unable to contribute 
any new information, although there has been no detailed reporting 
on the subject since 1954. (GOLITSYN in 1962 provided some new 
material on procedures but was never comprehensively debriefed on 
the topic.) Thus, information on the more up-to-date forms, co
ordination requirements, mechanization of records and tracing 
mechanisms, etc., could have been a singular contribution to our 
knowledge; NOSENKO could not describe anything of this sort. When 
he replied to questions about such matters for the period covering 
his entry into the KGB, on which orevious reporting is available 
in detail, he answered incorrectly on numerous points. NOSENKO's 
tendency to improvise when he did not know the correct answer or 
when he had forgotten has been characterized by a CIA psychologist 
as the behavior of a pathological liar saving face in a tight 
psychological situation. When he could not produce a correct • answer in this area of reporting, NOSENKO may have improvised I because he is a liar or because he is concealing an ignorance 

I based on hot having been a KGB Headquarters officer.
3. Operational Leads
a. Introduction

Consideration of NOSENKO's operational leads must take into 
account the KGB positions and personal associations (with attendant 
access to information) which NOSENKO has claimed for himself. He 
Indicated tlint the breadth of his knowledge about KGB agent opera
tions and development cases increased as he rose from case officer 
in the U.S. Embassy Section in 1953-1955 and in the American Tourist 
Section in 1955-1958 to become Deputy Chief of the latter section 
in 1958-1959, Deputy Chief of the U.S. Embassy Section in 1960-1961, 
and finally Deputy Chief of the Tourist Department from 1962 until 
his defection. Simultaneously he established lasting contacts with 
his KGB colleagues so that, for example, even after leaving the 
U.S. Embassy Section for the second time, in December 1961, NOSENKO 
kept abreast of its most important activities. On these grounds 
NOSENKO presented himself as an authoritative source, one who 
could detail the successes and failures of the KGB in recruiting 
Westerners—especially Americans—in the USSR over the years from 
1953 through 1963. Repeatedly NOSENKO asserted that his leads to 
KGB agents constituted proof of his bona fides.
b. Operations Involving Americans

NOSENKO drew a picture of the recruitment scene in Moscow 
showing that:

- Since the—"ANDREY"-case of the early 1950’s*  the KGB 
recruited no Americans on the U.S. Embassy staff, succeed
ing only in recruiting one contract employee who was in 
Moscow on TDY. NOSENKO reported on recruitment approaches 
to six American officials stationed in Moscow, all of whoth

1 NdnENKrt pincod »TT«« t ■«■■ id i nwiit .l<iic prim lo entry into Iha kgii in paily I'iti, l.iit. n.iyio w. ruiiTii I’ryptnuym
"ANbHKY") adid lie liecuuia d kgu agent hi No vend.er or December
1953.

Tf)D Or
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refused to collaborate with t’i" KGB. He discussed 14 develop
ment cases which never culminated in recruitment approaches 
to these U.S. Government employees in Moscow, and he named ,
11 officials at the Moscow Embassy who were Investigated by ’the KGB. These operations, NOSENKO asserted, comprised the i
total KGB activity against Embassy personnel with the ex
ception of the technical penetrations (see Part VIII._B.4.).

- Seven American correspondents in Moscow had been re
cruited by the KGB, four of them known to NOSENKO from the 
years 1953-1954 when he was working against U.S. newspaper
men. Another two were under development by the KGB during 
that period.

- The American Express Company representative in Moscow, 
Arsene FRIFPEL, had become a KGB agent in 1959; NOSE1JKO was 
the case officer.

- The number of American visitors recruited by the KGB j
in 1962-1963 was 14, and if there had been others, NOSE2JKO 
would have known about them in light of his senior position ’
in the Tourist Department curing that period. Moreover, for ■ 
the years tefore 1962, KOSENKO provided leads to 19 other I
American tourists whom the KGB recruited, plus one who was '
serving the GRU when he came to Moscow. NOSENKO also de
scribed 18 development cases and nine investigations in ।
which the targets were American tourists. |

As for KGB operations outside the Soviet Union, NOSENKO gave leads 
to four recruited Americans about whom he learned through conver
sations with KGB associates: a U.S. intelligence officer having 
the KGB cryptonym "SASHA" (still unidentified), a penetration of 
Orly Courier Transfer Station (identified as Sergeant Robert Lee 
JOHNSON), and two agents in Geneva (names not given and as yet net 
positively identified) . NOSENKO leayicd of the KGB agent status of (Horace G. LUNT1 an American professor, because he took part in 
.bUNT1 shrecruitment while on TOY in Sofia, and of rhe
Legal residency agent because of the connection
betweenand Bernard KOTS.’, an American tourist with whose 
case NOSENKO was personally involved. In addition, NOSE4KO de
scribed two development cases with U.S, citizens. From his know
ledge of the “SASHA" operation, NOSEGJKO also knew that the KGB 
had no agent sources able to supply information concerning the J
Cuban missile crisis of October 1962. -j

• • . <

(i) Completeness, Accuracy, Detail and Consistency of Reporting >
)

If he occupied the various KGB positions as claimed, if his 
access were as broad as he said it was, NOSENKO has provided a ;
comprehensive review of KGB operations involving Americans in •the USSR. J

Other information, however, contradicts NOSENKO‘s assurances 
that he reported on all major cases involving Americans working 
at the U.S. Ekcbassy in Moscow:

- GOLITSYN'S reports indicate that a U.S. military code 
clerk was recruited in 1960, and other factors point toward .
this person being James STORSBERG or possibly William HURLEY '.‘:4
(Pages 166-182). NOSENKO, the supervisor of operations 
against Embassy code clerks in 1960-1961, stated that
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1.-4 '
STORSBERG rejected the recruitment approach, and when inter- ! 5
viewed on the basis of the KOSENKO lead, STORSBERG confirmed .
this. Both agree the approach was made in the latter part 
of 1961. 4

- GOLITSYN'S reports cover six other operations (Pages ■
595-598) which NOSENKO has not mentioned: The KGB's recruit
ment of a female employee at the Embassy in 1957, the pre
sence of a code clerk in the Embassy in 1960 who was a KGB 
agent, an unsuccessful recruitment approach to a female sec
retary at the Embassy prior to July 1960, the KGB plan to 
complete the recruitment of an American diplomat following ;
his reassignment from Moscow in 1959, the KGB's recruitment »
of or planned recruitment approach to a U.S. Embassy employee i
(possibly a code clerk) prior to April/May 1960, and a KGB !
officer's trip to Helsinki to accompany an Embassycode clerk ;
travelling by train to Moscow. (There is documentary evi- |
dence to support the accuracy of GOLITSYN'S statements about 
the last of these cases; see below.)
On the basis of available information, NOSENKO cannot be 

faulted on the completeness of his reporting about American tour
ists recruited, approached, and under development by the KGB, but 
he could cite only one instance of KGB investigations uncovering 
tourists dispatched to the USSR by American Intelligence (Pages •
145-150).* | . --

_________________________________________________________________ pa . year in which NOSENKO was Deputy Chief of the American Tourist ---Section. These documents were placed in the hands of the KGB by ’■
George BLAKE of MI-6 in July 1959 (before the end of the tourist —
season) and in 1960; NOSENKO was not familiar with any aspects of Jthe KGB operation with BLAKE. | ’

Where NOSENKO's reporting 
on American tourist cases is checkable, therefore, it has been 
found to be incomplete.

Alfred SLESINGER,ah FBI informant who nevertne- 
less had no .American^Intelligence mission when he visited the 
USSR in 1961 and 1962. Frederick BARGHOORN, arrested in the USSR in 1963, [ [

concerning tne rest reporteaiy suspectea py 
the KGB—Donald ALSINGER, Bernard KOTEN, and Gabriel REINER— 
none was associated with American Intelligence in any way.
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NOSENKO’b reporting on individual cases wherein he was a per
sonal participant or supervisor is not, with few exceptions, con
tradicted by information available from other sources. Nearly all 
of his statements have proven accurate when they could be compared 
with collateral informations In fact, the Americans whom he cited 
did visit or live in the Soviet Union, and many of them are known 
to have been of operational interest to the KG3, as NOSENKO said. 
The exceptions to his general accuracy of reporting, however, are 
of major importance in themselves and in reference to his claimed 
positions in the U.S. Embassy Section during 1960-1961:*

NOSENKO Collateral
U.S. Embassy Security Officer 
John V. A3IDIAN, for whom NOSENKO 
was the responsible KGB officer, 
visited the Pushkin Street dead 
drop site in 1960 or at the begin
ning of 1961. Later that same 
day KOZLOV, Chief of-the KGB Sur
veillance Directorate! went to the scene. {

KOSOLAPOV, NOSENKO1s direct sub
ordinate, made but one TDY to 
Helsinki in the 1960-1961 period; 
NOSENKO would have known about if 
not approved other TDY's in these 
years when he was Deputy Chief of 
the U.S. Embassy Section.
Returning from his single TDY to 
Helsinki, KOSOLAPOV was abroad 
the same train as his target, the 
American military code clerk Paul 
JENNER; as supervisor of all oper
ations against code clerks at the 
U.S. Embassy, NOSENKO was familiar 
with the details of all such major 
activities.
The KGB knew that the U.S. mili
tary code clerk James KEYSERS, 
whom NOSENKO personally contacted 
in an effort to persuade him to 
defect, did not report the earlier 
recruitment approach by the KGB.

CIA records on the PENKOVSKIY 
case, in which the Pushkin 
Street dead drop was used, show 
that ABIDIAN visited the site 
only once, on 30 December 1961 
at 1130 hours. KOZLOV left New 
York City on the same day, 
travelling via France, at the 
completion of a TDY in the 
United States. (Pages 231- 
235; this subject is discussed 
at greater length in Part 
VIII.B.6.)

| that KOSO
LAPOV was twice in Helsinki 
during 1960, in March-April 
and aaain in November. (Pages 
106-200).

__________ JENNER 
and KOSOLAPOV travelled on 
separate days. (Pages 186-200)

KEYSERS reported the recruitment 
approach immediately after it 
occurred, and the report was 
submitted in an Embassy room 
later found to have a concealed 
microphone. (NOSENKO stated that 
he was a customer for microphone 
intercepts at the time and that this microphone was monitored on 
a continuous basis by KGB per
sonnel.) (Pages 213-219)

An example of NOSENKO1s inaccuracy on events during his later service in the Tourist Department related to his accounts on the arrest of American Professor Frederick BARGHOORN: According to NOSENKO, the approval for this KGB action in which he had a personal part was obtained from BRE2DJEV m KHRUSHCHEV1 s absence 
from Moscow, and the arrest was made.a few hours later; BARG
HOORN was arrested on 31 October 1963, and on that day and the 
day before KHRUSHCHEV made public appearances in Moscow. (BRE31- 
NEV was not seen in Moscow between 29 October and 2 November
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In addition, a number of Americans--e.g,, Walter RASK, Adam 
BROCHES, Henry APISSON, Herbert HOWARD, Vasiliy VOLKOV, William 
WALLACE, Thomas Whitney, and Stanley ZIRING--denied having been 
recruited by the KGB, as NOSEJKO said they had been.

The only noteworthy internal inconsistencies in NOSENKO's 
reporting on KGB operations involving Americans appear in the 
HARMSTONE case, where he has given conflicting information on the KGB's ability to obtain photographic evidence of his homosexuality, j 
and in his advice on how to identify "ANDREY"-~that he was the only j witness to testify in Roy RHODES' triaL and that he did not testify J 
at Roy RHODES' trial but was only interviewed in the pre-trial in
vestigation once. Part VIII.D. covers the extent of his knowledge 
about American cases in which he took part personally or as a 
supervisor. Regarding others to which his official positions did 
not give him access, NOSENKO has Indicated that it was his per
sonal contact with KGB colleagues which enabled him to report on 
nine recruitments (Herbert HOWARD, Sam JAFFE, the KGS agent in 
France, the YOUNGER couple, "SASHA", and two unnamed agents in 
Geneva); three development cases (George VAN LAETHEM, Attorney 
General Robert KENNEDY, and Stephen HOFFMAN); three unsuccessful 
recruitment approaches (Richard HARMSTONE, Peter BINDER, and 
Collette S CH WARZENBACH); and three investigations (Thomas BARTHE- 
LEMY, Lewis BOWDEN, and George WINTERS). NOS’ENKO's alleged asso
ciates in the KGB thus gave him the names of four recruited agents 
and sufficient details for one more to be identified by subsequent 
investigation, JOHNSON. All of the NOSENKO leads to developmental 
operations, unsuccessful recruitment approaches, and investigations 
have been identified.
(ii) Damage to the Soviets

Three criteria can be used in assessing the harm to Soviet 
interests caused by NOSENKO's operational leads to Americans:

First, the originality of his information on recruited 
agents and unsuccessful recruitment approaches;

Second, the agents' access to classified information 
at the time he reported on them; and

Third, the possibility of identifying them on the 
basis of the details provided or in cc~i.ir.ti.on with details 
received from other sources.

There is no reason to believe that NOSENKO's information on 22 
Americans under investigation while in the USSR could have damaged 
the KGB, especially since all of them had left the Soviet Union 
before the NOSENKO leads were received (Pages 402-410). In an
other -category, -NOSENKO'-s leads to-35- Americans under development 
(Pages 379-397), there is no means for evaluating their impor
tance to the KGB because it is impossible to estimate with con
fidence the likelihood of the KGB recruiting some or any of these 
targets; vulnerability and assessment data, when coupled with 
spasmodic or even continuing KGB access to the target, would be 
no guarantee that he is recruitable. Nevertheless, following 
the criteria listed above, NOSE-.KO's statements on KGB operation
al interest stemming from their homosexuality did bring about the 
recall of Robert ARMSTRONG and Stephen HOFFMAN from the U.S. 
Ebibassy in Moscow.
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NOSENKO was the first source to report on the KGB recruit
ments of 22 tourists (none with access to classified materials 
and on 11 of whom there was previous derogatory information); 
four correspondents (one said by NOSE..KO to have become inactive 
and on two of whom there was previous derogatory information); 
the American Express Company representative in Moscow; a contract 
employee of USIA who had earlier declared his intent to marry a 
Soviet national; and two agents whose names were not known to 
NOSENKO but who were identifiable. The latter two agents were:

- Doyle W. SMITH (KGB cryptonym "ANDREY"), a cipher 
machine mechanic at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow recruited in 
1953. Despite NOSENKO's statement that ",\NDREY" was current
ly supplying valuable information in June 1962, SMITH lost 
his access to classified information through retirement from 
the U.S. Army on 30 November 1961, or about six months before 
tlOSEUKO first reported on him (Paces 413-426).

- U.S. Army Sergeant Robert Lee JOHNSON, who with his 
wife Hedwig began collaborating with the KGB in 1952 and 
who made James M1NTKENBAUGH an agent of the KGB in 1953 
(Pages 427-462). Hedwig JOHNSON discontinued her role in 
the operation in 1953, although thereafter remaining know
ledgeable of the KGB activities of her husband and MINTKEN- 
BAUGH; according to MINTKENBAUGH, who lost access to classi
fied information in 1954, he had no direct contact with the 
KGB after the late summer or early autumn of 1963 (about 
three to five months before NOSENKO first gave the lead on 
JOHNSON); JOHNSON was still on active duty with the U.S. 
Army and in contact with the KGB when NOSENKO reported in 
January 1964 about the existence of this agent.

Thus from a total of 30 original and identifiable leads, only one 
agent had access to classified information as of the date when 
NOSENKO's reporting on him began. By the criteria given in the 
preceeding paragraph, the single operational lead from NOSENKO 
which could have damaged Soviet interests was that which un
covered JOHNSON.

It is debatable, however, whether the JOHNSON lead consti
tuted a serious loss to the KGB. In the first place, if JOHNSON 
can be believed, he gave the Soviets but one classified document 
while in charge of the "Classified Control Center" at Camp Des 
Loges between August 1963 and May 1964. His KGB case officer 
later told him, JOHNSON said, that the information he could pro
vide was not worth the risk involved and that no future attempts 
of this sort should be made. JOHNSON also stated that he felt 
his espionage work at Camp Des loges had not been very profitable 
for the Soviets, adding that his case officer had shown dis
interest in his proposal to obtain for the KGB a top secret 
document he (JOHNSON) thought.of greater importance, than any 
other to which he had access. (NOSENKO indicated that JOHNSON 
lost his access in the spring of 1963, while at the Orly Courier 
Transfer Station.) In the second place, as the KGB knew, the 
behavior of Hedwig JOHNSON, a mental case, was unpredictable. 
Finally, the JOHNSON couple and MINTKENBAUGH repeatedly dis
regarded the KGB's instructions to compartment their activities 
and to observe other routine security precautions. The KGB 
seems to have avoided full exploitation of JOHNSON in the latter 
stages of the operation, to have been concerned over Hedwig's 
mental condition as early as 1962, and to have regarded the
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threesome as difficult handling problems. Given these apparent 
factors, the NOSENKO lead may have been considered expendable by 
the KGB, without long-lasting adverse effect cn the fulfillment 
of its overall intelligence requirements.

NOSENKO was the first source to identify James STORSBERG, a 
U.S. military code clerk stationed at the Moscow Embassy, as a 
target who had rejected the KGB's recruitment offer (Pages 165- 
185). The information was received from NOSENKO after STORSBERG 
was discharged from the U.S. Army, and when interviewed on the 
basis of this information, STORSBERG generally confirmed NOSENKO's 
reporting on the case. GOLITSYN had earlier reported cn what may- 
have been the same KGB operation, but GOLITSY.i believed the mili
tary code clerk had been recruited; from what GOLITSYN had pre
viously told CIA and from later investigations, it seems possible 
that the KGB recruited either STORSBERG or William HURLEY (who 
NOSENKO said was net recruited or approached by the KGB). If it 
is assumed that STORSBERG was not recruited in the approach de
scribed by NOSENKO and in the operation discussed by GOLITSYN, 
the KGB suffered no loss in the Zanerican services learning of 
this case. If it is assumed cn the other hand that STORSBERG or 
HURLEY was recruited, the reporting by NOSENKO assisted the KGB— 
not the American services--by deflecting security investigations 
from a recruited agent of the KGB.
(iii) Importance or Usefulness

The American leads from NOSENKO enabled U.S. security author
ities to:

- Confirm previous information on the recruitments of 
13 tourists and three correspondents;

- Verify previous derogatory information on 11 tourists, 
two correspondents, and perhaps one military code clerk, 
STORSBERG;

- Remove two homosexuals from the U.S. Embassy in 
Moscow; and

- Identify 32 KGB agents including Hedwig JOHNSON and 
MINTKENBAUGH.*

One or possibly two of these 32 agents (SMITH and possibly HOWARD) 
in the past had been in a position to pass classified information 
to the KGB, and a third (JOHNSON) had current access to classified 
information and current contact with the KGB; the two homosexuals 
at the Moscow Embassy (ARMSTRONG and HOFFMAN) presumably also had 
access to classified information. From the standpoint of pro
tecting _the_securityof the U.S. Government, NOSENKO brought to. 
an end the JOHNSON operation and the KGB’s potential”for fed’ruif- 
ing ARMSTRONG and HOFFMAN.

Against this product of NOSENKO's reporting must be balanced 
the amounts of money and manpower that were needed for U.S. secu
rity authorities to exhaust and investigate NOSENKO*s  information 
on 49 recruitments, 35 developmental targets, seven unsuccessful 
recruitment approaches, and 33 investigations by the KGB—a total 
of 113 operational leads. CIA carried the burden of the debriefing : 
and interrogation of NOSENKO on these cases, but the investigative

Among these 32 agents were many whom the KGB had not recontacted 
after their return to the United States from the Soviet Union, 
others who had broken contact with the KGB, some who were known
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work in the United States was accomplished mostly by other 
agencies. It would seem, however, that the JOHNSON operation 
was the only NOSENKO lead to be important or useful.
(iv) Remarks

Judged by his major inaccuracies and by the demonstrable in
completeness in seme of his reporting, NOSENKO is not an authori
tative or reliable source of information on operations against 
Americans by the U.S. Embassy Section and the American Tourist 

“■(Section. Proven untrustwortny in other categories of operational 
■ leads, there is no reason to accept at face value NOSENKO1s state 
■ment that SMITH was the only Moscow Embassy employee working with '''the KGB from 1953 through 1963; indeed, evidence to the contrary 
exists. The same may be true regarding American tourists and 
correspondents in Moscow, i.e., other recruitments not mentioned 
by NOSENKO could have occurred. Furthermore, with the question
able exception of the JOHNSON case, the KGB lost nothing of great 
value in consequence of NOSENKO*s  leads but gained an advantage 
by occupying the attention and facilities of American security 
authorities.

It is therefore concluded that NOSENKO has withhold infor
mation on recruitnants of Americans in liosebw,~ or "he ' is unable to 
provide a comprehensive review of such activities because he did 
not_hold-the claimed positions in the U.S. Embassy and American 
Tourist Sections. Either explanation forces strong reservations 
about the bona tides of NOSENKO as a genuine source, and these 
reservations are reinforced by the relative costs to the KGB and 
U.S. security authorities of the NOSENKO leads. By itself, this 
evaluation of his production on American cases suggests the possi 
bility that the KGB dispatched NOSENKO to report to CIA, and that 
the KGB did so for the purpose of misleading the U.S. security 
services.

TO? SECRET
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c. Cperatior.3 Involving Other Westerners
(i) Introduction

As already indicated, NOSENKO's principal knowledgeability 
of KGB operations is related to Americans in the Soviet Union. 
With the exception of one Gerran and one Norwegian tourist case, 
his only other personal participation in third-national (i.e., non
American) operations stems from his association with the section 
of the Tourist Department concerned with United Kingdom and Canad
ian, as well as Zjf.erican, tourists. Where he has commented on 
sources fcr the rest of his third-national leads, he indicated 
his knowledge was acquired either through conversations with 
other officers or through his position as Deputy Chief of the 
Tourist Department in 1962-1963. Thus he made no; claim for com
pleteness of his coverage, nor necessarily for absolute accuracy 
and full details on ar.y one case. No attempt will be made here, 
therefore, to compare his information with ether sources, except 
in terms of whether NCSENKO’s reporting harmed the Soviets and 
assisted American security.
(ii) Discussion

Of the 90 third-national -.ecruitment leads (Pages 474-502) , 
22 have not yet^Lcen positively identified. These cannot be 
evaluated at all except to point cut that only two of than are 
potcntially significant, the NATO penetraiiQfl. Belgium in lc&2 
(which may, be the*sameas  a lead from another source) and a code 
cleiir’Tnthe West German Embassy in Moscow in Without
knowing the status of these two operations at the time NOSENKO 
told CIA about them, it is not possible to measure the value to 
;us or the damage to the Soviet Union through the compromise of
,these cases.

Of the remaining 68 known or possible agents who have been 
identified, 35 were unique leads when NOSENKO provided them. No 
conclusive investigation results have yet been obtained on 30 of 
these, but the majority were said by NOSENKO to be travel agency 
employees (guides, bus drivers, etc.). Five of the (30 held 
positions of trust in their respective governments; these five 
leads are discussed below in terms of potential value to U.S. 
security and potential damage to the KGB. Of the five who have been 
interviewed on the basis of the NOSENKO information, four denied »n rncxnited by the KGB, includina^3«»8B^3Sg3BSSB (t&8 only one 
6r those interviewed holding a government position) , discussed 
below. Reporting on the one remaining lead, a Dutch''woman, is 
unclear and inconclusive—she admitted only to having been ques
tioned while in the USSR.

Among the 35 new leads from NOSENKO, a total of five had 
positions of trust, with known or presumed access to sensitive 
information, in their respective governments: -

NOSEKKO said In 1962
KGB was working ulT TVhen he was 
fflWtlSkiih in Moscow, but he did not
was

that the

is contacts in Moscow with 
of being intelligence officers, 
social visit in Vienna bySoviets whom he suspected 

and in 1964 he reported a General GORBUNOV (an operational alias of GRIBANOV), whom



he had knows in ilrscow. I'.e r.3s r.x fr cr, 12.’_2j_viev.ed directly 
on the nasis of the NCSnNKO loid, r.c.r h_s he reported a re
cruitment approach.

-SSStiSSSEiSSSSSBiESiSSi!-. SOSESS'O has identified him is

spelled out the name in 1^=2, in I9c4 he could recall no 
such case but thought this must hjV’.J-’cgr. a mistake for the case of who had been the j^jffeS^HlMIMMMSil’miWuhat
time.

Thus of the third-national leads originating with NOSENKO, 
five might be considered to be important se-.a :se of their position in'government. In two cases he was
not able to say whether there was a recruitment., however, while 
a third (assuming that there was no further contusion on NOSEN- 
KO's part) cannot be considered in important lead because of the 
Communist bias of the Indonesian Government. nosit ion as
an agent or contact loses significance ir. view of his previously 
reported support of a powerful.leftist political figure. The possible importance ot the IsJSSBMfc lead cannot, be assessed 
without investigation results.

The William VASSAL!. case (Pages 503-507) was the one third- 
national lead which K35ENKO himself considered most important. 
He invariably included this lead when talking about the impor
tance of his reporting. The British security services neverthe-
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less were well on their way to identifying the source of the 
Admiralty-documents identified by GOLITSYN, having narrowed 
their list of suspects to 20 (including VASSAL!) by 11 June 1962. 
When they received the fragment of NOSENKO information which 
focused on the British Ebnbassy in Moscow, the number was reduced 
to VA5SALL and one other. Although the NOSENKO information 
apparently confirmed the already solid suspicions of VASSALL, 
there!s reason to believe that the Identification would have 
bee'n~5cccxnplished without this information. The lead was there
fore not new or exclusive information, and NOSENKO himself ad
mitted in 1964 that he knew that GOLITSYN had known of the case 
from the latter's work in the Information (Reports) Department.

Of the identified third-nationals whom NOSENKO said were
being targetted or investigated by the KGB, none held positions 
of significance, with the sole exception of the then member of 
the British Parliament, whose personal life
and career the Soviets subsequent1y at temptcd--w r th considerable 
success--to destroy through a campaign of scandal.
(i1i) Remarks

On the basis of the above examination, NOSENKO's information 
on KGB operations against third-nationals cannot be considered a 
positive factor in the assessment of his fcc.r.a f ides, &s a poss
ible negative factor in consideration of his nona fides, the In
significance of NOSENKO's reporting on third-national leads must 
be measured against the criteria of his claimed access and con
trary evidence. In the case of foreign tourists his leads show-- 
ar.d he himself has commented--that suqh recruitments were of no 
particular value; assuming that NOSENKO was Deputy Chief of ths 
Tourist Department, he should be able to make such a statement 
without challenge. To date no independent evidence of foreign 
tourist recruitments has emerged which contradicts him. Opera
tions against other Western embassies in Moscow are a slightly 
different matter. NOSENKO*s  information, or lack thereof, can
not be evaluated on the basis of completeness because he has made 
no claim to full access to such information or to positions which 
would have given him better access. Except for those he said he 
was informed of in connection with possible use against U.S. 
Bnbassy targets, he has usually sourced such third-national 
leads as he did have to particularly close relations with the 
responsible case officer. It would not be valid to argue that 
a source of one lead should have told him of others, or that he 
should have had mere close friends in the KGB. Thus on all 
applicable criteria, the NOSENKO leads to operations against 
third-nationals must be excluded as a factor weighing for or 
against his bona fides.

TOP SECRET
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technical 0pera(.,on3 Against the U.S. Embatf5tf
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In reporting on KGB microphones in the U.S. I<!mb«®*y  (Pages 248-269), NOSENKO said in 1962 that there were st Ume "four 
or five points," later adding a sixth, from which conversations 
were heard. They included the offices of the Mlnl«’»r Counselor, 
the Military Attache, the Naval Attache, the Air A‘.t<»uh«, one 
(unidentified) "State Department employee," and the Agricultural 
Attache. He also referred to a non-oroductlvo mbuophune in the 
code room but did not count this as one of th" point*.  NOSENKO 
did not supply details of the information which I h.» KG» obtained 
rom any of these microohones except to make (jewtsl allusions to the importance of the materials from those in • h*>  offices of 

the Minister Counselor and the Military Attache, trussed 
that the existence of these microphones was the Kdn’* "^1321^5 

and that onl* a very few people knew of th’”'*.  in 1964 NOSENKO gave more details and provided a written 11“’ (>e tho 
5* o-fC€S w”ere microphones were actively monitored in 1960 and 

.. USENKO'S information on the microphones would appear, on the basis of the findings of the sweep team in Wo4, to gener
ally accurate. Where NOSENKO reported there wa» ii>« production 
cut microphones were found audible, the discrepancy could ba ex
plained by KGB technical failure to receive thn intercepts after 

ey eft the point at which the sweepers tested t wh«r® NOSENKO 
reported materials were obtained (such as from th" Air Attache's 
ortice) and the sweepers found the microphone 1nnM.llbi®. it could 
® c~--J2Ctured that the microphone died between cat ly 1962 and 

tne date of the sweep in 1964. However, NOSENKO’* »eporting dlcL 
n?X harm ,the_Soviets, because GOLITSYN knew and h«4 imported on 
one specific microphone, and another earlier (and probably com
promised) source had also reported that the ml.'f’ph-ne*  were 
cnere. The microphone known to GOLITSYN, when located end traced' 
* C\tO the point where its wires left the bui hill'd. wiiuld l»ad 
to the uncovering of all the other microphone, n» in f4Vt happen
ed with the find in Room 1000 (Page 256).

N?SENK° was unable to expand on his microphone Information 
alter his defection. Questioned repeatedly lor '* the 
operation or examples of the product of thuan mid ..phonea, ha gave 
almost no operational details*  and could supply only H»a 
three generalized examples of their product which h*  h-4 already 
given in 1962: the unproductivity of the code iOvm microphone/

few concrete incidents which NOSENKO recounted connected to the microphone operation (with the exception 
. e North Wing planning, see below) was the "f • 

reporting the product from one of the midophonea» Si?ad already told the same story (PnO- GOLIT-
»xn said he was present during the search for till*  document 

ii Wa^ under these circumstances that he specifically that there was a microphone in th" office v.r the 
Counselor. NOSENKO in 1962 atresn«<l iMlU'1* crophone was the most important in the Embassy*

------------- ---------------------------
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the Minister Counselor’s dictation, including fitness reports 
which NOSENKO said were of operational interest to the KGB but 
could not say how many of them there were or whom they concerned;

thp Military Attache’s planning of trips which permitted the KCB « .ei«« Staling,.e xn 1955. Of these three 
exLoUs given bvan officer who said he celled all the micro- 
ohone materials for two years, one concerned a non-operating and 
therefore useless microphone, the second concerned a microphone 
(in t'e Minister Counselor’s office! already reported by a pre- 
vious defector, and the third concerned a well known incident 
which took place years earlier (and which NOSENKO should have 
planned and halpcd conduct, according to his claimed position in 
1955; NOSENKO said he played no such role).*

In 1964 NOSENKO brought to CIA a sheet of paper which he 
said was in KOVSHUK’s handwriting ana which had been obtained in 
I960 or 1961 during a conference (Pages 250-251); This, he said 
then, was how he knew of the exact locations of all the actively

A comparison between NOSENKO*s  third example and a 1956 message 
frrm a sensitive source reveals sim
ilarities which may not be coincidental.

- NOSENKO (11 June 1962; see Page 260): "We are listening 
to your Military Attaches there. We know where they intend 
to travel, what they want to find out. We know what machin
ery and what targets interest them... Some of the things 
they say are surprising. They discuss, among other things, 
where to go, what to see, what to take with them - electric 
equipment or not. And we are hunting for this electronic 
equipment and now have permission, if we are absolutely cer
tain that one of your people is taking electronic apparatus 
with him on an intelligence trip outside Moscow, to take, to 
steal it. We now have authorization to take any necessary 
steps to steal it. Because you now have improved your equip
ment. We stole scae equipment in Stalingrad in 1955..."

- Sensitive source, 1956 (see Page 254): "... All rooms
are being monitored by the KGB... The ’flap’ involving the 
American direction - finding specialists in Stalingrad in 
the summer of 1956 was organized irj the KGB because conver
sations were overheard in the rooms of the American Embassy. 
As you know, as a result of this flap, the KGB seized valu
able direction-finding equipment from the American Intelli
gence officers..."

It is possible that both NOSDJKO and the sensitive source were 
reporting a well-known event, because GOLITSYN reported in 
1962 that the 1955 Stalingrad incident was written up in KGB 
training materials as an example of Second Chief Directorate 
work. The training version may have included the role of the 
microphone information (although GOLITSYN did not report that 
it did), which may thus have cone naturally to the attention 
of NOSENKO and the sensitive source. However, this would call 
into question NOSENKO*s  allegation of direct access to all of 
the microphone product.
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monitored and productive “points" in 1960-1961. NOSENKO was not 
able to explain why he would need this list to know the locations 
of the microphones when he had been daily receiving, selecting, 
and distributing the product of all of them for two years. Sim
ilarly, it was never clear why NOSENKO did not remember in 1962 
that there were eleven points--as the list showed--rather than 
the four-to-six NOSENKO reported on in 1962.

NOSEKXO's account of how the product from the microphones was 
distributed and exploited would inevitably mean that all KGB case 
officers who had served in the U.S. Embassy Section since the 
microphones were installed would know of their existence—despite 
any effort to paraphrase and disguise the product as “agent re
ports. " NOSENKO nonetheless maintained in 1962 that "it is a 
tremendous secret that we are listening to you," and that the 
microphones were known to so few that any countermeasures the 
Americans might take on the basis of NOSENKO's statements could 
reflect dangerously on him as the source.*

Accepting at face value NOSENKO's claimed lack of aptitude 
and interest in technical matters, and therefore his inability 
"to provide specific technical details concerning electronic oper
ations against the American Embassy, it is still noteworthy that:

- NOSENKO did not know the purpose of the so-called 
"Moscow beam," sometimes saying it was to jam Embassy 
communications and at other times that it was used to 
monitor them.

- Although he claimed to have personally participated 
in the planning for the installation of audio devices in 
the North Wing of the Embassy, he did not know of the ex
istence or the purpose of the coaxial cables and grill 
found there by American technicians in 1964. (NOSENKO 
insisted that there were no audio devices installed in the 
North Wing at the time of its, renovation for occupancy 
by Americans.)

- NOSEKKO knew nothing of the general lines of research 
and development to substitute for or Improve the fading 
microphone coverage of the U.S. Embassy.

These three points relate to aspects of the KGE’s audio-technical 
attack on the U.S. Embassy in which the reporting of a source in 
NOSEKKO*s  claimed position, no matter what his technical aptitude, 
could have been detrimental to Soviet interests.

1____________________________ | That they ootn mew m. u,..-
phones suggests that N0SE2JK0 exaggerated the sensitivity of 
the microphone operation, which had moreover always been 
assumed by the Embassy to be active.
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b. Remarks
NOSENKO's sourcing of his information on electronic opera

tions against the U.S. Embassy in Moscow was unclear and unlikely. 
His knowledge of the location and production of these microphones, 
as well ns the existence, nature, and purpose of other electronic 
operations directed against the Embassy, was not commensurate with 
his alleged position in the U.S. Bnbassy Section and his particu
lar responsibility for audio operations. Significantly, the 
essential element of the information which NOSENKO did report, 
the existence of the microphone in the Minister Counselor's 
office, would presumably have been considered by the KGB to have been compromrsg5r~g~lx months earlier,' with” the detection of GUlIT- 
SYNt—DTscovery of this microphone, as an outgrowth of action on 
GOLITSYN's information, would have led to all the others. Thus 
the Embassy microphones must have beer, considered by the KGB to 
have been compromised before NOSENKO first spoke of them in 1962. 
Added to this is the fact (supported by NOSENKO himself) that 

efficiency of the Embassy microphone installation as a whole 
had seriously diminished by late 1961 or early 1962 due to, first, 
normal deterioration of equipment and wiring and, second, the 
installation of secure rooms and the implementation of more 
stringent security precautions at the Embassy. For these reasons 
and in the absence of any information concerning other forms of 
electronic attack against the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, it cannot 
be considered that the information provided by KOSENKO in 1962 
and 1964 was harmful to the interests of the KGB nor helpful to 
American authorities. NOSENKO's denial of any installations in tEe north wing, in the light of the later discovery there of 
coaxial cables, the purpose of which appears serious and is as 
yet unclarified, and in the light of NOSENKO's specific claim to 
have been responsible for the operational planning for the north 
wing at the time it was being prepared for American occupancy, 
would appear to be purposeful deception.
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5. The BELITSKIY Case
a. Introduction

NOSENKO reported to CIA in June 1962 (as one of the two items 
he wanted to sell) that bhe of its agents, the Soviet interpreter 
BELITSKIY, was in fact a KGB double agent who had been planted on 
CIA (Pages 517-529). NOSD4KO said that this was a case run by the 
Second ("Active Line") Section, but that he personally had a role 
in the management of the case in May 1962 in Geneva. NOSENKO was 
able to give certain inside information on this case; for example, 
he knew the nicknames used by the CIA case officers with the agent.
b. Discussion

NOSENKO's information, at least in its general outlines, was 
correct. CIA had been running BELITSKIY as an agent, and the CIA 
case officers (alias "Bob" and "Henry," the latter from Washington 
as NOSENKO said) had just completed a series of meetings with 
BELITSKIY in Geneva. Important aspects of his information were 
inaccurate: BELITSKIY had been recruited a year before NOSENKO's 
date of 1959, and in Brussels, not London. Also, NOSEMKO's claim 
that this was a Second Chief Directorate operation aimed at en
ticing CIA into meetings in the USSR was not borne out by the 
history of the case or by BELITSKIY'S conduct, although it cannot 
be excluded that this was a long-term objective which the KGB 
still sought without appearing to. NOSENKO's account of the case 
thus is not as accurate as could be expected if his own role in 
it had been as claimed.

NOSENKO’s description of his own Involvement is not consis
tent with observed Soviet practice or with operational logic. 
NOSENKO said in both 1962 and 1964 that he had had orders to 
supervise the handling of this case in Geneva in the spring of 
1962. The reason was that the case officer for BELITSKIY in 
Geneva (ARTEMEV) was young and inexperienced and had not even 
worked on the BELITSKIY case before. NOSENKO was saying in 
effect--with the authority of direct knowledge and official re- 
sponsibility--that BELITSKIY, a prominent Soviet citizen having 
personal contacts with well placed members of the Soviet Govern
ment, a man who had beer, under the ostensible control of a hos
tile intelligence service (CIA) for four years, was sent by the 
KGB to Geneva for the purpose of recontacting CIA, with pre
pared information, but that the KGB did not send with him the 
responsible case officer or any member of the section responsible 
for the operation. Instead, the KGB turned over the responsi
bility to a young and inexperienced KGB officer who happened to 
be in Geneva to protect the security of a delegation and who 
had had no prior connection with the BELITSKIY case nor even 
local knowledge of Geneva conditions; then, after BELITSKIY was 
already in Geneva, the KGB had cabled instructions that NOSENKO, 
who had no need to know of the case and had learned of it only 
unofficially from conversations in 1960-1961 with the Section 
Chief responsible, who had no experience or training in handl
ing double agent operations, and who was similarly in Geneva
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by chance with delegation security functions, should guide the 
other "less experienced" case officer.*  As NOSENKO showed 
under questioning, he did net know the contents of any of the 
positive intelligence BELITSKIY was to pass to CIA as disinfor
mation; he did not know BELITSKIY'S Moscow or Geneva pattern 
of movement or contacts; he did not know in detail how or when 
the operation started; he did not know the nature of degree of 
British involvement, nor the operational details and contact 
arrangements. NOSENKO said that BELITSKIY had been placed on a 
Geneva delegation in the hope that CIA might be able to "find" 
and recontact him.**

** NOSENKO was seemingly unaware that BELITSKIY had contact 
arrangements which would presumably guarantee recontact.

c. Remarks
The circumstances above not only cast doubt on NOSENKO’s 

version of the case and his own access but also suggest that 
NOSENKO did not have a theoretical appreciation of how double 
agents are handled. The examples he gave of his "guidance" to 
ARTEMEV are few in number. NOSENKO also stated in 1964 that he 
had arranged the actual introduction to BELITSKIY of KISLOV, the 
TASS man, to provide for BELITSKIY'S need of a notional subsource 
for some of his disinformation; NOSENKO by October 1966 had appar
ently forgotten this event, for he stated unequivocally that KIS
LOV had had no connection whatever with the BELITSKIY case. NOS
ENKO claimed to have met BELITSKIY, but did not recognize his 
photo when shown it in 1966.

Did NOSENKO’s report to CIA on the BELITSKIY case harm the 
KGB? It was useful to CIA, since despite frequently expressed 
doubts o~t UELiTSKIY's bona fides, CIA was handling the operation 
as if it were genuine (but not intending to go to the extent of 
exposing to BELITSKIY CIA assets inside the USSR). (The KGB is

t toOsKNRb has reported that he handled only one American agent 
(FRIPPEL); he had practically no knowledge of CIA nor even 
vicarious exposure to the substance of any other double agent 
operations. ARTEMEV had had extended contact with a CIA 
tourist agent as early as August 1958, a role in other opera
tions against American tourists in 1959—including clandestine 
search (see Page 148), and continuous American Department 
service since then. NOSENKO did not know of the 1953-1959 
operational activities of ARTEMEV, although they fell in the 
operational area NOSENKO claimed to have supervised at the 
time as Deputy Chief of the American Tourist Section.
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aware, as Soviet Bloc counterintelligence guidance demonstrates, 
of the dangers inherent in having disinformation recognized as 
such.) The meetings in Geneva in May 1962 would have made it 
clear to the KGB that CIA had no intentions of meeting BELITSKIY 
inside the USSR, and, in KGB eyes, the case may have reached the 
point of diminishing returns. It is perhaps significant that 
NOSENKO did not contact CIA and report on the BELITSKIY case until 
10 days after BELITSKIY'S series of meetings with CIA in Geneva 
had been completed, which would have given the KGB time for final 
appraisal of the operation's potential.

NOSENKO*s  account of his own role in this operation a'ppears 
to have been false, and nothing in the available evidence would 
preclude Soviet sacrifice of this already tired operation. Since 
NOSENKO provided some inside details of a sensitive KGB operation 
which could have been known to only a few, it is difficult to 
find any other explanation of NOSHMKO's access to.this information 
except that the KGB briefed him about it.
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6. KGB Investigation* **

* Under this heading, only the compromises of POPOV, PtUKOVSKIY, 
and CHEREPANOV are considered; there is insufficient collateral material available for an evaluation of NOSENKO's Information 
on Vladimir KAZAN-KOMAREK (pages 569-570) and Alfred SLESINGER 
(Pages 571-575).

** NOSfUKO reported that the KGB observed WINTERS]mailing a 
letter which, upon being checked, was found to be addressed to POPOV; he has contradicted himself about whether the KGB
applied metka to this letter.

a. Compromise of POPCV
(i) Introduction

Fixing the date and cause of the compromise of POPO’/, the 
CIA penetration source in the CH’.' '(Pages 530-534) could affect 
the evaluation of NOSEI.'KO's production. If what NOSENKO has said 
is basically true, his story of I-S?CV‘a compromise (which lies also 
been reported by other sources) is not particularly important and 
has not harraed the KGB nor measurably assisted CIA: The KGB 
assumes an ewareness by CIA thet it conducts surveillance of U.S. 
Embassy personnel, especially those having known cr suspected Am
erican Intelligence connections (as with LANGELLE and, WINTERS) . 
If NOSENKO on the other hand has been incomplete or inaccurate 
in his statements about u.e compromise of FCPOV, then his claims 
to knowledgeability on this subject must be questioned.
(11) Discussion

The information from NOSENKO and other sources on the POPOV 
compromise may be collated and summarized in tabular forms

SourceCause Date Implied
KGB surveillance of WINTERS 21 January 1959
KGB surveillance of WINTERS 21 January 1959

KGB intercept of WINTERS 21 January 1959
letter

NOSENKO**
CHEREPANOV 
document
POPOV message 
of 18 September 
1959***

KGB surveillance of U.S. none
Embassy officer

KGB surveillance of LANGELLE 4 January 1959

sensitive 
source

GOLITSYN, from 
the KGB orienta
tion paper on 
the POPOV case

KGB agent prior to 23 Nov
ember 1957

GOLITSYN******

***POPOV is believed to have been under KGB control in composing 
this letter.

(Footnotes continued on next page.)
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The only other evidence available is analytical. POPOV was 
transferred to the Illegals handling unit in Berlin on 28 June 
1957, an assignment of high sensitivity. Until mid-August he 
handled five Illegals, thereafter only one, TAIROVA, in October 
1957. ■ Following home leave from 12 December 1957 to 19 January 
1958, he was again transferred, this time to a position where 
Illegals and productive GRU sources of intelligence were not ex
posed to him. Between March and November 1958 there were signs 
of a KGB investigation of the Illegals hanaling. unit where POPOV 
formerly served, and he was recalled to Moscow in November of that 
year. These facts can be interpreted as follows:'

- POPOV's status as a CIA source was not compromised before 
his transfer to the Illegals handling unit.

- POPOV's status was compromised before his recall to Moscow 
in November 1958, probably before his reassignment from the 
Illegals handling unit in January 1958, and possibly some time 
earlier. The latter possibility is apparent from the Soviets' 
knowledge that the TAIROVA couple was under surveillance in 
December 1957 (and until March 1958); it is also noteworthy 
that, after having met five Illegals in less than one and one- 
half months prior to 13 August 1957, POPOV subsequently was 
involved personally with only one other, TAIROVA, in October 
1957.

- The KGB, realizing that POPOV was a CIA source, chose to 
keep him in Berlin until November 1958 in order to Investigate 
the possibility of his operating in conjunction with other 
CIA sources.

This line of reasoning, if accepted, would confirm GOLITSYN'S in
formation that a KGB agent compromised POPOV prior to the arrival 
of ZHUKOV in Berlin, an arrival date falling some time before 
23 November 1957.

(Footnotes from proceeding page.)
♦**Since  such orientation papers are written for general circula

tion within the KGB, it is doubtful that KGB security prac
tices would permit their contents to reveal sensitive infor
mation; other sources have indicated that orientation papers 
sometimes are sanitized; this particular paper, however, 
reportedly did state that the KGB learned from an agent in 
about 1957 (GOLITSYN'S estimate) that American Intelligence 
had a source which had provided GRU information. ***

***This date, which is consistent with that cited in the final 
sentence of the proceeding footnote, was derived from the 
time when POPOV reported the presence of the KGB officer 
ZHUKOV in Berlin; according to GOLITSYN, ZHUKOV was sent to 
Berlin after POPOV had been identified by a KGB agent as 
being a source of CIA.
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(ill)
r—' The completeness and accuracy of NOSENKO’s Information on 
I the compromise of PCPOV, supported as it is by and theI CHEREPANOV document and POPOV's message but contradicted by 
LGOLITSYN and analytical evidence, cannot be finally evaluated.
Only with resolution of the bona fides of NCSEMKO can a judgment 
be made on this part of his production.
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b. Compromise of PENKOVSF.’Y*

**It does net seem unusual for several sources to have reported 
on the compromise of PENKOVSKIY: Presumably this was the sub
ject of widespread discussion within the two Soviet services, 
for it was covered in the Soviet press and in at least one 
"official report" disseminated by the KGB. Although their 
differing situations within the Soviet services could partially 
explain the differing versions thet these sources have given, 
some of them nevertheless have claimed either direct knowledge 
of the compromise or specially informed sub-sources. There
fore the discrepancies among the reporting of NOSENKO on the 
PENKOVSKIY compromise, the accounts by other sources, and the 
facts on the handling of the case by CIA and MI-6 are pertinent 
to the question of NOSEJIKO’s bona fides.

(!) Introduction
Because his direct responsibility for coverage of ABIDJAN , i L

is ar. essential element in NCSENKC' u story of his 1960-1961 career, .< /
because he insist.' that the KGB had no idea of C.S. involvement in (
the FEIKCVSKIY case until Richard JACOB went to the Pushkin Street dead drop or. 2 November 1962, and because hrt is adamant on the ?
p-oint that the. KGs until almost the end of the ?F!.KCVSKIY case knew 
of no connection between PENEOVSKIY and the Fus.uir. Street site 
which ABIDJAN visited, NOSEJKO's story of the cc:.-prorjise or PENKOV- 
EKIY appears to bear directly on the question of NOSENKO's bona 
fides. Each of the various versions of the compromise of PENKOV- 
SZIY must be examrned and compared with NOSENKO s story and with : > • /■
the established facts.**  
(i i) Discussion

so’-irces agree cn the cause, and two cn the timing. 
NOSENKO. and the “official KGS report" attribute the
compromise to the fact that surveillance detected a meeting be
tween .'-trs. CHISHOLM and the Soviet whom the KG5 later identified 
as PENKOVSKIY. NOSENKO dated this as around November or December 
1961, the official report stated this occurred on 30 December 1961, 
and did not give a date.

oavc the cause as surveillance, but of Grc-ville WYNNE 
end PENKC7SKIY rather than Mrs. CHISHOLM, and stated that the com
promise dated from May 1962. gave two different
accounts, one that PENKOVSKIY was investigated for reasons unre
lated to any suspicions of espionage and was thereby found out as 
a spy, the other that his excessive spending end sale of foreign 
merchandise led to an investigation which resulted m detection of 
his espionage activities. She placed the timing of the first ver
sion in 1961, without citing the time of year; in the second, she 
associated the timing with a warning against association with 
PENKOVSKIY which she and her husband received in about November

* See Pages 535-547 for discussion of this case.
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PElKOVSKrz that he had visited the cite after he- chose It In 1960, : 
although it is possible, especially as he had not been informed 
of A31DI«N having been cent to check on a possible signal from 
him about the dead dron. sensitive ty:rcc 

however, makes it clear that the ABIDIAN v1sit^was not th<r; f i r s t observed activity i ; 
at Pushkin Street to stir KGB investigative interest in the 
site. As the report states, when massive surveillance of 
U.S. Embassy targets detected an American visiting this 
address the first time, he was not followed inside by sur- 
veillants, but on the second occasion he was followed 
closely and the surveillant observed that he was kneeling 
down apparently tying his shoe.*  went on to say

* ABIDIAN reported that a woman entered the vestibule behind 
him while he was in there, and he knelt down pretending to 
tie his shoelaces until she proceeded past him and on up the 
stairs.

♦•NOSENKO was not aware that MAHONEY had keen identified to the 
KGB as a CIA officer well before MAHONEY'S October 1960 arri
val in Moscow.

that, although this was not very unusual, it was sufficient 
to arouse suspicion In view of the fact that this American 
had been observed visiting the same address on two occasions 
for no apparent reason. There is no question about the 
fact that A3IDIAIJ visited the Pushkin Street drop site on 
one occasion only, and that was on 30 December 1961. The 
reference to this as a second visit to this address by an 
American from the Embassy is a clear indication that the 
KGB had surveilled the first such visit, which was made 
by the CIA officer MAHONEY*. L ip Jenjary and not by ■>
ABIDIAN. Thus where erred by indicating
one American went to Pushkin street twice, the KGB must 
have known that MAHONEY went there first, in Januarv 1961, 
and ABIDIAN went there next, on 30 December- 1961. 
said that the 24-hour fixed surveillance resulted from 
the second visit, and because of it PENKOVSKIY was sub
sequently observed to enter the vestibule of this address 
but did not visit anyone there. It was determined that 
no one living at that address knew PENKOVSKIY and he be
came a target of KGB suspicion and investigation.
The rest of the story is completely in disagreement
the facts of the case and does not warrant discussion here.

It must be noted, nonetheless, that this is the only instance 
among all the versions which places the compromise cn the Amer
ican side of the case, and the only one which makes a direct 
connection between the Pushkin Street dead drop and the KGB 
detection of PENKGVSKIY. (All others attribute the compromise 
to surveillance of British Embassy personnel, and NOSENKO claim
ed that the KGB was unaware of American Intelligence participa
tion until the operation was terminated.) It is also in direct 
conflict with NOSENKO, who had no knowledge of any U.S. Bnbassy 
official visiting the Pushkin Street site prior to ABIDIAN. In 
this regard, NOSENKO insisted that the date of ABIDIAN’s visit

with
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was the end of I960 or the very bcgirring of 1961. whereas In 
fact MAHONEY'S visit was in January 1901. Dc.,pitn the errors 
relating no loadings and unloadings of deaedrop;; et the Pushkin 
Street Tocati^n >*1-1 t,,e second (ABlDbV) visit ni-.ere, this story f rocntf£2»E8F ect abl ishes KG3 knowledge or MMiCtlEY's casing 
of Pushkin Street.

Greville aTNNE's testimony concerning his interrogations by
the KGB a I so hitroduced elements contradi 
nosinko, 
As indicated in discussr.n or
versation with LULACK1 (Pages 536-510), the K.-JB was con • irced

and

that PENKCVSKIY*s  question :ibout his girlfriend "ZEP'*  was an im
portant allusion ano they demanded tnat /ZYNnE explain it. rfYNNE 
either had forgotten the name cr had never known it, and he was 
unable to tell the KGB who "ZEP" was. The fact that the KGB had
a recording of this 27 Hay 1961 conversation snows also that the 
KGB was at least suspicious of the relationship before that con
versation took place and must have then become aware of the con
spiratorial aspect of the PEtfKOVEKlY-a’ZNNE relationship by virtue 
of the cryptic nature of that conversation. The additional fact 
that the KGB surveilled WYSNE to the apartment of an unidentified 
officer of British Intelligence on the same day the "ZEP**  conver
sation between WYI1KE and PRiKOVSKIY was monitored is evidence 
that both nYh’NE and PENi'.OVSKIY were under strong suspicion of 
espionage as of that day, if not earlier. Nor could those sus
picions have been explained away by the fact that PSIXOVSKIY and 
WYNNE hed legitimate cover reasons for contact, in view of the 
content of their conversation--there was nothing in their overt 
relationship which required secrecy or ever, caution in conversa
tion.

The indicat ion from that the KG3 was aware
of MAHONEY'S visit to the inside vestibuie cf the Pushkin Street
site in January 1961 is not only missing from ail other versions, 
but conspicuously so from NOSENKO*s  story; he claimed to know 
everything the KGB knew about this American dead drop site, be
cause of AuIDIZtN's visit there. NOSENKO on one occasion said 
that he thought an American tourist (not a U.3. Embassy officerl 
might have visited the site a year or two eailier than ABIDJAN.
(iii) Remarks

NOSENKO did not know or did not report to CIA that the 
only other American who had visited the Pushkin Street dead drop 
area was MAHONEY. This fact suggests that either NOSSIKO was 
deliberately withholding from CIA information of vital import
ance in the PENKOVSKIY compromise, or he was unaware of the 
KGB's possession of this information, despite his claimed posi
tion in the U.S. Embassy Section and responsibility for cover
age of ABIDJAN. The fact that his story on the PS-'KOVSKIY 
compromise, like the "official report" of the KGB. does not 
show the seriousness of the evidence in the KGB’s possession 
as of 27 May 1961 additionally points to his withholding of in
formation on the subject of the timing of PEIKOVSKIY's compro
mise, which was definitely no later than this date. If NOSBJKO 
was deliberately withholding information on this subject and 
lying about the PENKOVSK1Y compromise, then he is not a bona 
fide defector. If he is unaware of the information which the 
KGB has in its possession, then he was not in the U.S. Embassy 
Section in 1960 or 1961 as claimed, and hence' his ben a f ides 
would be disproven.
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c. Compromise of CHEREPANOV
(i} Introduction

NOSENKO*s  stories on the compromises of POPOV and PENKOV- 
SK1Y were examined for their accuracy as to timing and cause. In 
the case of CHEREPANOV (Pages 548-568), there is no question about 
when the so-called CHEREPANOV papers were passed, nor how the KGB 
openly learned of the U.S. Embassy's possession of the papers. 
The chief question is the authenticity of the documents themselves 
with the subsidiary implications, if they are not authentic, that 
the passage of the papers was instigated by the KGB, and that 
there could have been neither a compromise of nor a search for 
CHEREPANOV, as described by NOSENKO and attested to by his travel 
authorization (see also Part VIII.D.8.).
(ii) The Operational Plan in Draft

Examination of one draft document—the operational plan 
against the CIA officer1WIMTERS--reveals the following points 
related to form:

- Although only a draft, the title of the case officer, 
the designation of his office, the title of his supervisor 
as approving authority, and the designation of his office 
component as well as the title of the confirming authority 
(the head of the department) are spelled out in full, even 
including the subordination of the KGB to the Council of 
Ministers of the USSR. KGB practice, as reported by 
ether sources and as logic would dictate, does not require 
that this be done, cumbersome as these designations are, 
and the typist routinely fills them in as the official 
copy is typed from the draft.

- Although only a draft, this document has been signed 
by KOVSHUK as being approved, which is against common 
sense and KGB practice. NOSENKO himself noted this dis
crepancy, asking himself aloud why KOVSHUK had done' this.

- Although only a draft, the name of the target of 
the plan appears several times, but earlier KGB defectors 
have stated and NOSENKO himself has confirmed that the 
name is left out of drafts so the typist in the typing 
pool will not know the identity of the subject of the 
report; a blank line is used wherever the name is to 
appear to be filled in by hand by the case officer after 
the document comes back from the typist.

- On the basis of references to LANGELLE and POPOV, 
this plan (which is not dated) would have to have been 
drafted sometime after October 1959. WINTERS by this 
time had been in Moscow since August 1958, had been de
tected in operational letter-mailing, and had been 
associating with KGB officers, etc. Neither this

TOP SECRET,
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operational plan nor any other of the drafts included In 
the CHEREPANOV package cited a KG3 cryptonym for him, and 
he la always referred to in true name, but this is contrary 
to the usage in the other operational plans in the package. 
It is also contrary to KGB practice, as described by NOSai- 
KO and other sources.

- The draft cited several technical aids to be used in 
the clandestine study of WINTERS. It not only gives the KGB 
cryptonym of met?, a and "Keptun-80“ for two of these techni
ques, but immediately thereafter explains for what purpose 
each one of them is used. In the other operational plans 
from CHEREPANOV, and in conformance with the established 
KGB practice of inserting cryotonvms for such devices, 
these preparations are not only not described, but the 
blank line typed by the typist has been filled in by hand 
after typing.
In addition to the above points of form, this same document 

contains statements which run counter to rigid KGB practice and 
which are internally contradictory, especially noteworthy in an 
approved draft. One of the objectives announced in the plan is 
to investigate two Soviet citizens who were detected in contact 
with WINTERS in Moscow; one of the two is identified parenthetic
ally as having gone abroad. This document, if genuine, would be 
an admission on the part of the case officer, and an approval 
thereof by his supervisor, that a Soviet citizen who had been 
observed in contact with an identified officer of American Intel
ligence had been cleared by the KGB for travel abroad before the 
nature of that contact had been satisfactorily determined by the 
KGB. This is in contradiction to all available information con
cerning KGB travel clearances, which are denied on the basis of 
unauthorized contacts between Soviet citizens and foreigners in 
the Soviet Union, not to mention Western Intelligence officers. 
The draft, which consists or only three paragraphs, can be sum
marized briefly by paragraph to demonstrate the internal contra
dictions:

- To establish the nature of WINTERS^ intelligence 
activities in the USSR, six special tasks will be carried 
out, including round-the-clock surveillance, metka, 
"Neptun-80," , other audio-devices, 
and investigation of already identified Soviet citizens.

hiddenmicrophor.es

- Because he already been identified as an intelli
gence operator, and he has a hostile attitude toward the 
USSR, there is no basis for recruitment; therefore the 
actions outlined in the first paragraph will not be 
carried out because they might alarm him and cause him 
to leave the USSR prematurely.

- Despite the statements of the second paragraph, 
which indicate that recruitment is out of the question 
and which precludes putting into effect the measures 
outlined in the first paragraph, this third paragraph 
sets forth the expectation that just before 'WINTERS'' 
scheduled departure and depending on further accumula
tion of materials on WINTERS' and the prevailing polit
ical climated; the time, an opportunity is likely to 
arise which will permit testing the possibility of 
recruiting him.
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If the /WINTERS^ operation plan were a draft like the others in 
this collection, the above conflicting and confusing paragraphs 
might be explained as variations jotted down as possible ap
proaches to presenting a plan for the future, as yet undecided 
in direction. This document, however, is the one which—to 
NOSENKO’s puzzlement—had been approved and signed in draft by 
KOVSHUK, as Chief of the U.S. Embassy Section, American Depart
ment, KGB Second Chief Directorate. The preparing case officer, 
KUSKOV, had furthermore indicated to the typing pool that it was 
to be typed in one copy, which gives the document the appearance 
of a draft which had been or was about to be made a matter of 
official KGB record.

The foregoing review of errors, contradictions, and dis
regard for security considerations in preparation constitutes 
evidence that this is not a genuine KGB draft document.
(iii) The Summary on LANGELLE

A second document, a handwritten note in what NOSDJKO 
Identified as CHEREPANOV'S own handwriting, also is pertinent 
to the authenticity of the papers and of NOSENKO’s account on 
CHEREPANOV. This is a short summary of the operational activity 
of the CIA officer LANGELLS, covering the compromise of POPOV. 
The document says in part: "In January 1959 a letter with secret 
writing mailed by a co-worker of the Embassy of the USA in Moscow, 
WINTERS, was intercepted and was addressed to a Soviet citizen, 
POPOV, a worker of the General Staff of the Soviet Army. Accord
ing to the contents of the letter, it was clearly established 
that POPOV was an American agent..."

This coincides precisely with NOSEMKO’s account of POPOV’s 
compromise (see Pages 532 and 663). Unlike GOLITSYN’S recollec
tion of the official report which he read, there is no reference 
in this document to the report of about 1957 from an agent source 
that there was a leak of GRU information; nor is there reference 
to the indication that the KGB knew that LANGELLE had been posted 
to Moscow in order to handle a special agent, for this reason 
placing LANGELLE under heavy surveillance. If both of these 
items were in the official report which GOLITSYN read, their 
omission from the suntiary report in what purports to be CHERE
PANOV'S handwriting is noteworthy, particularly since CHEREPANOV 
was supposed to have been in the same office (room) as the case 
officer working against LANGELLE during the time the LANGELLE/ 
POPOV operation was investigated by the KGB. The latter posi
tion should lend authority to CHEREPANOV’S version of the com
promise and termination of the case; yet GOLITSYN—informed 
only from the official, and presumably sanitized, account—had 
more detail, as well as conflicting information, on the same 
case. While it is reasonable that a sanitized case summary 
would conceal an agent source of a lead by imputing the dis
covery to surveillance, it seems less likely, and indeed un
necessary, to conceal a detection via surveillance by imputing 
it to an agent source. In thus supporting NOSENKO and others 
as to the cause of POPOV’s compromise, and contradicting 
GOLITSYN (who is supported by other evidence accumulated in
dependently) , this document too appears to be a KGB fabrica
tion.

The authenticity of another passage in the same document is 
likewise open to question. This is the description of LANGELLE's 
two visits to Lenin Hills, which the documents stated were for
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the purposes of casing a drop site end ixitting down the dead 
drop, respectively. The document further stated that the dead 
drop had been put down for REPNIKOV, an agent of American Intel
ligence who had recently been arrested by the Moscow KGB. Two 
errors of fact in this passage belie KGB practice as known from 
many sources:

- There is no reason to doubt that the KGB observed 
LANGELLE on the two occasions of his visits to Lenin Hills, 
both times to case a proposed dead cron site. Both sites 
involved staircases, but they were two different stair
cases in the same general area of the Lenin Kills park. 
Since it is a fact that LANGELLE did not put down a dead 
drop on either occasion, KGB surveillance could not have 
seen him do so. If the KGB had reason to suspect that he 
had done so, but could not locate it (since it was not 
there), the KGB would feel the necessity—even more than 
in the case of ABIDJAN and the Pushkin Street drop—to put 
24-hour surveillance on the area for a reasonable length 
of time, in order to apprehend the agent for whom it was 
intended. The dead drop was not actually put down until 
7 June 1958 (during twilight), ten days after the second 
casing. Assuming the KGB had not stopped its coverage 
of the area after only ten days, the CIA agent who did 
put down the dead drop must have been observed doing this. 
CHEREPANOV’S note thus erred by attributing to LANGELLE 
an action which the KGB knew he had not taken and which 
the KGB almost certainly knew someone else had taken.

- At the time the dead drop was put down, it had not 
been designated for any agent, REPNIKOV included. It 
was a contingency dead drop, to be activated at some 
time in the future as necessary; the agent for whom it 
might have been designated could conceivably not even 
be recruited until long after the dead drop was loaded. 
REPNIKOV, identified in the document as the person in
tended to unload it, was not a recruited agent of Ameri
can Intelligence either at the time of the drop-loading t 
or at any time thereafter; neither was any dead drop 
contemplated for him in the event that he might be re
cruited. Nothing that was in the drop could have sug
gested REPNIKOV as the intended recipient. Again, 
CHEREPANOV'S note erroneously and groundlessly assigned 

• the dead drop to REPNIKOV whereas in fact this dead drop 
was unassigned by CIA.
If this document were or purported to be the official 

version of the activities of LANGELLE, in typed or printed 
form, these errors in fact could be interpreted as intentional 
and part of the sanitization, or part of an effort to make the 
KGB investigative work look better than it was. As it is a 
handwritten copy, supposedly in the writing of. the person who 
intended to give the document to the U.S. Government and harm 
the KGB, and since CHEREPANOV supposedly would have had access 
to the true facts, the absence of some connent further indi
cates that the document was intentionally inaccurate and in
complete.

IOELS EGRET—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(iv) Remarks

That at least two of the documents were not authentic is 
evidence that the CHEREPANOV papers were designed by the KGB 
for American Intelligence consumption.

There is no sensitive information contained in any of the 
documents: that is, they are not worth the risk of stealing 
either in helping the West or damaging the KGB. It is further 
questionable how CHEREPANOV was able to steal drafts destined 
for destruction which are dated August 1958, March 1959, and so 
on, if he had not acquired his motivation of bitterness against 
the KGB until 1961, as indicated by NOSENKO and other sources. 
It is also possible to question numerous other aspects of the 
CHEREPANOV case, some dating from the earliest known history of 
the man and others more recent. This seems unnecessary in view 
of the analysis of the WINTERS document and the LANGELLE summary.

It follows that the CHEREPANOV incident was a'provocative 
plan of the KGB. NOSENKO’s story about CHEREPANOV, a mutually 
confirming source on KGB affairs, must be interpreted as an 
indication that he has deliberately lied in reporting on the 
CHEREPANOV case and his part in the investigation, now shown 
to have been spurious. He has also lied in attesting to the 
validity of the CHEREPANOV documents and thereby to the validity 
of his own information on the same topics which those documents 
also covered.
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C. Evaluation of Sourcing
X. Introduction

KOSENKO was able to provide logical and plausible sourcing 
for most of his American leads, through his c'. aired professional 
assignments. Among his foreign leads, these to which he had no 
plausible direct access have been variously sourced to hearsay 
from case officer friends (as with VASSALL, from his friend 
CHURAKOV) and involvement in peripheral activities (such as his 
TDY to the city of Vladimir after the 
had been spotted as a homosexual during a visit .cere). Cuestion- 
able sourcing by NOSENKO has occurred in his statements cn his 
one double agent case, four /irncrican cases and three involving 
foreigners. They are reviewed below because they include the 
most important leads NOSENKO has provided.
2. Discussion

There are two KGB Second Chief Directorate operations in
volving AmericoAS which NOSENKO has sourced inconsistently or 
falsely.

He demonstrated uncertainty in his knowledge of the facts 
of the "ANDREY" case (Pages 413-42M by making vegue allusions 
to having heard of it in "bits and pieces” from a number of case 
officers involved in the case at different times; his first know
ledge' of it, he said, was due to his own employment ir. the U.S. 
Embassy Section in 1953-1955, "although I worked there quite a 
bit later. But it was known." (In 1962 he repeatedly dated the 
recruitment as "1949-50.") . Dayle SMITH, identified as "ANDREY", 
fixed his recruitment date around December 1953, and he did not 
leave Moscow until April 1954. Since SMITH was directly sub
ordinate to the office of the Army Attache, which was responsible 
for the Embassy's code room, NOSENKO as case officer for the Army 
Attaches had a logical reason for knowing more than he claimed 
about the case, including the agent's name. MULE, who succeeded 
VAX LAETHEM as cryptographic security officer and SMITH’S super
visor, was supposed to be one of NOSENKO's more active cases at 
this time. It is clear from NOSENKO’s inability to claim direct 
knowledge of the case that he was not aware of thesea facts.

In the case of Edward Ellis SMITH (Pages 463-469), the U.S. 
Embassy Security Officer from 1954 to 1^55, NOSENKO’s ignorance 
of the objective facts of the case led him into statements con
cerning his cwh knowledge of the case which cannot be true. In 
1962 he claimed to have played a significant role in the attempt 
to recruit SMITH, but he admitted after the defection that these 
claims were exaggerations designed to make him look better than 
he was at the time. He said the case officer was KOVSHUK, and 
GRIBANOV was personally running the operation, but that in a 
sense he did play a role; he was assigned to a phone watch in 
support of surveillance during the final phase of the case. Once 
again it is clear that he did not know the dates of SMITH’S 
assignment to Moscow (1954 to 1956) ncr did he know that the 
operation he has described took place between 1 and 5 Jur.e 1956, 
and that SMITH was recalled from Moscow on 8 June 1956. This is 
a full year after NOSENKO said he transferred from the U.S. Embassy 
Section.

» ' TOP SECRET
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NOSENKO claimed to have had a direct role an the supervislrg j
case officer in the BELITSKIY case in its 1962 Geneva phase. As a first-hand source, however, he was wrong about the origins of *
the operation and ignorant of the content and the operational plan- I
nirg of the 1962 meetings he was supposedly supervising. In this 
instance, as in the Edward SMITH case, NOSENKO’s information is 
inadequate for his sourcing. ' >• >

NOSENKO provided leads to nine KGS operations which had orig- ; jinated with the First Chief Directorate. Six of these he claimed !
to have learned about through his friend in that Directorate, GUK. 
who was personally involved iii most of these operations.*  Of the 
other three, two—the Paris agent (JOHNSON) and the Brusscls/NATO 
case—he said he picked up in bits and pieces fro:.: technicians of 
the Second Chief Directorate’s Special Section «ho had assisted in 1
them. For both of the latter operations, numerous coincitfences 
were alleged by NOSENKO to have enabled him to obtain the fragaen- 
tary information frci his sub-sources, and he was never able to <
clarify what parts he learned from which of the four technicians 
be named as sub-sources.

In describing his acquisition of information on the ninth 
case, "SASHA," NOSENKO lias contradicted himself: He first said he 
had learned about "SASHA" from SHA’YAPIN, providing ler.gthy and i
involved explanations of how he became acquainted with SHALYAPIN ।
at the time of the latter's retirement from the KGB in 1962. Later, j
undei interrogation, NOSENKO did not recall his statements that 
SHALYAPIN was the original source of the "SASHA" story, first 
attributing it to others and later saying that he could not reseat- !
ber when and from whoj he first heard it, but SHALYAPIN and others j 
bad talked about it. This was despite the fact that by the time 
he heard of "SASHA" he had already met and agreed to cooperate J
with CIA; furthermore, when asxed if "SASHA" was an important lead, 
he agreed that it was a serious matter. Except for this one !
occasion he had consistently failed to appreciate the significance 
of such a lead, indicating that it was not considered important in 
the. KGB.

Also casting doubt on his sourcing of "SASHA” is the fact 
that, in his first reference to "SASHA" and the Cuban missile crisis * •<
of October 1962, NOSENKO said he had learned of this item from ' .■
SHALYAPIN, whereas later he said it was not from SHALYAPIN (butte 
could not identify a:other source from whom he had heard this de
tail).

•
regarding NoSENKO's leads to^^ j 7 ’■esterners. the case of 1

he RCMP' s 
as to sourcing.

wlllc-eal" in Canada-
NOSENKO first said i is friend GUK had told bin of the case un
officially, GUK having been involved in the operation in Moscow. 
When asked why GUK should be involved in a Canadian; case in 1963 
when he was supposedly working in the First Chief Diiectorate’s 
American Department against American targets. NOSENKO retracted 
his initial statement and said that GUK somehow got in contact 
with him, not as a KGB officer but simply as an acquaintance. 
Despite the non-official nature of GUK's relationship as thus im
plied by NOSENKO, GULjTtf able to tell him all the operational de
tails concerning except his name. This case has an odd 

•Although he bad met GUK many years before, NOSENKO indicated that 
they did not become friends until his visit to Geneva in 1962. and 
only then did GUK begin to reveal operational details to him.

TOP SECRET.
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aspect which NOSENKO failed to sne: !!«» s.»id that thia run had 
ccme to Moscow on a Soviet visa issu'd or. a separate piece of 
paper, rather than entered in the can's passport, so that there 
would not be a per-anent record of his travel tc the USSR. This inplies, and f^§L.*i£E£ $>-_cpn f i med. tnat he travelled under his true 
name to Mncrr.wE furthermore confirmed that he hie gene
as a tourist, entering the USSR cn a Soviet tourist ship. Jr. view 
of the First Chief Directorate's operational jurisdiction in this 
otherwise normal tourist, there was ar. obvious necessity for coor
dination between the First Chief Directorate's Arerican Department 
and the Second Chief Directorate's Tourist Dcpartu"at, to prevent 
any slippage (such as NOSENKO described in the SiludIN case, when 
the CRU failed to coordinate with the KGFJ. Yes despite logical 
professional need-to-know on NOSENKO’s part, he first cade his own 
knowledge unofficial, and then his subscurce's knowledge unofficial 
as well.

NOSENKO was unable tp.ej^yn how he hid learned of the case 
of French When pressed for a
subsource, he claimed that he had attended a reception at the Indian 
Embassy in 19S3 or 19S9 w i t h G RI BANOV, and when CFIFANOV to
take a glass of wine to understood somehow thatwas
an agent of GRIBANOV'S.

His sourcing for the case of the French businessman, 
(Page 484), is not unlike that ofHe said he had known 
that there was a French businessman wnc has an agent. On one occa
sion when NOSENKO was duty officer for the Second Chief Directorate 
a call for GRIBANOV c-T.c^in and he asked who was calling. When he 
was told it w.is then he knew somehow that this was
GRIBANOV'S agent.
3. Remarks

NOSENKO’s errors concerning "ANDREY” (particularly’ his early 
insistence that "ANDREY” had left Mosccw years before NOSENKO en
tered the KGB) make it impossible that NOSENKO could have learned 
of the case in the way he later said he did.

NOSENKO’s accounts of how he learned cf the "Paris agent"-are 
vague and vary with each telling; they also depend heavily on coin
cidence. It is noteworthy too that he claimed to have been told of 
this one operation by no less than four individuals, whereas the 
rest of what he learned of First Chief Directorate operations in 
eleven years of KGB service came from only two other individuals. 
Furthermore, his knowledge of "SASHA" stemmed from elaborate and 
apparently contrived sourcing which he himself was unable to recon
struct when pressed for exact details. NOSENKO’s inability to 
give any clear and consistent account of how he heard of either the 
’Paris agent" or "SASHA" must be judged i.i the light of the fact that 
he first heard of beth cases only just after promising to collect 
such information for CIA. because these were among the most impor
tant and the most fortuitous items he ever picked up, it could 
reasonably be expected that he would remember how he did so, espe
cially since only a little over a year elapsed until his next 
eeeting with CIA.

NOSENKO’s sourcing for the^SSE^^ind leads seeas
illogical and fabricated. It also appears that NOSENKO has given an 
inaccurate version of the way in which he would have learned of 

'not an Illegal as NOSENKO indicated, but an agent).
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D. Examination of NOSENKO's Intelligence Career
1. Introduction

What follows is an examination of KOSENKO'S accounts of his 
Soviet Intelligence career, beginning with the years 1951 and 
1952, in the naval GRU and continuing with his 11 years in the 
U.S. Embassy Section and the Tourist Department of the KGB Sec
ond Chief Directorate. SOSENKO's naval service opens the dis
cussion primarily because, according to his story, it provided 
a springboard for bis entrance into the KGB in 1953 with the 
rank of lieutenant.

The discussion of each period in his career lias two cen
tral topics: First, KOSENKO'S own description of his positions, 
responsibilities, and access: and second, an assessment of this 
description from the point of view of internal consistency, 
accuracy, and the commensurability of his knowledge, operational 
activities, and performance with his claimed senior and respon
sible posts with the KGB and his rise to these posts. This 
assessment is based on a comparison of the information supplied 
by NOSENKO with collateral information from a variety of overt, 
official, defector, and clandestine sources.

NOSENKO's accounts of the various periods in his career are 
of course, cumulative in that his claimed positions and activi
ties during one stage necessarily affect those of succeeding 
periods. Insofar as possible, each period is evaluated within 
itself and independently of conclusions earlier reached.

TOP SECRET
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2. Naval GRU Service
a. Introduction
.NOSENKO’s accounts*  of his naval GRU service (Pages 64-77) 

have_ been reviewed for their internal consistency and credibility, 
and examined for accuracy against information from other sources.
b. Discussion

Briefly, the outlines of NOSENKO’s account of his military 
service are about as follows:

- He studied for the equivalent of 7th, 8th, 9th and 
part of 10th school years in naval schools in Kuibyshev, Baku 
and Leningrad. This would normally have nothing to do with 
military service, except that NOSENKO says he took the mili
tary oath at the Baku School in the fall of 1943, at the 
age of 16. (According to available collateral information, 
the oath--fcrm.il entry into the military forces—was at no 
time given before the age of 17, and never for purposes of 
"show" or “morale" as NOSENKO claimed it was here.) He 
claims to have deserted this school after taking the oath. 
Also, he shot himself in the hand only about two months 
after starting anew later the same year in the naval school 
in Leningrad and never finished school properly.

- He was commissioned in the "reserves" in 1947 after 
completing his second year at the Institute of International 
Relations in Moscow. However, he cannot remember what 
branch of the service he was in, except that it was not the 
navy. He avoided active military duty thereafter by volun
tarily doing military translations at the Institute. While 
at the Institute he contracted venereal disease at least 
twice and this went on his record.

- In the spring of 1950, he was assigned to the Navy 
by a mandate commission at the Institute. However, he 
failed one of his examinations ("Marxism-Leninism") upon 
completion of the Institute of International Relations later 
in 1950 which delayed his diploma—and hence entry into the service—until successful re-examination later that 
year. (At about the same time, he was considered and turned 
down by the KGB [then MG3] because of his school record, 
drunkenness, and other bad marks in his record.)

- He was processed for entry into the naval GRU in 
1950. He said he visited the GRU personnel office several 
times for interviews and to fill out questionnaires and 
write his personal history in connection with the required 
security check. He was accepted into naval GRU despite a 
record which showed desertion, self-inflicted wound in

There is no single account of this period of NOSENKO’s life 
which can be examined because NOSENKO has altered the cir
cumstances and dates importantly from one telling to the next.

t!
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wartime, drunkenness, venereal disease, still-valid marriage 
to a State criminal's daughter, rejection for MGB employ
ment, and a Lad academic record including failure of a 
course in Marxism-Leninism just at thisrtime.

- He was called to active duty as a senior lieutenant 
on 12 Marcn 1951, and without any indoctrination or train
ing, he departed four or five days later in civilian clothes 
for his first duty station, Scvietskaya Gavan' in the Soviet 
Far East. NOSENKO claims to have chosen this post, con
sidered generally to be the least desirable of all naval 
assignment®, on his own initiative, to prove to his father 
that ne a man. (The above was his account in 1966, in 
all earlier accounts he said he went to the Soviet Far East 
in the fall of 1950, and in fact said that he had two months' 
leave in 1952, one for each of two years there. However, 
according to the 1966 account, his service there lasted only 
one year.)

- In Eovctskaya Gavan NOSENKO's job was to extract in
formation trc.T American publications reporting naval de
velopments. Asked in April 1964 for any personal account 
of his own work, NOSENKO was able to think of only "four or 
five trips  on small ships to the coast of Sakhalin,  and 
three to Hokkaido, to drop or pick up agents. His own role, 
he said, w-is as a trainee; he was taken along only "to learn 
how it was done;" he himself never trained or dispatched any 
agents, nor did he know the identities cr missions of any 
others. H® also could not describe the ships he had travelled 
on. Questioned on the location of Sovetskaya Gavan’ in 1965, 
NOSENKO insisted that this city is located in Primorskiy 
Kray, although it is actually located in Khabarovskiy Kray.

* *

**
- NOSENKO said he returned on routine leave (or, accord

ing to other accounts, because of having contracted tubercu
losis) in April 1952. He then spent two months either in 
his parents’ Moscow home or, according to other accounts, in 
a sanitoriua near Moscow under treatment for tuberculosis. 
He said he was coughing up "half a glass of blood at a time." 
(X-rays and medical examinations from February 1964 have 
detected no indications that NOSENKO ever suffered from 
tuberculosis.)

- At this time, the summer of 1952, NOSENKO said he was 
offered in Moscow an opportunity to attend the GRU strategic 
intelligence school, the Military-Diplomatic Academy, but 
turned it down because he had already studied most of the 
course matter in the Institute of International Affairs; be
sides, NOSENKO said in October 1966, he failed the physical 
examination when sugar was discovered in his faeces.

NOSENKO was then transferred—without returning to 
the Far East--to the Intelligence Staff of the Baltic Fleet 
at Baltiysk. He invented a story in 1964 about going there

In October 1966 NOSENKO was asked whether he had ever been 
to Sakhalin; his answer was no.
This is the equivalent of being stationed for a year in Port
land, Oregon and thinking oneself in California.
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via Naval Intelligence Points in Berlin, Rostock, and Sass
nitz, but then said this was a lie he told because he felt 
his interrogators would not believe hit if he had said he 
successfully turned down an assignment to these points, 
then closing down, and had travelled directly to Baltiysk. 
(As pointed out to NOSENKO, the assignment to the cold, 
damp Baltic climate of a recent TB-sufferer appears unthink
able, particularly when that person is a Government Minister's 
son; he acknowledged this but said, "There were no other 
positions available.")

- He could not remember the name of the place he served 
near Baltiysk. He had named it as Primorsk in 1962 (which 
fitted his description of its size and location) but from 
1964 on inuisted it was Sovetsk. There is no such village 
in the area, but there is in the region a well-known city 
by that name (the former Tilsit) far inland and far away. 
He did not know (as contemporary Soviet maps show) that 
a rail line went to Baltiysk from Primorsk.

- In the Baltiysk area, he claimed in 1962, he had 
trained agent teams to be sent behind enemy lines in time of 
war. Under interrogation in 1964 he changed his description 
of his functions, saying he merely prepared training mater
ials and delivered supplies, never having direct contact with 
or knowledge of the agent work. His service there was 
limited to about six months, since he said he left there at 
the beginning of 1953. He either had had cne or two leaves 
from there, depending on which telling is accepted: In 1964 
NOSENKO said that in August or September 1952 he was given 
a special leave from his duties in Sovetsk to travel to Mos
cow in order to formalize his divorce from his first wife; 
in April 1966 he wrote that he was divorced during his leave 
before going to Sovetsk.

- NOSENKO said he returned to Moscow on his own initia
tive and against the wishes of his commanding officer at the 
end of 1952 and began steps to get out of the GRU. He has 
told conflicting stories of where he stayed and in what 
leave status. It was during this period, he said, that 
his conversation with KOBULOV led him to shift to the KGB.

- In April 1966 NOSENKO wrote that he was promoted to 
the rank of lieutenant of the Administrative Services while 
stationed in Sovetsk. In earlier accounts he said that he 
was promoted to the rank of lieutenant while stationed in 
the Soviet Far East.

c. Remarks
The notes above on NOSENKO*s  career do not treat most of the 

changes of story, contradictions, corrections, or inaccuracies in 
NOSENKO*s  accounts: Variations of dates may be attributable to 
faulty memory, changes in the story might have resulted from his 
own elaborations and exaggerations, and inaccuracies might be 
explained by his inattention or indifference to detail. If all 
the details were to be considered, the story would become even 
more confused.

Certain general aspects stand out, however:

lOP-SECREI;
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to?

(1) If his Ttor” of his personal life is true

would, 
been accepted 

into the naval GRU, one of the particularly sensitive parts 
of the navy. Either the life history is false, or the GR'J 
officer service is, or both.

(2) ine story is vague, unsubstantial, and contra
dictory; no substance lias been added to the base outlines 
of the story despite frequent questioning. One might expec 
of an educated or reasonably intelligent person some recol
lection of military service completed 10 years earlier—the 
locations where he served, whether he did or did not have 
TB, how and when he entered or transferred from one place to 
another, and what he did or what he experienced,

(3) NOSENKO's knowledge of military procedures, of 
the navy, and of the units with which he served is practic
ally non-existent. He has provided no reason whatever to 
make one believe that he actually was a naval officer.

(4) The functions he claims to have fulfilled involved 
no direct involvement or personal responsibilitiess They 
sound like the bare outlines of a legend, not like real life 
or personal experience.
That this period is fictitious is supported by the findings 

of the psychologist (Pages 6C5-611).
NOSENKO*s  description of his naval GPU service cannot be 

accepted as true. On the basis of his statements, it appears 
moreover that he was never a naval officer, nor an officer of any 
other regular military service.

Since NOSENKO claims that his GRU status and service provided 
him the platform for a transfer into the KGB‘ (without such for
malities as medical examination, personnel interviews or question
naires) , this conclusion is relevant to his claim of KGB staff 
status from 1952 or 1953.

TOP’SWT
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3. Entry into the KGB 
a. Eligibility

The previous section discussed NOSENKO’s eligibility for 
admission to the naval GRU and concluded with the remark that, 
on the basis of what NOSENKO has tcld CIA about his earlier 
life, he could not have been accepted for service in Naval 
Intelligence. According to information available to CIA from 
several knowledgeable sources, the KGB has more stringent entry 
requirements than any other Soviet organization. The candidate's 
family background, personal conduct. and Party or Komsomol rec
ord must be impeccable. NOSENKO would have Zur.erican Intelli
gence believe that in his case the KGB—specifically the offi
cers responsible for signing their names to the approval—accepted 
a person whose record showed (as noted on pages 679-680 above) 
desertion from the armed forces, self-inflicted'wound in wartime, 
drunkenness", venereal disease, previous marriage to the daughter 
ol a state criminal, *a~Ba<3 “ academic ’ rt co rd'’incl uaing failure ’of 
a" txiurue iir Marxism—Leninism;*  and a prior rejection .by the KGB 
itseTK TT.S" cntyThange’slnee*  the earlier"rejection had been, s 
according to NOSENKO, two years of undistinguished military ser
vice in the Kaval GRU. --- 1

Moreover, during this naval duty NOSENKO said he had con
tracted tuberculosis, for which he was still under treatment 
at the time he entered the State Security Service. NOSENKO has 
indicated on separate occasions that his illness was a matter 
of record with the GRU, and that the reason he did not have to 
take a physical examination for entry into the KGB was the avail
ability of GRU records. According to DERYZU3IN, however, KGB 
regulations at that time would have precluded admission to KGB 
ranks if there was a recent history of tuberculosis even though 
already arrested.
b. Date of Entry

NOSENKO has given a variety of dates for his entry on duty 
with the KGB and has provided several reasons for his changes of 
story (Pages 36-89). During his first meeting with CIA, when 
NOSENKO gave a brief personal and professional autobiography, he 
said that he had joined the KGB in February or March 1953. In 
1964, however, first while still attached to the Soviet Disarma
ment Delegation and later when reviewing and signing a bio
graphic history prepared by CIA on the basis of his own account, 
NOSENKO set this date back a year, to early 1952. During the 
interrogations of April 1964, after naming several other dates, 
NOSENKO returned to the original one, March 1953, and has remained 
with this version since that time. NOSENKO has given two dif
ferent reasons for this change of dates (which, he said in Octo
ber 1966, was conscious deception). In the April 1964 interrogations, 
he explained that he had failed his examination in Marxism-Leninism 
at the Institute of International Affairs, which forced him to 
take all his exams over again and delayed his career: This was 
"unpleasant,*  NOSENKO said, and he was attempting to conceal it 
from CIA. In the October 1956 interrogations, NOSENKO gave a new 
and different reason. He described how he had been rejected for 
employment by State Security while at the Institute and was trying 
to cover up for this because he thought CIA would not believe 
that he had first been rejected and then, later, accepted by the KGB.

NOSENKO’s change of story took place in 1964 while still in the 
relatively relaxed circumstances of an operational meeting in 
Geneva; he came back to his original account only during the 
April 1964 interrogations. NOSENKO’s explanations of why he re
vised the story have been inconsistent and have forced him into
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further inconsistencies. Because of this and, in the absence of 
any pressure of any kind (including any apparent psychological 
pressure) to lie about his date of entry, the most logical explana
tion fcr this change is that KOSENKO forgot in early 1564 either 
when he joined the KGB and/or what he had told CIA in 1962. 
DERYABIN has commented on the significance which the date of entry 
holds for a KGB officer. He expressed the opinion that it would 
be unusual for a KGB officer to forget this date.

NOSENKO was questioned at length by DERYABIN (Pages 616-619) 
concerning the taxing of his entry on duty with the KGB. As a 
result of this interrogation it was determined that NOSENKO was 
unaware that at the time he said he joined the KGB, the present 
First Chief Directorate was designated the Second Chief Direc
torate and vice versa. 'Therefore, NOSENKO would have joined a 
component entitled the First Chief Directorate in March 1953, 
not the Second Chief Directorate as he says. NOSENKO did not 
know or had forgotten various other facts, including the date 
that the MVD was redesignated the KGB, and misstated the loca
tions and existence of various buildings and offices in the 
vicinity of the KGB Headquarters building in early 1953.

Ir. June 1962 KOSENKO said several times, in different meet
ings, that the KGB agent "ANDREY" (Pages 413-414) had been re
cruited and had left Moscow before he, NOSENKO, entered the KGB. 
He estimated the date as 1949-1950. NOSENKO knew that "ANDREY" 
was associated in Moscow with RHODES and when told that RHODES 
was there from 1951 to 1953, admitted that the date he gave might 
be wrong. NOSENKO continued to say, however, that "ANDREY" was 
recruited before he (NOSENKO) became a KGB officer, and later 
reverted again to his estimate that "ANDREi" was recruited in 
1949-1950. When he returned to Geneva in 1964, NOSENKO changed 
this story and said that during his 1953-1955 tour in the U.S. 
Embassy Section he saw cipher specialist SELEZNOV, who had come 
there to consult on the then-active 'ANDREY" case. NOSENKO was 
unable to explain how he could have been sure in 1962 that the 
"ANDREY” case was before his time*  when he said in 1964 that 
this was not so. Dayle SMITH confessed that he was recruited by 
the KGB in late 1953, and records show that he left Moscow in 
early 1954.
c. Circumstances of Entry

NOSENKO has consistently related his entrance into the KGB 
to discussions he had with General KOBULOV in early 1953 in Mos
cow, after returning from the Baltic. However, he has changed the 
date of these discussions with KOBULOV virtually every time he 
has told this story. In June 1962, NOSENKO said he talked with 
KOBULOV at the NOSENKO dacha while on leave in March 1953; during 
the April 1964 interrogations he changed the date to February 
1953; in April 1965 NOSENKO said he spoke to KOBULOV at the 
KOBULOV dacha in January 1953 while on leave and that he lived 
at home and was at the "disposal of GRU personnel" during Febru
ary and March. Finally, in April 1966, NOSENKO said he first 
spoke to KOBULOV at KOBULOVs dacha on New Years Day 1953, that 
he was subsequently "resting" at a sanitorium connected with his 
tuberculosis of the year before, and that he spoke again to 
KOBULOV or. the day of STALIN’s funeral, while home for a few days 
from the sanitorium. It was at this second encounter with KOBULOV 
that the latter promised to concern himself with NOSENKO*s  entry 
into the KGB.
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In 1962 NOSENKO described the simple procedure by which he 
entered the KG3, volunteering that there was no need to fill out a questionnaire (ar.keta j as the KGB already had his files from 
the GRU. In April 1964' when asked if he had not been required 
to fill out any questionnaires or other documents, NOSENKO des
cribed the anketa and other forms he completed (saying he took 
them home to do so) and his various interviews with KGB per
sonnel officers. He was interrogated in detail on these claims 
by DERYABIN in 1965, to whom he gave descriptions, albeit in
accurate, of the various forms and of his visits to KGB Personnel. 
In 1966 NCSENKO wrote in his autobiography that there were no 
talks with KGB Personnel before or after his acceptance and im
plied that there were no forms to fill out.
d. Remarks

According to all of KOSENKO's stories, his GRU service was 
the springboard for his acceptance into the KGB. He met KOBULOV 
while home in Moscow from Primorsk/Sovetsk, he entered the KGB 
as a lieutenant since this was his naval rank, his admission 
according to the early version was facilitated by the availability 
of his GRU personnel file; yet CIA has concluded that NOSENKO 
was never a GRU officer and it appears highly improbable that he 
was ever in Primorsk under any circumstances.

On the basis of generally available information concerning 
Soviet realities at the time of NOSENKO's claimed entry into the 
KGB, supported by the expert testimony of DERYABIN (who was in 
the KGB, then MVD, in Moscow at the time and h?d been himself a 
KGB personnel officer until less than a year earlier), a person 
with the background NOSENKO has given could not be accepted into 
the KGB in the manner he claims. His health alone would seem 
to have precluded this, but in addition, NOSENKO described a 
series of incidents in his life equally likely to cause rejection. 
NOSENKO's mistakes, changes of story, and apparent fabrications 
add to the unlikelihood of his account.

It is concluded that, as in the case of NOSENKO's GRU ser
vice, either NOSENKO and those who have supported aspects of 
his story have seriously distorted his past life, or he did not 
enter the KGB.

iOP-SEGRET;
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4. Initial Service in the U.S. Embassy Section
a. Introduction

NOSENKO claims to have served in the U.S. Embassy Section of 
the American Department, Second Chief Directorate, during the 
period from his entry on duty with the KGB until June 1955. His 
targets during these two years were at first American correspond
ents in Moscow and later American Army Attaches at the Embassy.

NOSENKO sought to avoid discussion cf his ownTor.other KGB 
activity during this period and on occasion he has tried to dis
miss the whole period as "not relevant" and "of no consequence." 
NOSENKO has repeatedly said that he "found himself" only after his 
initial service in the U.S. Embassy Section. (He variously dated 
his self-discovery as occurring in 1955, when he transitt’od to 
the Tourist Department; in June 1956, in connection with his par
ticipation in and award for the BURGI case; and after August 1956, 
when the death of his father forced him to pull himseli together.) 
Before this, KOSENKO said, he was a wastrel and "did not pay 
attention to the work."
b. Work Against American Correspondents

NOSENKO exempted himself from reporting details of KGB work 
against any specific American correspondent in Moscow in 1953- 
1954 (Pages 93-96) by saying that, as a new, very junior employee 
he had no access to operational files and did not participate 
personally in the handling of any of the correspondents. Although 
able to identify four correspondents in Moscow who were then re
cruited KGB agents, NOSENKO learned this information either in 
conversations with his superior KOZLOV or at some point and in 
some undefined way after he no longer was working against these 
targets. NOSENKO*s  early months in the job were spent reading 
personality (not operational) files on a number of the corres
pondents in Moscow (none of which indicated the individual’s de
velopmental or agent status) and familiarizing himself with KGB 
methods. Later NOSENKO was assigned the "agent network" of 
drivers, clerical personnel, and domestics surrounding four of 
the correspondents (two of whom were recruited KGB agents at 
the time); he met with them periodically to determine whether 
they had. developed any important information. Even here, however, 
NOSENKO appears to have been given very little responsibility: 
His superior KOZLOV often went along to the meetings with NOSENKO, 
first to show him how to handle the agents and afterward when
ever something interesting would begin to develop. In fact, 
according to NOSENKO, KOZLOV would accompany him to meetings 
with these Soviet citizens-agents even when there was a "hint" 
that something of interest might develop. NOSENKO has been able 
to identify some of these agents, but for all but a few he re
called neither their names nor personalia concerning them.
c. Work Against Army Attaches

Regarding NOSENKO*s  work against American Army Attaches, he 
claimed a specific area of KGB responsibility, one for which he 
alone was accountable and one about which something was previously 
known from U.S, records. Only 20 months at the longest, it is
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the lest period in which NOSENKO had no supervisory responsibility 
to divert his attention from personal operational duties.

NOSENKO could not remember when he took over responsibility 
for the Army Attaches, and he named two other KGB officers before 
settling upon BUDYLDIN as the person from whom he received the 
Attaches' files. Then belittling his earlier responsibilities 
for correspondents, he has said several times that he had been In 
that job "only about six months." Assuming that NOSENKO entered 
the KGB in the middle of March 1953, this would date his transfer 
to work against the Attaches In the fall of that year. In dis
cussing this transfer itself, however, NOSENKO has consistently 
said that it took place in 1954. Asked when in 1954, NOSENKO 
has variously replied "at the beginning of 1954," January 1954, 
and Hey 1954. Under interrogation in early 1965, NOSENKO re
fused to estimate when he took over this responsibility. He has 
always said that he turned over these duties and transferred from 
the U.S. Embassy Section in June 1955, when the Tourist Department 
was established within the Second Chief Directorate.

NOSENKO has said in different contexts that as the American 
Department case officer responsible for operations against the 
U.S. Army Attaches he received and'was responsible for assimilat
ing the product of a wide variety of sources on the individuals 
who were; his targets. He has mentioned information received from 
the KGB First Chief (Foreign Intelligence) Directorate; the 
Archives of the MGB/MVD/KGB; microphones which were an placed 
about a year before NOSENKO entered the American Department*;  a 
network of Soviet chauffeurs, cooks, language instructors, and 
other agents in the Embassy who together provided little useful 
information; permanent and roving surveillance patrols outside 
the Embassy; fixed observation posts next to, across from and 
near the Embassy; advance notification of intent to travel by 
the Attaches and their itineraries; and reports from outside Mos
cow, including surveillance, agent networks, the Militia, and the 
military. The point of collecting and assimilating this infor
mation, NOSENKO said, was to be able to know what rhe Attaches 
were doing in Moscow and thereby to control their intelligence 
collection activities. Far less important was the goal of re
cruiting Military Attaches; NOSENKO knew of only several in
stances when this was attempted, and all of these efforts failed.

The KGB’s principal interest in control rather than recruit
ment has been NOSENKO's explanation for knowing little about the 
backgrounds and personal lives of bis targets—such information, 
he stated, simply was not pertinent to the primary mission of

♦On some occasions NOSENKO has said that the microphones in the 
Army Attache offices were his most valuable source of informa
tion on his targets of 1954-1955; at other times he has said 
that he knew nothing of these microphones until he reentered the 
U.S. Embassy Section in 1960; and at still other times he claimed 
to have known only of their existence during 1953-1955 but not 
where any were located.
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control.*  He has also used this explanation to support his claim 
that there were no recruitments of military attaches during this 
period.

An exception, wherein the KGB did carefully compile a great 
deal of vulnerability data on ar. Army Attache, was described by 
NOSENKO in connection with the approach to Walter MULE {Page 104). 
On the basis of these explanations, NOSENKO's knowledge of the 
official and unofficial activities of his alleged targets in this 
period deserves attention.

NOSENKO knew almost nothing about the personal backgrounds 
and families of the eight members of the Army Attache Office 
whom he identified as his targets (Pages 99-106). Although he was 
able to identify each by rank and position in the rnbassy—some
times inaccurately—and in a few cases to describe certain cf 
their operational activities, he was unaware of or had forgotten 
such facts as:

- Colonel Earl L. MICKELSON, the Army Attache in 1954 
and 1955, was arrested twice Ly the Militia outside of Mos
cow in 1954.

- Assistant Army Attache Ira RICHARDS was a language 
student of GROMOKOVA (identified by NOSENKO as a KGB agent); 
by RICHARDS' account she sought to elicit biographic data 
from him during the lessons.

- William STROUD, the Assistant Army Attache, travelled 
to Kharkov in May 1955 to interivew an American defector. 
(NOSENKO has identified Frank SISCOE, who accompanied STROUD, 
as a suspected CIA officer; he was coopted by CIA.)
NOSENKO, furthermore, was ignorant of important events, known 

independently to CIA, which were within the sphere of what he 
claimed was his direct, personal responsibility:

- NOSENKO claimed direct personal responsibility for 
the file of and operational activity against Lieutenant 
Colonel Howard FELCHLIN (Pages 131-103). He claimed to be 
receiving agent information on him but could not recall the 
names or cryptonyms of any such agents. Qle said, for 
example: "I think FELCHLIN must have had a maid, and she 
would have been a KGB agent.") NOSENKO described FELCHLIN 
as by far the most aggressive of his targets and hence the 
object of special interest; yet he did not know or remember

’ NOSENKO himself, when giving the reason why he did not know 
more details about the U.S. Embassy Section's targets while 
he was its Deputy Chief in 1960-1961, said that as a supervisor 
he was too busy overseeing subordinates; hence,. NOSENKO con
tinued, he could not be expected to remember as many such de
tails as would be possible had he been a case officer working 
daily with only four or five files. In another context, NOSENKO 
explained why he was unable to supply the details of planning 
and organizing operations against tourists in the period 1955- 
1959; he contrasted operations against tourists, who often 
cane and went in a matter of a few days, to the work against 
the Military Attaches and diplomats stationed in Moscow on 
permanent assignments, who could be studied systematically and 
slowly.

TOP SECRET
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anything about FELCHLIN'a background, presumably well docu
mented by the KGB because FELCHLIN’ had been to the USSR in 
two different capacities, merchant seaman and diplomatic 
courier, prior to arriving in Moscow as the Assistant Army 
Attache; also FELCHLIN had had prior official association 
with GRU officers in Austria, Germany, and the United States, 
and he continued to be in liaison with one of them in Moscow. 
NOSENKO could recall nothing about FELCHLIN'a intelligence 
activities in the USSR or his trips about the country, or 
what had been done about them by the KGB. In speaking of 
FELCHLIN'a expulsion from the Soviet Union, NOSENKO reported 
the KGB file noted that FELCHLIN had been caught taking 
photographs on some occasion, but he did not know that FEL
CHLIN in June 1954 was arrested in Kiev with another Assist
ant Army Attache, F.J. YEAGER. (Erroneously identified by 
NOSENKO as an Air Force Attache, YEAGER likewise should have 
been NOSENKO's target.) NOSENKO also did not know that 
FELCHLIN, with another Army Attacne and two Air.Force Attaches, 
in September 1953 had made an unprecedented train trip through
out Siberia and that six months later, at the end of March 
1954, had been the subject of a newspaper article which 
charged that they had lost "spy documents" on the train. 
NOSENKO was unable to provide a date for FELCHLIN*s  expul
sion from the Soviet Union, and ne knew nothing of the un
usual circumstances of FELCHLIN's departure from Moscow; 
he insisted that nobody else was declared persona non grata 
along with FELCHLIN. In fact, FELCHLIN was expelled along 
with Air Force Major Salter McKINNEY, and the Soviets re
fused to permit the two to leave Moscow aboard the Ambassa
dor's personal plane until Ambassador BOHLEN himself protested. 
Confronted by his lack of knowledge of the persona non 
grata action, NOSENKO said that he could not be expected to 
know the details because this incident occurred after he 
transferred from the U.S. Embassy Section to the Tourist 
Department in June 1955. NOSENKO was then told the recorded 
date of the expulsion, 3 July 1954, and he replied that this 
was not true.

- Discrepancies appeared in NOSENKO*s  account of one 
of the best knewn incidents in the history of KGB operations 
against the American officials in the Soviet Union, the 
subject of reports by GOLITSYN and other CIA sources and the 
subject of training materials. This was the seizure of 
sensitive technical collection equipment on 5 May 1955 in 
Stalingrad from three Assistant Military Attaches from the 
U.S. Embassy—Major John S. BENSON, Captain STROUD, and 
Captain MULE—and their expulsion from the Soviet Union two 
days later. NOSENKO claimed direct responsibility for KGB 
work against these officers (Pages 103-105); he described 
an earlier attempt to defect MULE, his own plans for seizing 
this equipment at a railroad station outside Moscow, and his 
role in developing plans for the successful operation in 
Stalingrad. When NOSENKO was pressed under interrogation to 
give the entire story of the equipment seizure""and the persona 
non grata action, he said that the operation was carried out 
after he was in the Tourist Department and therefore he knew 
no more about it. When told that the operation took place 
at least a month before his alleged transfer, NOSENKO could 
offer no explanation for his lack of knowledge.

TOP SECBET
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- NOSENKO identified George VAN LAETHEM as an Assistant 
Air Attache in 1953 or 1954: he was a target of another U.S. ( 
Embassy Section officer, and an unsuccessful KGB development 
operation was carried out against him. NOSENKO did not know i 
that VAN LAETHEM-was actually an Assistant Army Attache, who 
left Moscow in March 1953 and was succeeded by NOSENKO's own ' 
target Walter MULE (see above). What NOSENKO additionally 
did not know is that in Moscow VAN LAETHEM was the Attache 
cryptographic security officer, the superior of Dayle SMITH 
(the subject of NOSEUKO's "ANDREY" lead--see below) and a 
friend of the motor pool sergeant Roy RHODES, a KGB agent. 
NOSENKO furthermore did not know that on 19 March 1955, 
again as ar. Army Attache, and only two years after being 
transferred from Moscow, VAN LAETHEM was again sent to Mos
cow, ostensibly on a PCS assignment but actually on tempor
ary duty. During this latter assignment, when NOSENKO by 
his out. account should have been responsible for him, VAN 
L/iEIHEM was in Moscow to review the entire electronics 
program at the Embassy. (VAN LAETHEM's second tour in 
Moscow involved the planned use of the electronic equipment, 
which was seized in Stalingrad while VAN LAETHEM was still 
in Moscow.)

d. Addit ional Reporting
His information on two other operations involving Americans 

was said by NOSENKO to stem from his 1953-1955 service in the U.S. 
Embassy Section. One war the recruitment of the military cipher 
machine mechanic having the KGB cryptonym "ANDREY" (Dayle SMITH, 
see Pages 413-426 and further comments in Part VIII.B.3. and 
VIII.C.). NOSENKO in 1962 was sure not only that this recruit
ment took place before he joined the KGB but that "ANDREY" had 
left the USSR by then as well: he repeatedly estimated "ANDREY'S" 
recruitment date as "1949-1950. ' At all times he has claimed ■
certainty that "ANDREY" was the last KGB recruitment in the j
Qnbassy until the time of NOSENKO's defection in January 1964. |
In 1964, however, NOSE:.KO changed his story and said "ANDREY" i
was active while NOSENKO was in the U.S. Embassy Section i>. 1954- 
1955. The other operation was an unsuccessful recruitment approach 
to the U.S. Embassy Security Officer Edward Ellis SMITH (see 
Pages 468-469 and further comments in Part VIII.B.3. and VIII.C. above) at a meeting with the KGB arranged through letters which j
had been sent to SMITH. This occurred in 1954 or 1955/ NOSENKO !
said, and in support of the recruitment approach, he handled i
the surveillance phone-watch. SMITH admitted co U.S. authorities I 
having received four letters from the KGB between 2 and 5 June 
1956 (a year after NOSENKO dated his departure from the U.S. 
Qnbassy Section), but he denied having had any personal meetings i 
with KGB officers. I
e. Remarks |

iNOSBiKO’s accounts of the 1953-1955 period are confused, i
contradictory, and, when compared with collateral information, 
incomplete and inaccurate. He has been inconsistent in dating . 
his shift of responsibilities within the U.S. Einbassy Section, i in dating his departure from the Section (viz., the timing of I
the Stalingrad incident and the approach to SMITH), and in dating I 
his first knowledge of the microphones in the Embassy. Having j
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few new details of importance on the American correspondents, 
NOSENKO has proven unreliable regarding his work against Array 
Attaches: He misidentified two (YEAGER and VAN LAETHEM), he 
claimed to have almost no information on the backgrounds and act! 
vities of the others: and he lacked even the most important de
tails on security affairs involving the majority of his eight 
alleged targets. In addition, NOSENKO has told CIA almost noth
ing about the work of his colleagues in the U.S. Embassy Section.

The statements by NOSENKO about this period therefore hold 
so little substance and the manner of his reporting was so uncon
vincing, that his claim to have been an officer of the U.S. 
Embassy Section in the years 1953-1955 cannot be true.
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5. Tourist Department (June 1955 to January 1950) 
a. Introduction >

NOSENKO's activities from June 1955 to January 1960, his 
first period of alleged service with the Zimerican-British-Canadr 
ia.n Section of Tourist Department of the KG3 Second Chief Direc
torate, are described in Pages 107-151. For the puri-oses of the 
following discussion, it is convenient to divide this period into 
two parts. The first of these covers the yvars from June 1955 
to June 1958, when NOSENKO said he was a staff case officer, 
handling and recruiting agents and planning ar.d managing opera
tional activity. The second part covers NOSENKO's service from i
June 1953 to the beginning of 1960 as Deputy Chief of this section. 
Apart from his personal involvement in a nur-ber of recruitment 
operations in the latter pericd, it is this service which provides 
a basis for NOSENKO to claim awareness of all important arrests 
of spies and recruitments from among American tourists visiting 
the Soviet Union; it is also this service as Deputy Chief cf Sec
tion which NOSENKO cites as a basis for his involvement in the 
case of Lee Harvey OSWALD inside the Soviet Union.
b. The Early Period (1955 to 1959)
(i) General

According to NOSENKO’s story, he ;cs among the first case 
officers in the Tourist Department. He arrived there just as 
the Department was being formed and took part with other officers 
assigned in the acquisition of an agent network from within 
Inturist, in the establishment of facilities ar.d methods, and in 
generally "getting things going." Several rror.tns later he parti
cipated in what he says was his first operation against an Ameri
can tourist. This was NOSENKO's behind-the-scenes (and hence 
unconfirmed) organization of an ur.seccussful attempt to compromise j
Martin MALIA (Pages 112-113). NOSENKO's next case (the first t
operation in which his participation is confirmed) took place a i
year later, in June 1956, when he assisted in the homosexual en- I
trapment and recruitment of Richard BURGI (Pages 113-120) . This 
recruitment, which occurred close in time to the Minister NOSENKO's 
death, was by NOSENKO's account a turning point in his personal ;
and professional life, with it, NOSENKO began to acquire a sense > 
of self-confidence and responsibility and began to "grow" from a 
wastrel into an effective and successful KGB officer. As a re
sult of this operation, the first successful recruitment in the 
then short history of the Tourist Department, NOSENKO first cane 
into personal contact with General GRIBANOV. According to ali 
accounts prior to October 1966, when he retracted the claim, 
NOSENKO received the first of a series of KGB awards for opera
tional performance because of the BUD.GI case—a letter of com
mendation. Within a month of this operation, NOSENKO said, he 
was promoted from the rank of lieutenant to captain, his last 
promotion prior to defecting eight years later.

NOSENKO's direct operational activity in the next two years, 
before his appointment as Deputy Chief of the Section, was des- ’
cribed by NOSENKO as follows: Sometime in 1957 he was involved_---in the-attempted recruitment of the German~businessman ffiSgSB^------  
(Pages 120-121); after surrounding him with agents, NOSENKO
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explained his (unconfIrred) 
was not among the responsibili-

personally spoke to him. NOSENKO 
participation in this case, which 
ties of his section, bythere was no KGB officer available 
who spoke German but was known to speak “a little Eng
lish," a language in wTicn NOSENKO had fair fluency. In 1957
NOSENKO was also involved in the sexual and blackmarket entrap- 
irent of Norwegian journalist (again, not a target of
NOSENKO's section, being neither American, British or Canadian}; 
NOSENKO has not explained how he care to be involved in th -«t operation, but he said his role was that of involving GEI^^with 
women and blackmar>g|eers so that another officer, ARKHIPOV, could 
recruit him. not identified NOSENKO, but reported on
an individual whose role corresponds to the one NOSENKO claimed
as his own (Pages 121-122). NOSENKO’s third operation in 1957 
was really not an operation at all. he was assigned to accompany 
the British JK^Wj^feind the latter's interpreter 2
a tcur of Soviet publishing houses (Bags 121). NOSENKO said his 
purpose was only to watch a suspected intelligence agent
or officer. His presence was confirmed by who recognized
NOSENKO's photograph.

This is the sum of NOSENKO's Reported, ecretir.es verified, 
operational role during the three years preceding his promotion 
in June 1958 to the position of Deputy Chief of the American- 
Canadian-British Tourist Section, hereafter referred to as the 
American Tcurist Section.

The only case of the June 1955-June 1958 period resulting 
in agent contacts abroad, and the one to which NOSENKO ascribed 
the greatest importance, was the recruitment of BURGI. For this 
reason, the BURGI operation is discussed in detail below, with 
particular attention being given to those aspects of the case 
which reflect upon NOSENKO's own personal role.
(ii) The BURGI Case

NOSENKO's statements of this operation generally agreed with 
that BURGI provided to the FBI in 1957. The part NOSENKO played 
in the case, both in his brief initial presence with the two 
homosexuals in the Moscow restaurant on the evening of BURGI's 
compromise (20 June 1956) and in the Kiev events (23-28 June 1956) 
would appear to be one normally taken by a KGB staff officer. 
The identities of the other two KGB participants in the Kiev 
recruitment, KOZLOV and PETRENKO, seem clearly established. There 
were discrepancies between NOSENKO's and BURGI's versions, but 
most of these could stem from NOSENKO's faulty memory nine years 
after the events. (Such discrepancies include NOSENKO’s failure 
to remember his first Moscow meetings with BURGI; the identity, 
role, or even existence of the person "Anatoliy" whom BURGI says 
introduced him to NOSENKO and participated in the homosexual 
compromise; whether NOSENKO was at the Kiev airport to meet BURGI; 
the location of NOSENKO’s bedroom in the Kiev Hotel as compared 
to BURGI's; NOSENKO’s reference to BURGI's "interpreter" when in 
fact BURGI neither had nor needed one; and NOSENKO's failure to 
remember the unusual circumstances of BURGI's departure from 
Kiev.) Other contradictions and omissions in NOSENKO's reporting 
relate to matters of greater operational consequence:
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- NOSENKO was unable to say when or how the KGB first 

learned that BURGI was a homosexual, nor could he remember 
who first proposed an operation against him.

- NOSENKO gave a confused and evasive account of his 
dealings with the First Chief Directorate on this case.

- NOSENKO Insisted that there was no official file on 
BURGI, and that none was opened as a result of this opera
tion. The initiative for the operation came, he said, from 
the Second Chief Directorate, and when NOSENKO traced BURGI 
in the First Chief Directorate, there was no information on 
him there.  The KGB's only information on BURGI at the 
time of the compromise came from BURGI's visa-application 
(which showed him to be a professor of Russian) and a few 
agent reports from the preceding days in Moscow; BURGI, 
on the other hand, reported that during the recruitment1 
KOZLOV, the senior Soviet present, showed knowledge of the 
names of BURGI’s sister, mother and father and knew the 
sister’s occupation; details of BURGI's background, work, and 
military service, BURGI's relations with the Russicum in 
Rome, which BURGI said he had never mentioned in the USSR; 
and BURGI's acquaintance in the U.S. with Alexander KERENSKY.

*

NOSENKO cited "his" recruitment of BURGI in Kiev in 1956 as 
one of the main reasons for his rapid rise in the KGB. BURGI's 
story of the recruitment, as reported to the FBI, definitely 
establishes NOSENKO's role as having been subordinate to that of 
KOZLCV--it was KOZLOV, not NOSENKO, who made the recruitment.

DERYABIN interrogated NOSENKO on this case. NOSENKO*s  answers 
to such detailed questions as how the traces were done, how 
the travel to Kiev was arranged, details concerning the person
nel involved, the contents of the file, and other mechanics 
of the case, betrayed an almost total lack of memory.
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c. Promotion to Deputy Chief of Section

NOSENKO said that in June 1958, when the unit that had 
formerly handled tourists from all countries was reorganized into 
two sections, he was promoted from the rank of senior case offi
cer to that of Deputy Chief of the newly created American Tourist 
Section. NOSENKO said that this section was the itost important 
in the Tourist Department, and that he did not know why he, 
in particular, had been chosen its Deputy Chief but was certain 
that GRIBANOV had no voice in the decision.
d. Knowledge of Section's Staff and Agent Personnel

NOSENKO has named with clarity and consistency the other 
officers of the American Tourist Section during this period. The 
Soviet agents of his section whom NOSENKO has identified were 
mostly his own; he said that the agents were constantly shifted 
from case officer to case officer and hence it was "difficult to 
say just who handled which agents." NOSENKO said he had approxi
mately eight Soviet agents in 1958 and about 12 or 14 in 1959, 
most of them employed by Inturist (Pages 109-112). With the ex
ception of the two homosexuals, YEFREMOV and VOLKOV discussed 
separately below, NOSENKO cannot supply personal data on his own 
agents or remember specific jobs they did for the KGB.
e. Knowledge of Section's Activities

As of June 1958, according to NCSENKO, the work of the 
section of which he was deputy chief was “just getting going." 
Its mission was, first of ail, to detect Western Intelligence 
officers and agents among the increasing flow of tourists visit
ing the Soviet Union; only secondarily was the section directed 
toward the recruitment of KGB agents from among these tourists. 
In his new position NOSENKO was responsible for supervising 
other officers in the section in efforts along these lines. Be
cause of this and because at GRIBANOV’S request he personally 
reviewed KGB information on the use of tourist cover by Western 
intelligence services and KGB counteraction through 1953 (Pages 
145-146), NOSENKO made a number of statements concerning these 
subjects during the 1955-1959 period.
_____ CIA started its so-called "legal travelle." program in

and by 1958 was deeply committed to such operations. Now 
there is . firm collateral information on what the KGB knew of 
this operational program. In view of NOSENKO's duties in the ; 
American Tourist Section and the section's prime mission, he should 
have knowledge of agent compromises during 1958 and 1959. More
over, thanks to collateral holdings, what NOSENKO did and did not 
know can be compared with information from other sources. These 
facts are reviewed below.
(i) BLAKE

A valuable source of information for the KGB in its planning 
for the operational activity of its Tourist Department in the 
late 1950's and early 1960's was the Englishman, George BLAKE 
(Pages 146-147) . BLAKE has confessed that in the summer of 1959 
he passed the, KGB a 19-page summaryof the results of a three-day__
meeting during the first week of June 1959, between representa
tives of CIA and MI-6; these sessions were on the subject of 
"legal travel" intelligence operations against the USSR. This
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suirmary spelled out in detail the complete CIA operational doc
trine pertaining to tourist-type operations and stressed CIA's 
reliance on tourist agents for the spotting, recontacting, assess 
ment, and coarnunicatior.s support of internal assets.

While NOSENKO has displayed some familiarity with CIA raodus 
operandl in the field of tourist operations, he has never men
tioned that the KGB was in possession of documentary reporting 
which described these methods in full detail. NOSENKO does 
not appear to be aware of who BLAKE was, much less of his im
portance to the KGE. NOSENKO never volunteered the name of 
BLAKE in his debriefings, and when specifically asked in 1962 
about BLAKE, the KGB agent in British Intelligence, he said 
that he had read the dossier and that BLAKE had been "an agent 
of che Second (British*  Department (of the " -mtiri.^uifc7,
♦^MgAtfeL^^ho was not nearly as valuable as

the other Englishman" (VZoSALL) . Ey 1964 ne 
co uiur; otrec all any such agent of the British Department. 
When the name BLAKE was mentioned, he asked: "Who's BLAKE?"

BLAKE had, in addition, passed to the KGB a photocopy of 
a 21-page summary report of a second, fol low-up conference be
tween CIA and MI-6 on "legal travel" operations which was held 
in Washington from 20 to 25 April 1960. bOSENKO, although not 
in the Tourist Department at the time the latter report was -- 
received by the KGB, said that he reviewed all important ma
terials of the American Tourist Section when he became its Chief 
in January 1962. Asked whether the Tourist Department had re
ceived documentary information from any agent source while 
NOSENKO was away from the department in the years 1960-1961, 
he replied that none had and that he knew of no agent who could 
have provided such documentary information.
(ii) GOLITSYN Document

NOSENKO in 1964 reported knowing that GOLITSYN at the time 
of his defection in Decemoer 1961 took with him an official 
top secret KGB document concerning Western Intelligence opera
tional activity in the field of tourism (Pages 147-149). He 
did not mention this fact in the June 1962 meetings. Although 
NOSENKO also stated that this document had been prepared by 
the Tourist Department, he has net been able to describe the 
document in detail and specifically did not mention that this 
particular document was in large part based, as subsequent 
analysis has shown, upon the above-mentioned reports submitted 
to the KGB by George BLAKE.
(iii)Tourist Agents

NOSENKO asserted that the KGB detected no agents among 
American tourists during the years 1958 or 1959, and that no 
tourists had been caught in the act of mailing letters, servic
ing dead drops, or contacting agents, except one in 1959 whose 
name, NOSENKO said, was MacGUIPE (actually McGOWAN in 1958). 
NOSENKO signed a statement attesting to these facts.
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The KGB document supplied by GOLITSYN, however, refers tb 

a number of cases ct American tourists who were found by the 
KGB to be engaged in intelligence collection or intelligence 
support activities. In addition to McGOWAN, the GOLITSYN docu-r 
ment cited the cases of SIXARD, GRAY and FRANCIS, all of them 
CIA agents detected by the KGB in 1958 and 1959. These years 
coincide with the time when NOSENKO claims to have been Deputy 
Clief of the section which was responsible for monitoring and 
uncovering activities of this sort, but NOSENKO has never men
tioned them. Furthermore, the annual reports of the section 
which NOSENKO would have helped to write, by virtue of his 
claimed position as Deputy Chief of the American Tourist Section 
presumably included all of these cases.
f. NOSENKO’s Tourist Paper K-

NOSENKO was questioned at length on the review of Western 
tourist operations which he claimed to have written for GRIBANOV 
He said he gathered the material for this study from earlier 
annual reports of the Tourist Department and by talking with 
various case officers, then took the study to GRIBANOV*s  
office. NOSENKO could not remember whether he discussed his 
findings with GRIBANOV, could not give any examples of the 
information which he included in the report (other than statis
tical information on the increase in foreign tourism), could 
not recall what the report said about CIA tourist operations 
(other than there appeared to be increased use of tourists 
travelling by automobile), and did not know what other American 
Intelligence services were sending agents into the Sovifet Union 
under tourist cover during these years. On the basis of his 
research for this report and his cwn experience, NCSENKO said 
he knew that KGB operations against tourists had been develop
ing slowly and that, at the time the report was written during 
the tourist season of 1959, the KGB knew little about the use 
of tourism by the American services.

BLAKE's confession that he passed documentary information 
on this subject to the RGB, but more particularly the intensity 

• of KGB operations against tourists at this time as reflected 
in the GOLITSYN document and other reports indicate, that this 
statement by NOSENKO must be erroneous.
g. The OSWALD Case

According to NOSENKO's account of his direct involvement 
in the case of Lee Harvey OSWALD (Pages 136-144), his partici
pation seemed to stem solely from his supervisory role as 
Deputy Chief of the American Section. In this capacity, NOSENKO 
said, he was the one who made the decision that OSWALD was 
"not normal" and of no interest to the KGB. On other occasions 
NOSENKO has reported that he made this decision together with 
his subordinate KRUPNOV, or that "they decided," or "it was 
decided." NOSENKO’s information on the handling of OSWALD in 
1959 is unique, and there is no collateral information against 
which it can be reliably measured. The results of the poly
graph examination in October 1966, however, indicated that NOSENKO lied in having said that he was personally connected

2 with any aspect cf the CSWALD case and that_ he_had heard_of_____
OSWALD before the assassination of President Kennedy. The 
polygraph results also indicated that the KGB gave NOSENKO 
special instructions on the OSWALD case and what he should tell 
D.S. authorities about it.
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h. NOSENKO's Operational Activities ; 195i-195&) 
(i) General

NOSENKO appeared in one operation snortly aft': being pro
moted to the position of Deputy Cnief, the recru: trient of the 
American woman JiAF.RIS in September 19r-3 on the D..sis of har 
romantic involvement with a Soviet male. HARRIS tentatively 
identified KOSENKO*s  photograph as th_t of one of two Soviets 
who approached her in Moscow and said that, of the two, he was 
■definitely the .tan in charge." She denied having had further 
contacts with the KG3 after leaving the Soviet Union. In 1959, 
NOSENKO said, he also supervised the sexual entrapment of 
but did not become personally involved in the approach, which 
was nade by his superior Dl’BAS. Seme time during this year, 
NOSENKO said, he recruited the second of his pair of homosexual 
agents, YEFREMOV. Beginning in the srping of 1959 he used the 
tvn >n a series of success fulrecrui tcent approaches w @OJS!B»and Btadto. f In the case of&SSSSft. wno 
as a corruT.ercial representative in Moscow, was not the
responsibility cf NOSENKO*s  section, NOSENKO was asked to make 
the*approach  because he was a "specialist*  in this type of 
operation.) In 1959 NOSENKO also use! these agents in opera
tions against two American guides at the Sokolniki Exhibit, 
BARRETT and WILLERFORD. Finally, NOSENKO said, in 1959 he 
accomplished the recruitment of the African Express Company 
representative in Moscow, FRIPPEL,on the basis of sexual com
promise.
(ii) The Homosexuals YEFREMOV and VOLKOV

There is a preponderance of homosexual recruitment opera
tions in NOSENKO's account cf his KGS career. lie has referred 
to several homosexual agents with when he has worked on spe
cific recruitrtent-entrapment operations, rut said that he nira- 
self was never their official case officer. They include 
“LL'CH," "STROYEV," "NIKOLAYEV," “SI3IRYAK" and KOSHKIN. He has 
remembered only a few of their nar.es and has supplied no 
personality inforr.aticn about them. He identified only VOLKOV 
and YEFREMOV as bis our. agents.

NOSENKO claimed to have re-recruited VOIKOV, a former 
agent (cryptcnyra "SHMELEV’) and recruited YEFREMuV (cryptonym 
"GRIGORIY") and to have been their scle case officer from the 
beginning of their KGB careers in 1957-1958 until they were 
deactivated in 1963 because they became too well known. He met 
them frequently, directing them in at least a dozen entrapment 
operations or other homosexual encounters. NOSENKO took them 
with him whan he transferred to the American Department in I960 
(but used them in no operations during 1960 and 1961) and back 
again in early 1962 to the Tourist Department (where they were 
used only once, immediately after his return). He gave a rela
tively clear account of the recruitment (Pages 107-108), but:

- He has never been able to remember YEFREMOV’S
patronym.

- He does not know the home address, general area 
of Moscow residence, family circumstances, job details, 

------or other basic information about either_of them.
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- He said that during the five or six years he 

handled then, he never was at their homes, never met them 
in a safehouse (only on the street) , and never met either 
of then alone without the other's presence,

- He did not know about VOLKOV’S and YEFREMOV’S en
counters with and development of one Dutch and five other 
Americans, independently known to CIA. Of the Americans, 
three were CIA agents and a fourth was the well-known 
Z.merican diplomat and author Charles THAYER.

- He told about VOLKOV’S and YFFrEHOV's compromise 
of Robert 3ARFETT in 1959 (Page 126) but did net know that 
they had met BARRETT again in 1961, shortly before BARRETT 
was recruited on the basis of the 1959 compromise.

- He did not know details of why or how VOLKOV and 
YEFREMOV first cane into contact with their most recent 
target, W.E. JGHNSCN, nor how they set up the compromise 
which led to KOSEN'KO’s entry as a "police official" under 
the name Yuriy Ivanovich NIKOLAYEV (Pages 289-293) .

(iii) Homosexual Entrap;-. »■: t Operations
During 1959 NOSENKO said he made recruitment approaches 

to five U.S. and British citizens cn the oasis of homosexual 
entrapment operations involving the agents YEFREMOV and VOLKOV. 
All five approaches were successful, and the four Westerners 
who have now been identified have, in turn, identified NOSENKO 
in one way or another as the recruiting officer. With the ex
ception of the FRIPPEL case and the homosexual compromise of 
BARRETT and WILLERFCRD (which did not result in approaches dur
ing NCSENKO’s tour in the American Tourist Section), these were 
the only operations in which NOSENKO took part in 1959 and 
they represented, in fact, the only recruitments by the section 
during this year, NOSENKO said. He claimed repeatedly in 1962, 
1964, and 1965 that at the end of 1959 he received a commenda
tion from the KGB Chairman for his recruitment of the five homo 
sexuals and FRIPPEL (discussed separately below). In October 
1966, he admitted that this claim was untrue.

In discussing thed^^»case (Pages 123-124) NOSENKO had 
forgotten details which, frem his confirmed participation, he 
certainly once knew. He said that (as with the case—
see below) another case officer (IVANOV) had the fi hamaterials 
on the target before he did. NOSENKO stated that his agents 
VOLKOV and YEFREMOV reported to NOSENKO in Moscow on 
homosexuality and then "IVANOV and I and possibly GUSKCV, the 
Section Chief, reported this to DUBAS," Chief of the Tourist 
Department. NOSENKO could not remember the arrangements for 
taking the pictures, nor in what Moscow hotel the photography 
took place. When to Leningrad, NOSENKO was sent
there to approach nim, flying alcne (as in the case).
All Leningrad arrangements were made by the local KGB. Asked 
why he was assigned to the case, NOSENKO replied: "I was told 
to go." Asked why IVANOV could not handle it, he answered: 
"He was not considered capable," his English was "not bad but 
he didn’t have enough operational experience." NOSENKO did 
not remember who wrote the request for permission to make the
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approach J^aybe I did, or maybe I dictated it to IVANOV") or 
whether staying in the hotel where the Leningrad com
promise and approach took place. He named the Leningrad case 
officer, FEP.ELETCV, but said that he, NOSENKO, made the re
cruitment said another man was present.

NOSENKO’s account in general matches statements ■:
on this approach (Pages 125-126). The discrepancies, as well 
as the omissions in the former’s statements and his uncertainty 
of the facts, may be attributable to faulty memory on the part 
of NOSENKO. Although NOSENKO was at this time Deputy Section 
Chief, when asked to explain his own selection as recruiting 
officer, he said that he did not know why "they" chose him 
and, when pressed as to who selected him, said "DUDAS, I think." 
When asked why the cage officer VETLITSKIY, who originally had 
the materials on could not do ‘'he job, he answered:
"I don't knew." KOSENKO claims that he himself arranged the 
transfer of a KG3 "agent or operational contact" (he did not 
remember which.) to Uzhgorod from Odessa for this case, and 
said he did this only by phone calls, with nothing written. 
He gave a physical description hut had no other knowledge of 
this agent, neither name nor code name nor job nor background 
nor KGB status ("I wasn't interested"). The agent, he said, 
travelled aloneV NOSENKO did not arrange to receive him in 
Uzhgorod because the local KGB took care of everything. NOSENKO 
met him only or.ee, and then in the company of a case officer 
of the Uzhgorod KGB, whose name or other data he has also for
gotten. NOSENKO said he did not report to Moscow about progress 
and plans on the case from Uzhgorod or other stops in this 
operation, nor obtain permission to travel alone with the agent 
to Lvov and Minsk after the recruitment; the local KGB's in 
Uzhgorod, Lvov, and Minsk did that, he said. NOSENKO could 
not describe KGB arrangements and support in Lvov and Minsk, 
where he said "the only thing I needed was a car from the air
port to the city." caia they travelled by train.)
Likewise, NOSENKO was unable to describe the KGB proceduues 
for clearance, tracing, reporting and other management of this 
operation.
(iv) The Agent FRIPPEL

FRIPPEL> (Pages 129-135) is the only American citizen with 
whom NOSENKO ever had more than fleeting operational contact 
in his whole KGB career and is the only foreign agent he claims 
to have run for more than two meetings at any time in his car
eer (with the exception of Pages 201-212, and "PROKHOR,"
Pages 173-181) . The American Express Company representative 
in Moscow, FRIPPEL was not recruited so that he could report 
on American tourists visiting the Soviet Union, or on official 
and unofficial Americans living there, but in hopes of learn
ing about approaches being made to members of Soviet delegations 
visiting the United States. With a wealth of reporting assets 
in Moscow, NOSENKO said, the KGB did not need him there. When 
FRIPPEL was reassigned to New York City, however, there were 
no plans to contact him through the local KGB Legal Residency. 
FRIPPEL is identified by KGB cryptonym in the CHEREPANOV papers 
as a suspected American Intelligence agent. That FRIPPEL was 
considered such by the KGB is confirmed by statements of a self
admitted KGB agent in contact with the American tourist ROBERTS 
in 1962.
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NOSENKO said FRIPPEL was his agent and said, repeatedly: 
"I recruited hia<.myself." In 1962 no other KGB officer was 
mentioned by NOSENKO, who quoted from a number of his conver
sations with FRIPPEL. In 1964 NOSENKO said he and CHELNOKOV 
"had carried out the recruitment together," but NOSENKO was the 
case officer. According to FRIPPEL's account, CHELNCXOV was 
the senior officer in the recruitment and in the later meetings.

NOSENKO never met FRIPPEL alone while FRIPPEL was stationed 
in Moscow. The only times he ever did so were later, he said, 
when FRIPPEL returned to the USSR, and these consisted of a brief 
•visit to FRIPPEL's hotel room during FRIPPEL's visit to Moscow 
in the summer of 1962 and a short meeting in Odessa where FRIP
PEL was on a cruise in February 1963. (Both of these meetings 
took place after NOSENKO, in his 1962 contacts with CIA, had 
exposed FRIPPEL as a KGB agent.) According to FRIPPEL, in the 
February 196 3 meeting. NOSENKO phoned someone to ask whether*̂  . 
he cculd accept FRIPPEL's invitation to board the ship; the 
answer was evidently no. NOSENKO denied this, insisting that 
there was no one in Odessa superior to nim, and as a Deputy De
partment Chief, he would not have to ask anyone anyway.

NOSENKO, CHELNOKOV, and their wives dined at FRIPPEL’s 
house in Moscow some time after FRIPPEL's recruitment. NOSENKO 
acknowledged this to have been a most unusual procedure and 
could name no parallel in KGB agent handling. Asked why it 
happened, he said: "Because he invited me," and when asked 
why CHELNOKOV and his wife went along, NOSENKO said: "Because 
he was also involved in the recruitment."

NOSENKO said he retained operational control of FRIPPEL, 
then still Moscow representative of a tourist firm, when NOSENKO 
shifted in June 1960 from the Tourist Department to the Ameri
can Departments Later NOSENKO also maintained responsibility for contact dulring FRIPPEL's visits to the USSR after FRIPPEL’s 
PCS departure from Moscow in January 1961 and after his own re
turn to the Tourist Department. According to FRIPPEL, who saw 
no sign of change in NOSENKO’s reponsibilities during his relationship with him, he recalled meeting CHELNOKOV (Who had 1
stayed in the Tourist Department) alone, without NOSENKO, prob
ably in I960.

FRIPPEL said he was queried by NOSENKO and CHELNOKOV only 
once concerning U.S. Embassy personalities, specifically on 
BOWDEN and WINTERS. NOSENKO, who claimed case officer re
sponsibility for Embassy Security Officer ABIDIAN in 1960-1961 
as well as for FRIPPEL said the two did not know each other; 
in fact, they met socially several times. NOSENKO could re
call nothing which FRIPPEL ever reported to or did for the KGB, 
dismissing the subject on several occasions with: "He never 
gave anything of value." The only question NOSENKO posed 
when he came to FRIPPEL in August 1952, FRIPPEL said, was 
whether the agent knew ’»what the newspaper editors he was es
corting were going to ask KHRUSHCHEV in an interview. Accord
ing to FRIPPEL, in the February 1963 meeting NOSENKO posed 
no questions and merely made polite conversation until FRIPPEL 
excused himself.
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iDuring the early 1965 interrogations, NGSTJ.ZO volunteered: 

"if you had been clever you could have made r?c work ins^ie the 
USSR; you could have contacted ::>e through FRJ PPET...." KCSENKO 
was asked in October 1966 whether he had expected or hope-1 CIA 
would atter.pt to establish contact with nir.> inside the USSR 
through FRIPPEL. He strongly denied this.
i. Remarks

KOSENKO claims to have participated directly or indirectly 
in every recruitment operation with Z-merican tourists in the 
years 1955-1959. His presence in K3H operations during this 
period has sometimes been confirmed, hut not always did these 
cases involve tourists of the three nationalities--Zjrerican, 
British, and Canadian—for which NOSENKO said his section was 
responsible: t
Years Name Nationality Status in USSR Confirmed
1955 MALI A American ‘Tourist No
1956 BURGI American Tourist Yes
1957 German Commercial/Tourist No

British Tourists (under in- Yes
vestigation)

Norwegian Quasi-official visitor No
1953 HARRIS American Tourist Yes

KFAFT Ame ri car. Tourist No
1959 DREW American Tourist Yes

British Tourist No
British Tourist No
British Pesidc-nt Yes

MERTENS American Tourist Yes
BARRETT American Temporary Resident No
WILLERFORD American Temporary Resident No
FRIPPEL (to 1963) American Resident, later tour

ist Yes
This tabulation of 15 cases shows a higher number of operations 
involving American (six) and British (three) tourists than any 
other category, but it nevertheless intermingles citizens of i
other nationalities and having different status in the USSR. IFRIPPEL and BiiS^a^were neither tourists nor (according to them J
and NOSENKO) used against tourists; ’SSE§£gj§3§<32^SE$3®Lwere J
from continental Europe; BARRETT and WILLERFUFD worked in Moscow > 
for several months. The tabulation also shows that, according 
to NOSENKO, his operational work was considerably more intensive 
in the time after he became Deputy Chief of the section than, 
before, when as a senior case officer his administrative respon- ;
sibilities presumably would have been far less demanding. >

Although NOSENKO’s participation in five cases of the Ameri
can Tourist Section is confirmed, his acknowledged role in five J 
others of different varieties—with corroboration by other 
sources in two of them--raises doubts about whether he belonged to that section as a senior officer. The doubts are strengthened I
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by the nature of his information about the four individual cases 
reviewed at length above:

- In the BURGI case NOSENKO did not have knowledge 
of the extensive background information on the recruitment 
target which the KGE possessed at the time of the approach; 
or of other significant details in what NOSENKO described 
as an operation of greatest importance to the American Tour
ist Section and to himself personally. In addition, NOSENKO 
has admitted lying about his having received an award for 
his role in the recruitment of BURGI.

- Regarding the DREW case, NOSENKO said he was chosen 
for the approach (made on the basis of homosexuality) be
cause the regular case officer lacked operational experi
ence. By April 1959, however, the KGB had arranged "hundreds 
of homosexual compromises in the USSR, NOSENKO reported in 
another context. His earlier personal experience with 
Western targets had been limited to a secondary role in 
the BURGI case and a principal role in the HARRIS case, 
the latter not an approach on homosexual grounds. It is 
difficult to comprehend how NOSENKO would have qualified 
for the task whereas the case officer IVANOV would not.

-There are gaps in NOSENKO's information about a number of significant aspects in the fife&sdi^jjj!Pcase. includ
ing staff planning and management of the operation, opera
tional support arrangements, and on personnel of the outlying 
KGB units involved. NOSENKO was unable to explain, why he 
was selected to make the approach tot^^S^SkgsaK

- CHELNOKOV was the senior case officer for FRIPPEL. 
NOSENKO never met this agent alone while he resided in 
Moscow as the American Express Company representative, 
and NOSENKO reportedly acted on a supervisor's instruc
tions at their later meeting in Odessa. Despite his occu  
pation and his entree into the American community in Moscow, 
FRIPPEL reportedly was not exploited by the KGB against 
tourists or U.S. Government employees but was targetted 
to report on matters to which he had no access; hence 
there seems to have been no logical reason for the FRIPPEL 
case to have been transferred from the American Tourist 
Section to the U.S. Embassy Section and back again. Al
though available information verifies the continuity of 
NOSENKO as FRIPPEL's handler, it cannot be considered firm 
evidence of NOSENKO having been an officer in either of 
these sections and in fact might be interpreted as evidence 
that he was not.

*

Similarly, while familiar with some but not all of the opera
tional activities of the homosexual agents VOLKOV and YEFREMOV, 
NOSENKO failed to support his claim to being their American 
Tourist Section case officer; he has been unable to provide 
rudimentary background information of these two individuals, 
who allegedly were prominent in operations of the section. 
NOSENKO's statement that he retired the files of VOLKOV and
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YEFREMOV because they were too well known is incompatible with 
his other reporting to the effect that neither took part in an 
operation between 1959 and early 1962.

In further reference to NOSENKO's claims to having been 
the case officer in these various operations, he has been unable 
to recount in any detail KGB staff procedures involved in these 
operations, such as name-tracing, coordinating with other com
ponents, obtaining approvals for action, etc. Finally, of his 
alleged 54 months of service in the American Tourist Section, 
NOSENKO's described activity against foreigners accounts for 
only about three months; if the bulk of his time was spent with 
recruiting or handling Soviet-citizen agents, he night be ex
pected to remember something about some of them. He can barely 
remember names (and only a few), has given confused accounts of 
their recruitment, remembers nothing about any of their spe
cific operations or activities for the KGB, and knew no per
sonality background data on any of them.

Even if it were assumed that NOSENKO was a case officer of 
the American Tourist Section, his claim to the position of Deputy 
Chief cannot be substantiated. He himself could not explain 
his appointment to the job.

compromised co me kub in 195» ana 
1959 when he was allegedly in * supervisory capacity. NOSENKO 
knew nothing about the documents on such operations which BLAKE 
gave the KGB and which cm be presumed to have been of the ut
most interest to the American Tourist Section, among all KGB 
Headquarters elements. These documents offered material that 
could have proven valuable to the preparation of KOSENKO*s  own 
paper on Western tourist operations; they were used in the genu
ine KGB paper written by the Tourist Department and passed to 
CIA by GOLITSYN. As with his status as a case officer in the 
American Tourist Section, NOSENKO the Deputy Chief could not 
describe how data on tourists was received, general and spe
cific plans laid, events discussed, decisions made, and Ipads 
channeled.
< The foregoing paragraphs suggest the conclusion that NOSENKO 
was not a senior case officer or the Deputy Chief of the Ameri
can Tourist Section. While the methods of the Tourist Depart
ment are not independently known in detail, it is conceivable 
that what NOSENKO did on behalf of the KGB (not necessarily the 
American Tourist Section) could have been accomplished by a 
principal agent. These conclusions do not cast doubt about 
the facts presented by NOSENKO on the KGB investigations in the 
OSWALD case but merely rule out the possibility of NOSENKO's 
having been involved with this case in any way prior to the 
assassination of President Kennedy. .
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6. U.S. Embassy Section (1969-1961)
a. Introduction

From January 1960 until January 1962 NOSENK9 claims 
to have been Deputy Chief of the U.S. Embassy Section of 
the American Department, KGB Second Chief Directorate, 
under KOVSHUK. This period (described in Pages 152-285) 
is the most significant in NOSENKO's account of his KGB 
career for a number of reasons:

- The section is the specific unit working against 
the U.S. Embassy, by KOSENKO*s  cwn statements the KGB's 
most important counterintelligence target in the USSR. 
Its operations (characterized on Page 152) directly 
affect American security. Th? section has the two
fold purpose of knowing of and controlling all access 
of Embassy personnel to Soviet citizens and c.f collecting 
assimilating, evaluating, and using informat.on from 
all possible sources to recruit Americans stationed 
in Moscow.

- NOSENKO’s position as Deputy Chief of this sec
tion provided him his access to rose of the major counter 
intelligence information lie has reported, including 
recruitments of foreign embassy officials and micro
phone operations against the U.S. EnJbassy. Most impor
tant, it provided NOSENKO with his authority for 
stating that there were no successful recruitments 
of or agents among official .Americans in Moscow for 
this two-year period, or for a time both before and 
after. (This is the same point made by incirection in 
the CHEREPANOV papers; yet this view is contradicted 
by information from GOLITSYN. Although the latter did 
not serve in the U.S. Embassy Section, he knew members 
of it and gave leads to KGB operational interest in 
and possible recruitments of official Americans in the 
Moscow Embassy during this period. Some of these appear 
to be related to information items NOSENKO has provided.)

- The apparent importance of NOSENKO’s information 
on this period contrasts sharply with that from other 

< periods. His accounts of recruitments in the tourist 
field covering the five years prior to this assignment 
and the two years following have been checked thoroughly 
and not one of them represents a penetration of any 
government; none has access to classified information; 
roost were inactive, suspect, or already known to 
Western counterintelligence organs.

sensitive source
- 's work against the U.S. Embassy is con

firmed byand less directly by other Soviet 
sourced reporting to CIA and the FBI. It is denied by 
GOLITSYN. (GOLITSYN has said that NOSENKO was not in 
the section during these years.)
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b. Entry into the Section

NOSENKO has given a detailed account of how he came to 
be transferred into the U.S. Embassy Section, but he has 
never given a precise date, usually saying "January 1960” 
or "at the beginning of 1960."

As described on Pages 153-154, the shift was made at 
GRIBAXOV’s insistence and against NOSL’NKO's own personal 
wishes. GRIBANOV told NOSENKO during a personal interview, 
at which KOSENKO voiced his objections, that the transfer 
was part of his (GRIBANOV’s) plans and was primarily to put 
new life into operations against American code clerks, the 
primary target of the Second Chief Directorate. GRIBANOV 
did not tell him why he, instead of another, had been 
selected for this job, although NOSENKO had the impression 
it was because of his achievements in the Tourist Depart
ment, (see Part VIII.D.5.). NOSSNKO’s transfer could not 
have been a result of his close personal relationship with 
GRIBANOV or because his father was a friend of GRIBANOV’s: 
NOSENKO has admitted that he exaggerated the closeness of 
his relationship with the Chief of the Second Chief Directo
rate and most recently (February 1965) said that he had few 
personal contacts with him outside of work; NOSENKO has also 
said that his father never met GRIBANOV.

NOSENKO initially said that he relieved nobody on 
coming into the section. He eventually recalled, however, 
that BAKHVALOV was his predecessor but left the section 
before he (NOSENKO) arrived. NOSF.NKO's confusion on this 
point, his description of how he assumed custody of certain 
files from BAKHValAJV although the latter had transferred to 
another department, and the opportunities NOSENKO had to 
name BAKHVALOV as his predecessor before he eventually did 
so are described on Pages 154-156.
c. Functions as Deputy Chief

In NOSENKO’s view the transfer to become Deputy Chief 
of the section from the same position in another section 
was definitely an important promotion: He now became 
second-in-charge of the most important operational section I of the entire Second Chief Directorate. As KOVSHUK’s I
deputy, NOSENKO had the right and obligation to be aware of | 
all activities in order to exercise his general supervisory 
functions and so as to be prepared to become the Acting 
Chief of the section when necessary.

NOSENKO said that consequently nothing was hidden from 
him for the two years 1960 and 1961. He claimed to have 
had complete knowledge of the U.S. Embassy Section’us activi
ties during the relatively recent years of 1960 and 1961 
and to know of all significant operational successes achieved 
in the years before and after this period. He has also.said he 
has told CIA all he knows of these activities. It was on this 
basis that he was able to say in 1965: "Tell Jlr. McCone 
that there were no recruitments. I was there.”

When NOSENKO reported for duty, he and KOVSHUK agreed 
on a division of supervisory duties within the section. 
KOVSHUK was, in addition to his over-all responsibility for
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the section's operations, to supervise in particular opera
tional activity against American diplomatic personnel assigned 
to the U.S. Embassy. NOSENKO had been specifically instructed 
by GRIBANOV and American Department Chief KLYPIN to concentrate 
his efforts on the supervision of operations against the 
most important American recruitment target, the code clerks 
at the Embassy, with the alm of revitalizing these acti
vities and making recruitments. (NOSENKO said there had 
been none since the early 1950's.) According to the agreed- 
upon division of labor, NOSENKO also assumed case officer 
responsibility for John AB1DIAN. the Embassy Security offi
cer (identified by NOSENKO as a CIA officer, but actually a 
CIA cooptee). Additionally, he was responsible for maintaining 
the section's file on factors pertaining to the physical 
security of the Embassy and for receiving and disseminating 
materials from the microphones concealed in various U.S. 
Embassy offices. These were functions held, NOSENKO said, 
by his predecessor BAKHVALOV and were turned over by NOSENKO 
at the end of 1961 to his successor GRYAZNOV: Apart from 
these duties, which apparently were routinely assumed by 
the Deputy Chief, NOSENKO supervised, during the early part 
of 1960 (as NOSENKO first said in 1965), the work of the 
officers responsible for operations against the American 
Armed Forces Attaches in Moscow; in October I960, NOSENKO 
reported that he was personally responsible during this 
period for the operatioial activity against Kaval and Marine 
officers in the Naval Attache's office.
d. Knowledgeability as Deputy and Acting Chief

As deputy to KOVSHUK, NOSENKO said, he was aware of 
all the operations being conducted by the section during 
this two-year period; by his own statement, nothing was 
kept from him. There were in these two years a total of 
over three months when KOVSHUK was ill or on leave, and at 
these times NOSENKO was acting chief of the section. In 
the latter capacity, NOSENKO was responsible for supervising 
the administrative work and operational activity of the en
tire sect ion and, in particular, assumed KOVSHUK's work in 
directing operations against diplomatic personnel assigned to 
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. Therefore, pertinent to his 
claims are the facts presented in the following paragraphs.

NOSENKO could not remember any operational decisions 
that he made as acting chief, or any specific or unusual 
occurrences during these times. In answer to a question, 
NOSENKO said that the only specific responsibility of KOVSHUK's 
which he handled in the Chief's absence was reporting to the 
Chief of the First Department about all correspondence going 
out of the U.S. Embassy Section.

NOSENKO did not meet any of KOVSHUK's agents during his 
absences. He could not remember any of KOVSHUK's agents, 
except GLAZUNOV (whom NOSENKO said in April 1964 was his own 
agent and later said was "KOVSHUK's and FEDYANIN'S") and 
the American correspondent STEVENS (about whom NOSENKO had 
reported in connection with his responsibilities in 1953-55). 
NOSENKO also said that in 1960 KOVSHUK recruited PREISFREUND, 
although earlier he had reported that he (NOSENKO) had done 
this. (Regardless of who .‘the’recruiter might have been, 
KOVSHUK attended NOSENKO's meetings with PREISFREUND. )
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NOSENKO knew that his immediate supervisor KQVSHUK had per
sonal contact, under Ministry of Foreign Affairs cover, with some 
U.S. Embassy officers and was aware that one of these had been 
WINTERS. He knew no details of KO'.’SHUK's contacts with\WINTERa7 
nor that his own friend KISLOV, as well as his friend and few- 
quent source^ of operational information LOPUKHOV, were also in touch with WINTERS^ He could not remember who else KOVSHUK 
knew, or what KOVSHUK was doing with them, or why. NOSENKO 
knew neither that William MORRELL (declared to the Soviet Govern
ment as a CIA officer) belonged to CIA nor that KOVSHUK, who 
was aware of this fact, was in personal contact with MORELL.

Unlike KOVSHUK, ARTEHEV, KOSOLAIOV, BORODIN, BIRYUKOV, 
KRIVOSHEY and many other Second Chief Directorate officers, 
NOSENKO never had any direct contact, even fcr cultivation 
or assessment, with any American officials, either stationed 
in the Embassy or visiting the USSR. However, his English 
had been proven gcod enough to qualify him particularly for 
tourist recruitments and his operational flair had been tested. 
(It was this which caused him to be picked for the DREW, 

and other approaches and the only leasor why he, 
‘an English speaker.would have been specially selected to 
work on the Germar.who spoke "some English.")

DERYABIN and other defectors from the KGB have stated 
that the deputy chief of a section working against a foreign 
embassy in Moscow would be responsible for approving and 
retaining monthly schedules for the planned use of safehouses 
by the section; that he would discuss agent meeting schedules 
with individual case officers and approve and retain a list 
of planned agent meetings for each case officer on an indi
vidual basis; and that he would approve the acquisition of new 
agents and new safehouses and their transfer from one opera
tion to another. By contrast, NOSENKO first did not list 
these functions a.nong his responsibilities and later denied 
that he had them. NOSENKO did not understand the question 
when asked whether he had any responsibility for supervising 
the use of safehouses in Moscow (Page 162) and said that as 
the agents and the safehouses belonged to the case officers, 
they could use them when and how they liked without informing 
anyone; only when they were meeting an active development 
agent was it necessary to report to KOSENKO and this only 
after the meeting. NOSENKO said that, while he was Deputy 
Chief of the section, three or four subordinate officers had 
safe apartments, but he did not remember the location of any 
of them. Neither NOSENKO r.cr his subordinates GRYAZNOV and 
KOSOLAPOV had such apartments, instead using less secure 
"meeting apartments" (which are used in the absence cf the 
full-time occupant). NOSENKO was able to locate his own 
"meeting apartment" (which he said he brought with him when 
he transferred from the Tourist Department and later took 
back with him to the Tourist Department) by street and could 
do the same for GRYAZNOV'S. He was not sure of the location 
of the apartment used by KOSOLAPOV.
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e. Knowledgeability of U.S. Embassy Physical Security
According to NOSENKO, he maintained the file on physical 

security at the U.S. Embassy, and it contained detailed 
floor plans and photographs of the installation. NOSENKO was 
unable to give the location or the floor of the office of 
any single individual or component of the Embassy, including 
those of the Ambassador, or his own targets (ABID1AN, the 
military code room, and the State Department communications 
room). NOSKNKO maid that all t»V‘'''l*"l  l‘‘wt‘*»*v  otflies 
were located in the "rone of security," which lie han variously 
reported as the "seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth floors," 
or "seventh and up,” or the "top four floors." NOSENKO did 
not remember how many floors there are in the Embassy, nor 
was he even sure how many floors were included in the restric
ted area. (The restricted area in fact consists of the top 
three floors, the eighth, ninth, and tenth.)
f. Knowledgeability about American Intelligence Personnel

NOSENKO said that not only the deputy chief but every 
officer in the section could identify the known and suspected 
American Intelligence personnel in the Embassy. Nevertheless, 
he himself did not know about three CIA officers (MAHONEY, 
; MOR ELL., and GARBLER) whom the KGB had definitely identified 
as such before their assignments to Moscow in 1960-1961. For 
example, MORELL , whose overt CIA affiliation was officially 
announced by the Embassy to the Soviet Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, was under direct and active cultivation by KOVSHLTC 
and the KGB First Chief Directorate officer K.N. SMIRNOV in 
1960-1961; NOSENKO knew nothing about this (although asked 
leading questions and given hints) and did not identify 
'MORELL as a CIA officer. Four of the seven officers whom 
he said the KGB suspected to be CIA had never had any such 
affiliation. He could not give any information at all on 
the person he said the KGB considered to be the CIA chief 
in Moscow, KLOSSON, either on his Moscow activity and contacts 
or on the extent and results of KGB coverage, or on his per
sonal situation and background. He could not explain why 
KLOSSON was considered to be the CIA chief, but said that 
"every officer thought he was."
g. Knowledgeability of KGB Code Clerk Operations

As his main task, the prime reason he was moved into 
the U.S. Embassy Section, NOSENKO alleged, was to supervise 
the operational work against American code clerks. In this 
capacity he closely guided the work of case officers C-RYAZNOV 
and KOSOLAPOV.*  NOSENKO shared an office with his two sub
ordinates, and the three were within sight and hearing of

*According to GOLITSYN, who knew both men well. GRYAZNOV was 
"a very experienced" case officer with some success; he had 
spent about the last five years of his 16 years in the KGB 
in the American Department and was a specialist in code 
clerk operations. GOLITSYN said that KOSOLAPOV had about 
ten years*  KGB experience and, like GRYAZNOV, was specializing 
against code clerks in 1960.
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one another and used a single safe, which contained files on tho American code clerks and the agents involved with them. 
KOSENKO said that he carefully directed the work of GRYAZNOV 
and KOSOLAPOV during these two years, discussing their cases 
with them, taking part in operational planning, and approving 
or disapproving all operational measures. NOSENKO originally 
asserted that he had also read and studied all the files 
kept on the American code clerks; under questioning on indivi
dual cases, however, he retracted these statements and said 
that ho may have skimmed some of the files, that he did not 
study any of them, but that in any event he read all the 
current incoming materials on the code clerks from microphones, 
agents, and the litce and then routed them to the case officer 
concerned.

CIA has two types of information against which the re
ports from NOSENKO can be compared. The first consists of 
the detailed debriefings of code clerks returning from 
Moscow, administered routinely by the Department of State 
and the military services; it also includes the special de
briefings and interrogations of the Department of State, 
the FBI, and CIA as a follow-up to KGB operational activity 
which has become known from various sources. On this basis, 
CIA has accumulated a considerable amount of collateral 
information on the activities of the U.S. Embassy Section 
involving United States code clerks during the period NOSEN
KO said he was its Deputy Chief. The second type of infor
mation is the reporting on KGB operations by GOLITSYN who, 
from contacts with U.S. Embassy Section officers in Moscow 
and Helsinki, was able to provide several leads to what he 
said were recruited American code clerks. GOLITSYN’s infor
mation thereby directly contradicts NOSENKO's statement that 
the KGB had no successes in its code clerk recruitment opera
tions from the early 1950's to the end of 1963, and none of 
the subjects of GOLITSYN’s leads have been positively identi
fied. Some of GOLITSYN’s information has been generally 
substantiated by other sources. In one case, this conflrma- 
tion_has come from NOSENKO himself, whose information on the 
ST0RSlJERt7_ope‘ratTbn7''6h~the_ageht PREISFREUND's role in it, 
and on GOLITSYN's knowledge of KGB use of PRE1SFREUND pre
sents an explanation of one and possibly two of GOLITSYN’s 
leads.*  Another of GOLITSYN’s leads, that concerning an 
operational trip by KOSOLAPOV to Helsinki in order to estab
lish contact with a code clerk, is confirmed by documentary 
evidence that KOSOLAPOV did in fact travel on the Helsinki- 
Moscow train with an American code clerk at the time and 
under the cover GOLITSYN reported. NOSENKO denied that such 
a trip was made by KOSOLAPOV.

NOSENKO has been questioned in detail about each of the 
code clerks serving in Moscow during 1960 and 1961. His in
formation concerning KGB activities involving five of these 
Americans (STORSBERG, JENNER, MORONE, ZUJUS, and KEYSERS) and

♦As discussed below, there are important differences in the 
accounts of GOLITSYN and NOSENKO, particularly regarding the 
outcome of this operation.
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bis lack of information concerning a sixth (GARLAND) is 
discussed in detail in Pages 166 through 219. NOSENKO's 
information on a number of other cases, less important in 
his opinion, is described in the tabulation of American 
case leads given on Pzges 364-410. Certain of these cases 
are further examined below to determine whether NOSENKO’s 
knowledge equates with details which the deputy and acting 
chief of the U.S. Embassy Section could reasonably be 
expected to know and retain.
(1) The STORSBERG Case

The operation against STQRSBERG (Pages 166-185) was, 
NOSENKO said, the most important case he had as supervisor 
of code clerk operations. The KGB, while able to break 
certain State Department ciphers, had had no success with 
military cryptographic systems, and therefore NOSENKO 
"dropped everything for a year" to involve himself with the 
development of James STORSBERG, tit military code clerk at 
the U.S, Embassy. The following facts are pertinent to an 
evaluation of NOSENKO's story of this case.

NOSENKO originally raised the STORSBERG case indirectly 
at his first meeting with CIA on 9 June 1962. He told how 
GOLITSYN, during a visit to the American Department in 1960, 
at a time NOSENKO was on leave, had requested permission 
to use a U.S. Embassy Section agent, a Finn, in his own opera
tions in Helsinki. During his discussions in the American 
Department, GOLITSYN learned that this Finnish agent was 
being used in operations against Embassy employees living in 
America House. NOSENKO said that the KGB realized that 
GOLITSYN had passed this information on to the Americans 
following his defection, for the regulations governing 
visits to America House by third nationals had been tightened. 
At this meeting NOSENKO did not name the Finnish agent or 
specify his involvement in any particular operational acti
vity nor did he date the visit by GOLITSYN.

Later in the 1962 meeting NOSENKO gave a detailed 
summary of the Finnish agent's involvement in the unsuccess
ful recruitment attempt against an American military code 
clerk. NOSENKO, without naming the Finn or the American, 
said that he personally conducted the recruitment confron
tation with GRIBANOV present. These early accounts were full 
of quotes of what NOSENKO said to the American and vice 
versa, descriptions of the American's reaction to the confron
tation, and statements of NOSENKO's admiration for the Ameri
can despite his refusal to work- Following his defection, 
NOSENKO recounted the case in even greater detail, in fact, 
in more detail than he gave for any other case. He identi
fied the Finn as PREISFREUND and the American as STORSBERG 
and described and referred to the case whenever possible 
(over 50 times). When asked for details of other code clerk 
cases, for example, he repeatedly diverted to discussion of 
the STORSBERG case to illustrate how the KGB operated against 
code clerks in general.

After defecting NOSENKO denied that he personally con
fronted STORSBERG. He said that his personal role was limited 
to directing STORSBERG into the hotel room where the approach 
was made; after first saying that he had never claimed any 
other role, he admitted that he may have been "painting"
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himself (exaggerating) Id his descriptions of 1962. This j 
admission came only after the tape of NOSENKO’s 1962 
statements had been played to him and he had successively 
said that (a) it was not his voice, (b) ho was dru:ik in 
1962, (c) the CIA case officer in Geneva had made him 
nervous, and (d) CIA probably spliced various pieces of 
tape together to make this false one. Still, NOSEKKO 
said, he directed the entire operation from beginning to end, 
and it was his most important case, interrogated further 
concerning his role in the STORSBERG operation in October 
1966, NOSENKO said that he had never read the KGB file on 
STORSBERG, which was held by GRYAZNOV.

GOLITSYN, as NOSENKO reported, didvisit the American - 
Department, did request permission to use PREISFREUND opera
tionally in Helsinki, and did report this to CIA in late 
196] following his defection. GOLITSYN also reported that, 
in denying his request, KOVSHUK told him that PREISFREUND 
had recently been used in the successful recruitment of an - 
American Embassy employee, possibly a military man and pos
sibly a code clerk or diplomat; therefore, KOVSHUK said, 
PREISFREUND could rot be used for six months or so in other 
operations, for otherwise the Americans might become suspi
cious. NOSENKO has not reported these details, but has said 
only that GOLITSYN was instructed to. drop interest in PR2IS- 
FRElfND because PREISFREUND belonged to the American Department 
of the Second Chief Directorate.

NOSENKO volunteered at his first meeting with CIA that 
he was on leave outside of Moscow on the occasion of OOLITSYN’s 
visit to the American Department. Since defecting he has 
insisted with absolute certainty that this visit took place 
in the late spring or early summer of 1961 and has described 
his leave, where he went and with whom. GOLITSYN’s passport 
and CIA travel data show that GOLITSYN was on TDY in Moscow 
in January 1961.*  Told this, NOSENKO said that it is untrue, 
that he recalled being told of GOLITSYN’s visit after his 
return from leave in July 1961, and that he was certain that 
he (NOSENKO) was in Moscow in January 1961.

*GOLITSYN has based his assertion that NOSENKO was not in 
the U.S. Embassy Section in 1960 and 1961 partly on this visit.

NOSENKO has indirectly confirmed that the operation of 
which GOLITSYN learned during this visit to the American 
Department was the operation against STORSBERG. He did so by 
his assertion that PREISFREUND, his own agent, was used in 
only one operation, that against STORSBERG. Thus, as to the 
outcome of this operation, there is a conflict between NOSEN
KO’ s information and that earlier provided by GOLITSYN. 
There is also a conflict between NOSENKO’s statements that 
the recruitment approach took place some time after May 1961 
(NOSENKO’s dates have varied from June to October 1961, 
STORSBERG said it was in October 1961) and GOLITSYN’s state
ment that this approach had already been made in January 1961 
when he learned of it.

GOLITSYN provided a second lead which NOSENKO appears 
to confirm and which may be related to the STORSBERG case. 
GOLITSYN said that during a visit to the American Department
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In the spring of I960,*  he learned from GRYAZNOV that he t 
(GRYAZNOV) had developed an operation against an American 
military code clerk to the point that the KGB was "99 ;
per cent" certain that a recruitment approach to this code ! 
clerk would be successful. GOLITSYN said that GRYAZNOV 
told him that this would be the first recruitment of a mili
tary code clerk (as contrasted to a State Department code 
clerk) in the history of the American Department. There 
were only two persons meeting this criterion who were in 
Moscow at the tine GOLITSYN placed this visit, STORSBERG 
ar.d HURLEY; the superior of STORSilERG, HURLEY performed 
back-up cryptographic duties in STORSBERG's absence. If 
NOSENKO’s report that there was no development of or approach 
to HURLEY can be accepted, this lead from GOLITSYN would 
apply to STORSBERG rather than HURLEY. There is a conflict 
between NOSENKO’s information on the STORSBERG case and this 
second GOLITSYN lead in that GOLITSYN described an operation 
which was in its final stages in the spring of 19G0, whereas 
NOSENKO (as well as STORSBERG) asserted that the STORSBFRG 
operation was Just under way at this time and was long and 
drawn-out.
(i 1) The JENNER Case

Apart from the STORSBERG operation, NOSENKO has been 
able to supply the greatest amount of detail concerning the 
operation (also unsuccessful) against the State Department 
pouch clerk Paul JENNER (Pages 186-196). This case developed 
as a result of an idea originated by NOSENKO himself shortly 
after he arrived in the U.S. Embassy Section. Because of 
the inaccessibility of American code clerks to the KGB in 
Moscow, it was NOSENKO’s plan to send a KGB officer to Hel
sinki in order to strike up an acquaintance with a code 
clerk entering the Soviet Union aboard the Helsinki-Moscow 
train. The first (and last) time this was attempted, KO
SENKO related, was in March 1960, when the KC-B learned that 
JENNER, listed as a "secretary-archivist" and thus assumed 
by the KGB to be a code clerk, was scheduled to transit 
Hulsinki en route to his assignment at the U.S. Embassy in 
Moscow. Under NOSENKO’s supervision KOSOLAPOV therefore 
travelled to Helsinki and boarded the same train as JENNER.' 
Additionally, GRYAZNOV took a KGB female agent to the town , 
of Vyborg, on the Finno-Soviet border, and placed her on the 
same, train. Both KOSOLAPOV and the female agrnt met and 
spoke with JENNER en route to Moscow, and the girl gave him 
her telephone number, asking him to call her. After JENNER’s 
arrival in Moscow, both KOSOLAPOV and GRYAZNOV submitted 
written reports to NOSENKO describing the contacts on the 
train. Although the KGB later found out that JENNER was only 
a pouch clerk, not a cryptographer, he was considered of 
interest and when JENNER failed to telephone the female 
agent, the two were brought together in a "chance meeting" 
at the Moscow airport. JENNER would have no part of the 
agent's invitations, however, and the operation therefore 
went no. further.

♦Vhen NOSENKO was told of the GOLITSYN visit in May or June 
1960, be denied that it took place, saying that he neces
sarily would know if it had.
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JENNER reported to the Security Officer at the U.S. 
Embassy upon his arrival that he had been contacted by two 
Soviet students from Vyborg, a young man and a woman, on 
the Helsinki-Moscow train. He also reported having boen 
given a telephone number by the girl and later reported 
having been recontacted by her at the Moscow airport.

I NOSENKO identified KOLOSOV's photograph as that 
of his subordinate KOSOLAPOV. (NOSENKO earlier said that 
he did not know whether KOSOLAPOV used an alias for’this 
trip, what that alias might have been, or whether KOSOLAPOV 
had an alias passport; he agreed that he would have had to 
authorize such a passport.) When he was told of CIA evidence 
that KOSOLAPOV did not travel on the same train as JENNER 
and therefore could not have met and talked with him as 
XiSLNKO had reported, NOSENKO refused to believe it; he in
sisted that he had read the reports of both KOSOLAPOV and 
GRYAZNOV, and that the events were exactly ns he described 
them.
(iii) The GARLAlfD Case '

GOLITSYN told CIA after his defection that while he was 
stationed in Helsinki, probably in November--not March.—1960, 
KOSOLAPOV travelled to Finland under alias and commercial 
cover in order to make the acquaintance of an American code 
clerk on the Helsinki-Moscow train. KOSOLAPOV’S arrival had 
been announced by a cable from KGB Headquarters to the 
Helsinki Legal Residency. According to GOLITSYN, tho Legal 
Residency learned which train this American was to board and 
succeeded in placing KOSOLAPOV in the same compartment with 
him. GOLITSYN saw KOSOLAPOV board the train with this Ameri
can. Later, when another American Department officer visited 
Helsinki, GOLITSYN asked him how KOSOLAFOV’s operation with 
the code clerk had gone; from the officer’s refusal to answer, 
GOLITSYN assumed that it had been a success.

I_______ ~| KOSOLAPOV made a second
trip to Helsinki in November 1960, again under the KOLOSOV alias. I __ KOSOLAPOV left
Helsinki by train on 16 November 1960 and that one f his 
travelling companions on this train was GARLAND, who was 
en route to Moscow to assume his duties as chief of the 
State Department code room at the .American Embassy (Page 
198). There were no other Americans on this train.

Told that KOSOLAPOV had made a trip to Helsinki in 
November 1960 and had travelled to Moscow on the same train 
as an American code clerk, one of his own targets, NOSENKO 
said that this could not be. He agreed that, as in the case 
of KOSOLAFOV’s trip to meet JENNER, he would necessarily 
have been involved in the planning of such a second trip 
and would have had to approve arrangements and correspondence 
in connection with it. Even if such a trip took place when 
NOSENKO was out of Moscow, he said, the details of it would
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have been known to him upon his return, and he would not 
have forgotten about the trip. (In fact, CIA travel records show 
that KOSOLAPOV arrived in Helsinki on 12 November 1960 and 
that NOSENKO left Moscow for Amsterdam, en route to Cuba, 
on 15 November.) NOSENKO has not changed his position that 
there was no such trip.
(iv) The MOROSE Caso r - - -

‘ Like the STORSBERG operation, the MORONS case was men
tioned at NOSENKO’s first meeting with CIA; he cited It as 
an example of a technique which NOSENKO Introduced for using 
third nationals to obtain access to American code clerks who 
were reluctant to establish contacts with Soviet citizens. 
According to NOSENKO’s most recent version, given in early 
1965, the KGB learned that MORONE and a Marine Guard (BEGGS) 
planned to travel to Warsaw on leave. KOSOLAPOV thereupon 
drew up an operational plan, edited by NOSENKO and KOVSHUK 
and approved by GRIBANOV, proposing that a female agent of 
the Polish UB be introduced to MORONE on the koscow to War
saw train for the purpose of obtaining compromising materials. 
KOSOLAPOV arranged with Polish liaison officials in Moscow 
to have such an agent sent to Moscow, met her when she 
arrived, and briefed her on the operation. She was then 
placed on MORONE’s train together with a KGB technician 
whose task it was to obtain tape recordings of the compro
mise. Events went according to plan: MORONE .ct the girl 
and was intimate with her on the train, but when the tech
nician reported to NOSENKO the day after the train arrived 
in Warsaw, he said that the tape recordings were of low 
quality and unsuitable for their intended purpose. In a 
further attempt to acquire coapioraring material on MORONE, 
KOSOLAPOV later brought the UB agent to Moscow, and on this 
occasion photographs were obtained of their intimacies in 
a Moscow hotel room. Still, the KGB felt, there was not 
enough blackmail material to ensure recruitment, and it was 
further planned to have the America House maid IVANOVA 
attempt to lure MORONE to a room in Moscow where truly 
compromising photographs of Intimacies with a Soviet citi
zen could be obtained. Possibly because they noticed MORONE’s 
interest in IVANOVA, NOSEMCO said, the Americans ordered 
MORONE out of Moscow before further steps could be taken.

Although NOSENKO provided a considerable amount of 
detail on MORONE’s trip to Warsaw, there were numerous 
variations in his different accounts. In 1962 he said 
that he had handled the entire operation himself, including 
telephoning Warsaw with the request for the girl; he also 
said that the UB obtained compromising photographs in Warsaw 
and that several months latex the female agent was brought 
to Moscow expressly for the purpose of introducing MORONE to 
a Soviet girlfriend. This, NOSENKO said, was successful and 
MORONE was soon having intercourse with a KGB agent. While 
still in place in Geneva on 1 February 1964 NOSENKO gave a 
different version: "We,'" he said, arranged for the girl by 
a dispatch pouched to the KGB advisor in Warsaw; moreover, 
the Poles, who had obtained compromising photographs in War- 
Saw, sent the KGB only pictures of the two kissing, keeping 
the best ones for themselves, and this is why she had to be 
brought to Moscow. NOSENKO told the FBI later in February 
1964 that compromising photographs had been obtained in War
saw but no recruitment was attempted because KHRUSHCHEV had
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given instructions that no actions were to be taken which 
might embarrass then existing good relations with the United 
States. When in February 1365 it was pointed out that MORONS 
arrived in Warsaw on 14 December 1960 and that NOSENKO left 
for Cuba on 15 November 1960, KOSENKO revised his story of 
receiving the personal report of the technician to say that 
he had perhaps read the technician's report after returning 
from Cuba in December 1960.

In accounts given since his defection, NOSE.’JKO has con
sistently named KOSOLAPOV as MORONE's case officer. KOSOLA
POV drafted tne plan for the operation on the train, discussed 
it with NOSENKO and KOVSHUK, met with a 03 official in Moscow 
to arrange for the agent, met the agent on her arrival, and 
briefed her on her assignment. NCSENKO has not been asked 
and has not volunteered who specifically placed the agent 
on the train. Records show, however, that MORONE left Moscow 
on 13 November 1960, arriving in Warsaw on the 14th; from 
12 to 16 November 1960, KOSOLAPOV is confirmed to have been 
in Helsinki, apparently in connection with an operation in
volving the American code clerk GARLAND (see above). It is also noted that [ [NOSENKO, the officer
supervising this (as well, presumably, as KOSOLAPOV'S trip 
to Helsinki), left Moscow on 15 November 1960 with a dele
gation going to Cuba.

NOSENKO has been questioned concerning the KGB agents 
in contact with MORONE and what was learned from them. He 
reported that an Egyptian agent visited America House, met 
MORONE there, but did not report anything of interest con
cerning him. NCSENKO also mentioned IVANOVA, a maid at 
America House, who knew MORONE and whom the KGB wanted to use 
to lure MORONE into a compremising situation (see above). 
NOSENKO said that he, himself, had met with IVANOVA several 
times to discuss MORONE, but that he could not recall any
thing specific of interest or use that she reported concerning



him. Another agent who nay have reported on MOROSE, NOSENKO 
said, was an East German girl sent to America Hc’.'se to pose 
as an Austrian; NOSENKO was not sure what she might have 
reported or when this was, other than it occurred when he 
was working against MORONE and that it was during ABIDJAN’S 
tour in Moscow, for he had coio to America House to question 
tho girl.

Various reports indicate that MORONE was. involved in 
illegal currency speculation with the Egyptian agent and 
that on at least one occasion the Egyptian introduced .MORONE 
to a Soviet female, with whom MORONE was intimate. NOSENKO 
did not know that MORONE r.is also Involved in illegal cur
rency dealings with NOSENKO has identified as
KOSOLAPCV's agent a;.d who, he said, was involved with and 
reporting on NOSENKO's target AB1DIAN. NOSENKO did not know 
that IVANOVA once introduced MORO.NE to a Soviet female, with 
whoa MORONE was Intimate; additionally MORONE was reported 
by a number of his co-rcsidents at America House to nave been 
intimate with IVANOVA herself (which MORONE denied). Some 
of these same Americans reported also that MORONE was inti
mate with UMANETS, another KGB agent identified by NOSENKO; 
MORONE hluself said he know U’AANETS ’'veil." Finally, the 
incident Involving the East German girl posing as an Austrian 
involved the code clerk ZL’JUS, not MORONE, and took place 
after NOSENKO claims to have been transferred from the U.S. 
Embassy Section; she was interviewed by ABIL'l \N”s suci ssor, 
MONTGOMERY.
(v) The KEYSERS Case

Tho approach to KEYSERS is the only time during his 
service in the U.S. Embassy Section that NOSENKO claims to 
have had direct contact with an American stationed in Mos
cow. (NOSENKO said on one occasion that this was the only 
facc-to-lace encounter he could recall; and, on another, 
that it was possible that STORSEFRG--thc only other possibility 
may not have seen him on the night he was approached in the 
Moscow hotel.) KEYSERS therefore is the only independent 
American source who could confirm that NOSENKO was involved 
in operations against American Embassy personnel in 1960 or 
1961. NOSENKO himself pointed cut, however, that this con
tact was of very short duration, and that it was possible 
that KEYSERS would not recognize him. This was the case: 
KEYSERS failed to identify NOSENKO's photograph and described 
the officer who approached him as a man considerably older, 
shorter, and probably of a much heavier build than NOSENKO 
was. Although NOSENKO was able to provide a description of 
this incident, he did not know much about the overall KGB 
case against KEYSERS and a number of discrepancies have been 
noted.

In 1962 NOSENKO first reported the approach to KEYSERS, 
without naming him, but saying he was the successor to STORS- 
BERG. Since defecting in 1964, NOSENKO has continued to 
identify him as STCRSBERG's replacement. In fact, KEYSERS 
was sent to Moscow as an assistant to the Embassy medical 
officer; he also worked in the office of the Air Attache as 
a collateral duty and for a short while in 1961 was under 
training in the military code room as a "back-up” crypto
grapher for STORSbERG. STORSBERG’s replacement in Moscow was ZUJUS.
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On 24 and 28 January 1964, before the defection, NO
SENKO incorrectly named ZUJUS, who he said was STORSBERG's 
replacement, as the target of this operation. On 2 February 
1964 NOSENKO called a special meeting with his CIA handlers 
to correct this mistake. He said that, in fact, KEYSERS 
was STORSBEFXi's replacement, and the approach had been made 
to him. (Thus NOSENKO had forgotten the name of the one 
American Embassy official he ever approached.)

In February 1965 NOSENKO said that the KGB believed 
that KEYSERS did not report the receipt of the defection 
letter end that there was no Indication that he had from 
microphones or telephone coverage of the U.S. Embassy. In 
fact, KEYSERS reported the letter at once in the office of 
the Military Attache, where a microphone was discovered in 
1964. NOSENKO had earlier said that this particular micro
phone was being monitored around the clock by the KGB. 
(KEYSERS' homosexuality and drinking problems had also 
been discussed widely in Embassy offices. NpSENKO was 
unaware of these discussions.) \

NOSENKO did not know correctly where or how the KGB 
d^lvered to KEYSERS the letter which preceded the airport 
approach which NOSENKO claimed to have made.
(v1) Other Code Clerk Cases

Frank DAY: NOSENKO identified DAY as a State Department 
code clerk and the target of either KOSOLAPOV or GRYAZNOV. 
As with all other code clerks, NOSENKO was asked whether he 
knew of any interesting information about DAY, whether he 
knew of any of DAY*s  friends in Moscow, or of his travels 
inside and outside the Soviet Union, etc. NOSENKO answered 
"no" to all these questions. He said that the KGB had no 
derogatory information on DAY, was unaware of any vulner
abilities he night have had, and that no operational mea
sures were taken against him. Records show that DAY was in 
Moscow from kay 1960 to October 1961. In July 1961 he travelled to the Caucasus with his friend, the U.S, Agricul- tural Attache BROWN.F DAY
later reported that the two were under surveillance by five 
persons at all times on this trip, that on one occasion they 
found four "repairmen" in their hotel room upon returning 
unexpectedly ahead of schedule, and that another time during 
this trip an 'attractive and available Soviet female" was 
placed in their train compartment.

John TAYLOR: NOSENKO said TAYLOR was a State Department 
code clerk ar.d the target of KOSOLAPOV. NOSENKO did not 
know of TAYLOR'S previous service abroad or of any back
ground information the KGB might have had about him. He 
described an operation against TAYLOR which centered around 
his intimacy with a Russian maid (a KGB agent) and his sym
pathy towards the Soviet Union and its people. No compro
mising photographs were obtained of TAYLOR and the maid, 
however, and no approach was made to him, possibly because 
the KGB did not want to jeopardize the more important STORS- 
BERG case by creating a "flap." According to TAYLOR, he was 
intimate with his maid from about September 1960 until the 
beginning of 1961. On one occasion they were intimate in a 
"friend's apartment” in Moscow. NOSENKO did not know that 
the maid told TAYLOR she was pregnant or that TAYLOR offered 



her. noney for an abortion. TAYLOR left Moscow in February 
1961, whereas the approach to STORSBERG was reported by 
NOSENKO and STORSBERG to have occurred four to eight months 
afterward.

Maurice ZWANG; NOSENKO identified ZWANG as a State 
Department code clerk who was "actively worked on-’ during 
the 1960-1961 period. An Egyptian agent, whose name .KOSEN
KO did not recall, introduced ZWANG to a fer.ale KGB agent 
in an attempt to obtain compromising phetegraphs, but the 
agent did not like ZWANG and refused to have intercourse 
with bin. At the time NOSENKO left the U.S. Embassy Sec
tion in January 1962, there was no further activity sur
rounding ZWANG. The KGB had no agents in contact with him, 
and there was no vulnerability data concerning hia. When 
ZKANG was interviewed by the State Department after returning 
from his Moscow assignment, a polygraph examination indicated 
that ZWANG had had intercourse with his Russian raid, else
where identified by NOSENKO as a KGB agent; ZWANG admitted 
visiting the maid's apartment several tines but denied 
intimacies. In March or April 1961, an Egyptian introduced 
ZKANG to another Soviet female; ZWANG also admitted visiting 
her apartment on several occasions, but again denied having 
had intercourse with her. ZWANG was reported by various 
other Americans stationed in Moscow to have been active in 
currency speculation and blrckmarketecring with the Egyptian and (£3^^g£-and agent of KOSOLAPOV according to NOSENKO. 
N0SEM10 was unaware of this.
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NOSENKO said tnat. ss Deputy Chief of the U.S. Embassy 
Scct.cn, he was directly responsible, us case officer, fin
al! coverage of the Embassy Security Officer John V, ABIDJAN. 
This was NGSEir.'J's only individual target responsibility, 
and no KGB officer shared it with him. NOSENKO said that 
he opened the KGB file or; ABIDIAN before ABIDIAN’s arrival 
in Moscow in early 1960, and that he turned this file over 
officially to his successor, GRYAZNOV, when transferred from 
the U.S. Eabass;. Section at the end of 19C1. ft was NOSENKO 
who wrote the KGB plan for operations against ABIDJAN in 
about October I960. ABIDIAN, according to NOSDTKO, was con
sidered by the KGB to be a CIA officer and, as LANGELLE'a 
successor, vas also considered to be the most important 
counterintelligence target in the Embassy. ABIDJAN was thus 
made a special target of surveillance from the day of his 
arrivcl in the USSR; this meant he was always under surveil
lance by sovc-ral teams of the KGB Seventh (Surveillance) 
Directorate. The intensive coverage of ABIDIAN included 
mail censorship, telephone taps, and agent re-orting; it was 
instituted, NOSENKO said, "in the hope that he r.iyht lead 
the KGB to another PC)*OV.  " AB1DIAN was detected, NOSENKO 
continued, in three letter-mailings—all to agents already 
under KGB control. Ilo was seen to enier a suspected dead 
drop site on Pushkin Street, the significance of which did 
not become known to the KGB until later, wnen it was learned 
that this site to be used by PENKOVSKIY. I n_t i;e__hpjs t i le 
interrogations of early 1965, NOSENKO agreed Chat he vas the 
single person in the KGU responsible for knowing everything 
possible about ‘.bl DI AN.

NOSENKO said he knew nothing about AEIDIAN’s personal 
background, his educatin’., his studies ri France, his mili
tary service, his date of entry into the State Department , 
his State Department rank, his previous foreign assignments 
with the State Department, or his status as a Foreign Ser
vice Reserve, Staff, or Officer status (FSR, iSS, FSO). 
NOSENKO said he tried to learn these things, but the informa
tion was unavailable in the Second Chief Directorate cr in 
KGB Central files, and although he requested information 
from the First Chief Directorate, nothing was received. The 
only information the KGB bad on ABIDIAN, insofar as NOSENKO 
knew, was that contained in ABIDIAN's visa request and in 
a report from one of the Legal Residencies in the United 
States; the report provided a basis for believing him to be 
a CIA officer.

NOSENKO was unaware of the meaning of the initials 
FSR, FSS, and FSO. When asked whether he had checked the 
Department of State Biographic Register for information an 
ABIDJAN’S background, lie replTed that this document was not 
available to the U.S. Embassy Section; he subsequently 
recalled that there was an old copy of the Biographic Register 
"from about 1956" in KOVSHVK’s office, but that TT contained 
no information on ABIDIAN.

NOSENKO reported that one of the reasons ABIDIAN was 
considered a CIA officer »as his behavior thilc- serving as 
a Department of State Security Officer with KHKUSHCHEV’s 
delegation when the latter visited the United States in
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1959. NOSENKO never mentioned that K0S0J.APC7. wh<.> no 
said was his Itr.mediBtc subordinate and shared NOSENKO’s 
office in KGB Her.dquar t< rs. was a member of this same 
delcgat ion.

NOSENKO did not know where ABIDJAN'S office was located 
in the U.S. Embassy. He said ne did not know and was 
unable to find out who ABIDIAN’s secretary was. lie reported 
that some agent told the KGB that ABIDIAN bad a sign on 
the door of his office which said "Security Officer." 
There was no such sign.

NOSENKO did not know where ABIDIAN’s apartment was 
located. He did not kiw» its contents and said that the 
KGB was not interested in this. Ho did not knew whether 
ABIDIAN changed apartments in M-.»r.cow, which he did.

NOSENKO identified GROMAKOVA, an Embassy language 
teacher, as a KGB agent who was valuable because she was 
intelligent and was able to provide personality sketches on 
her students ta^ed on c lassroou discus .- ions. lie never 
associated ABIDIAN with GROMAKuV'A. ‘.hen told that ABIDIAN 
had taken language lessons from her. NOSENKO recalled that 
ABIDIAN took ’several" lessons iTvm GiiOMAK'JVA at the beginning 
of his tour but discontinued; she reported nothing of signi
ficance and there was no regular reporting from her on 
ABIDIAN. ABIDIAN. however, reported that he took regular, 
private Russian lessons from GRoM.'XOVA throughout his tour 
in Moscow and that they discussed iclass h’.s past personal 
life, travel, education, fiancee, and bis trips abroad to 
see his fiancee.

NOSENKO knew that ABIDIAN Travelled out of the USSR 
two or three times, bur had no idea when these trips took 
place or what countries ABIDIAN visited. NOSENKO said that, 
as ABIDJAN'S predecessor LANGELI.E wns known to have travelled 
outside the USSR for operational reasons in connection with 
the POPOV case, it would have teen of interest to learn 
where ABIDIAN had gone, hut the KGB hnl no way of finding 
this out. (Note in the previous paragraph that CHUMAKOVA 
knew.) When NOSENKO's interrogator pointed out the possibi
lity of photographing ABIDIAN’s passport upon t.is return to 
t5c USSR, NOSENKO replied that the KGB does not photograph 
th*  passports of foreign diplo-ats entering the Soviet Unto;..

NOSENKO said that ABIDIAN r.ade no trips outside Moscow 
within the USSR and explained that, as case officer, he 
would necessarily have been aware of any such trip as he 
would have had to handle all arrangements for surveillance 
during it. When NOSENKO was told that ABIDIAN travelled to 
Soviet Armenia in October 1960. NOSENKO said fcr the first 
time that Ise was on leave in that month. NOSENKO admitted 
in October 1966 that he knew nothing of ABIDIAN’s trip.

NOSENKO said that he did not know who were ABIDIAN’s 
close American friends in Moscow or his friends and profes
sional contacts among foreigners there.

NOSENKO said at the cr.d of the January-February 1965 
interrogations concerning ABIDIAN that fie reason he knew 
so little about ABIDIAN was because he was "working badly" 
as ABIDIAN’s case officer. The reason for his poor work, he 



said, was that he had to co;>ufi. irate on supe-v h i ng th? work 
against code clerk!*  aid ther»-fore had very little tire 
left for ABIDIAN (see abov? concerning code cirri:*.).

In 1962 NCSENKl correctly described all of t ». three 
clandestine letter wailings carried out by ABIDIAN ir Mos
cow at CIA request (Pages 226-230). He also proviced ac
curate information on CIA letter-mailings in general, 
pointing out that none cl all were mailed for a year and a 
half after the arrest of l.ANGELI.L in, October 1959. (No 
letters were mailed fro;z 22 February 1960 until 1 April 
1961, when ABIDIAN mailed his first one.) NOSENKO explained 
that the KGB completely controlled this activity through the 
use of aetka, a thief powder applied to the clothing of 
foreigners in the USSR; a trace is left on anything coming 
into contact with treated ureas, and this can be detected 
by special machines through which all mail passes. .Despite 
the fact that all of ABIDIAN’s letters were mailed to KGB 
double agents and would therefore have been detected anyway, 
it was metka, NOSENKO said, which tn each case led to their 
initial identification. After his defection NOSENKO described 
how the mvtka had been applied to ABIDJAN'S clothing (and 
hence to tfie letters) by the agent FLDOROVICH. who began 
working as ABIDIAN's maid several months after ABIDIAN ar
rived in Moscow in March 19<Ju. NOSENKO insisted under inter
rogation that FEDOROVICH was the only agent who had access 
to ABIDJAN'S apartment, that he. NOSFNKC. had personally 
briefed her on the application of metku. and that he was 
sure that ABIDIAN's letters were defected by moans of aetka■ 
From a CIA debriefing of ABIDIAN, however, it appears fhat 
FEDOROVICH did not begin working a« ABIDJAN'S maid until 
some time in July 1961, whereas ABIDJAN mailed ".is first 
letter in Moscow on 1 April 1961 and his second '’etter on 
2 July 1961. ABIDIAN's third letter was railed on 1 Septem
ber 1961, after FEDOROVICH began to work for him.
i. Reporting on ABIDIAN's Visit to the Pushkin Street Dead 

Drop ~
NOSENKO's account of the visit by ABIDIAN to the 

PENKOVSKIY ddad drop site on Pushkin Street in Mosocw is 
described in detail on Pages 231-235. In summary, NC^ENKO 
reported that at the end of 1960 or early 1961 KGB surveil
lance followed ABIDIAN from the U.S. Embassy to Pashkin 
Street, where ABIDIAN was noted to enter a residential building. 
Upon examination it was decided that this was a likely 
dead drop site, and a stationary surveillance post was as
signed to watch it. After three months, since nothing sus
picious had been noted, this post was removed. The true 
significance of the location did not become known to the 
KGB until after the arrest of PENKOVSKIY in 1962. NOSENKO 
said he was still in the U.S. Embassy Section and was ABIDIAN's 
case officer when this event took.place. He heard of it 
while sitting in KOVSHUK’s office on the day it happened, 
visited the site the following day with V. KOZ1AAV (Chief of 
the American Department of the KGB Surveillance Directorate), 
placed the original surveillance report in ABIDIAN’s file, 
and discussed the results of the stationary post with KOZLOV 
on an almost daily basis uuring the first month ar.d periodi
cally thereafter until *hc-  post was removed. It was KCZLOV 
whe told NOSENKO that after three months the stationary



surveillance had been if: •,ri>r. t inurd. NOSENl'O did r-*t  tell 
CIA about this i.-.cident in 1362, he said, kci'-ise he knew 
that the watch Lad be. n d i•;< ont ir. j?d and th.-.t nothing sus
picion had been noted; therefore. he thought the iacide.il 
would not ;;»vt been of iiib-rest to '•sic-r; car. Intelligence.

NC5LNEO has stressed that ABIDJAN s;s vndcr special 
surveillance by at least t’o surveJlli.ce teams st ell tixes 
and f..at, on tr.e aay he ■.isiied p-jst-km Street. .'.LILIAN was 
under continuous watch from the eonest he left tie inbassy 
NGSE’NKC has beer able to (. ivc a detfiled de.scr; nt for. of 
ABIDJAN'S tovezent to tt.«*  (bad d.~p rate.

D-. spite the special surveillance coverage of ABIDJAN, 
NOSENKO ma, he was ucawi.re of any ujusuai irovcat.itv by 
ABIDJAN during the days immediately p-eceding his visit 
to Pusnkin Street, NUSENKO said that he knew definitely 
that surveillance had reported nothing unusual during this 
period and t.hat he was surf ABIDJAN had not eludoi the sur- 
veilia-.ee at any time during it. A-cordin,: to CIA records, 
three days before ABIDJAN went to Pushkin Street in response 
to indications tnat tr.e dead drop had beer, loaded. ABIDJAN 
left the U.S. Embassy in his private car for Spasto House 
at about nine o'clock in tie evening: at about two o’clock the next coi ning he and fiARELER ~[(CI A Chief of Station) went 
in ABIDJAN'S car to check the telephone pole for the signal 
PENK0VSK1Y was to 1<’3.<' as part of his signal that the drop 
had been loaded. Two days before ABIDJAN went to Pushkin 
Street bo drove nis car to the apartnenr of Air Force Captain 
DAVISON; lie again checked the telephone pole from a window 
in the apartment and then talked by it on foot. NOSENKO 
identified GAF.Bl.ERJas a U.S. naval officer but not as a CIA 
employee (see above).

Asked why. In his opinion. ABIDJAN vent to Pushkin 
Street at the tixe he did, NOSENKO replied that la about 
D60 an American tourist or delegation member had gone to 
this address. It was the "opinion of the Second Cnief 
Directorate" that this American had selected the site as a 
dead drop location, and that ABIDJAN wort tnere merely 
to check the suitability of the site for this purpose. In 
fact, ABIDJAN went to Pushkin Street ir. response to what 
appeared to be a prearranged telephone signal frea PENK0VSK1Y 
signalling that ue had loaded the dead drop there. It has 
been confirmed that FJNKOVSKIY did not give this signal 
and. because of the circumstances and type of signal given, 
the possibility of coi v.c idence has been ruled out. CIA has 
therefore concluded that the signal came fron the KGB.

The Pushkin Street dead drop site was proposed by 
PENKOVSKIY himself in the August 1960 letter through which 
he initially contacted CIA. There is no record that a 
"tourist or delegation neuber" visited this address. The 
only known visits by Americans to the building on Pushkin 
Street—the only ones having any connection with its use 
as a dead drop location—occurred on 12 November and 4 
December 1960 when the CIA officer MAHONEY' checked the 
address from cutside, and on 21 January 1961 when MAHONEY 
entered the building and dhccked the sptcific location of 
the dead drop. MAHONEY is known to have been identified 
to the KGB as a CIA officer before ariiving in Moscow ai J 
was the target of heavy surveillance throughout his tour. 
(NOSENKO did not know about MAHONEY or his CIA status.)
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XOSEXKO’s date of "late D6O or early IS'l" is incorrect, 
almost exactly by a year. NOSENKO >;ald he tur.;.>d ABIDIAN’s 
file over to GRYAZNOV about 2ti Deccaber 1961. Ail!DIAN 
checked the Pushkin Street dead drop cd 30 Pt-ctEber 1961. 
NOSENKO has described his participation in an approach to 
the American tourist W.E. JOHNSON as happening "right after 
returning to the Tourlut Department in 1S62." Because 
NOSENKO’s participation in this case was confirmed by JOHNSON*,  
and because the approach to JOHNSON took place on 5 January 
1962 ( e reported it to the U.S. F/.bassy at once), it car. 
be said with certainty that NOSENKO’s entire story of his 
own participation in the surveillance of the Pushkin Street 
dead drop site is false. NOSENKO: (a) could not have _
visited the dead drop site with KOZLOV (who in any event 
was not in Moscow at the time); (b) could not have placed 
the original surveillance report in ABIDIAN’s file, 
which GRYAZNOV held as of 28 December 1961; (c) could not
have received almost daily reports from KOZLOV for about a 
month and periodic reports thereafter; and (cl) could not 
have neglected to tell CIA of ABIDIAN’s visit to the drdp 
in 1962 on grounds that the surveillance of Pushkin Street 
had been discontinued after three months without anything 
suspicious being noted. (NOSENKO was in Geneva on 15 March 
1962, only two and a half months after ABIDIA.N checked the 
dead drop.)

NOSENKO has refused to admit that he lied about his 
part in this incident. The page containing tr.e contradic
tions listed In the preceding paragraph was the only page of 
a "protocol" which NOSENKO refused to sign durir.g the hostile 
interrogations of early 1965. In October 1966, »nen he was 
again asked whether he went to the Pu.-.hkin Street dead 
drop site with KOZLOV, NOSENKO said that he could not remem
ber whether he had gone there at all.
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J. Responsibility of Supervising Military Attache Operations
On 29 January 1965 NOSENKO told his interrogator that 

for the first five or six months of 1960,immediately after __
transferring to the U.S. Embassy Section and as part of his •. 
responsibilities as its Deputy Chief, he supervised Second 
Chief Directorate activities against American service at
taches in Moscow. Ey this he meant, NOSENKO said, that when 
GAVRILENKO (the case officer for Air Force Attaches), 
KURILENKO (Army Attaches), or BELOGLAZOV (Naval Attaches and 
Marines) had any questions or reports to submit, they would 
come to him rather than to KOVSHUK, the Chief of the section, 
After about six months he was relieved of this duty because 
his other duties did not allow sufficient time for this 
function and because it was considered more suitable that 
ALESHIN, recently assigned to the American Department as 
Deputy Chief, be given this responsibility.

NOSENKO had previously been questioned in detail on 
his responsibilities in the U.S. Embassy Section, and had never 
before mentioned this one. NOSENKO told CIA in June 1964 
that when he reported for duty in the U.S. Embassy Section 
in January I960, DRANOV was the responsible case officer for 
the Naval Attaches and Marines. Soon after his own arrival, 
NOSENKO said, DRANOV was transferred from the section and 
his responsibilities were taken over by BELOGLAZOV, who had 
earlier been assisting DRANOV against these targets.

NOSENKO said on 20 October 1966 that immediately upon, 
dr at the latest a few weeks after, arriving in the U.S. 
Embassy Section, he went on leave for a month. Either 
immediately before or right after this leave KOVSHUK told 
him that he would be responsible for activities against 
the Naval Attaches. DRANOV was retiring and gave NOSENKO 
the files on Naval and Marine personnel. This was NOSENKO’s 
first mention either of the leave period in early 1960 or 
of having had case officer responsibilities for personnel 
of the Naval Attache's office in Moscow. (At the same time 
be said that he had lied about going on leave in November 
1960.)

NOSENKO was reminded on 25 October 1966 that he had 
said in 1965 that in 1960 he was supervisor of operations 
against all U.S. service attache personnel. NOSENKO re
plied: "I took the files only on the Navy, but I was working on (supervising) all of them."

KOSENKO has never volunteered details of specific 
operational activity he handled as the case officer for U.S.
Naval Attaches or supervisor of operations against all 
attaches in early 1960. He said that Marine Colonel DULACKI's 
contact with (or attempt to recruit) the Indonesian KGB agent 

which he has described in detail (see Page 488) 
tooK ter he was relieved of these functions.

TOP SECRET
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k. TDY to Bulgaria and the LUNT Case
In the spring of 1261, NOSENKO said*  four months after 

returning from Cuba, he was told unexpectedly that in- about—---
a week's time he would leave for Bulgaria to consult with 
the American Department of the Bulgarian MVR concerning 
operations against the American Legation in Sofia (Pages 
279-283). NOSENKO flew to Sofia in early April 1961, where 
he was met by A.S. KOZLOV, an advisor there and a former 
employee of the Second Chief Directorate whom NOSENKO had 
known at KGB Headquarters. NOSENKO remained in Bulgaria 
until about the middle cf May. While there he discussed 
both general matters and particular cases with the Bul
garians, gave several lectures on operations against Ameri
can installations and personnel as well as against tourists, 
and finally directed the successful homosexual operation 
against the American Professor LUNT.

Aside from being told that he would be advising the 
Bulgarian service cn operations against Americans at the 
Legation in Sofia, NOSENKO apparently received no prepar ac
tion for this trip. He said in answer to specific questions 
that nobody told him what he was supposed to discuss with 
the Bulgarians, that he did not meet with the Bulgarian 
liaison representatives in Moscow before leaving, and that 
he knew nothing of the organization, personnel, area of 
responsibility, or problems of the American Department of 
the Bulgarian service before arriving in Sofia.

NOSENKO was selected for this mission despite the fact 
that he was extremely busy with his duties in the U.S. Embassy 
Section (see above discussion of his responsibilities for 
code clerks, ABIDIAN, and the military attaches) and despite 
the fact that KOZLOV was permanently assigned as an advisor 
in Sofia. NOSENKO described KOZLOV in another context as a 
"very experienced officer" and has said that KOZLOV was.Chief 
of the American Department until 19S3 and then from June 1955 
until sometime in 1958 was Deputy Chief of the Tourist De? 
partment, Second Chief Directorate. (KOZLOV, assisted by 
NOSENKO, had recruited BUP.GI in June 1956.) Asked why KOZLOV 
could not have advised the Bulgarians, NOSENKO said that he 
was too busy advising on higher levels and had been away 
from active operations in Moscow too long.

NOSENKO gave only a general description of his duties, 
as an advisor on operations against the American Legation. 
On the other hand, he accidentally became involved in a homo
sexual entrapment operation against an American tourist who 
was visiting Bulgaria, and he has described this operation 
in considerable detail. (NOSENKO’s previous speciality was 
tourist operations, particularly those involving homosexual 
compromise.)

NOSENKO’s story about his role in the LUNT case changed 
greatly between 1962 and 1964. During the first meeting- 
series he described in detail how he set the operation up 
and what he said to LUNT when he personally confronted the 
American with the evidence. Since defecting in 1964, how
ever, NOSENKO has said that he took no personal part in the 
approach itself, that he remained in his office, and that he 
merely advised how to set it up. (A comparison of his account 
and that of LUNT indicates that he was not on the scene at 
the time.)
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NOSENKO said that the Bulgarian service hecne r<Jre 

of LUNT’s homosexual tendencies only after he saw LUNT's 
name or hcardit mentioned; he recognized the name as that of 
a professor who had been assessed as a homosexual when 
earlier visiting Moscow, and traces with the KGB Second Chief 
Directorate confirmed that this was the same nan. In state- _
ments made to U.S. authorities after the approach, LUNT said 
he had had homosexual relations at least five different times 
with a Bulgarian during .in earlier trip to Sofia. LUNT 
gave this Bulgarian travellers' checks, which the latter 
planned to sell cn the blackmarket, was on one occasion 
stepped on the srreet with him by a Bulgarian civil police
man, and corresponded with him in the interim between his 
first visit end the one during which the approach took place. 
LUNT had written the Bulgarian hcmosexu.il that he was returning 
to Sofia before arriving on the second occasion.
The U.S. Visa and the Cuba TDV

NOSENKO said that' in October I960 he was cssiy'ed to 
accompany a delegation of automotive specialist.; cn a visit 
to the United States but that when this trip was cc icel’led, 
he went on fDY to Cuba (.’ages 274- 2 73). After he had com
pleted arrangements for his passport and had submitted his 
true name to the U.S. Embassy for a visa, the Soviets were 
informed by U.S. authorities that the delegation could not 
then be accepted in the United States. At about the sama 
time, a delegation of nickel industry experts was being 
readied for departure to Cuba. At first, NOSENKO explained, 
it was not considered necessary for a security officer to 
accompany this delegation to a friendly country, but at the 
last moment, two days before the delegation was scheduled to 
leave Moscow, the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
demanded that such an officer go along. Because there was 
no tine to do otherwise, NOSENKO was chosen for this job 
since he already had a valid passport and authorization to 
travel abroad. Visa arrangements were made for the transit 
countries and NOSENKO left with the delegation, returning to 
Moscow in mid- or late December 1960.

NOSENKO’s U.S. visa request submitted to the U.S. Em
bassy in Moscow on 29 October 1960 was his first use of this 
name in connection with travel abroad. (He travelled to 
England in 19S7 and 1958 as NIKOLAYEV, NOSENKO said, because 
he had used this name wi th Jiri tish citizens 
in the Soviet Union; suspected of oeing an intel
ligence officer, NOSENKO was exposed under this identity. 
He applied for U.S. entry, under true name, however, despite 
the fact that he had also used the NIKOLAYEV name with 
Americans; one of them was FRIPPEL who, according to the 
CHEREPANOV papers and one other source, was suspected by the 
KGB to be an American intelligence agent. NOSENKO further 
explained that he could not use the name NIKOLAYEV because 
the automotive delegation cover he planned to use in the 
United States conflicted with the sports/cultural cover he 
had used in Great Britain, and th? KGB feared that this 
would be noticed when the American and British services ex
changed notes. The proposed automotive cover, however, con
flicts in the same way with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
cover KOSENKO used, again under true name, in Geneva in 1962.

TOP SECRET
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NOSENKO Raid tbat the decision to send his to Cuba 
was made two days before the delegation left Moscow because 
a security officer was required ard be happened to have a 
passport and authorization to travel. -The delegation left — 
Moscow on 15 November 1960. and therefore "this decision 
was reached on 13 November or thereabouts? NOSENKO, who 
had been transferred to the U.S. Embassy, Section in order 
to supervise and revitalize operations against code clerks, 
the Section.4* most important recruitment target, consequently 
left Moscow on the day that MORONE also departed by train 
for Warsaw and at a time that bis subordinate KOSOLAPOV was 
in Helsinki (12-16 November 1960), apparently in connection 
with an operation against John GARLAND.

NOSENKO has given widely divergent accounts of the 
purpose of his assignment to Cuba. In 1962 he related in 
detail how he had been sent to investigate how the Cuban— 
intelligence service was operating against Americans sta
tioned in Havana, particularly intelligence officers, and 
described what he did to fulfill this mission. Since 1964, 
however, NOSENKO has claimed merely to have been the security 
officer with the delegation.

TOP SECRET
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1. Personal Handling of Agents
When NOSENKO transferred from the Tourist Department 

to the American Departeent, he took along a number of the 
agents he had used in tourist operations with tin: YEFREMOV 
and VOLKOV., FR1PPEL, DMITRIYEV, and RYTOVA. During thia 
period he also handled LEVINA, a librarian and language- 
teacher at the U.S. Embassy who was turned over to his by 
U.S. Embassy Section case officer MA5SYA in 1960; and 
PREISFREl'ND and jgte&fa!flfa.who were used In code clerk opera
tions. These agents and NOSENKO’s handling of then are dis
cussed below.
(1) YEFREMOV and VOLKOV

NOSENKO continued to meet with those two homosexual 
agents during his two years as Deputy Chief of the section. 
He did not use then in any way, however, according to his 
account. The only contact of the tso known to CIA was a 
meeting In 1961 with BARRETT. In 1959, while in Moscow and 
a CI.’ agent, BARRETT was compromised by YEFREl’OV and VOLKOV: 
in 1961, shortly after an apparently cht-nce meeting with 
them, BARRETT was recruited by the KGB on the basis of the 
materials obtained in 1259. NOSENKO described the compro
mise cf BARRETT in 1959 and knew that he had been recruited 
in 1961. He did not know of BARRETT’S contacts with YEFRE
MOV and VOLKOV in 1961.
(it) FF.IPPEL

NOSENKO said he continued to handle FRIPrEL during the 
196U-1961 period, despite the fact that he never provided 
anything of value, because he and CHELNOKOV (the Chief of 
the Tourist Department who was always present at these 
meetings) "kept hoping he would give something.” FRIPPEL 
left the Soviet Union in January 1961, but NOSENKO continued 
to be registered as his case officer.
(Hi) DMITRIYEV

DMITRIYEV, a specialist on Japan and Thailand who 
spoke Japanese and English, had been NOSENKO’s agent during 
the 1955-1960 period. DMITRIYEV was then employed by the 
Japanese Exhibition in Moscow, and NOSENKO did not indicate 
bow he was used in tourist operations. NOSENKO did not 
describe any operational use of him in 1960 or 1961.
(iv) RYTOVA

RYTOVA was NOSENKO’s agent tn the Tourist Department 
after 1956 or 1957, at which time she was employed at the 
Russian Permanent Exhibit in Moscow. An English speaker, 
she reported any interesting Information concerning visitors 
to the exhibition. NOSENKO has not referred to any KGB opera
tions in Moscow in which she participated during his service 
there.
(v) LEVINA

LEVINA worked as a language teacher and librarian at 
the American Embassy and NOSENKO handled her because she 
had a number of code clerks in her language classes. He
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set with IJEVINA 8 number of times, but she never reported j
anything interesting and was never viced directly in opera- i
tions involving the A/.erlcans. She fired froa the 
Embassy al the end of i960 or early 1951. •
(vi) Johan PREISFREUND I

As described in Pages 173-131 and discussed above. |
PREISFREUND was. NOSENKO said, recruited by KOVSHUK in 1960 J
and was handled by*NOSENKO in the operation against Jases 
STORSBERG. Doth NOSENKO and PREISFREUND said that this was 
the only operation in which he took part. NOSENKO suggested ,
to CIA that PREISFREUND would be able to attest to hia 
description of this case, and CIA interviewed PREISFREUND 
in Helsinki and Stockholm during the swmser of 1965. PREIS-—- 
FREUND's account generally agreed with NOSENKO’s and he was ;
able to supply a considerable amount of personality and 
background information concerning his forcer case officer. 
Froa PRE1S1RF.UND1 s manner during these ir.tervie’rs. the nature 
of his responses and statements, and his actions after the 
interviews were completed, there was no reasonable doubt "
that ho remained under KGB control while meeting the CIA 
representatives.
(vii)

iffSl&hKSVKGB cryptonyta "SAP.DAR") was recruited by NOSEN-^ 
KO in 1961. A Syrian____
was first targetted agaiiisT^Anerica House in General, but 
was then used only in the development operation against 
ZUJUS, the successor to James STGRSEERG as military code 
clerk in Moscow. tfjKtt&Kmet and developed ZUJUS, but nothing 
had cose of the operation at the tine NOSENKO transferred 
from the American Department. No other use was made of this 
agent and there was no approach to ZUJUS. NOSENKO first 
suggested that CIA attempt a "false flag" recruitment of 

ing ills (NOSENKO'gj^ name for this purpose; he pro
vided CIA w i t h n Damascus so thatcontact could be established j.ater NOSENKO said that cSSi 
like PREISFREUND, could verify NOSENKO’s position as his
handler in the ZUJUS operation (Pages 209-212). CIA Inter
viewed ZUJUS, who vaguely recalled having metdid not 
recall his name and denied that his relationshipnth 
was as close as NOSENKO reported.
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a. Transfer to the Tourist Department
Some time in the fall of 1961, NOSENKO said, he heard 

of GRIBANOV'S decision to promote him to the position of 
Deputy Chief of the entire American - Department. NOSENKO,--
however, knew that his chief and friend KOVSEUK vanted the 
Job and that FEDOSEYEV (Chief of the Department) also favored 
KOVSHUK for this position. Realizing that his own appoint
ment would therefore place him in a difficult position and 
wishing to avoid this, NOSENKO spoke to the Chief of the 
Tourist Department, CHELNOKOV, about returning there. At 
CHELNOKOV’s suggestion, NOSENKO went to GRIBANOV with the 
request to be returned to the Tourist Department as Chief 
of the American Tourist Section, with the understanding that 
he would be made Deputy Chief of the Tourist Department 
upon the retirement of the incumbent. BALDIN, in July 1962. 
To this GRIBANOV agreed. NOSENKO said that GRIBANOV did 
not discuss with himhis reasons for wanting to appoint him 
Deputy Chief of the American Department or for appointing 
him Chief of the American Tourist Section, nor did he discuss 
with NOSENKO his personal requirements for these positions. 
On one occasion, in early 1965, NOSENKO said that it was 
because GRIBANOV "thought I was a tough guy, a good case 
officer. In 1959 I saw him often and was involved in a lot. 
of questions which were reported to him." According to 
his most recent version, NOSENKO was officially transferred 
from the American Department at the end of December 1961 
and reported for duty in the Tourist Department on about 
3 January 1962.

KOVSHUK, who was also a candidate for the job as Deputy 
Chief of the American Department, had earlier held this po
sition, according to NOSENKO and GOLITSYN. He had been per
sonally involved in many of the more significant American 
Department operations during the previous decade. These in
cluded the recruitments of RHODES and SMITH (the latter one 
of NOSENKO’s most important leads, according to NOSENKO); 
the handling of SHAPIRO; the attempts to recruit STORSBERG, 
HARMSTONE, and MANNHEIM; the development of the CIA officer ^INTERS^and the interrogation of LANGELLE in connection with 
the-POPOV arrest.

By contrast, GRIBANOV’S original candidate for*the  Job, 
NOSENKO, was present when KOZLOV recruited BURGI,and himself 
recruited HARRIS>and five homosexual tourists who visited 
the Soviet Union in 1959. Furthermore, NOSENKO's perfor
mance as Deputy Chief of the U.S. Embassy Section, as he 
admitted under interrogation, was "not good."

NOSENKO has given many contradictory dates for his 
transfer to the Tourist Department. In 1962 NOSENKO said 
at various tines that this took place in January 1962 and 
in February 1962: in 1964 he timed the transfer as falling 
some time between 15 and 20 January 1962; and in February 
1965 he arrived at tbe date of 2 or 3 January 1962, after 
it was pointed out that he appeared in the approach to W.E. 
JOHNSON on 5 January; (On this basis, he said that the 
official order was issued about 25 December 1961 and that 
he turned over his files to his successor GRYAZNOV several 
days later.) NOSENKO contradicted this latter estimate, 
however, by saying that he was in the U.S. Embassy Section 
for the entire period of the three-month surveillance of
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the Pushkin Street dead drop, i.*e.-,  until late March 1962, and by his insistence that he had returned to the Tourist il 
Department by the tine GOLITSYN defected; he placed this on II 
15 January 1962 and refused to believe the correct date of *'  
15 December 1961.
d. Renarks .....__

For no single responsibility has NOSENKO substantiated 
his alleged service as Deputy Chief of the U.S. Embassy 
Section in the years 1960-1961. His statements about the 
appointment to and transfer from this position have been 
inconsistent; bls comparatively narrow experience and his 
acknowledged falsehoods about a personal relationship with 
the Chief of the KGB Second Chief Directorate, GRIBANOV, 
dispel the likelihcod that these personnel assignments were 
made in the way be claims. Repeatedly he has been contra
dictory about his activities during this two-year period, 
shifting his story to suit the occasion and ignoring bow 
each succeeding version made all of his claims increasingly 
incredible. The limited extent of NOSENKO’s information 
betrays a lack of familiarity with details on the duties, 
targets, and most of the operations which he has ascribed 
to hir.self; in a certain few Instances, however, such as 
his description of'ABIDIAN's route to the Pushkin Street dead 
drop, he has recounted events Just as they are known from 
other sources to have occurred. Nevertheless, where col
lateral information has covered the few subjects on which 
he provided details, It has almost invariably contradicted 
him and showed him to be ignorant of significant facts.

_Tbe reporting by NOSENKO thus was so superficial, so in- 
complute, and*7so_demonstrabiy  erroneous as to suggest without 
reservation that he never served as an.offleer in the_U.S._ 
Embassy—Section, much less as.its Deputy. Chief.. All avail-

* able evidence?"excluding that from certain Soviets who were 
CIA and FBI sources (see Parts VIII.H. and VII.I. below), 
combines to formulate this conclusion.
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7. Tourist Department (1962-1964)
a. Introduction I» ....... — I.

NOSENKO ajreed during the interrogations at the beginning f
of 1965 that he must have reported for duty as Chief of the iAmerican Tourist Section on about 3 January 1962.* In this I
job lie was responsible for planning and supervising KGB acti
vities against all tourists of American, British, and Canadian 
nationalities arriving in the USSR, and his duties also encom- 
passed preparations for the coming tourist season (Pages 295- !
287). ’

In July 1962, in conformity with GRIbANOV's intentions, *
NOSENKO was promoted to the position of Deputy Chief of the 
entire Tourist Department; it had a table of organization of 
close to 100 staff officers, was responsible for handling opera
tions against all tourists to the Soviet Union, and maintained 
the facilities used in these operations. A year later NOSENKO 
received the title of First Deputy Chief of the Department, a 
“paper" promotion as there was no other deputy. During this 
period in the Tourist Department, in addition to his supervi
sory duties (concerning which he has not been questioned in 
detail), NOSENKO took personal part in approaches to several 
tourists, organized and directed the arrest of an American 
tourist on homosexual charges, and met with a number of agents. 
It was his senior supervisory position that involved him in two ;
of the most widely publicized cases of this period, the arrest 
of BARGHOORN and the case of OSWALD.
b. Absences from Moscow

During his two years in 
was available to perform his

the Tourist Department, NOSENKO 
assigned duties only part of the

time. After arriving in the American Tourist Section and after 
the approach to JOHNSON on 5 January 1962; NOSENKO spent sev
eral weeks "getting the feel" of things by talking to case offi
cers, reviewing reports of the section's activities during the 
previous two years, and discussing plans for the up-coming tour
ist season. In mid-February he began preparations for his assign
ment to Geneva with the Disarmament Delegation. NOSENKO has — 
said that this involved discussions with the Eleventh Depart
ment of the Second Chief Directorate, responsible for arranging 
for security coverage of Soviet delegations going abroad, as 
well as with the case officers responsible for the investigation 
of suspected American agent SHAKHOV. NOSENKO said that he did ~
this on a part-time basis in addition to his regular duties, 
but has noted in another context that these preparations required 
sufficient time to make it impossible for him to take a personal 
part in the recruitment of BIENSTOCK in February 1962. On 
15 March 1962, NOSENKO arrived in Geneva, remaining there with 
the delegation until 15 June, when he left Geneva by train to
return to Moscow to reassume his duties as Chief of Section.
(He said that he had no deputy chief in this position, and it 
is unclear who performed these functions in his absence.) Thus, 
according to NOSENKO's account, of the six months he was Chief

1 This date was settled upon after he acknowledged that his 
approach to the American tourist W.E. JOHNSON must have 
occurred on 5 January, as CIA records show.
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of the American Tourist Section, he w.i? in Moncow only three ■
months and for r..uch of this time was involved in breaking in 
on his new job or in pieparing for his temporary assignment . ;
abroad. NOSENKO said he hed "no accomplishments" in this I r
period. ‘

iIn the fall of 1962, NOSENKO went on leave for a month in |
Sochi with his wife and mother. KOSENKO has estimated that six i
months of 1963 were spent on various temporary assignments in 
the Soviet Union outside cf Moscow, plus a one--month's vacation 
in 19*33. From 15 June 1962 to his art ivul in Geneva cn 19 Janu- f
ary 1964, a period of 18 months, NOSENKO was absent from KGS ;
Headquarters for eight months. Thus in the period 1962-63, i
holding supervisory positions, NOSENKO was absent or "reading s
in" for about 13 months, or about 50 percent ot the time.
c. Personal Participation in Operatigns

NOSENKO had direct operational contact with three Americans 
during 1962 and 1963. Two of these (the approach to JOHNSON 
and the interrogation oi bARGHOORN) were unusual in that they 
were provocations without any attempt to recruit the target; 
NOSEKKO could name no ether examples of r.-ich operations. In 
both cases, the victim of the provocation has verified KOSENKO's 
presence. The third case, the recruitment approach to BRAUNS; 
was unsuccessful. Additionally, NOSr.NKO supervised the homo
sexual ccmnromise ot KCTEN, who was closely tied in withfiffigEfljlffis 

sensitive scarce and related.

(i) The W.E. JOHNSON Provoeatior.
JOHNSON (Pages 289-293), NOSENKO said, was in Moscow as 

a tourist in early January 1962 anJ was considered for recruit
ment, but a decision was made that he was net worth the effort as he had no access to classified mate;lais and lived too far |
from the KGB Legal Residencies in Washington and New York City. 
(JOHNSON'S home was in Texas.) Several days after this deci
sion was made, postal intercepts showed that JCiiNSON was writing 
abusive letters concerning the Soviet Union. They were "so 
bitter" and critical that the KGB decided that something had 
to be done to stop him. At about the same time the KGB received  ; 
an indication that JOHNSON was a homosexual, and it was decided !
to entrap him on this basis and force him to promise not to 
write any more letters or criticize the USSR in articles when j-- s'he returned to the United States. The compromise was effected ’
by use of NOSENKO’s homosexual agents, and NOSENKO was able to ,
describe the confrontation scene, his second meeting with JOHN
SON, and JOHNSON'S frightened telephone call to the U.S. Enbassy 
reporting that NOSENKO had recontacted him. .

NOSENKO told CIA in June 1962 that he had taken part in !
this operation "in January." When he contacted CIA in Geneva !
in 1964 he had a scrap of paper on which was noted JOHNSON'S !
name and the date "5 January 1962." This was the actual date i .
of the approach, but NOSENKO insisted that the date bore no 
relationship to the name, and that the approach to JOHNSON took
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place in the summer of 1962, a fact he recalled distinctly be
cause he wore no overcoat. It was only when confronted with 
official U.S. records that NOSENKO agreed in early 1965 that 
the approach was in January and recalled that it was made 
immediately after NOSENKO returned to the Tourist Department.*

* How NOSENKO’s self-stated and confirmed participation in a' 
Tourist Department operation on 5 January 1962 carries 
implications for his account of ABIDIAN’s visit to the 
PENKOVSKIY dead drop is discussed above.

NOSENKO said that when JOHNSON first arrived in Moscow 
there was consideration of recruiting him, but that there was 
a decision against this as he was of little intelligence value. 
Then JOHNSON mailed insulting letters which were picked up 
through postal intecept. About the same time there were indi
cations of homosexuality. Then the operation was mounted 
against him. This implies a very tight time schedule. JOHNSON 
arrived in Moscow on 31 December 1961; NOSENKO said he reported 
for duty as Section Chief on 3 January 1962; JOHNSON reported 
his first contact with NOSENKO's homosexual agent VOLKOV the 
evening of 4 January; and the approach by NOSENKO was on 5 Janu
ary.

Although NOSENKO implied in 1962 that his homosexual agents 
VOLKOV and YEFREMOV were the ones who originally determined JOHNSON'sQ homosexuality, he said in 1964 only that there were '"signs." JNOSENKO did not know what these indications were or 
where they came from. JOHNSON reported that he first met the 
agent VOLKOV on the evening of 4 January when the latter sat 
down at his restaurant table; on this same occasion VOLKOV in
vited JOHNSON to nis hotel room the next day. The fact that 
VOLKOV joined JOHNSON uninvited and set him up for the approach 
without leaving the table suggests that there had, in fact, 
been signs of his homosexuality beforehand and that operational 
plans had been laid by this time.

NOSENKO has described the caution taken in other homosexual 
entrapment cases and has named several which were called off 
because of a risk of scandal. It is, therefore, unusual that 
the KGB would take this risk merely to force JOHNSON, an 
American and a Baptist minister, to stop writing insulting let
ters and articles.

NOSENKO did not know why he became involved in this opera
tion the'day after he reported for duty in the senior position 
of Section Chief. He said only that BOBKOV, a Deputy Chief of 
the Second Chief Directorate, told him to do it. During his 
talks with JOHNSON, NOSENKO introduced himself to JOHNSON as 
•Georgiy Ivanovich NIKOLAYEV," (rendered by JOHNSON as NIKOLOV) 
the "Chief of Police."
(ii) The BARGHOORN Provocation-Arrest

The arrest of Professor BARGHOORN (Pages 3U4-309) took 
place at the end of October 1963, at the time NOSENKO said he 
was First Deputy Chief of the Tourist Department. NOSENKO has
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described in detail the selection of B’.’GHOCPN aa a hostage for 
IVX’iOV (the KGB o f f i c e r a r p H *? , jnrfejr * / Y be for e in New York 
City as a result of the P-^'-r.lngof the provocation, oc7=r“?JuactrvxfTroTr^rrtTu\uing BAfGHDORN 
which were not related to the provocation, BARGHOORN*S  arreat . 
in Moscow, and the early stages of his interrogation. Except for some variation in dates, NOSENKO's accounts of BARGHOORil's 
movements and of-the sequence of events in the provocation
arrest matched that, of BARpROOPM. This case is in two ways 
similar to the approach to W.E. JOHNSON: It was an operation 
in which there was_.no thought of recruitment, and BARGHOORN was
able to identify NOSENKO as a participant.

BARGHOORN reported that the day after his arrest he was 
questioned by the same officer who had interrogated him the 
evening before about the “compromising materials" which had 
been planted on him. With this officer on this one occasion 
was his "chief," whom BARGHOORN subsequently identified by photo
graph as NOSENKO. KOSENKO has said that he was told-by the 
Chief of the Tourist Department that GRIBANOV wanted him (.NOSENKO) 
present in the interrogation room ut the time when BARGHGOP'J 
admitted that he had the compromising information in his posses
sion ut the time cf arrest. NOSENKO did not knew why his pir- 
ticular presence was needed or deaired, tut he complied despite 
the fact that he did not want to reveal his face to BARGHOOPN 
as he knew BARGHOORN would be released. KOSENKO said that he 
stayed in the interrogation room only until the interrogating 
officer secured this admission and then he left. BARGHOORN 
has reported that NOSENKO attended one of the interrogation 
sessions, that this session covered only biographic and background 
matters, ar.d that the compromising documents and his possession 
of them had been discussed the previous evening, right after his 
arrest.

In describing the planning of this provocation, NOSENKO 
told CIA that the suggestion to provide BARGHOORN came fren 
GRIBANOV, who took the idea of arresting BARGHOORN to KGB Chair- 
nan SEMICHASTN'/Y, but did not divulge to him that it would be . 
based on provocation. Inis was on the day before the arrest. 
SEMICHASTNYY agreed with the idea of the arrest ar.d secured 
permission to carry it out from BREZHNEV, as KHRUSHCHEV was 
out of Moscow at the time. Reliable sources show, however, 
that KHRUSHCHEV was in Moscow on 30 October, the day when SEMI
CHASTNYY allegedly called BREZHNEV, and was also there on 31 
October, the day cf the arrest. BREZHNEV was not seen by 
Westerners in Moscow from 29 October until 2 November 1963.
• (iii) Tho Approach to BPAUNS

NOSENKO said he personally approached the American tour
ist BRAUNS (Pages 293-295) shortly after returning to Moscow 
from Geneva in 1962. BRAUNS had lived in Leningrad until World 
War II, had left with the fleeing Germans, and had eventually 
settled in the United States, where he was a technician working 
at an "interesting company making computers, adding machines, or other instruments." NOSENKO had originally instructed his
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subordinate KRUPNOV to handle the case, but KRUPNOV was not able 
to get anywhere with BRAUNS and in the middle of the approach 
called NOSENKO fcr help. NOSENKO went to the Moscow Hotel where 
KRUPNOV and BRAUNS were talking, and he eventually secured 
BRAUNS’ agreement to cooperate, against threat of imprisonment 
for treason on the basis of his wartime flight from the Soviet 
Union. BRAUNS left Moscow the next day for Leningrad, and be
cause NOSENKO felt the recruitment was "shaky," KRUPNOV was 
sent after him to consolidate the agreement. BRAUNS refused 
to see KRUPNOV however, so again KOSENKO vent to help hira. It 
was clear to NOSENKO, however, that BRAUNS was so frightened 
that he would never work for the KGB; NOSENKO thereupon decided 
to terminate the case, and BRAUNS waa sent on his way. ?-

NOSENKO could not recall his position at the tiro he approached 
BRAUNS, he did not know why BRAUNS had visited tl.e Soviet Union, i
and he was unable to name any Soviet citizens with whom BRAUNS 
came into contact while in the USSR. BRAUNS, in fact,.had spent 
almost a week in Moscow before the approach was made.. During 
this time*  he spent his days with an Inturist tour and his even
ings with an old girlfriend he had known te£ore the war. She 
had been writing to BRAUNS in the United States for about a year, 
telling him of her unhappy marriage and impending divorce.
BRAUNS had written her of his intention to visit the USSR, and 
she travelled specially from her heme in Leningrad to Moscow to 
spend this time with him.

According to the account given by BRAUNS, the man (NOSENKO, 
according to NOSENKO) who joined him and his original interro
gator in Moscow was the person who first approached him in Lenin
grad. This suggests, if correct, that it was NOSENKO who was 
sent there to consolidate the recruitment, not KP.UPNOV. BRAUNS 
was unable to identify NOSENKO’s photograph but explained that 
he was so frightened that he probably could not recognize any
one involved. Other aspects of his story therefore may be con
fused.
(iv) The Arrest of KOTEN

NOSENKO said he supervised the homosexual provocation and 
arrest of American tour guide KOTEN in 1963 and the develop
ments in the case were reported to him (Pages 292-303); he was 
not in face-tc-face contact with KOTEN. NOSENKO explained that 
KOTEN, a member of the CPUSA, had frequently visited the USSR 
since the war, ha? numerous suspicious contacts there, and was
considered possibly to be a "plant" (presumably of the FBI) in 
Xhe Corgunist Party. Prior to his arrival in 1963,1 Residency reported r hat KOTEN was in contact*  
with an important ^BF^acent in that he was carrying
the address of relatives of this agenu with Lim en bis trip, 
and tiiat he intended to visit them. On this basis, it was
considered that he might have the mission of invescigatina 
the agent inside the USSR.

As it was suapectea Iran earlier trips that KOTEN
was a homosexual, the KGB planned to compromise him, arrest 
him, break him, and provide time for the CSS agent to make hie 
escape from the United States. KOTEN was arrested, but the
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agent refused to leave the United States, and wJ.en the CPUSA 
protested the -arrest of one of its members, KOTE.N was released.

KOTEN was a long-tine Communist, and there are no apparent 
reasons why the KGB should doubt his loyalty. His homosexuality 
was well-known to his acquaintances within the CPUSA, and at 
the time of his trip to the Soviet Union he was acting as a tour 
guide for the Hew York firm "Afton Tours," which is owned by 
SVENCHANSKIY. (NOSENKO said that SVENCHANSKIY, alio a Corar.u;-.i st, 
was his own agent at the time of KOTEN’s arrest.)

The fact that KOTEN had been arrested on charges of homo
sexuality was leaked by Intv.rist to press services two days 
after the reported date of the arrest, resulting in wide pub
licity in Western newspapers. (The U.S. fj?bassy was nc“ noti
fied officially until two days later.) There was no apparent 
reason for this extremely unusu?l step by the KGB, which can 
ba assumed to manipulate Inturist for operational support pur
poses.

After the CPUSA had protested the action, KOTEN was re
leased from prison. He was told that the incident was a mistake 
which had been corrected, that ha was free ro go anywhere he 
wantedin the Soviet Union, and that he co.Id return anytime.

the agent, has since repatriated to the Soviet 
Union.
d. Agents Handled by NOSENKO

When NOSENKO transferred from the U.S. Embassy Section to 
the Tourist Department, he took with him the two homosexual 
agents VOLKOV and YEFREMOV, PREISFREUND, and P.YTOVA
(Pages 287-289V. The homosexuals he used the day after his 
return, in the operation against W.E. JOHNSON. This was their 
first operational use since the fall of 1959; they were never 
used again before being terminated at the end of 1962 or early 
1963, NOSENKO said, because they were "too well known." PREIS
FREUND was considered compromised to American Intelligence 
following the defection of GOLITSYN, so he also was never used 
again, although NOSENKO met him socially when PREISFREUND re
turned to Moscow on business trips as recently as 1963. During 
the first part of 1962, on instructions from KOVSHUK and the 

- Chief of the American Department, NOSENKO continued tc meet 
with who was still involved in the development of ZUJUS,
the American code clerk. NOSENKO last saw before going
to Geneva in March 1962; WEISS left the Soviet Union to return 
to Syria while NOSENKO was away. RYTOVA, NOSENKO said, had 
been his agent since 1956 or 1957. Some time in 2962 she moved 
from her position as an instructor of Greek at the Institute 
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of International Relations to a position in the school of the 
CPSU Central Committee and ceased agent work. Although she 
was inactive, KOSENKO continued to be registered as her case

' officer until 1964, when he defected.
(i) FRIPPEL

Having left his assignment in Moscow in early 1951, FRIPPEL 
(Pages 129-133' and' Part} VI11. D. 5.) returned several tines to 

’ the Soviet Union in 1962 and 1963. NOSENKO, who remained his 
case officer although PRIPIEL now lived and worked in New York 
City, met him each time. FRIPPEL said there were three such 
occasions, in February 1962 when he met once with NOSENKO and

• CHELNOKOV in Odessa, and two later times in Moscow and Odessa, 
when NOSENKO came alone. NOSENKO denied that he met FRIPPEL 
in Odessa in February 1962 with CHELNOKOV, but said that he met 
twice with him alone after returning to Moscow from Geneva. 
The first of these meetings was in the summer of 1962 when FRIP
PEL was accompanying a group of American newspaper editors tour
ing the Soviet Union. FRIPPEL said NOSENKO called briefly at 
his hotel room to enquire what questions the editors planned 
to ask KHRUSHCHEV during a planned interview. When FRIPPEL 
said he did not know, NOSENKO departed and FRIPPEL later re
peated that he did not see NOSENKO again on this trip.' (NOSENKO 
said he called again after the interview to learn the "reactions 
of the editors.) The second meeting was in Odessa, when FRIPPEL, 
visited the Soviet Union as a guide on a tour ship. According 
to FRIPPEL, it was on this occasion that NOSENKO apparently made 
a phone call to ask permission to go aboard FRIPPEL*s  ship, and 
it might have been at this meeting or the earlier one that 
KOSENKO told him something of his personal background. (FRIPPEL 
knew a considerable amount of information about NOSENKO's father 
and family.) NOSENKO denied the possibility that he would have 
to request permission to board the vessel and said that if he 
had told FRIPPEL anything about himself, it was when*  he was 
drunk. Both FRIPPEL and NOSENKO agreed that FRIPPEL provided 
no information of value during any of these meetings.

■ ' . (ii) SVENCHANSKIY
NOSENKO has cited SVENCHANSKIY, KGB cryptonym "ANOD," as 

' an example of the Second Chief Directorate's use of foreign 
travel agents to signal the KGB when an interesting tourist is 
about to visit the Soviet Union (Pages 295-298). SVENCHANSKIY 
was recruited for this purpose, NOSENKO said, in 1961 and used 

' to send open-code signals to the Tourist Department by marking
< visa applications whenever he spotted anything significant.
! Some of SVENCHANSKIY*s signals had been>considered, NOSENKO
■ said, "of definite operational interest." In September 1963,
/ NOSENKO took the case over from the previous handling officer,
i NOSKOV, and his name was listed in SVENCHANSKIY's file as theI .. responsible officer.
j NOSENKO first said that he had read SVENCHANSKIY's file

and then changed this to say that he had only skimmed it. He
j met twice with his new agent, once in September 1963 and once
i later in the year. On both occasions, NOSKOV was present.

r
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KOSENKO said that at the tine SVENCHANSKIY was recruited 
in 1961 that, because SVENCHANSKIY was known to have had con
tacts with AMTORG in New York, there was some suspicion that 
he might be an FBI agent. NOSENKO was unable to be more pre
cise as to the basis for these suspicions and, when asked how 
NOSKOV had resolved them, was able to say only that NOSKOV 
•felt’ that SVENCHANSKIY was not an American agent.

NOSENKO knew little about SVENCHANSKIY's background from 
the one-volume file kept on him in the Tourist Department: He 
did know that SVENCHANSKIY was recruited in 1961 on the promise 
of commercial favors, that he had at one time been detected 
in blackmarket transactions in the USSR, and that in addition 
to his travel agency, SVENCHANSKIY ran a Russian-language book
store in Chicago. FBI and CIA records show that SVENCHANSKIY 
has been eriployed by a series of registered Soviet Government 
organizations in the United States since the early 1930’s, 
that he was released from his position as a United Nations radio 
officer broadcasting to the Soviet Union in 1952 when he failed 
to answer questions of the Senate Internal Security Committee 
concerning alleged subversive activity, and that both his travel 
agency and his book store are affiliated with registered Sov
iet agencies, Inturist and Mezhkniga. Allegations on file of 
SVENCHANSKIY's Communist sympathies and probable Soviet espion
age activities date back to the Second World War. In August 
1950, Harry GOLD linked SVENCHANSKIY to the Soviet espionage

cchFxuential secretary of GOLOS, the ’director of Soviet espion
age in the United States.’ (NOSENKO knew that someone called 
Sonya worked for SVENCHANSKIY in New York, but said that she 
is not a KGB agent and was not the one who marked the visa 
applications.)
e. The OSWALD Investigation

As First Deputy Chief of the Tourist Department, NOSENKO 
said, he was directly involved in the investigation of OSWALD'S 
activities in Minsk which was ordered after the assassination 
of President KENNEDY (Pages 136-144 and Part VIII.D.5.). It 
is from his role at this time and his reading of the Minsk KGB 
file on OSWALD that NCSENKO derived his authority to state that 
the KGB ’washed its hands of OSWALD" after his attempted sui
cide in the USSR, that there was no attempt to recruit either 
OSWALD or his wife, and that KGB interest in OSWALD while he 
lived in Minsk was restricted to passive observation.
f. The CHEREPANOV Investigation

Part VIII.B.6.C. contains a discussion of the CHEREPANOV 
case, in which NOSENKO claims to have been involved in Novem
ber 1,962 while Deputy Chief of the Tourist Department.
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g. Renarks

Leaving aside NOSENKO’s unsubstantiated claims to super
visory jobs in the Tourist Department in 1962-1963, when he 
indicated he was absent from KGB Headquarters nearly half of 
the tine, his personal role in operations and investigations 
of the period appears artificial in sone instances and im
plausible in others. KOSENKO’s knowledge of the origins of 
the JOHNSON case is incomplete’, the timing conflicts with other
activities attributed to hireself, the expressed purpose of 
tne compromise in unique, and the outcome seems to have little 
consequence beyond enabling JOHNSON to confirm that NOSENKO 
appeared in it. Although BRAUNS may have been in a position 
to corroborate NOSE-.XO's appearance in that operation, he has 
not done so and his statements contradict NOSENKO on the part 
the latter played. So too Jo the statements of BARGHOORN, who 
recognized NOSENKO as a person who was seen briefly during the 
interrogation sessions; certain facts from other sources con
tradict NOSENKO on one important detail (KHRUSHCHEV’S presence
in Moscow) of the EARGHOORN arrest, explained as a retaliation 
hostaae action for events in

earlier information information on the backg?

NOSENKO's in.
Communist KOTEN seems simply to have confirmed

fragmentary, lacking even the most important facts known from
several, mainly overt, sources; his attendance at meetings 
with SVENCHANSXIY; was confined to the two times when the
original handler was also present. The position of KOSENKO in 
the FRIPPEL and OSWALD cases is discussed in Part VIII.D.5.
In summary, NOSENKO's operational work was not commensurate 
with that of a Section Chief and Deputy Department Chief, nor 
with that of a case officer, regardless of rank. Where the 
participation of NOSENKO in Tourist Department activities has 
been or might be confirmed by other sources, it is therefore 
unproven that he was in a supervisory position in the KGB or 
that he was even a case officer.



E. Examination of Other Aspects of NOSENKO*s  Biography

See Part VIII.D.2. for a discussion of the likelihood that 
NOSENKO served in the naval GRU.

** See Part VIII.B.7.c. for an analysis of the CHEREPANOV 
case.

1. KGB Awards and Ranks
a. Awards

At various tines since contacting CIA in 1962, NOSENKO 
described a series of awards and decorations which he received 
over the years for his performance of duties in the Second Chief 
Directorate (Pages 319-321). He claimed to have received the 
Order of Lenin, the Order of the Red Star, and the Order of the 
Red Banner; he said he received a special commendation from 
KGB Chairman SEROV for his role in the BURGI recruitment and 
the same award in 1959 for his recruitment of all of the Ameri-- 
can or British tourists recruited that year by the KGB (three 
British and three American homosexuals). NOSENKO told of a 
number of other commendations which he received—almost one a 
year—for his "general good work." In October 1966 NOSENKO 
said that he never received any awards for his KGB operational 
performance, only a medal for satisfactory completion of 10 
years of KGB service and a Red Army anniversary medal.
b. Ranks

NOSENKO*s  descriptions of his various rank promotions fol
low a similar but more complicated pattern (Pages 322-326). 
He has given two separate sets of circumstances for his.first 
promotion, from junior lieutenant to lieutenant. According to 
the first of these, the one NOSENKO adhered to during 1964 and 
1965, he was promoted to the rank of lieutenant while serving 
in the Far East with the naval GRU at the beginning of 1951. 
NOSENKO explained that the required time in grade is sometimes 
cut in half for officers serving at this undesirable post, and 
that this is why he was promoted after only six months of 
active duty. In 1966 NOSENKO said for the first time that he 
did not enter on active duty until March 1951 and that his 
promotion to lieutenant was in tnid-1952, while stationed in 
Sovetsk, on the Baltic. In all his accounts, NOSENKO has said 
that he entered the KGB with the rank of lieutenant as this 
had been his rank in the naval GRU.*

During his first meetings with CIA in Geneva during 1962 
NOSENKO claimed then to be a KGB major and said that he had 
already completed the necessary time in grade for a lieutenant 
colonelcy. NOSENKO gave an apparently accurate description 
of the structure of his salary as a major (so much for rank, 
so much for longevity, etc.) and pointed out that he was fill
ing a position (Chief of Section) normally held by a lieutenant 
colonel. On contacting CIA again in 1964, NOSENKO claimed the 
rank of lieutenant colonel. He supported this claim with the 
TDY authorization issued for the CHEREPANOV search,* **•  which
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gave NOSENKO’s rank as lieutenant colonel and was signed by 
GRIBANOV himself and testified to it by his signature on the 
■official biographical statement" prepared in Frankfurt.

The first major change in NOSENKO's story of his promo
tions came during the interrogations of January 1965 wnen he 
volunteered out of context and for no clear reason that he had 
never held the rank of major but rather, because of a series 
of administrative slip-ups and GRIBANOV'S advice and help, had 
jumped directly from the rank of captain, which h>« received 
in 1956, to the rank of lieutenant colonel in late 1963. 
NOSENKO was later to claim that he had never said in 1962 that 
he was a major.*

* This change of story coincided closely in time with a change 
in the information reported bv Shortly after NOSENKO'sdefection to^B^khad said that remarks by his KGB associates 
madeiter^^^Ajhatl^^^rTi^^sslieutenant col one! '
nuSENKO was only a captain.
NOSENKO's retractions and changes of story concerning his 
personal and operational relationship with GRIBANOV are 
discussed elsewhere (Pages 327-336).

In an unsolicited statement given to CIA in April 1966, 
NOSENKO wrote that he was only a captain and that the TDY authori
zation for the CHEREPANOV search had been filled out in error.
c. Remarks

NOSENKO's admissions regarding his awards and promotions
directly affect his self-portraiture as a successful and rapidly 
rising KGB officer. They also have a bearing f the
alleged reasons for this rise ; it was
GRIBANOV'S favoritism. NOSENKO almost invari . inked GRI
BANOV’S name to each of the awards he earlier claimed to have 
received. In most cases it was GRIBANOV who decided that
NOSENKO should get a particular award; in the rest, it was 
GRIBANOV who physically presented the award to NOSENKO. The 
same is true of NOSENKO's account of his rank promotions: 
GRIBANOV, NOSENKO said, had promised him that he would bo pro
moted directly from senior lieutenant to major in 1959; when 
the Personnel Department made a mistake and only promoted 
NOSENKO to captain, GRIBANOV advised him to accept this rank 
and promised that when he had completed sufficient time in grade 
for.promotion to major, GRIBANOV would see to it that he was 
promoted directly to lieutenant colonel. This is what happened, 
NOSENKO said in 1965, and after he received his rank of lieu
tenant colonel, GRIBANOV called him in and congratulated him. 
On the basis of NOSENKO’s admissions, there is additional rea
son to question his relationship with GRIBANOV.**

NOSENKO carried with him to Geneva, against KGB regulation 
and for no reason he could explain, an official KGB document 
listing him as a lieutenant colonel and signed by GRIBANOV him
self as well as by two provincial authorities. This suggests 
strongly that the lie concerning NOSENKO's rank was not NOSENKO's 
alone. (If, in fact, as pointed out above, the CHEREPANOV 
papers were fabricated by the KGB, then there was no genuine search 
for CHEREPANOV and NOSENKO's document is also fabricated’ and 
not a mistake as NOSENKO claims.)
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2. Affiliation with Communist Party Organs 
a. introduction

NOSENKO drifted into the Komsomol, he said, in 1943 or 
1944 without giving the step any thought whatsoever. All of 
his friends at the Baku school were joining, so NOSENKO did 
too. He remained an indifferent member of this Communist 
youth organization throughout his school and university years, 
in the GRU, and during his first year as a KGB officer. Or. 
arriving in the U.S. Embassy Section of the American Depart
ment in 1953, NOSENKO told CIA, he was appointed Secretary of 
the small Komsomol Organization of the Second Chief Director
ate, a group of about 17 members.
b. Discussion

NOSENKO was questioned by DERYABIN on his duties as Kom
somol Secretary (Pages 623) and, although able to give a super
ficial account of these functions, was found to be unaware of 
certain basic information which DERYABIN felt a person in this 
position should have. Thus, for example, NOSENKO provided a 
description of the system of levying dues on Kcrcscraol members 
which was substantially incorrect and was unaware that a Kom
somol Congress (the first in many years and therefore a major 
event) had been held during his claimed tenure as Secretary.

NOSENKO said that he held the position of Komosraol Organi
zation Secretary until the late spring or early summer of 1954, 
when he got into trouble for having used official KGB alias 
documentation to conceal the fact that he received treatment 
for venereal disease contracted from a prostitute. Immediately 
after this incident, said NOSENKO, he was removed from his 
position and a "strict reprimand" was placed in his Kom
somol file. Several months thereafter, on the eve of his 27th 
birthday, NOSENKO was forced out of the Komsomol because he was 
too old. For over a year, until January 1956 when NOSENKO was 
admitted as a candidate member of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, he was the only officer in the KGB who was neither 
a Komsomol nor a Party member. KOSENKO's account of his expul
sion from the Komsomol on reaching his 27th birthday is con
tradicted by the official Statutes of the Komsomol in effect 
at that time. These regulations stipulate a maximum age of 
25 years and NOSENKO should therefore have been forced out at 
the end of October 1953, upon reaching his 26th birthday. This 
was explained to NOSENKO, who insisted that he remained a member 
until he became 27 years old and that no special exceptions 
were made in his case.
c. Remarks

The fact that NOSENKO is incorrect regarding the age limi
tation makes it doubtful that his account of the venereal 
disease incident and his removal from the Komsomol Secretary
ship is true. The date which he gives to this incident is 
after that on which he should have been expelled from the Kom
somol. (Additionally, NOSENKO’s descriptions of the veneral 
disease incident, his use of false documents, and his subsequent 
punishment by the KGB and the Komsomol have been inconsistent; 
see Pages 80-81).
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The evidence that NOSENKO lied about this particular 
aspect of his first tour in the U.S. Embassy Section further 
suggests that his entire account for this period of bls 
career is fabricated (See Part VI11.D.3.).
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3. Schoolinq
a. Introduction f

There is relatively little reliable collateral information < concerning NOSBlKO's schooling up until 1950. Other than what | 
he himself has reported, available information consists of overt! 
press releases pertaining to the Minister NOSENKO’s career (and. 
giving his location at various times) and comments by one KGB 
officer and one defector. NOSEiKO’s own account, together with f 
references to these other sources, is summarized below.

With the exception of minor variations in dates, attrlbut- ! 
able to memory, NOSENKO’s story of his early years until the 
beginning of World War II, when he hed just completed the sixth 
grade in Moscow, has been generally consistent in its various 
tellings. Moreover, his accounts of having studied in Lenin
grad and Moscow agree with information concerning the positions 
and movements of the elder NOSENKO during these years. In con- ' 
trast, the period immediately following, during which NOSQ(KO i 
allegedly received his early training in naval matters is char
acterized with frequent changes of story, contradictions, and 
admitted falsehood.
b. Discussion

In 1964 and 1965 NOSENKO recalled that he enrolled in the 
Moscow special naval school in the summer of 1941, immediately 
after the Germans attacked the Soviet Union, and was evacuated 
with the entire school from Moscow to Kuybyshev in September 
to begin studies in the seventh grade. (An article in the Sov
iet Army newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda (Red Star) on 14 January 1967 
confirmed that seven special naval schools were established in 
the Soviet Union in April 1940. One of these was in Moscow. 
However, to be eligible for admission, one had to have completed! 
the seventh grade. The article did not indicate that the Moscow! 
school was evacuated.) In April 1966, NOSENKO remembered that 4 he did not go to Kuybyshev at this time but rather had been ’ 
evacuated to Chelyabinsk with his mother and entered the seventh 
grade of a regular school. ,

In keeping with his respective accounts, NOSENKO said in 
1964 and 1965 that he returned from Kuybyshev in the sunoer of 
1942 and secured admission to the Leningrad Naval Preparatory 
School, along with which he was evacuated by train to Baku in j 
the fall of that year. In April 1966, after inserting the year 
spent at Chelyabinsk with his mother, NOSENKO moved all events 
up a year and wrote in his autobiography that he entered the 
Kuybyshev school in the fall of 1942 rather than the fall of i
1941. NCSENKO also wrote at this time that he transferred to |
the Leningrad preparatory school and travelled to Baku in the ! fall of 1943, not 1942.' !

* Describing the reasons for his transfer to the Leningrad Naval 
Preparatory School, NOSENKO explained that the Moscow special 
naval school was evacuated further to Achinsk in Siberia and j
that this was farther from heme than he wished to go. The iRed Star article mentioned above said that the special naval J
schools were all closed in 1943, however. The special school ;
apparently therefore was not transferred further to Achinsk, ‘ 
but was shut down.
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Again to accomn-.odate the added year in Chelyabinsk, KOSENKO 

said in 1966 that he spent half a year (actually, according tu 
the rest of the story, about three months) in Baku before run
ning away from school back to Moscow in January 1944. In 
earlier accounts he said he was at the preparatory school there 
from October 1942 until January 1944. Earlier he had also 
given expansive and charging accounts of his escape from school 
to join the Soviet front against the Germans at Tuapse; nw he 
admitted that this was a lie. By cutting the time he was in 
Baku from 15 months to about three, NOSENKO also admitted im
plicitly that his accounts of the basic training he received 
in the preparatory school, of the summer he spent working at 
the school rather than returning to Moscow on vacation, and of 
his "certainty" that he celebrated his 15th birthday in Baku 
were also false.

NOSENKO has been relatively consistent in recounting the 
events of 1944. In 1964, 1965 and again in 1966 he told of 
studying as an "external" student in Moscow to complete his 
ninth year of schooling and of rejoining his classmates from 
Baku when the naval preparatory school returned to Leningrad 
in the autumn of 1944. On several occasions during 1964 and 
1965, NOSENKO described how he and his classmates spent October 
and November 1944 working in the woods near Leningrad before 
beginning their tenth grade studies late in the year; he omitted 
this account from his April 1966 autobiography.

KOSENKO'S account of the next years is similarly marked 
with a number of inconsistencies and falsehoods. (In the 
latter category he has claimed and later admitted as untrue that 
he attended the Frunze Naval Academy from 1943 to 1944, that 
he was on active military duty until being demobilized in 1945, 
and that he was shot in the hand by a jealous young naval offi
cer in 1945.) According to the account given under interroga
tion in April 1964, NOSENKO was shot in the hand at a party in 
the end of April 1945, was hospitalized, resigned from the 
preparatory school, and received a certificate of satisfactory 
completion of the tenth grade, although he had been in school 
only since November 1944. In 1965 and 1966 NOSENKO said, re
spectively, that he was shot by a naval officer in February 
or March 1945 and chat he shot himself in "early" 1945; since 
the 1964 interrogations he has claimed only that he received 
a statement of the courses he had attended at the preparatory 
school and that he completed the tenth grade at the Shipbuild
ing Tekhnikum in Leningrad.

The earliest collateral information specifically concern
ing NOSENKO’s educational 
General ueried desc

the Soviet Navy defector ARTAMONOV said he attended a naval 
preparatory school with NOSFNKO during the period 1944 to 1946. 
ARTAMONOV, after NOSENKO's defection was publicized, said he 
had known a son of the Minister NOSENKO in the naval school in
Leningrad from 1944 to 1946. He was then shown a picture of 
NOSENKO and confirmed this was the man. However, according 
to NOSENKO’s statements, NOSENKO would have been about two 



classes behind ART/JiOI.OV, ar.d wotnd have been .it the school 
for only about two months. It is conceivable that the presence 
of the son of the Minister of Shipbuilding would be widely known 
in the school and later remembered, but 60 would that son's 
self-inflicted wound ar.d disappearance, which ARTAMONOV has not 
mentioned. It is unlikely, moreover, that ARTAMONOV could (20 
years later) reliably recognize a photo of a person who had been 
there such a short time and not in ARTAMONOV'S class. (NOSQiKO 
claims not to have known ARTAMONOV nor to recognize the name.)

In all accounts, including his 1962 statements, NOSENKO 
has said that he entered the Institute of International Rela
tions in Moscow in 1945. His descriptions of courses, events 
and friends are as vague and unsubstantial as his accounts of 
his earlier schooling. He has given various dates for his 
graduation and has explained that he did so to cover up the 
fact that he failed his final examination in the subject of 
"Marxism-Leninism," of which he was ashamed. NOSENKO most re
cently claimed that he received his diploma in the end of the 
sunrr.er of 1950. ScifeE

c. Remarks
NOSENKO’s own admissions, at well as the small amount of 

collateral information available, make it clear that much of his 
account of his education has teen false. The reasons for this 
are not at all clear and perhaps, in fact, there is no logical 
explanation. The CIA psychologist who tested ar.d questioned 
NCSENKO about his youth suggested that, under conditions of 
interrogation, he may lie for no other reason other than his 
ne?ed to save face. This view is an accurate description of 
NOSENKO’s behavior when questioned in detail on this and other 
aspects of his pre-KGB life; it is not so with regard to ques
tioning on his intelligence career. Nor does the psychologist's 
view appear to explain why NOSENKO forgot or was unwilling to 
tell CIA about an entire year of his life, particularly such a 
significant one, after consistently ar.d apparently accurately 
(judging from the Soviet press accounts of the Minister's 
activities) describing the years preceding it. It is not 
apparent why NOSENKO originally volunteered the story of his 
travel to Baku in the fall of 1942, when this was untrue, or 
why he said that the Moscow Special Naval School was evacuated 
to Achinsk in 194 3, when he must be aware that the school was 
closed, if he was there.*

* The possibility that NOSENKO is not the person he claims 
to be (and with a completely false life history, or one 
lived by someone else) has been examined carefully, but 
no clear conclusion can be drawn on the basis of available 
evidence.
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y. Appraisals of NOSENKO, his Motivation, and Other Opera- 
TFonal Circumstances ~ ~

1. Introduction
Appraisals of NOSENKO the nan and of his motivations 

cm st be founded, as with any source, on factors which are 
often immaaaureable, but fewer reservations need be attached 
to an appraisal of the other circuastances affecting the 
course of events in Geneva in 1962 and 1964. These opera- ; 
tional circuastances can be analyzed and evaluated in ouch 
the same manner as were NOSENKO*s  production, sourcing, and 
biography for they are tangible pieces of evidence. In the 
next portions of this paper are presented these appraisals, 
which draw chiefly upon Pages 603-641 (for NOSENKO the man), 
Pages 20-29 (for his motivations), and Pages 11-19 and SO- 
43 (for the operational circumstances).
2. NOSENKO

The CIA specialists who assessed NOSENKO foubd him to 
be of above-average intelligence, cne of them saying that 
"his effective intelligence is more cleverness than intel
lectuality, more shrewdness than efficiency. ” Ke is capable 
of good memory and, as illustrated], by h.js repeating certain facts in .T}fe~B'amg~SSquence, capable, of _wha.t, appears to ~be~**  
goocLmeitorlzation or details, bn the other hand, there were 
numerous internal contradictions in NOSENKO's recountings 
of various events, he himself claimed an odd or poor memory, 
and he was the exceptional defector by having been totally 
debriefed within a relatively short period.

Parts VOID. and VIII.E. discuss NOSENKO’s truthfulness 
with reference to his Soviet Intelligence and personal 
backgrounds. Here may be added other observations by the 
CIA specialists: NOSENKO can exercise deception cleverly, 
he improvised and was evasive under interrogation, and he 
has a "remarkable'*  disregard for the truth where it serves 
his purposes. The results of the polygraph examination were 
that NOSENKO "attempted deliberate deception."

The gaps and errors in«NOSENKO's testimony therefore 
do not seem attributable to low intelligence or to consis
tently poor memory, but to a conscious attempt to mislead 
American Intelligence. Independently, then, this conclusion 
raises the questions of whether NOSENKO was dispatched by 
the KGB and if so, why he was chosen. Regarding the latter 
point, it is noted that a CIA psychiatrist observed: "This 
nan is capable of playing a role and playing it effectively," 

। and that a CIA psychologist stated: "From a distance NO- 
<SENKO looks very good (to his KGB superiors] as a possible 
I penetration agent, but close up he leaves much to be desired." lit was "close up," in the CIA debriefings and interrogations, 
ithat NOSENKO displayed an inability to explain the gaps and ’errors in his reporting.
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3. Motivat lor.
Part of one's notivation for such a drastic act as 

treason or defection may not be wholly conscious, and there 
may be underlying causes which any source might not want 
or be able to admit even to hinsclf. Thus, what NOSENKO 
said about motivation need not be taken at face value, and 
for this reason the whole question of his motivation must 
remain a minor weight in the overall assessment of bona fides.

NOSENKO has tried to present a meaningful explanation 
and has changed or adjusted his story to this end. He 
initially insisted that he had no ideological motives but 
simply wanted to "make a deal" in order to get out of 
trouble; yet thisdaim is open to question: The amount of 
operational money which NOSENKO needed to replace was hardly 
enough to have driven him to treason, especially since 
there were friends in Geneva like GUK and KISLOV who might 
have helped him make up his loss. Furthermore, only two 
days after CIA had rescued him with the funds. NQiENKO 
"spent_th'e CTA.jnoacy.'in another drunken "debauchery (with the 
same companion) and came back needing more. The discre
pancy between the degree of the need and the seriousness of 
of the act was so evident that the CIA case officer commented 
to NOSENKO at the outset that there must be some deeper 
explanation for his act. Thereupon NOSENKO added new 
reasons: His distaste for certain aspects of the regime, 
his resentment of KHRUSHCHEV, and his liking for Americans.

Dy his defection in 1964 NOSENKO changed the course of 
his life, although he had said in 1962, forcefully and 
unequivocally, that he would never do so unless in acute 
danger. In 1964 he could give no coherent explanation for 
the change of heart and in October 1966 he denied, for the 
first time, that.hehad said in 1962 that he would not de
fect. His only motivation was that, having risen to the 
level of Deputy Department Chief, he would not get to travel 
abroad any more. (This contradicts NCSENKO's 1963 state
ments: anticipating imminent promotion to Deputy Department 
Chief, he said that he would leave the USSR at least once 
a year in the future.) For no visible reason NOSENKO seems 
to have abandoned a purportedly successful and promising 
career, an undisturbed family life and children of whom 
he was fond, cast shame on his father's memory and his re
maining relatives, and departed forever from his own country.

His own unease concerning his motivation evidently con
tinued until, in 1965, he wrote one cohesive explanation. 
No part of this statement was ever borne out by his conduct, 
attitudes, remarks or reactions. He appeared, whenever his 
reactions seemed spontaneous, to dislike the United States, 
to have no interest in it politically, culturally, or 
scenically, and to preserve a preference for the USSR. A 
CIA graphologist commented on NOSENKO’s "strong emotional 
ties to his traditional background," while a CIA psycholo
gist reported: "Emotionally he has not defected in spite 
of his attempt to intellectually rationalize that he has." 
The psychologist also said that it is "almost impossible to 
determine his true loyalties and true beliefs."
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4. Operational Circumstances
a. Presence in Geneva (1962)

i. 9 6 ?When he came to Geneva in nid-March 1962,j.-NpSENKO 
was a newly appointed Section Chief in the KGB Second Chief 
Directorate, having held this position for two months. 
He himself acknowledged to CIA that it appeared strange 
for the KGB to send a new Section Chief on an extended trip 
abroad unconnected with his own work. His reasons for being 
in Geneve have varied and to some degree contradict one 
another: The Disarmament Conference was not expected to 
last more than "a few seeks," but NO SIN KO did not begin his 
work against SHAKHOV (one of the main reasons for bis being 
there) until six weeks after arrival; GRIBANOV played a 
role in his TDY, but NOSE.'KO later denied this; there were 
in 1962 "new rules" requiring a staff officer to accompany 
a Soviet delegation, but in 19G5 NOSENKO said he did not 
remember such regulations. He was permitted to go to Geneva 
in 1962 and 1964, as well as to Cuba in I960 and England 
in 1957 and 1953, under no supervision or restraint despite 
his claim to a record so had that he was not cleared by the 
KGB for permanent posting to Ethiopia in 1960.
b. Presence in Geneva (1964)

NGSENKO said on one occasion that GRIBANOV was one of 
those who allowed him to come to Geneva in January 1964, 
as a personal favor;*  he later not only denied this tut said 
in 1965 that GRIBANOV knew nothing about the TDY. He re
ported the 10G4 TDY might, because of his r.en position, 
be his last trip to the West, hence the "favor" of his 
superiors to permit him this last trip; in 1962 NOSENKO 
said he had the assurance that as Deputy Department Chief 
(which be knew he was about to become) he would In the future 
cone to the West at least once a year. Also, NOSENKO could 
not explain why a First Deputy Department Chief, if allowed 
out of the USSR as a "treat." would go abroad for a conference 
which could be expected to last many weeks, probably months. 
This question is compounded by the fact that NOSENKO would 
be needed in Noscow: He said that a KGB conference to plan 
the handling of the tourist season was to be held at about 
this time, and he stuck to this story even after admitting 
that the telegram recalling him for this Moscow conference 
was an invention (sec below).
c. Access to KGB Residency and Availability to CIA

NOSENKO in 1962 routinely visited the KGB Legal Resi
dency in Geneva every weekday morning, although he claimed 
that he had no reason and that it is normally forbidden (as 
other sources h:ve confirmed).**  When asked how and why he 

. ser.3i.tive source 
--- —--------wA&gEffgTci ted GRIBANOV’S personal authorization of NOSENKO’s 

trip in the face of derogatory information as one cause of 
GRIBANOV's dismissal.
♦•NOSENKO said he did not visit the KGB Legal Residency tn 
London more than once during his visits there in a similar 
capacity in 1957 and 1958, nor during his trip tc Cuba in 
1960.
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did so Id Geneva, NOSENKO has given different answers at 
different times. His stories of simply "dropping in and 
hanging around” for lack of anything better to uo are 
unacceptable in terns of known or likely Soviet practice. 
His explanation that it was due to TSYMBAL's auspices or 
or intervention were contradicted by: First, his own con
fused accounts of his relationship with TSYMBAL; and second, 
his own statements at other times that it was GUK who was 
primarily responsible for NOSENKO’s visits to the Residency.

NOSENKO had a full day free for meetings on 11 June 
1962, although thereafter he United meeting tines to shorter 
and shorter periods until his departure. This seened 
natural at the tine since he would presumably have his own 
responsibilities and would need to be seen by his Soviet 
colleagues in his proper surroundings. However, in 1964 
he seemed not to nave any official responsibilities or any 
calls on bis time: He was willing to spend all his time in 
seetings with CIA. Although this could be explained by the 
fact that he planned to defect anyway, it nevertheless would 
have involved unnecessary risks to a genuine source about 
to become a defector. Ho showed no concern at the time, 
but later (in 1966), he said that he had been in fact afraid; 
it was for this reason that he invented the Moscow recall 
telegram, in order to hasten his defection and put an end 
to his fears of getting caught. It is, of course, impossible 
to make conclusive Judgments on Soviet practice, but one 
would expect, if NOSENKO were not engaged in security duties, 
that he would be required to participate for cover reasons 
in more of the Soviet delegation's official activity. He 
said that any absence could be explained as "security duties, 
since everyone on the Soviet Delegation knew or suspected 
that he was a KGB officer. This unconcern for the suspicions 
of other Soviets conforms neither with observed Soviet 
practice nor with reports from other sources that Soviet 
intelligence and security officers under cover go to some 
pains to hide their true affiliation.

NOSENKO explained the contrast between his freedom 
and availability in 1964 and his limited free tine in 1962 
by the fact that in 1964 he had no personal friends in 
Geneva; in 1962 both GUK and KISLOV expected to see him in 
his free time. (This story does not explain his ability in 
1964 to get away during conference working hours; neither 
GUK nor KISLOV affected this in 1962.)
d. Timing of 1962 Contact

NOSENKO had been in Geneva for three months in 1962 
when the incident which brought him to CIA occurred; it 
was only two weeks before his departure. He came to David 
MARK only 10 days before leaving. This bad the effect of 
limiting CIA's time with him. NOSENKO's contact came only 
about 10 days after CIA had completed, in the same city, a 
series of meetings with BELITSKIY, a Soviet interpreter who 
had been recruited and handled as an agent by CIA during 
earlier visits to the West. NOSENKO, as one of the two 
primary items he wanted to "sell” revealed that BELITSKIY 
had been under KGB control from the outset (Page 517).
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i 

e. Willingness to Meet CIA i
Although in 1962 NOSENKO claimed that he wanted to 

sell only two specific items for the money he had lost, and 
then disappear, there were indications from the outset that 
he expected and planned to come back for further meetings 
with CIA. At this first meeting he called attention to 
certain information in his possession about POPOV, hinting 
that he would tell it later; even as he protested his unwilling
ness to continue meeting with CIA, he was giving ample 
details about himself which would inevitably have compro
mised him to CIA and forced his future collaboration. Before 
he finally agreed to return for more meetings, he said: 
"Maybe I‘11 meet you again Monday*  (two days after the first 
meeting). NOSENKO refused, despite repeated inducements, 
to meet on the intervening Sunday. In fact, when he did 
return on Monday, he said that he had spent Sunday with 
friends, drinking and “discussing recent USSR foreign policy 
moves and speeches by KHR’JSi-CliEV."
f. The Recall Telegram

NOSENKO's confession that ho fabricated the 
his havina been urqentlv retailed tc !*osccw  bv a 
R leaves 
possible interpretations:

story of 
telegram 
only two

- There was a telegram, but NOSENKO’s mind has 
slipped and he is no longer able to distinguish between 
fact and fancy. This, however, is not borne out by 
his general conduct n?r his performance under interro
gation in 1966.

- There was, in fact, no telegram. (This is borne
Special Jnte.llicvnce.) Thus, the invention was 

not NOSENKO's but the the KGB briefed N3SitNKO to report to CIA that a
out bv
KGB's;
telegram was sent; am NOSENKO made an error in later 
admitting that it was not.

g. Remarks r 
The operational circumstances so far reviewed point 

out the facts that:
- NOSENKO was inconsistent if not contradictory in 

stating his reasons for being in Geneva in 1962 and 
1964;

- He had unusual access to the KGB Legal Residency 
and an availability for meeting CIA that seemed to 
impinge upon his security;

- He was willing to return to meetings with CIA al
though having at first said that there were but two 
items of information for sale;

- He was “in place" as a CIA source for the last 
six of his 100 or so days in Geneva in 1962, thus 
restricting the amount of time he could provide continu
ing reporting on the local Legal Residency; and

- After 12 days in the same status in 1964, he 
forced the defection by the KGB recall telegram, which 
appears to have been a fabrication.
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Taken together, these facts suggest the possibilities 
that the KGB sent NOSENKO to Geneva on both occasions for 
the purpose of contacting CIA, that the KGB wanted the 
opportunity to gauge CIA's reactions to the walk-in in 1962 
and to the defection plans in 1964, and that the KGB gulf*  d 
NOSENKO after contact was established in both years.

A further examination of the operational circumstances 
in Geneva lends credence to these possibilities. During the 
1962 meetings. NOSENKO would frequently answer CIA questions 
by saying: *'I  will have to think about that tonight," or 
"I will have some time tonight to jot down and prepare a 
good answer for you," or "I don't want to give you an answer 
to that right off—I am afraid to mislead you." He would 
return to a later meeting with the information, after having 
visited the Legal Residency, In 1964 there were other 
examples of what may have been backstage guidance by the 
KGB:

-He called for an urgent special meeting to cor
rect something he had said in an earlier meeting. 
Initially NOSENKO had named ZUJUS instead of KEYSERS 
as the U.S. Embassy code cierk whom he had personally 
approached in 1961. This seemed remarkably urgent and 
important to him at the time, and in retrospect this 
case gains special importance: It was the only time 
he claimed to have had direct contact with a U.S. 
Embassy staff employee during his alleged tour in the 
American Department in 1900-1961. If he could not 
remember this one name, it might call his entire story 
into question. It is hard to find another explanation; 
had he simply made a careless mistake, with his cus
tomary indifference to names and dates. NOSENKO would 
be unlikely to mull over what he had said at the meeting 
nor to bother about correcting a minor misstatement. 
Much less would he feel compelled to call an emergency 
meeting to do so.

-He cane to meetings with "chance" items picked 
. up at the Legal Residency, each of which would require 
I quick action and the commitment of assets on the part 
/ of CIA in Geneva. Also, NOSENKO originally said in 
I January 1964 that he wanted to defect right away, but 
| various steps taken or planned by his CIA handlers
1. kept him in place for a time. Each step, however, was

quickly negated—usually at the next meeting—by some 
information NOSENKO had picked up by chance.

-He asked, out of context and without any explanation, whether GOLITSYN had told CIA that the President 
of Finland was a Soviet agent, and later could not 
coherently explain where he had heard this, why he had 
not told CIA about it in 1962, and why he had asked.
In addition, the Soviet reactions to the defection were 

unprecedented and contrasted sharply with, for example, the 
Soviets’ avoidance of publicity concerning GOLITSYN'S defec- 
t ion in 1961. The post-defection actions by the Soviet 
Government created publicity which had the superficial effect 
of underlining NOSENKO's authenticity, establishing him as 
• public figure, confirming that he had a family, and veri
fying that his defection was of alarming consequence. These 

10P
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reactions seen purposeful in light of the approach in Paris 
in 1966 of a Soviet photographer to Paris Match; the photo
grapher passed photographs of NOSENKO’s wife and children 
as part of a proposed story to dramatize the abandoned 
family of a "top Soviet intelligence officer" whose defec
tion had caused the "biggest blow ever suffered by Soviet 
Intelligence." There is no independent press in the USSR, no Soviet journalistylllowed to publish as he pleases, and 
the Soviet Government in the past has shown no predisposi
tion to dramatize defections from its most secret agency. 
The photographer can only be presumed to have been acting on 
KGB instructions.

TOP SECRET



G. Sources Supporting NOSENKO 
1. J nt reduction

The pieceding portions of part VIII. present an 
analysis of the NOSENKO case without givina -detailed con- 
cideration to information about him f rem Soviets re
porting tc CIA and the FBI. because their evidence generally 
rtins counter to the results of the foregoing analysis, iL 
is reviewed here separately so that the concentrated examina
tion of NOSENKO would not be diverted by asides as to the 
authenticity and reliability of these Soviets. As indicated 
below, the CZA and FBI sources who have directly supported, 
KOSENKO*  s intelgenet- background are 

1 and the defectors 
SYN claimed to know .

to have worked with him, and h'z’ENKO cc.ntr.tdicted GOLITSYN 
by saying they had never ret. Gom-.- of them, as well as 
CHEREPANOV, supported NOSENKO indirectly through overlapping 
information on specific KGB operations, tut th’s aspect 
of their reporting is reviewed in Part IX.

sensitive sources 
Mane GOLITSYN.

2. Corroboration of KOSENKO* h Ir.toi l igonce Career
The statements of C&^JilK^thc sources confirm that’ NOSENKO was a KGB officu^with access to sensitive information: 

rec

XCSENKO 
s on-KGB ipera-

said NCSiNKO was a KGB lieutenant colonel (later 
changed to captain), a friend and protege of the head 
of the KGB Secund Chief Directorate, GRIBANOV. who 
approved NCSEXKO's

tions against tie u 
D^>uty Chief of the Tourist department, lie also stated 
that NCSENKO, with his information on U.S. Embassy micro
phones and KGB operations involving correspondents and 
tourists, was "more valuable (to American Intelligence] 
than PENKOVSKIY AT NOSEK/G "could do tremendous harm 
to the KGB," and moreover, the
KGB "will not be able to operate normally tor two years" 
(i.e., until 1966). He described the repercussions in 
the KGB caused by NCSENKO*s  defection: new KGB regu
lations to increase security, the dismissal of 
KGB officers ir.clucina GRI£.A!JOV and the 
others

many

Asked
convic

KOSENKO >33

whether X35EHKO could be a

sensitive source
tojjKj stated that NOSENKO had attended the GPU's Mill- '
Tury-Diplomatic Academy (NOSENKO has indicated he de
clined the opportunity to enroll in this strategic
intelligence _schcol in the early 1950's.) Afterwards, i
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source 
NOSENKO was in "Intelli- 

about the recall of a 
rumored transfer of seme 

and the

- According to 
gence." His defection brought 
KGB secretary from Geneva, the 
60 Soviet officials from assignments abroad
dismissal of KGB personnel including NOSF.NKO’s friend 
GUK, whe had recommended the TDY to Geneva. In addi- XfctfffijalaSy tion, reported, immediately after the de-
f ect i cnr*t'P?eitntii  t i ve of the Exits Commission of 
the CPSU Central Committee went to Geneva to speak to 
the Soviet Government employees there.
said that L'OSENKO had beer, tried in absentia in Moscow 
for treason and sentenced to death (set Pages 46 and
342) .

- GOLITSYN failed to comment w?.en shown NOSENKO*s  
name- in 1961'. u.;c~~there is~~ng~rvcurt:3rrr~his ev-fr havinq 
mentioned ;j?lor td~~T}u- Western press announce
ment of the cefecti.cn in 1964, even though ;.e had named 
people kno*n~ to him in the toerici:> -■:part;cLnt cf the KGB*  Second CBief Directorate. ;SherrTy-aTCt”f defect!ng
GOtl'lSYJi siic tna: he had visited this Department in 
1960 and at the turn of the year 1360-1961.) lifter 
NOSENKO defected, GOLITSYN was given a swumary of 
NOSENKO’s Liography. Thereupon GOLITSYN reported that 
NOSENKO was a KGB officer whom he first met in 1953 and
last saw in 1959. Frcn 1953 to 1^57 or 1958, GOLITSYN 
stated, NOSENKO was in the U.S. Embassy Section of the 
American Department, responsible for coverage of U.S. 
military personnel and later either for others in the Kcs- 
cow Embassy or for correspondents. As of 1959, GOLITSYN 
said, NOSENKO was a senior officer in the Tourist Department; 
as of 1960, he was definitely not in the American Depart
ment. GOLITSYN added that GUK, CHLE/CJOV, and KASHCHEYEV 
were friends in the KGB whom he shared with NOSENKO (see
E-ces 343-344).

Soviet source, , indicated she had
been told by her KGB friend SVIRIN that NOSENKO was a 
"civilian”; he had nevertheless provided information on 
microphones in the V.S. Embassy and had caused "considerable damage." <KI8BaHS£3SS8f®2SE35S§H9!BS£SSS9<2jso_havecor^_ 
roborated certain non-Intelligence cspectsor iTOSENKO1s ~ 
background.

|have certified 
and all asserted orimplied that he had access to information valuable to Ameri

can Intelligence—the m i c r i n the U.S. Embassy being
one item in common.

o
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Moat of them have described the serious repercus
sions cf NOSENKO’s defection. The possihi1ities with, regard to 
the accuracy of these sources*  reporting are-

First, they arc correct. If so, the foregoing 
analysis is in error, they are valid sources, and 
NOSENKO is what he claims to be: a genuine defector 
whose previous positions in the KGB enabled hir to 
divulge all important details on operations against 
Westerners, miinly Americans.

1

Second, they are misinformed. If so, the fore
going analysis is correct, they may be valid sources, 
and NOSENKO has always been under KGB control. For 
this to te true, it would have been necessary for the
KGB to dispatch NOSENKO with only a highly restricted 
number of KGB personnel (including GRIBANOV) aware of 
the actual rircunstance:: of the operation. The KG3, 
at the same time, would have propagated within and out
side of the Soviet Intelligence Services the fiction 
that NOSDJKO was an actual but disloyal KGB officer

r spreadir.

Third, they have teen purposefully misleading 
American Intelligence for their own or KGB purposes. 
If so, the foregoing analysis is correct, and eor.e or 
all of them have participated in a KGB conspiracy to 
support the Lona f ides of NOSENKO, a KGB-controlled 
source.

These possibilities are discussed further in Part IX.
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H. Alternative Explanations
1. Introduction

Parts VIII.B. through VIII.F. have discussed the 
inaccuracies, self-admitted contradictions, inconsistencies, 
and incompleteness of NOSENKO’s reporting about himself and 
the KGB. Collectively, these important flaws in the story 
of and by NOSENKO make it necessary to choose an explanation 
for his actions and the nature of his information. There 
are thfee alternatives:

First, NOSENKO was a KGB officer but (a) has 
a faulty or selective memory, has embellished or 
boasted, or his reporting has been influenced by a 
combination thereof; or (b) he is insane.

Second, NOSENKO lied about himself in order to 
save face.

Third, NOSENKO has misrepresented himself, either 
on his own or at the instigation of the KGB.

Each of these mutually exclusive alternatives is discussed 
below.
2. First Alternative

According to one postulate, NOSENKO was an officer in 
the KGB but has a faulty memory, his a selective memory, 
and/or has embellished or boasted:
a. Faulty Memory

NOSENKO himself has repeatedly appealed for understanding 
that "different people have different memories" and that 
his own is "funny," and this is supported by his forgetful
ness and errors concerning events he is known, independently 
to have lived through, i»uch as the BURGX and cases.
But it cannot be said that he is, in general, "very bad with 
names," because he has almost total recall of names and 
positions of hundreds of KGB officers in the \merican and 
Tourist Departments. He has a good memory for faces and 
rarely failed to recognize photographs of people he claimed 
to know. He remembered consistently details about certain 
operations (the compromise and investigation of PENKOVSKIY, 
the surveillance of ABIDIAN to Pushkin Street, the JENNER 
case, the arrest of BARGHOORN, and the search for CHEREPANOV, 
to cite a few examples). NOSENKO was precisely accurate in 
his recollection of most of his dealings with CIA personnel 
from June 1962 onward.
b. Selective Memory

Although having a selective memory is probably true of 
nearly everyone, a CIA psychologist has described NOSENKO as 
a psychopath who would register each passing event only in 
relation to its effect on himuelf at that moment. This 
would inevitably make him indifferent to the characteristics 
of other people, for example, and to the sequence in which 
events transpired; the aspects important to him might r.ot 
appear so to a more objective observer. Such a person would

■> secret,
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suppress unpleasant memories and would have no real appre- 
elation of or respect for an "objective truth." His re
porting, like his perception and his memory, might therefore —f 
seem distorted. He right recount events according to his .<
mood of the moment. Thus, fo~ example, if real attachments - --*•  '
to family or friends is Impossible for a psychopath, there wotfTfr------be an explanation as to why NOSENKO cannot easily remember L , - ■ ■ - 
his childrens’ birthdays, why in 1962 (or 1965) he appears 
to have lied—or been Indifferent to the truth—about his 
older daughter’s schooling, and why he cannot recall when 
he first married. In theory this hypothesis can explain 
any aberration, slnco it involves the unknowable. In its 
most extreme form, by describing NOSENKO as one unable to 
discriminate between fact and fancy, it would encompass and 
explain away the facts that his story is obviously untrue 
and contradictory in major ways; that his account of his 
personal and professional life and his rendition of the 
information he knows are so vague and unsubstantial; that 
he cannot (and/or does not care to) remember or recount 
how he did the things he did. Most important, it would 
dismiss any conclusions based on NOSENKO’s testimony since 
nothing NOSENKO said could be taken seriously. This hypo
thesis, however, is unsupportable because of several 
factors.

First, NOSENKO claims—and other sources confirm--that 
he quickly rose to high supervisory responsibility in a 
counterintelligence organization which is known to require 
attention to detail. He would have risen in the KGB while*  
overcoming the black marks in his file: scandal, indiscip
line, negative background factors, and bad Party record. 
NOSENKO admits that his performance was not good; he was 
inattentive and inactive and almost none of his operational 
activity was carried out unaccompanied. That his rise re
sulted from his father’s influence or GRIBANOV's is unten
able, for his father died in 1956 and GRIBANOV’s patronage 
(itself open to the strongest doubt) would not and could not 
be dispensed upon such a mental case. Mental aberration to 
the degree which would explain his poor performance under 
CIA Interrogation would necessarily have hindered his per
formance of KGB duties, denied him special privileges, and 
and hence cost him the career which NOSENKO has claimed for 
himself.

A second factor negating this hypothesis of a psycho
pathic personality is that such a person could be induced 
to recall certain details with the help of discussion, 
questioning, and reminders, whereas NOSENKO’s vague and hazy 
reports seem to represent the absolute limits of his memory 
or knowledge. Years of questioning have not succeeded in 
dredging up any nej details or incidents. Even when reminded, 
he could not recall, for example, one of KOSOLAPOV’S TDYs to 
Helsinki, the details of the seizure of electronic equipment 
from the U.S. Army Attaches at Stalingrad, the correct date 
of GOLITSYN’S defection, or the presence of KHRUSHCHEV in 
Moscow at the time of the decision to arrest BARGHOORN.

Another factor is the impossibility of applying this 
hypothesis to the totality of NOSENKO’s reporting. If the 
hypothesis holds that some things are important to him and 
others are not, and that he therefore remembers the former 
and forgets the latter, it is refuted by the inability to

i TOP SECRET
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find a category of information about himself which he con- fa 1sterTtly remembered nor anv that he consistent!y~~forgofl 
If what is important is his own direct experiences, for example, it is odd that he rec&Tled the operations of others 
better than his own; he remembered the names of hundreds of 
KGB officers, but could not recall names of his own agents 
and people involved in his own career; he could recount 
details of the PENKOVSKIY investigation, in which he did 
not participate, but not of the discovery of American spies 
among tourists, such as McGOWAN, for which he was responsible; 
be remembered details of the 1955 MALIA case in which he 
did not meet the target personally but forgot details of the 
1961 KEYSERS case In which he did. If it is the Importance 
to him of recruitment operations against U.S. Embassy em
ployees which permitted him to recall sone details of the 
STORSBERG and MULE operations, it is not important enough 
to help him recall some of the other details which were 
equally pertinent to him personally; and it is not selective 
memory which made him forget almost every detail about CIA 
personnel in Moscow and KGB action against them. If it is 
said that his parental family is important to him ( hence 
his memory of his father’s funeral and the names of his 
uncles and aunts), it is odd that he cannot recall details 
about his childhood. If drinking with important people is 
meaningful to him, it would explain why he remembers one 
GRIBANOV evening with sharp clarity, but it does not explain 
why he cannot remember the other two times, not even in what 
season of the year or in what restaurant they took place.

Finally, with reference to the "selective memory’1 hypo
thesis, it is precisely in natters NOSENKO said he remembers 
best and which he told most confidently that the majority of. 
inexplicable contradictions arise. Nothing could shake him from his claim to have been directly responsible for ABIDlAN 
or on his story of the Pushkin Street dead drop, among 
numerous examples.
c. Embellishment

The third possibility is that he has simply embellished 
and boasted, while underlying his story is a core of truth 
somewhere near what he has reported. NOSENKO has, after all, 
admitted many "white lies" and boasts ("painting" himself, as 
he called it). Also, in the interrogations there were 
repeated signs that he was fabricating and improvising, often 
in ways which led him into more contradictions and further 
admissions of white lies. Perhaps then, according to this 
hypothesis, he simply invented, on his own, various aspects 
of his career. Perhaps he dated his entry into the KGB 
earlier to make himself seem more experienced, and invented 
his service in the American Department to make himself more 
interesting to American Intelligence. Perhaps he was only 
a principal agent, not a staff officer, but learned enough 
from his operations and from his handlers to think he could 
pose as one. This hypothesis would certainly explain many 
of the dubious aspects: the story of his career, his lack 
of information on KGB staff procedures, his Ignorance of 
major KGB events and sources, the degree of his relationship 
with GRIBANOV, etc. This theory, however, founders on a 
number of points:
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—The validity of the information he I: as provided. To get such information hr would have to bo a KGH 
staff officer, nust have worked In b' th the American 
and Tourist Departments a.-: he says he did, and uu*-t  
have Veen a fairly senior officer with broad respon
sibilities (in view of the number of Tourist Department 
operations revealed by naic in his 1064 notes). To 
name a few other examples from among hundreds possible:

(a) NOSENKO not only knew the identity of a KGB 
double agent against CIA, BELITSKIY, but gave checkable 
details from inside the case, including the nenes by 
which the CIA case officers identified themselves to 
the double agent;

(b) NOSENKO was able to report, with almost com
plete accuracy, that CIA ceased clandestine letter- 
mailings inside the Soviet Union for over a year after 
the arrest of Russell LANGELLE in late 1359;

(c) He identified several Americans recruited or 
approached by the KGB in operations in which he said 
he did not directly participate, including "ANDREY" 
(Dayle SMITH), Sergeant Robert JOHNSON, and Henry 
SHAPIRO;

(d) KOSENKO know inside information on Americans 
at the Embassy in Moscow, including operational activities of John AHIDI AN .^WINTERS? mailing of a letter to 
POPOV, the homosexuality of two diplomatic officers, 
etc; ted

(e) He kr.ew certain details of the story of Alek
sandr CHEREPANOV which would not have been available 
outside the KGB staff.
Thus there would not be any great need nor nuch room 
for embellishment.

-The confirmations of others. He appeared before BARCrHOCRN and ethet- KGB targets as a "chief," and cc-sitive] confirmed NOSENKO’s unusual -’"e a
1 s portae e• ir.at r.e was a Deputy Department Chief in 
the KGB, that his defection was a severe blow to Soviet 
Intelligence, that he was more important than PENXOVSKIY, 
and so on. A Soviet journalist told Paris Match that 
NOSENKO’s defection was the greatest Lois’ ever suffered jn.

—। by Soviet Intell
reported the recall to Moscow of many KGD staffers as

—I a result of the defection, and these officers did
indeed return to the Soviet Union.

Thus any embellishment must concern only minor details such 
as his rank, which he has already admitted.
d. Combination of Above

Another possibility might be that NOSENKO’s poor per
formance was due to a combination of bad memory, psycho-

I pathologically selective memory, and embellishment. While
, this theory is intrinsically more logical and might correctf and round off some obvious weaknesses in any one of the
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Individual theories, It cannot explain the counterarguments 
discussed under cor.ponent parts above.
e. Insanity

It night be postulated that NOSENKO went insane and that 
this was the cause not only oi his seemingly unmotivated 
contact with CIA is 1962 but of shortcomings tn his story. 
However, NOSENKO thereafter handled senior XGB functions 
well enough to be pronoted and to be permitted abroad in 
1964; he has been excnincd periodically by a CIA psycholo
gist and a CIA psychiatrist; he has been in contact over 
considerable periods of tine and under vArylrg degrees of 
stress with experienced CIA and FBI personnel; he has main
tained his equilibrium under difficult circumstances. None 
of the foregoing results in an indication of insanity and 
there are countless other r.rgunents which would invalidate 
this hypothesis.
3. Secund Alternative
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It has also been postulated that NOSENKO if. a psycho
path, is what he says he is, but that for psychological 
reasons and while under ir.terrojation, he did not want to 
tell what he knew. By this line of reasoning, NOSENKO has 
lied for no other reason than to save face; by dwelling on 
the inconsistencies in NOSENKO’s statements, the interro
gator merely caused more inconsistencies or else received 
the false answers tnat NOSE’(KO did not know or did not re
member the facts. Under interrogation, however, NOSENKO 
recalled and repeated what he had previously said in the 
less inhibiting atmosphere of the relaxed debriefings prior 
to 4 April 1964. This alternative explanation 
thus does not account for the factual contradictions in 
NOSENKO's reporting before the interrogations, such as the 
errors in dates, in sourcing on the ’’ANDREY" case, in de
tails about the Pushkin Street dead drop, etc. It also 
fails to account for KGSE’NKTs retractions about his rank as 
lieutenant colonel, in the face of the KGB TOY travel autho
rization which shows him to be a lieutenant colonel, and 
about the telegram recallin; him to KGB Headquarters in ___ 
January 1961. t »^SXSISiSS^BBSBSE3ShSBS&S3^!^EB!iSE2SSiat suggest lor, tha t NOSENKO lied to 
save face cjnsequently can be dismissed.
4. Third Alternative

The only other postulate is that NOSENKO is not what 
he claims to be, In which case his misrepresentation was 
done either on his own or as part of a KGB operation.

If he is misrepresenting himself on his own, there are 
(even in theory) only two possibilities: He Is merely exag- » 
gerating (discussed above, under the "First Alternative") or 
he is a fabricator. He cannot be a fabricator, however, since 
the Soviets have certified him in many ways; including his 
diplomatic status at the Geneva Conference, Soviet official 
protests and Soviet Embassy confrontation in Washington, Soviet officials*  remarks in various areas of the’ world, and reportsl—3r- Ms KGB status and 
Importance. sensitive so'~ce and
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There remains the possibility that NOSENKO has misrep
resented himself and is a witting part of a XGB operation. This 
hypothesis could accomodate the argument chat the KGB would 
not dispatch a KGB staff officer as a double agent against a 
hostile service because, whether or not the argument is valid, 
NOSENKO (as indicated in Part VIII.D. above) has not proven his 
claim to having served as an officer of the KGB. If he has 
been and is now under KGB control, it would appear that he was 
being built up for years to look like an officer and was shown 
to Westerners in certain recruitment operations.*  This could 
explain NOSENKO's revelations to,FRIPPEL and others about his 
family and background; the otherwise pointless W.E. JOHNSON 
case, and NOSENKO's appearance in the BARGHOORN interrogation. It could explain NOStiiKO's uneven memory and performance under 
detailed questioning: Much of what he should have known by 
personal experience could have been merely memorized as part 
of his KGB briefing. Nothing -.n NOSENKO's production (see 
Part VIII.B. above) would preclude his being a KGB-dispatched 
agent. That he was a KGB-dispatched agent was the conclusion 
independently arrived at by the CIA specialist who administered 
a polygraph examination to NCSENKO in April 1964.
4. remarks

The first alternative above has been rejected while the 
possibility that NOSENKO or. his own misrepresented himself 
is unacceptable. The remaining possibility is that NOSENKO • 
has been manipulated by the KGB in an operation directed 
against American Intelligence.

1 His American Department service in 1960-1961 was not supported 
by any such "shew*  appearances—he did not insist on the 
truth of his claim to participation m the KEYSERS case, 
which, moreover KEYSERS £ould rot confirm; PREISFREUND is an unreliable witness; and^gteBaareja^^. is not accessible to 
interview.
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I. Sunsary of Conclusions
CIA han considered every major aspect of lhe NOSENKO 

case for tho purpose of reaching a definitive conclusion 
about the bon?, fide*  of this san who sajs he is a KGB 
of ficcr-defcctor col lab _>ra t ing with American Intelligence.

As this polnt-by-point analysis has demonstrated, 
there 1« no reason to accept any of NOSENKO's claims to 
a career as an officer ir. Soviet Intel 1Igence, to authority 
concerning the rango and degree of KGB operational successes 
in the USSR (particularly with U.S. officials and private 
citizens), to accurate knowledge regarding major security 
cases in that country, or to cooperation with Arerlcan Intel
ligence.

It would be sufficient proof of his mala fldos to 
verify that NOSENKO lied about a finale segnent 'of “his 
career in the KGB. lie cannot have been truthful in saying 
that he was the Deputy Chief of the U.S. E; bassy Section. 
American Department, KGB Set on.. Chief Directorate, in 1960- 
1951 and a Deputy Cnief in the Teurist Department of the 
same directorate from 1962 until his defection. Numerous 
indications make it doubtful that NOSENKO, as he contended, 
belonged to the naval G'lU in 1951-1952, to the U.S. Embassy 
Section in 1953-1955, and to the American Tourist Section 
in 1955-1959. He was unable to support his alleged staff 
officer status in the KGB, providing incomplete ar.d Inaccu
rate information on his sub-sources and on such topics as 
Headquarters staff procedures while making illogical state
ments on modus operand!. Neither a supervisor nor, pro
bably, a case officer, it remains dubious but possible that 
he was a KGB principal agent whose speciality in the past 
was compromising Western homosexuals. Whatever the capacity 
in which NOSENKO served, it was not in the KGB ranks, holding 
the KGB titles, or with the KGB honors he has ascribed to 
himself, and this fact is enough to prove the falsity of 
his claims to being a genuine defector.

There is no question, however, that NOSENKO has had 
the benefit of inside information fro.n the KGB. He has 
said so, other sources have said so. the Soviet Government’s 

[ reactions to the defection implied ns much, and his reports
! contain details which could have cone only from the KGB.
; He was introduced into several operations, the first as
; early as 195S, in a position appearing "senior**  to known KGB

staff officers. He has provided data on organization, per- 
i sonnel, and methods complement Ing aud supplementing that fromj others affiliated with the KGB. Purposefully uisleedingj about hinsclf, NOSENKO has also been deceitful in discussing
| the compromises of CHEREPANOV, PENKOVSKIY, and perhaps POPOV,
i although here his renortine oftci correlates witn that from
1 « scleral Analysis showsj " ~'~^_^/that —-‘NOSENKO and others to t.’.e contrary -- CHEREPANOV »<s 
! a KGB provocateur, PENKOVSKIY was detected at the latest in
j early 1961 not 1952, and POPOV was probably uncovered earlier' than January 1959 because of a KCB agent rather than surveil

lance. NOSENKO thus has not merely misrepresented himself but 
। has practiced deception under KGB guidance. Appraisals of! NOSENKO’s performance under interrogation, his alleged motiva-
j tion, and the operational circumstances support this view.
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Furthemore, It 1b the only acceptable explanation, ano ng | 
the alternatives, for vbat baa transpired since contact with 1 
CIA began in 1962.

CIA's conclusion about the bona fides of NOSENKO is 
unequivocal: He is a dispatched agent controlled by the KGB.

Part IX contains a discussion of the iraplIcations of
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.'>'.. th® conclusion that NOSESKO did not serve In the KGB /v 
positions he clalnod contradicts infertration reported to CIA I

■ and the FBI by .. , (.
These sources, oil of18 

whom have claimed to be collaborating honestly with American 
Intelligence, stated or implied that NOSENKO held senior 
positions in the KG3 Second Chief Directorate."*  If the con- 
clusior.._rf this study of NCSEIKO’s bens i_ighl is accurate, none of the qQS&wsources can be correct, and they must therefore be 
either mraTnformed aoout NOSENKO or purposefully misleading.

In assessing whether and how
could have been innocently misinformed about NOSEaKU after he 
defected, it is necessary to consider the ways in which the KC9 
might have created and supported a legend for a counterfeit KGB 
officer-defector like NCJENKO. The KGS might have accomplished 
this by the following means:

- NOSENKO's legend would have required the KGB to 
brief him in depth on nuieious cases and various targets 
which he would be free to discuss with CIA. The KGB 
would also have to familiarize him with KGB staff organi
zational structure and procedures,*** a'd KGB officers 
prominent in his story (e.g., GGK, KOVSHUK, TSTMBAL, 
GRIEAi.'OV) so that he could not only recognize their 
photographs but also lend reality- to his remarks etout 
them. NOSENKO would also have co visit KGB installations 
and other areas which appeared in his legend.

***That these preparations were imperfect, or at least that 
NOSENKO imperfectly mastered his briefing, was shown in 
his performance under interrogation.

TO? St®
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- Another phase b£ th*  praperat Iona vo.ld hnv« been 
'.. MOSENKD'fl artual end darvorsttable partLcipsti.cn in cpera-< *•  tiona, ereatngly as i KG© officer. Rreaumab’y this vould 

b® dene so that Westerners (n.g., BARGl-iOGPK, FRIkPEL, and 
U.K. JCMijON) could certify that they had aeon HGSEHKO in 
•ome vuch role.*

- The KGB presumably would have restricted the number 
of its officers aware of some or all of the operational 
plan; it would nonetheless be faced with the problem of 
how public knowledge of KOSENKO's defection might affect 
others in the service, KGB officers abroad uninformed cf 
the operational plan might be indiscreet with foreigners. 
In meeting Western double agents, or before microphones in 
their hot.-.es and offices, n iking such remarks as ’I never 
heard of this man NOSENKO' or speculating close to the 
mark. Thus the KG3 might hsve tried to y.’-.tr rt the

~pv the tpread’-.g of t>.. :•<■• 
rumors about his authenticity (this on the part of the 
limited few aware of the facts of the case), by recalling 
Kjo officers from the pests in the lest (ostensibly be
cause they were known to NOSENKO). uy announcing the whole
sale dismissal of those responsible including GRIBANOV 
(although in fact they ray have routinely retired cr may 
have been removed from the main stream of KGB Headquarters 
activities). and by making general announcements within 
the KG3 ,aoo-;r. the loss” ’.rturred '■£ ■ the defection 

Further - 
more, since it is co.T.tion Soviet practice to make a bad ex
ample of defectors, such announcerents might be expected 
to denigrate KOSENKO as a bad character with venereal 
disease, an odd Party record, self-inf 1ictedWound, etc., 
in his background. The KGB might aiso have taken pains 
to support KOSENKO further by having Hentern Intelligence 
sources, notably double agents recognized by the KGB to 
be such, told cf the seriousness of the defection.

sensitive, s .treesIt is within this nos«ij-w ^^"eyprk th^t one mi?ht judge whether 
the reports concerning NOSENKO
were unwitting repetitions of widely disseminated misinformation, 
or whether their reports constituted purposeful passage of XG3 
disinformation. .

Their direct and indirect support of NOSENKO's bona fides, 
as well as the statements by GOLITSYN, are presented and evaluated 
in the next sections below, together with presentations and 
appraisals of their information on topics of reporting in cx-rr.on 
with NOSENKO's. Certain reports by

Source
* It is noteworthy that such participation was limited to Tourist 
Department operations. NOSENKO did not claim physical partici
pation m any contacts with American Dr.bassy officials during 
the periods 1953-55 cr 1960-61, except for MOTE and STORSBERG 
(where his claimed role was ur.checkacle since it Involved only 
holding a door) and KEYZERS (which KEYZERS did not confirm 
and on which NOSENKO did net insist, admitting that he doubted 
KEYZERS would remember or recognize him.

TOP
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xrealso considered because they 
overlap SCS^r.' «se extent, although by saying he was •jp«cco; _ civilian, contradicted his claim to KG3 staff
©ffleer status. A number of er.eral correlations between the

’ NOEZKKO case and the
voi-rcea .operations are then reviewed, lhe final section oTTrart” IX 1 

sumary of conclusions about the relationship between the NOSENKO
•cane*nd*he  reporting about him by GOLITSYN,

t

i

i
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t:..c: >:vict -Jit •••• 
..'villi;' • : 1:1 /.

gave i i.Jb-.-ln;!! :h.n ><- >•
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: :i II ; . j • : >: ■ . ■•• • . I.t
i r-l’i ■ . : • : .:i<. J’”, ' ....
i"u. ..I jhr.-cii . • .. r. ■;>.

t.iv J'.'.,.'! ii-r.s son of tile £■>.- . 11 t
. w.i.i hsl-but Got.XTSV::

cojn:z.,u '.he naaie.

On 10 February 1764 Ndbi-.UKO*  s ue tcc ti on t:. —. tlx- Soviet Dis- 
arr.ament rie legs r.; on i r. Genevi, 5’< 11.-.•r land w;u lubl ici red, includ
ing his KGB a f i ?. 11«.’.or. . .<(>(.:. GGL; TS i t.c-df: -.'.is news he inur.cdi-
ateiy r''Ci.llc'l the June i?u2 ’'l-.-cict “ fries $;> r. :er kirii. ;nd linked 
NOSENKO to it; lie i.'ierecpor. stated t.iiu' tie retailed NOSENKO as a 
nesber of t.ie Second Chief u’rectorate •voting -ganist Atocucan 
c • 11 tens.

On 11 a-biujry J-A.-l 'i'Sl’N i .use-! '.he ;>o<i ■ 11 y of hi_s 
yrtjcind ion in intc:r.-g..';oi:s of NoSEN'KO, j.nd x this time he 
v»’as given soroe‘bjekgorur..) on the cr.i >nd an i iiu i cation of CIA’s 
reservations about KGSEhrlO's bon.i ’’ver the next several
HiCtitns GGLJTSYN was piovj'lcd with in iteiiux t re :i tnc 1962 and 1964 
meetings with NOSENKO in Swi'tzcrl.ri.i, >nd al :ns request was 
supplied with all the- avail..tie biographic da’..< oi NOSENKO to 
assist rum in analyzing Li'.c opera! 1 ,-n. On 2'1 Jv:e 1964, GOLITSYN 
was interviewed in detail on the subject of !i.•JENf.O. He confirn-.ea 
NOSENKO’s identity a.; the ton of '.ho funner Mu ;stev or Ship
building and said tiut he was a KG', rtliccr who had worked in the 
Zct>ericar. Department z.nd the Tourist l> p . t f i:iv:; t al the KGU's Second 
Chief D t recto talc. He i..s .nicwi’ pho’ ogrei.;’ >-f NJSHiU'.O, (not 
Luric-d in a photo spec.id, In*,  siii"’/! ,n«l In. . SniillcG it as a 
photograph f>l the niun he ’miu-w. Z»<. tins litre i‘>" gave the information 
atiOUi. Il'iSE.NKO which is uui'W i rized licliiv.
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The NuJiJJKO case has not been discussed with GOLITSYN since 
the 29 June 1964 interview, thus he has npt been questioned 
further on the circumstances which led to the encounters with 
NOSENKU described by hire, nor have the results of subsequent 
detailed reinterrogations of KOJBIKO - discussed at length in 
the foregoing sections of this paper - been made available to 
him for review, analysis, or corment*  
2. Resume and Discussion of Information*

* The relationship between the reporting by GOLITSYN and NOSENKO 
on specific operations Is shown on Pages 594-595, with comments 
thereon appearing on Pages G47-659, while in this section are 
a discussion and an evaluation of what GOLITSYN said about
NOSENKO’s assignments in the Second Chief Directorate (see 
Pages 343-344).
<mong tho various dates given by NOSS1KO for this entry, March 1953 
has been given morn often than others and is more consistent with 
the rest of NOSENKO’s story. • . X* »

^^gicnated the KGB Second Chief Directorate. ?

American Departmont - 1953
NOS121KO has said that he entered the KGB in Parch 1953**  

and was first assigned to the U.S. Embassy Section of the American 
Department of whit is now the Second Chief Directorate, KGB. He 
stated that Ills duties from H13 entry until sometime in 1954, per
haps about June, were to work cn files of American correspondents 
on permanent assignment to >Z>scow and to meet with the Soviet 
citizens who were agents or informants reporting on the corres- 
pondents to the KGB.

GOLITSYN stated that he met NOSENKO ir. the /vr.erlcan Depart
ment of the Internal Counterintelligence Directorate***  a couple 
of times in 1953 when he, GOLITSYN, was there on other matters. 
GOLITSYN had earlier Identified his own job between Secember 

1952 and April 1953 as Chief of the zimerican Sector, Counter- 
intelligence (Ninth) Department, Foreign Directorate, under the 
Chief Intelligence Directorate (formed in December 1952 and re
organized in April 1953). From April 1953 until his departure



for Vienna In October 1953 GOLITSYN was Deputy Chief of the 
Emigre Sector, Counter intelligence Dei^artrrx'nt, Foreign Intelligence 
Department, Foreign Intelligence Directorate. GOLITSYN has not 
Indicated the nature of his responsibilities in either of these 
positions Which would have necessitated his visiting the American 
Department of the Internal Counterintelligence Directorate, although 
certain activities of corraon Interest with the latter would appear 
logical. NOSENKO's description of his alleged duties with corres
pondents, however, did not encompass his having official contacts 
with representatives of any component of the Counterintelligence 
Department of the Foreign Directorate. According to NOSENKO's 
description of the location of his claimed office in the American 
Department, and his description of the duties of the co-workers 
he said shared it with hi.-;, chance contacts there with such a 
representative would have been precluded. Even by NOSENKO's account 
then, an encounter between GOLITSYN and himself could not have 
been in the course of interdepartmental liaison between their 
respective units, nor could it have occurred in NOSSJKO's office. 
GOLITSYN's lack of reporting on KCB operations against American 
correspondents (other than his conversation with KOV3HUK in 1956 
or 1957 about Henry SHAPIRO) is further evidence that his business 
in the American Department was unrelated to NOSENKO's claimed 
activities at that time, and GOLITSYN'S own statement on the 1953 
encounters implied that his meetings with NOSENKO were accidental. 
Fleeting as their contacts ’would therefore have been, it could 
have led GOLITSYN to make the unfounded assumption that NOSENKO 
was a member of the staff within the American Department.

American Department/I our 1st Department - 1955-1960 
NOSQQCO stated that he transferred from the American Depart

ment to the Tourist Department in June 1955, and remained in the 
Tourist Department until 1960, becoming a deputy chief of section 
there in 1958.

GOLITSYN, however, insisted that NOSENKO remained in the 
American Department until at ^east 1957, or possibly as late as 

1958. GOLITSYN added that the KGB would not be aware that he knew .
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UO'JLsau's tru».« position in the zvnerictn Depirtx.ient in 1957 or 
1956. GOL1TUYN did not indicate how he ocquii:*-*d  his knowledge 
on this nor why the KGB subsequently would have bein unable to 
determine that he hrid. If his access to this information was in
deed that remote (as GOLlToYN’s assignment in 1957 and 1958 would 
indicate - see below), it is readily apparent that it could like- 
wise be somewhat garbled. GO LIT 3 YN was unable to explain the !■ 
fact that NOSENKO’s physical presence in exclusively Tourist 
Department cases had been ;x>sitlvely established through photo 
identifications made by several of the individuals involved, who 
met 3'0 J EJ KO as early as 1956.

From 1955 to 1959 (the same years when NO3EJKO claimed to 
have been in the Tcurlst DejKirtrvant) GOLIT3Y'.l was enrolled in 
the KGB Higher School. He was detached from the school, in the 
period January-tlarch 1959, in order to gather material for his 
thesis. At that time GGL1T3TH spent just under two months in 
the Tourist Department,*  but GOLITSYN’S work did not Involve him 
In any day-to-day operational activities of this department. He 
has reported having "occasionally’* net NOSENKO in 1959; although 
he did not specify that it was at precisely this time. It seems 
probable that It would have been. GOLITSYN said that he asked 
NOSENKO In 1959 where he was working and NOSENKO told him the 
Tourist Department. Again it appears from this that his encounters 
must have been brief, superficial, and not work-related, hence 
insufficient for GOLITSYN to arrive independently at a well-founded 
conclusion as to NOSENKO’s actual status and function with the 
Tourist Department.

♦In describing his own and others*  responsibilities in the Tourist > 
Department, NOSENKO has made no reference to this unit having a 
formal or regular relationship with the KGB school or to students 
from the school having been detached to the department.

10? SECB?



Infnn-iatlon h«~t .vtllihle to vOLIT<
Tho detailed Interrogations oC L'GSii.’KG concern inn his claims 

to KGU positions between 1953 and 1964, did not take pile*  until 
iiany months after GOLIT-SYil made his Jtatententn, and they were based ;

/• . _■ -t. i
upon all collateral Information knownpreleting to each phase. None । 
of the results of these interrogations was made available to 
GOLITSYN, ao he was not aware of the countless points on which 
NGSDiKO contradicted known facts and revealed his ignorance of 
activities which were carried out by the KGB during his alleged 
tenure in theas«z^epartments.

3. Cements on GOLITSYN
Several factors influence the evaluation of GOLITSYN'S state*  

roentJ on NOSENKOi
- First, as stated in Part VIII.I., it is concluded 

that NOSENKO did not serve in the KGB positions ha claimed. 
GOLITSYN'S testimony verified this conclusion insofar as 
NOS^ncO's claims about service in the U.S. Embassy Section 
of the American Department in 1960-1961 are concerned. More
over, in 1962 GOLITSYN concluded that .the KGB "letter-writer'' 
(actually NOSEXKO) was under KGB control in sulnittlng infor- ! 

nation to American Intelligence. At issue, therefore, is the 
evidence from GOLITSYN to the effect that KOSENKO was an

• - officer in the American Department (until 1957 or 1958, whereas 
HOSENKG said he was reassigned from the department in 1955) 
and in the Tourist Department subsequently.

- Second, GOLITSYN made no corment about or identification 
of NOSENKO prior to the public announcement of the latter's 
defection, despite many previous opportunities to do ao (e.g.. 
In discussions of GUKj CHUNANOV, and KASHdEYEV) and despite 
GOLITSYN’S proven excellence of memory for names and tasks of 
KGB personnel. GOLITSYN gave little detail on the circum
stances of his encounters with NOSENKO, and he has not been 
questioned further about them. Nevertheless, as Indicated in 
the foregoing remarks on the circumstances in which the two 
men could have met, it seems apparent that any contact would 
have been brief, infrequent, casual, extra-official, erp^ff



following dJ scu.'i.Jion conriders CwLJTaZN’s information 
about NV32NKU in conjunction with NGJfJDCO’s dental "about having 
baen in cont.-.ct with GGL1T3Y.I.*  Possible cxplinetionr for 
GOLITSYN’s having referred to their encounters but having mis
identified NuSSNKO's positions in the KGB are: First, GOLITSYN 
could have erred: second, GOLIT3YN could have lied for personal 
reasons: and third, GOLlTSYtl could have lied at the direction 
of the KGB because he (like KOSE24KO) is under KG3 control. To 
examine each of these points separately:

- GOLITSYN could have erred. Apart free idenial 
by 1JU3EKKO, who is an unreliable source, there is no evidence 
to refute COLIT3YH’s statement that he and KCSaiKO met in 
the Zmerlcan Department in 1953 and in the Tourist D-iparhmont 
in 1958 or 1959. (The conclusion^art VIII.I. about 
NOSENKO’s bona fides do not rule out the possibility that 

•— he was physically present on occasion on the premises of the 
two departments in these years, although not in the capacities
that he has claimed.) The nature of their encounters, however, > » I
Could have been such that GGLIT3YN erred in assuming - because ; 
/NOSENKO was seen on or near the premises of the two departments, 
and because NOSDfKO told GOLITSYN In 1958 cr 1959 that he was

i in the Tourist Department - that N03E21KO was therefore an 
officer of these specific elements of the KS3 Second Chief 
Directorate. Thus, if GOLITSYN met IJOSENKO as he said, he 
mistakenly identified NOSENKO as being u member of the staffs 
of the American and Tourist Departments at these times. !

- GOLITSYN could have lied for personal reasons. He may 
have believed that to say he met NOSENKO or to say he knew

* There is insufficient Information available to reach a conclusion 
about, or even speculate on, why H0S1NK0 was so certain GOLITSYN’s 
defection occurred in January 1962, as contrasted with the fact 
that it took place on 15 December 1961.
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NuJ7.«Ku• s position.; In the KU’J would .vi-J -uthentlcity to 
hie earlier evaluation of th^ HUUHW1 inforrution of 19G2, 
to his contradictions of NtSUTKO's statements concernin? ■
service in the U.S. Dnbassy Section and the operations of 
that section, and to his contention that the KGB would try 
to counteract his (GOLITSYN’s) information by spreading 
purportedly authoritative but purposefully misleading reports 
on the sane subject matter. In summary, GOLITSYN's intention 
in lying about NOSEiKO could simply have l»een to add greater 
credibility to his expressed opinion that NLSdil'.O was n K«D 
provocateur.

- GOLITSYN could have lied ut the direction of the KGB, 
an explanation that is examined here for the sake of completeness 
and not because CIa has any reason to believe GOLITSYN is under 
KG3 control. This explanation would mean that GOLITSYN, 
although offering partial confirmation for NOSEIKO’s claims, 
directly attacked the bona fides of another KGB-diapatched 
agent of allegedly comparable rank and knowledgeability. /Ctlng 

9 t
under KG3 instructions, GOLITSYN would have sought to undermine 
NOSENKO's acceptability, regardless of the fact that NOSENKO 
said he was providing reliable and comprehensive information 
about KGB operations against American officials and tourists 
in the USSR. At the same time, NOSENKO was not giving an 
account of their relationship that was consistent with GOLITSYN'S 
by implication NOSENKO was distorting or diluting the earlier 
reports of GOLITSYN on KGB operations in the Soviet Union, 
and NOSENKO was seeking to gain acceptance by CIA equal to that 
experienced by GOLITSYN. According to this hypothesis, two 
sources under KGB control - each striving for acceptance - 
deliberately gave conflicting stories of their relationship, 
and each tried to undermine the bona fidos of the other, 
GOLITSYN explictly and ilOSfci.'KO by implication. This explanation 
is so lllo~4cal, as well as so detrimental to the KGB, that 
it must be rejected from serious consideration.
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The choice thus sems to lie between thn first two explanations 
for GoLITSYN’ a mis identification oi IIuSENKO, one un understandable 
error of issumption drawn from their few chance encounters, the 
other <> misguided attempt that had no sinister goals. In either 
Case, GOLITjWs testimony does not contribute to a determination 
of the status of NOJQIKO within tho KGB os of the years prior 
to 1960.

There are two explanations for HQSHiKO*  a denial about having 
met CGLITJYIJ. Ono explanation is that they were never in personal 
contact, the KGB was aware of this fact, and - unprepared for 
GOLITSYN*s  statements to the contrary - the KGB briefed N0S3JK0 
accordingly. If in this particular instance N03ENK0 told the 
truth and (as discussed above) GOLITSYN did not, no additional 
or different conclusion can be drawn about the Ixan.a f ides of 
NOSENKO and his claims of service in the KGB. The second explanation 
is that, as GOLITSYN said, these encounters did take place in 1953 
and again in 1958 or 1959, but because of their casual and fleeting 
nature. NOSENKO (unlike GOLITSYN) has not remembered them.
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2 • Resume of _ I11 (.orrar ion *
/■ccordin'i in < uLlT.iYN, he personally met JiOSELKt. t wo or 

thr^e in I'm. wht )»• vinitii.ri t Ito U.S. End a-.sy Section of
the*  Ati.et tear. !>. pn tnui t , a component of the intctnul :.ecut ity 
directorate. ur.J <*gain  in 1958 and 1959. On the other hand, 
NOSENKO was unable to identify GOLITSYN'S photograph and he*  denied 
ever having seen nisi GOLITSYN said that GUK, CHUKANOV. and 
XASnCilEYEV were tilends of KOSENKO as well as of 'XJlJT.iYN. (NOS. 
E!IKO claimed to b»- oi. ft irndly terms with each of rh< .r*  three 
KGB of(i''*-rt;  r.>- .c) i;owl' iced. hc>Ws*v»*r . ih.it hi', acquaintance 
with <:’’K had Jx'.fi twrety ca:;„al until NO:iEliK<is three-inor.r h TDY 
to Ct-i.t-va tn 19-,Z w’.itsi i<;v them the best of friends.) From 
195.: to ’.n',7 m I9'.n • OI.ITJYN said NOSENKO was a «ase officer
tn t).« .4. E't.Ui . t mn, rh» ii ti.i!..',l<r red in i )•<.- lout ist
Depar • ir-*i:f  • w!i«-r«*  li» w.i.J •» s.-niot of f i< r-t in |9,.,1 GOLITSYN 
stutt-d unit*|.iiVH.  -111 y i hat Ku.iEl.'KJ was t;<»t a Deputy Cliir.-f of. t he 
U.S. Emu^ssy Ji. rt ion or otherwise s-.-ivir.g in that section or in 
the American Lr.-pat tme-r.t. as of the time he (GOLITSYN) ..onsultcd 
with various officers there in April—June I960 and January 1961.**  
COL'TST.i spoke them with officers wii'ni NOSENKO claims as close 
colleagues ir.> lud'r.g KOVSHUK and GiiYAiCIGV. and would doubtless 
have known if NOir.’.'KO vx-te supervising or otherwise involved in 
code clerk operations. Ir. summary GOLITSYN cor robot ited some 
of NOS£.KO s alle-.ied u:.sic:'..:.ent in the KGB Second Chivf Directorate 
cut not all of t; < ci while NOSENKO contiadictcd GOLl'l 1YN by saying 
that the two men had r.'-v.-r mot
3. Comments or. G*  Li JSYN

From Dec. mi.c-i 1952 until April 1953 GOLITSYN was Chief of 
the Zvr.c: Scan Desk '.’ounttr intel i icerx c Department. Foreign 
Directorate. EGB (then .‘1GB) and for most of the per i>xl from. 
January to .March I9*»9  r.v was on TDY naming assignments to the 
Second Chi»f Di re:t or n.e In the first job at least -JOLITSYN 
presumeoly would have had regular dealings with the U S. Embassy 
Section, and pernap:*  also in the s«cond he would have been in 
contact with the I'ourir.t Department, in which NOSENKO claimed 
to have i-rsen t hqn s»iving Despite thm and dor.piti Ins 
proven exc*'!  lenv'r of m« nrfir y*  for th*.*  i.«m»vs and tasks of KGB 
personnel, GOLITSYN never mentioned fa.SF-’fKO tn debriefings 
during the years 1962 and 1963. nor commented on his name on 
the two occasions when it was shown to him. although he had 
numerous opportunities to mention him ir. connection with the 
names of CHURZwIC’V, i'Z.Si:r'i:EYf.V. anu GUK.

* lhe*  relationship tier ween the reporting by GOLITSYN and 
KOSENKO on specific operations is shown on Pac|r.*:i  594-595, 
with comments thereon appearing on Pages 647-659 vhile in 
the section which follows below are a discussion and an 
evaluation of what GOLITSYN said about NOSENKO s assignments 
in the Second Chief Dircctorate,.-s described on Pages .(43-344.

••As stated in Pai• Vlll.l., however it is not credible that 
NOSENKO served tn the*  U..S. Embassy Section tn 1953 55 or 
ir. 1960-19&;:.
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Their would appear to b-r r.o reason why NOSENKO, jf he had 
ever met ’kiLI'.'.i^'N, uhuild not Live uaid ;n to A’.«*riceri  intclli- 
yvnee i i ves. • Tu h-«w <!<»:.< ■ : o would given NOSKTKO
concrete support for his cl iims of Xc.h ^,cuf£ service, which he 
knew to be in question. Or. the contrary, however, NOSfJ.KO consis
tently denied any contact and r...*.nu  factored a dce.onstrably false 
story to explain his own absence during COL1TSTN s admitted visit 
to the section in which NOSESi'.O claims to have served in January 
1961. (Sc-e Page 133, secor.u footnote. )

On the othei hand, GOLITLYN's claim must lx: reasuted against 
the background end circumstances of his statements. In the ab
sence of any comments about or idcntificaticn of KC5ENKO by GOLIT
SYN prior to the public announc• .rent of his defection from th*»  
KGB. and in view ot the .ixoufi of i nfot mor ion ni.'i<!c available to 
him from NOSKt.’Ku materials prior to .‘.tn ii.-it. mq any statements 
about his alleged acquaintance with him. GOLITSYN s "identifica
tion" of NOSENKO as a KGE staff officer known to him personally 
cennot be considered as ipoi.ter.eous or unccniaminatod‘ information.

The weight of independent evidence against KCSENKC’s alleged 
service in those positions which GOLITSYN cor r olxar a ted, combined 
with the conflict between GOLITSYN s and NOSENKO’s testimony about 
their personal aeguamtar.-'esr. ip, makes it impossible to accept 
GOLITSYN'S verification of NOSENKO's claimed KGB status during 
any stage of the latter's career..

(

♦It is not likely that he would forget it. Direct relationship 
with or knowledge of a defector would be interesting and im
portant to remaining KGH officers? even if temporarily forgotten, 
post-defection reminiscences would almost certainly bring back 
memories of such recent ard direct contacts as GOLITSYN relates.
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NOSKNKO’i Background and Carr^r2.

Tn formation Peportod byDate rf Information

on

19 February 1964 (Pa
per ted to/the FBI on

-orted to tf.o FBI 
20 February 1964)

10 February 1964 
potted to the FBI 
? February 1964)

7

clean” Soviet diplomat at

quite certain
hat NOSENKO had the raur

NOSENKO was affiliated with the KGB for approxi
mately 16 years, since about 1947, and w^s an 
employee of the Second Chief Directorate in 
Moscow. His lather, now dead, was a Deputy to 
the Prime Minister of the Soviet Union and also 
Minister of the Shipbuilding Industry. There 
is a shipyard named after NOSENKO’s father in 
the Ukraine.
The photograph which appealed in U.S. 

t that of NOSENKO.**  
NOSENKO fcr several 
; lie described NOSENKO as 
be fashionably drer.f 
fond , of women, by n.

individua 1 
low worker

iu'vs-

in KGB 
a person

NOSENKO worked in the Second

February ,964;
(Kc-
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(RcportcJS^c 
on 20 Febru-

'e FBI 
1964)

. (Report the FBI.on 22 February 1964)

CI/X by 
February



-was asked ^y>tfgyii^ffwhethcr he felt '.actually defected^? whether' he felt 
£2£ecti°n might.be a "trick? by the KGB, 

replied that from his own knowledge of 
is matter, he was convinced that NOSENKO's 

defection was not a "trick" by the KGR.

t hi

NOSENKO worked against personnel stationed at 
the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, and with his help 
agents wore developed among these Americans, 

umed by the KGB that he is familiar 
number and location 
Embassy,

with the 
the U.S.

of microphones in

NOSENKO’s defection he was Deputy to the Second ChiefPrior to 
the Chief of a department in 
Directorate. While working in the fie 
(Surveillance) Directorate in Moscow 
on three separate occasions participated in 
conferences between "important popple" of tho 
Second Chief Directorate and the Seventh Direc
torate, NOSENKO was present at all of there,F 
Althcu-jh NOSENKO was a Deputy Chief he Jic 1 j
attributed this (the disparity between jou and 
rank) to tho influence which GRIBANOV exerted 
o;i the behalf of NOSENKO,

•fl f 
ft



DATE Z

LOST/MISSING MATERIAL

THE DOCUMENT OR PAGE(S) LISTED BELOW WAS/WERE MISSING 
DURING THE DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW BY THE HISTORICAL 
REVIEW GROUP, CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF INTELLIGENCE.

DOCUMENT NO. DATED

OR

PAGE(S) / / /________________

FROM: 

CIA JOB NO. ■ 

BOX NO.

FOLDER NO
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10 Febr\rv/1*>64  (Ro- 
j«orted tyttho FBI on

' 12 febryCryK4964)

778.

(Re 
on

Decause of his long tenure in the KGB, NOSENKO 
would have: a great deal of important informa
tion which he could impart to intelligence 
agencies of ether countries. Certainly, he 
would be acquainted with many KGB employees 
and could identify them. He also would be 
intimately acquainted with a large number of 
Soviet agents working inside the USSR against 
American and British nationals.
The bulk of KOSENKO'S knowledge concerning KGB 
activities would revolve around the intelli
gence operations of the KGB in Moscow and also 
KGil p'-i renal i t xer. wniktng in Headquarters. 
NOSK'.K'i .!?.:< also undoubtedly familiar with all 
KGB pevuonalitics in 'Jeiisva*  and certainly knew 
some KGB personalities m ether countries. F— 

t v£

NOSENKO had been in 
the Svuui.u "huef l.-i rate for about 14 years 
and w.i3 i i>t'.'«l with almost all of the em
ployees of this directorate. He was aware of

as deputy to the Ch:.ei of the iourist Department,
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779.
is much more valuable to the FBI and CIA than 
was Oleg PENKOVSKIY because of the, fact that he 
know*  so much about the methods of work of tho

(Reportyd to the 
FBI on 1964)

21 N.irJk 1964/CRa- 
ported to\tbr FBI on 
2 3 March

first and Second Directorntco of the KGB end
is familiar with so many I individuals in the KGB 
both in Moscow and abroad.that PENKOVSKIY was able[to furnish American 
and British Intelligencejwith a lot of informa
tion concerning defenue secrets of the Soviet 
Union, but NOSENKO is much more knowledgeable
in intelligence and count 
tions of the KGH."

er intelligence opera-

NOSENKO knows many of tho chiefs and deputies 
of the KGB directcra.es and departments at KGB 
Headquarters tn Moscow. .In F.33 Headquarters 
ther.- are four separate fining rooms for per
sonnel who work there; ohc such dining room is 
reserved for chiefs and deputies of departments. 
Because of this fact, NOSENKO has a vast know
ledge of tho hierarchy of the KGB.*

* NOSENKd volunteered for the first time during the January-March 1965 interrogations that he had eaten 
occasionally in the "chiefs' dining room." He had not mentioned this dining room earlier.
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(Reported to the FBI on 
27 March

10
? 
S

Report by the 
11 June 1

See above; NOSENKO did not mention these directories.



There seems 
KGB chiefr 
the KGB a tr 
in his position as 
departments of the

khat NOSENKO... could do 
Jr’arpount of harm." NOSENKO 
a deputy chief in one of the 
Second Chief Directorate would have been entitled to have One personnel 

directory of approximately 30 pages setting 
forth the identities cl’ all of the supervisory 
officials in KGB Headquarters. NOSENKO would
also have had a 200-pace directory listing by 
name and telephone numb 
file employees working: 
was expressed by some <| 

if tio'

er all the rank-and- 
Jlgcjcow. The opinion 

"chiefs" 
_ ____TWKO were merelydirectories available to American Intelligence, 'the KGB would bo severely 

damaged for the present and for several years

TO
P S

t®
!

to come.*
The KGB was lucky that 
40 microphones in the U.S. 
Actually, about 200 mic 
by the Soviets in the E)i 
quite sure that NOSENKO furnishing information 'to the /imtricms which 
resulted in the microphones being found. It 
was his opinion that NC1SENKO knew only the gen
eral location of the 4C microphones which were 
found and does not have! any knowledge of the 
remaining ones. i

the Americans found only 
Embassy in Moscow.

rophones w,--.. concealed
eels

v-.

■4;
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(Reported t 
on 22 Juno 1

the

■nio ini
(Re ported Vo (X by the F3l\od 8 
February

A
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The gc-r.ct a 1 consensus among <>KGB employees 
^gg^^jjQBGSB^ls that in the future the KGB will 

ce ice-ling sharply the effects of NOSENKO's es
cape to American Intelligence. NOSENKO is con
sidered to be vastly more important than either 
GOLITSYN or DERYABIN. This opinion appoarr. to 
be based on several factors: First, NOSENKO
worked against personnel stationed at the U.S 
Embassy in Moscow and with 
developed among these Americans 
is assured by KGB personne 
his closeness to the U.S.NOSENKO would also be familiar with the number 
of microphones which had b< 
the •.’mbussy by the KGB and 
these microphones. Third, 
of a department 
hud access to a telephone 
all personnel in all direc 
Moscow. Another factor, v/l 
one in the m.nds of other i 
that NOSENKO travelled in a rather influential

his help agents were 
Second, it 

that because cf 
:mbassy in the past,
•en installed in 
the locations of 
as a Deputy Chief 

NOSEN.KO would normally have 
li rectory listing 
:orat**s  of the KGB in 
>lch Is a formi'luble 
iGB employees, is

circle .of frtends m Monco-.^who^Ul 
the Soviet Government. fgffia 
these comments cited as reasons for NONE.'iKO 
being an "important catch"; for American Intel
ligence, hut no one in the
KGB really knows exactly h iw much information 
NOSENKO had concerning the KGB.
The amount of damage caused by NOSENKO's de
fection is "unpredictable. * NOSENKO knew few
employees of the First Chi' 
ing abroad, but knew many ; 
in KGB Headquarters by vir 
the dining room which is r

if Directorate work- 
luch employees serving 
:ue of seeing them in 
^served for chiefs

and deputy chiefs of KGB departments.
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786.

(^ported tr fb: -V'.' ••:';* -SVy-\-
or. i> Moy BgjV

i 
>

9



:n r

and NOSENKO

Two e:i established by the CPSU
fur th'.- pm poses: ■'.!/ to determine why KGU em
ployers such as OCRYABIN, GOLITSYN 
defected while serving abroad; and (b> to attempt 
to eliminate "weak" KGB employees and improve the

ig commission of the CPSiJ Central 
;ing into the circumstances sur- 

roundjng NOSENKO’s defection has thus far been 
responsible for the expulsion from the KGB of 15 
Second Chief L'irector.ite employees. These in
clude GKIl’ZiNOV, who was also expelled from the 
CPSU and was stripped of his rank of lieutenant 
general. GRIBANOV has been given a very small 
pension, like an ordinary Soviet citizen. This 
drastic action was taken sinefe the primary re
sponsibility for the defection was placed on 
GRIBANOV. It was realized thjat, in addition to 
being Chief of the Seco ; Directorate at
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the time of the defection, GRIBANOV was a per
sonal friend of NOSENKO and had more or less 
treated NOSENKO as a protege and had taken many 
steps to further NOSENKO's cbareer within the KGB It was felt that GRIBANOV should have been aware 
of NOSENKO's Ians <•< defect. Q

SSL-Tnreu of GRIBANOVAS deputies were also expelled 
from the KGB, one of whom was a Major General 
BANNIKera^ Of the 11 other 
tornte employees expelled, 
have been personal friends 
of them were found to have

Second Chief Direc- 
iome were found to 
>f NOSENKO and some 
confided to NOSENKO 

h i-jioy were working.
S.M. GOLUBEV, 

•Jashington, would be 
.he investigating com- 
G'JK, a mutual friend 
NOSENKO that GOLUBEV

a KGB oificcr stationed in 
leaving for Moscow because 
mission had deterr.inert that 
of NOSENKO and GOLUBEV told 
had been assigned to the Wa ihington Legal Resi
dency. GOLUBEV had himself 
in KGB Headquarters sometim. 
subsequently NOSENKO and GO 
ferent assignments within t 
did not associate wi th. one ---
of their daily activities

worked with NOSENKO 
* in the past, but 
jUBEV were given dif- 
ic KGB and thereafter 
mother in tho course TO

? S
EC

R
ET

NOSENKO’s description of his relationship with GRIBANOV is discussed.See Pages 327-336 mwhich

NOSENKO identified GOLUBEV by name and photograph as a First Chief Directorate counterintelligence officer, 
who had served in New York City under United Nations cover in 1960 and 1961. NOSENKO said that he first met GOLUBEV in 1959 and knew nothing of his earlier career. Because GOLUBEV had at one point been assigned 
to Geneva with the Soviet Disarmament Delegation, NOSENKO went to him in 1962 for a briefing on Foreign Ministry personnel in the defecation before his own assignment to Geneva. NOSENKO said he last saw GOLUBEV 
in KGB Headquarters in 196 3. At that time GOLUBEV was assigned to the New York Direction of the Counter- 
intelligence i;i.-partment of the First Chief Directorate, and NOSENKO said that GOLUBEV had been in this 
Department as long as he had known him.
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{Reported bythe" FBI on 3 Fcb>v 
□ ry 1965)

It is common knowledge among KGB employees that 
GRIBANOV was expelled from the KGB and CPSU and 
is now on pension, partial rather than full, as 
a result of the NOSENKO defection. When NOSENKO 
was being considered for assignment to Geneva (in 1961 j , a summary statement of his activities 
was prepared in the Second Chief Directorate and 
sent to GRIBANOV. This summary contained con- 
siderable "compromising information" concerning 
NOSENKO; if acted upon properly, it would have 
removed him from consideration for this trip. 
GRIBANOV read the summary material, ran a line 
through all of it, and added the notation; "Send 
him to Geneva." The general feeling is that 
GRIBANOV was willing to overlook a lot of NOSENKO’s 
deficiencies because of GRIBANOV'S long-time 
friendship with NOSE

GRIBANOV has been dismissed from the KGB, ex
pelled from the CPSU, and is presently Living 
on .1 small pension. His dismissal occurred 
immediately after NOSENKO’s defection.**  In 
addition, not less than 50 other people wore dis
missed, many of whom were close friends of GRIBANOV. 
Most of these were from the First and Second Chief 
Directorates, with the majority from the Second 
Chief Directorate. The present Acting Chief of 
the Second Chief Directorate is a Major General 
BANNIK, whose appointment has not yet been approved 
by the Central Committee of the CPSU. One of 
his deputies is a Major General (F.A.) SHCHERBAK.

* NOSiltlkO said that.his father and GRIBANOV were not acquainted.
* * GRIBANOV was reportedly in operational contact with a senior Western diplomat in Moscow as recently 

as late autumn of 1964. At that time he turned his contact over to another KGB officer.
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Early Jur.<?\^965 (Re
ported to Cr>\by the FBI on 29

789 .

.it Wi.s O’.'.:."-1 i’O'.’ Q authorized his 196-1

Major General BANNIKOV is currently temporary 
Chief of the Second Chief Directorate, having 
nplarcd GRIDaNOV who was expelled from the KGB 
because he supported NOSENKO in his career.*  
GRIBANOV in working in a small city outside 
Moscow -is the chief of security at an import
ant military plant end is new a "nothing."
After the section of NOSENKO the KGB conducted
ir. utvr.s.ve invettigaticn to determine which 
-mployces '-mu'*  him and the nature of their rela- 
*; nsl;i p. During this TAPABRIN was questioned} 

sail h«- knew f.'OflE.'.KO, but only casually and
-»f contacts within the KGB.

"he ir.-.-vi.t.iisat.icn determined, however, that 
"‘ARAB!*  l.N a;.d < IK1 BA-'-'O’/ were friends socially and 
that TARAERIN attended several parties at which 
h’-JSE.’JKw.i.-, pr<.-sont Cir-s invited by NOSENKOwcr>- ulro there.j^p&njBu»<lcscribed one such 
p..rty. Th-rcafLer, iARAHRIN was afforded a hear
ing and w.is accused on willfully ccncn-a J ing 
vital information. As a result he was expelled 
from th-? KGB and the CPS'J and was deprived of 
all pension rights.*'*

NCSENi-w said that trip t •> Genova, during which he defected, and
that to the best of his knowledge, GRIBANOV did not know that he (NOSENKO) was making this trip. Never- €/>
thaiecs, NOci’-NKO said tn ;t h<- t’.-.o-ajh L that GRIBANOV might be fired I rom the KG3 is a result of his defection ex-
becau5<?"he was coupons iui tor j.-.ishing me ahead." NOSENKO said that BANNIKOV would not be punished because 
he had done nothing other than sur.port bin as a candidate for the l'.)6-1 Geneva assignment (see Pages 333-334).
NOSENKO reported that TAHABI-. l.N was Chief of the British Department from 1953 to 196 3, at which time he be
came Deputy Chief or 'Service No. 2," the reorganized Counterintelligence Department of the First Chief 
Directorate.
NOSENKO said hu saw GRIBANOV t'ar<-<j times socially during hia KGB carcur; on each occasion TARABRIN 
NOSENKO reported that ho :>rovid>vi girls fiT GRIBANOV and 'i'ARAbklN at parties in 1962 and 1963, but 
He could not recall .ir.y details of the l‘iu2 party (c.g., who the girls were, where they went, what 
etc.), he was, however, able tc d.scribe the 19<>3 pai ty^_whicn took place in October or November, 
siderable details

was present 
not in 1961 
they did, 
in con-
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b. The Compromise of PENKOVSKIY 

(i) Introduct i on

and NOSENKO agree on only one aspect of the 
PENKOVSKIY coripronise (see Part VI11. B. 6. b. ): They both 
attribute the initial compromise' to KGB surveillance. Al
though report agrees with NOSENKO thatthe KGB 1 •:arnsdo 7 ancrican participation in the operation 
only aiter PENKOVSKIY was arrested, cequent .reports
contradict this by tying the compromise directly to survoil-

vlsiting the Pushkin Street 
of the events stemming from

the compromise of the dead drop site is at odds both with 
the facts of the case and with all other reporting 

(ii) Discussion

after the KGB terminated the opcration--indicated that the 
KGB had been aware of FENXOVSKIY's involvement with Ameri
cans, and specifically with the CIA off Jeer .JACOB, for about 
two and one half months prior to the arrests. This state
ment is inaccurate concerning JACOB, ’.'.ho was a last-minute 
substitute for the servicing of the Pushkin Street dead drop 
on 2 November 1962 ar.d who never hefo"c had personally par
ticipated in the opera t ion. «SaSaB£2Si^ st at emen ts otherwise 
agree with NOSENKO's subsequent report and the ''official 
report" regarding KGB ignorance of the role of American 
Intelligence in the PENKOVSKIY case.

dort or. the case, however, is contra
dictory to his first report and to the other sources: He 
'said in that surveillance of U.S. Embassy tar
gets detected a visit to the Pushkin Street sit? by an 
American, and that the resulting 24-hour surveillance of the 
site caught PENKOVSKIY' visiting the same location, whereupon 
he was arrested and confessed. CIA, however, has no evidence besides the statements bj£g£S^^ltthat PENKOVSKIY ever 
went to the Pushkin Street site after it was visited by CIA 
personnel.

In ^S8aja^.l 963 CBBMSffieiMf reeor ted at greater length about 
the role of Pushkin Street in PENKOVSKIY1s compromise. At 
this time he explained that the American had visited Pushkin 
Street not once but twice: surveillance had observed him on 
both occasions when he went inside the entrance, but followed 
him inside only on the second visit. The survelllant who 
entered the building reported that the American appeared to 
be tying his shoe; although this was not unusual in itself, 
^aAShwcontinu.-d. the fact that it was the second visit to 
the same address for no visible purpose caused suspicion, 
and as a result the KGB installed a dosed circuit TV camera 
to provide 21-hour coverage of the site. PENKOVSKIY was ob
served checking it (see preceding paragraph): an American 
was observed loading a dead drop behind a lobby heating unit 
(radiator); the KGB tagged the dead drop material with a 
radioactive substance; PENKOVSKIY was observed unloading the 
dead drop and proceeding to his office where he secreted the

TOP SECF.n
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ijjlcrul ii> 2 concealment area in Ms de.uk; the EGD also 
continued in s jrvc i'.cc of tho dcii d.-uy -lie, observed 
PENK9VSK1Y lo-.l (he ■■. ■:■•. ..rop, ,u.J j.r'.z-.d .in American 
fJACOE) v.ho case- to it. I E’Tc’.h:-’.IY tiss the.e confronted
with photographic evidence :>l the loadings and unload logs and 
could offer r;o def«.-r.;,e. Tnis report ::s tho only indication 
________ ~|:nat the KGB iiid servei 1 led the iso
visits the Pu •-■ i • *-. i:: j-tsttet site r.tuie i. y L. 3. Ezbasaj of
ficers; -hil'.-t stated ■.h.r.t one Ascricin 
visited t.te site tsice, in t two different Aaeriears 
visited the sate once each, ‘'.AliGNEY or. JI January 1961 and 
.tBIDIAN' un 30 I-eccnbcr 1J>61.

( iv) Rcnarks
The Pushkin Street dead drop was never used for coausunl- 

cation to PENKOVSKIY. and in fact was loaded only once, when 
the KGP did so and activated it on 2 Novenbcr 1962, thereby 
apprehending JACOB. Moreover, the first visit to Pushkin Street, in January 1961, predated any persona) contact bet- 
vcen PENKOVSKIY a’Xyffirn Intelligence, either Anerican or 
British. Thus. report on Americans visiting there (
is only partially a.curatr. and the use of these "surveilled" 
visits as an explanation for how the KGB detected PENKOVSKIY 
is unsuppartable. In reporting incorrectly c-r. this matter, 

hr.ve crrec nt-rely because his .■•jD-scurces (one 
unnamed, the other apparently WEEE®»»-d e s p 1te the conflict in 1 
reporting shout his position) repeated erroneous ir.fcrs.a- 
tion in his preset me.

r.sverth :less is t’/.a only s-. arce tj reveal that the 
KGB *-as  awir-3 of the Puih.Kin Stieet dead drop is e-v ly as 
21 January li-vl, when H.*.  "Ob’BY went t •> the 3_ te. there
fore has detracted ft co the bin a i i -J■: ~ ■ of NOSENi - cy shewing 
KGB awareness of CI.V oificar navir.g gone to the dead drop 
site 11 norths Lefcre ?-LI 31 A.i ' s ■.•trit there, end t'.i' before 
PEKXCV5KIY finally sjcc-.c-ucd in est.’.blishing personal contact 
with Western intellicence services. •: was the ABIUIAN visit, 
NOSENKO said, which first arouse.' KGB interest in the site at 
Pushkin Strc?t.

TO? S3072T
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1. Ir.troduct ion
While in general terms curroboratin-T KOSENKO1s claims to 

service in both the GRU and the KGB, aShfiSgg. has supplied seme
details which are incompatible with the statenente by NOSENKO 
his intelligence career. Although rot as prolific a reporter 
NOSENKO as s 'iad several topics in 
common with KOSENKO: RUPC/, PE.JKOVaKIY, CHEREPANOV, SHUBIN,

on 
on

SLESINGER, and the contacts between the GRU officer BOLSHAKOV and 
Attorney G.^neral Robert KENNEDY in 1962. Wryn compared with 
NOSENKO's information, the reparts tv the case of POPOV,
PENKOVSKIY, and CHEREPANOV ere interlocking:

nd NOSENKO agree that POPOV was compromised after ^iis return to Moscow from East Berlin in November 1958 
and in consequence of KGB surveillance.

- CHEREPANOV and NOSENKO likewise agree about POPOV’s 
compromise.

concurred with NOSENKO by indicating that
CHEREPANOV wee a genuine- source of American Intelligence, and

1JOSEMKO b.ave indicated that this compromise resulted from
KGB surveillance of PENKCVSKLY’s British contacts in Moscow.

Presented below are^ffiy&ft's remarks about NOSENKO, followed by 
a review of the topics corm-on to these two sources.
2. Statements on NOSENKO

When discussing NOSENKO for the first time, said on
that they were not personally acquainted, but 

that "various persons" in Moscow (whom he did r.tft identify) had 
spoken to him about NOSENKO. The statements by and NOSENKO
on the latter's background are compared in the following tabulation:

As a young man, NOSENKO attended 
the GRU's Military-Diplomatic 
Academy (MDA) and then was in 
the GRU Information Department— 
in all, perhaps a year of service 
in the GRU.*

* JJntil the late 1950's, the course at tne MDA, the strategic 
'intelligence school of the GRU, lasted for four years; more 
recently, the course has been of three years' duration.

**During the 1950-1953 period and before, the Naval GRU was 
separate from the rest of the GRU.

NOSENKO
NOSENKO said his entire ser
vice in the GRU, in the years 
1950-1953, consisted of duty 
in the Naval GRU, first in 
the Far East and then in the --- -
Baltic.**

TOP Stf "
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A "very undisciplined person" 
While in the GRU and "not very 
good," NOSEJKO was to have been 
discharged from the GRU.

NOSENKO's father, "a very in
fluential person in the Ministry 
of Shipbuilding," was able to 
get NOSENKO transferred to the 
KGB.

nosenko

NOSENKO*s  statements abcut him
self during the 1950-1953 period 
appear to agree with the evalu
ation, but he has said nothing 
about facing discharge by the 
Naval GPU.
His transfer from the Naval GRU 
to the KGS jn 1953, NOSENKO 
said, wis at the initiative of 
KC>n General KOBUIZy, p friend 
of his father,*  the elder NOSENKO 
was Minister of Shipbuilding.

NOSENKO was "an important boss" 
in the KGB (directorate or 
department unkno-.Ti) .

According to ITC3EMKO, his most 
recent KGB title prior to de
fecting was Deputy Chief, 
Tourist Department, KGB Second 
Chief Directorate.

stated that NOSENKO 
to the v.nitcd States, having had
which included "all means of KGP 

rpphone systems

cave ‘very, very good information" 
"great access” to KGB information
coverage of people in

that

Moscow, 
rpphone systems in the embassies, etc." Ihe U.S. Enbassy.^ Continued, had found microphones on the basis of information 
NOSENKO had provided.

3. Parallels with KOSENKO's Reporting
a. The CHEREPANOV Case
(i) Summary

One of the two ways in which tf3ff3prhas corroborated NOSQJKO 
on the authenticity of CHEREPANOV as a genuine source of American 
Intelligence was to cite information he hac learned from

CH E R E ? AN 0V r.ad torreriy served in 
the KGB; CHEREPANOV cave some papers to the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, 
which returned them to the So/iet Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
(MFA) ; the MFA turned the papers over to the KGB, which traced 
them by analysis to CHEREPANOV; meanwhile, CHEREPANOV had tried 
to flee the USSR, but he was captured near the Turkish border and 
executed. In every major respect, therefore agrees with
NOSENKO's version of the case. When asked whether the CHEREPANOV 
incident might j^Ye_,been "a trick" by the KGB to embarrass the 
U.S. Embassy, replied that it was definitely not.

The second way in which has certified that CHEREPANOV
was a genuine source is^ indirect. Like NOSENKO the
CHEREPANOV documents, hag indicated that KGB survt-1 lance
of a U.S. Embassy officer brought about the compromise of POFOV.
(ii) Remarks

As stated in Part VIII.B.6., the CHEREPANOV incident was a 
KGB provocation against the U.S. Embassy, but it is conceivable that statements suggesting the contrary could have been made^^^

TO? SIC
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b. The Compromise of PC<KOVSKIY

dates on the cor.npro.~ise of PE'KOVSKIY are at vari
ance with NCSENKO's end they disagree on whether the KGB knew 
American Intelligence to be involved in this operation before 
JACOB of CIA was apprehended at the Pushkin Street dead drop on 
2 November 1962. Both eo-’rees stated, however, that surveillance 
led to the detection of PDJKCVSKIY, although ccain they diff.r on 
the person with whom PE.T.0VSX1Y was first seen by the KGB;
said this individual was the British businessman WYNNE, while NOS- 
DiKO said it was the Englishwoman Krs. CHISHCLM,

with WYNNE, explaining t.-.at he was trying to develop K'AliE, and 
the KGB learned of their rneetings through surveillance.*  CIA 
records show that WYNNE net PESKOVSKIY in Moscow during Apr! 1- 
May 1961, May-June 1961, /tugust 1961, and June—July 1962.

**This is obviously true, although, the date of PENKOVSKIY’s 
arrest may have teen more than a month before.

report that PENKOVSKIY cane under "uspiclon in May 19o^“"^ 
therefore is not consistent with his statement about KGB surveil
lance of the WYIINE-PIINKCVSKIY meetings, nor does this report co
incide with the evidence from WYNNE himself that the KGB was 
sufficiently suspicious, of their meetings to record a converse- ti<• r they had b.ad^®S©S^ 1951 (one year earlier than in the

version). NOSENKO dated the PENKOV3KIY compromise at a
month or two after he was first seen, hut at the time not iden
tified, in contact with Mrs. CHISHOLM in November or December 
1961.

Whereas NOSENKO said the KGB was unaware of the participa
tion of American Intel 1 iu~r.ee in the PENK0V3KIY operation until 
JACOB was detained, r c do r t ed that while PENKOVSKIY was
at a reception in Moscow, he was observed making contact with an 
American in a lavatory, i d rot date this event, but

• CIA records show that it was on 27 August 1962. v^j^aaa^added 
that the KGB "invented" the incident at Pushkin Street on 2 Nov
ember 1962, the month after PENKOVSKIY's arrest, in order to 
catch the American unloading the dead drop.**

PENKOVSKIY was not personally kr.own to him, stated

»• no other sub-sources were
named

* The same statement was made by NOSENKO and in the official 
KGB document on PEKKGVSKIY’s conprcmi.se.



c. The Compror.iise of POPOV 
( i) Ir.troduct ion

Of all the sources available to Merican
is the best placed to report on the cor. prom is

'4

informatic a xff’ess mh that provided by NOSENKO and 
CHEREPANOV, as well as that in the 16 Septer.ber 1959 message from 
POPOV to CIA (believed to have been dictated by the KGB) . These
four soutces have indicated that the ccmpror.ise resulted from KGB
surveillance of a U.S. Fra>essy official following the recall of POPOV in November 19 58.<l^g!^gg^ however, has not precisely dated 
the incident (dated by inference by th? ethers at 21 January 1959), 
has associated it with an Anirican Intelligence dead drop for POPOV 
(whereas the others have said it was CIA’s mailing of a letter to >_ POPOV), and has not nd the CiA officer involved ((George WINTERS).*]  
The evidence f ike that from KOSENKO, QIEREPANCV, and

**went to the Austrian police on 25 August 1958 jrfith 
information that included the identification of POPOV as a ...
Soviet Intelligence officer. POPOV’s superior confronted him 
on 4 November 19 58 about KOCKANSX and received from him an 
admission to having had some correspondence with her concern
ing his search for operational leads: the superior told POPOV 
that the Soviets believed "she was working for someone" and 
that "possibly she is the cause" of the Berlin unit's opera
tional difficulties. POPOV was recalled to Moscow on 17 Nov
ember 1958 ostensibly, for a week’s TOY to discuss the case 
of an Anerican whom he was developing under CIA aegis. He 
did not return to Berlin.

the POPOV message, conflicts with that from COI.ITSYN v/hose state
ments on the compromise of POPOV ?te supported by analysis of events 
in 1957 and 1958 on which POPOV reported (sc.- Pages 663-665).
(ii) EetaiIs

on the POPOV com-
POPOV’S _
dpears to have been the prelude to the POPOV compromise:

PCPOV, saidhad made a "very serious mistake" by using an 
accommodation address supplied by American Intelligence to receive
mail from a girlfriend 
to the attention of the 
it was determined that
cer in Berlin^ The Austrian police notified the Soviets, and 
eventually F0F3V was confronted by the chief of his GRU component 
in Berlin.* ’* GRU headquarters was notified, POPOV was recalled

efercnce to POPOV’s S^that POPOV made
rci— ation traceacle ^himself.
was given ar-^ resolved the discrepancy between 
one treated at length here.

compr or?, i s e 
the mistake ofproviding in
No sub-source for this remark
since then ^gg^^J^has not 
this version ana the other

** CIA did not supply POPOV with an accocumodation address, but 
he did secretly correspond with KOCHANEK. **

TOP SEGST
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to Moscow to explain the situation, and when he was unable to do 
so, the facts were turn<<! over to the KG3 for full-scale investiga-
correspondence with in Austrian woman, "they would never have 
caught him," and that POPOV was "arrested because of a connection 
with a girl;" also, at the end of_b Q POPOV
was recalled to Moscow 'for something-
While the foregoing KGB investigation was in pruij'xroutinely placed under surveillance a U.S. Bnbassy official in 
Moscow. This person was observed renting a boat in Gorkiy Park,
going to the vicinity of a new bridge near the Moscow Stadium, 
and there taking photographs of the bridge and surrounding area. 
Its suspicions aroused, the KGB covered this area and observed
POPOV unloading a dead drop. He was arrested, doubled, and 
"operated" against American Intelligence for a year and one-half.*  
Eventually, the KGB put in motion a plan to attempt to compromise 
the American official who was meeting POPOV. The KGB photographed 
a meeting in a Moscow restaurant, then arrested the official and

bi these was located-d-n-Lefi-in-^’iIls,---an—area of .Moscow_not___
far from the new bridge near Moscow Stad ium, and it was 

apituated beneath a staircase;
LANGELLk visited cix- area dTcne dead drop site cn Hay 1959, but the dead drop was loaded

E _ ।(on 7 June 1958) rather than by
LANGELLE. The CHEREPANOV document,discussed on Pages 563- 
564, stated, in the course of reviewing LANGELLE’s operation
al activities in Moscow, that this dead drop was for use with 
an agent named REPNIKOV; in fact, it was not intended for 
the REPNIKOV case.

showed him pictures of his meeting with POPOV and of POPOV un
loading the cited drop at the bridge. After the American refused 
to v;ork for the KGB, he was released and declared persona non 
grata.**

A qu e s t i on in POPOV • s
comprOmise.He said at this time that he hc-d heard POPOV was 
apprehended through a dead drop. POPOV "apparently was under 
suspicion there in Berlin, and when they (presumably the GRU) 
recalled him to Moscow, they wondered who his future contacts 
would be, and they were told *he  following: ’KGB workers place 
American Embassy employees 'i.der surveillance. ’ They observed an 
American at the staircase... and they found a dead drop under the 
staircase. So they established coverage of the dead drop and ob
served POPOV come and unload the drop. They made a report, and 
after this POPOV was under surveillance... Then he was called in 
and told thus-and-so. They showed him photographs. They told 
him he was going to work for them to expose his contacts. He 
agreed to it..."***

* Since POPOV returned to Moscow in November 1958 and LANGELLE 
was arrested the following October, he could not have been 
doubled against CIA for more than eleven months.
Starting on 4 January 1959, POPOV had a series of six brush 
contacts in Moscow with the CIA officer Russell LANGELLE of 
the U.S. Embassy, culminating in the detention and interview 
of LANGELLE by the KGB on 16 October 1959.

‘“As previously stated, no Moscow dead drops were used by CIA 
in the POPOV operation, but LANGELLE did survey the possi
bilities for dead drops to be used in other operations. One

t 
J
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(iv) I-.eimr ks

 . -_____  One 
explanation for the inaccuracies might be ‘ hut 
precisely what he had been told, hut______________1 iberate 1 y____ -informed him. There is, however, no evident reason why BFiSffifESSSfc 
would have done this. Another explanation night be tha'.ss22i£u3QtS^ । 
misunderstood his sub-source, or in relaying the information to 
<SK2ESS3KCSS455SlsaajHEiiaHs!ig^$£jF^aSESEES3C3Sii!£i?§fc garbled / the details. This would mean . ^.&fett^.,'as less than fully 
attentive to d..tails on a personal acquaintance who had cainad 
notoriety, details wnich he was told at a time when he was in a

entirely satisfactory, and the answer rray lie elsewhere.

'However, in another version 
Illegals reported their comprom

Tn? srT

said that ai soon as the 
n January 1956, POPOV^ The conflict between d^iSI
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d. SHUtlN, ^LESINGER, and BOLSHAKOV !
Ir, thr*'®  lr.stancc‘^>S%^3864 NOSDJKO confirmed reports made by 

.rf/i£fii&e^S8£3E&S^P the ld(5$rf ication of SHUETN as a GRU agent, the 
Soviets' suspicions that SLESINGER was in contact with the FBI, and 
^he status of BOLSHAKOV as a GRU officer.*

SHUBIN was previously known to have been associated with two 
GRU Illegals in the United States during the 2940'8, bit indepen
dent of NOSENKO and qREEresfe&^there is no veri f icat ion of his having

BOLSHAKOV, the only claimed mutu 
and NCSENKO, has not brer, named as a GRU officer by any other
course, nor has he been observed in rc ’tings with GRU agents. Both 

and NCSENKO spoke of ROLSHA-. 15" s having met Attorn~y
General Robert KENNEDY in 2962. NOSENKO added that, in initiating 
the contact, the Attorney General knew BOLSHAKOV to be a "military 
intelligence officer," "nut. this report has not been corroborated.**
4 , Comments on 4^^^^

_ confirmation that NOSEiiKO is a genuine KGB officer-
defector is comprised Of hearsay evidence, and hence the conclusion 
that was dispatched by the KGS woula not necessarily^ bring

bona f ides into question; much would depend upon 
sub - scurees, as yet unidentified.

and NOSENKO ar- _rm 
of POPOV, a man 
have authenticated 
PANOV document which concerned the 
prepared by 
addition, 
SKIY com.prcr.-.ise, about the contact 

ar.d Robert KE1NEDY, 
tion or. BOLSHAKOV and SHUBIN is unique 

it is corroborated by actions taken by the KGB, as reported by 
SLESINGER; on POPOV, PENKCVSKIY, and CHEREPANOV it is confirmed

v supportina on the compromise

and NOSENKO suppor

tiTe validity of a CHERE- 
V compromise and which was 
American Intelligence 

one another about 
between BOLSHAKOV 

and about SiiUBIN and

In 
the PENKOV-

SLESINGERon

by KGB controlled sources.
With the exception of his details on PCPOV,^OiZES5®s report

ing on NOSENKO and on common topics can be explained, individually, by misinfcrmation^£23§S^beceived and innocently passed elonq. 
These items taken together, however, in the light state-
ments on the compromise of POPOV (which conflict with uuLITSYN'a 
reporting and analytical evidence) are indications that
4 <e r»r\c»*’ 1 c-A hv t- KiZR

**If Robert KENNEDY indeed knew BOLSHAKOV to be a GRU officer.
the mip^Unn remains as to how N3SEMK0 was aware of the fact.
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1. Introduction
cour.terintel licence production has l>?en ex

tremely limited. for the moit part she has provided only super
ficial reports, generally only in response to questioning and 
frequently citing her own lack of access to information of value. 
Her professed personal involvement in, and dramatic accounts of, 
certain situations on which NOSENKO's reporting is demonstrably 
false is ~ thergforegot ewor thy in the context of her total performance. /feiifrUtffiffijSSSgffFs reporting on NCSEJiKO, despite vagueness 
and contradictions, has the net effect of supporting his bona 
fides and affirming the importance of the information he has reported. Her accounts of the [

___ _ . _f
Her reports on the compromise of PENKOVSKIY, while differing 
markedly from NOSENKO's in basis, scope, and detail, confirmed 
almost to the month NOSENKO’s dating of the compromise. Her 
confessed participation as an egent of the KGB Second Chief 
Directorate, despite her repeated claims to know nothing of im
portance concerning its operations, has placed her in NOSEIKO's 
milieu, and the KGB officers who figured in her reporting are (with two exceptions)] ~  

2. NOSENKO's Background and Career
has claimed no first-hand or authoritative knowfwge of NOSENKO, reporting at various times that she had 

heard gossip, had heard about him from her KGB friend SVIRIN 
(who she believed only "knew about" NOSEJKO, i.e. did not know 
him personally) , or had heard about him from "someone from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, not SVIRIN." She has reported frag
ments on NOSENKO1s background: his father's position, his mother's 
ethnic background, and NOSENKO's r.on-KG2 status. She initially 
said that NOSENKO's father was a general, later said she was not 
sure of that, and still later amended her description to "general 
or minister, " adding that he was Ukrainian - thus approaching 
an accurate, statement only after several conversations about 
him. Her consistent statement that NOSENKO's mother was Jewish 
and involved in black market activities has not been elsewhere 
reported, and her statement that NOSENKO was a civilian, rather 
than a KGB officer, contradicts his own account and that of 
other sources who have confirmed his KGB status. 
sourcing of her limited informat ion on NOSENKO to her KGE f rlend 
SVIRIN nevertheless demonstrates at least potential access to 
scene information about NOSENKO. (SVIRIN was identified by 
NOSENKO as an officer of the Third Section of the Znerican 
Department, Second Chief Directorate, since 1963, and before 
that of the Third Department of the Directorate of the KGB 
Second Chief Directorate, where he participated in and received 
an award for his part in the investigation of PENKOVSKIY.)
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3. NOSENKO'S Knowledge - Damage to the KG3

mentioned NCSEIiKO's cisclosurts to the 
Aciericans concern inc the microphones in the U.S. Embassy - her 
only reference to information he might have provided - on each 
occasion when she has discussed KOSENKO. She once attributed to 
SV1RIN the remark in October 1966 that N’OSEKTO had done consider
able harm to the Soviet Unicn by revealing this Information, thus 
(and specifically only in this context) underscoring the importance 
of NOSENKO's information. (NOSENKO himself has characterized this 
information as the most important he has provided.) The context 
in which she has discussed NOSENKO has been the general one of 
defectors frcm the Soviet Union: she has repeatedly emphasized 
that the Soviets attempt to convince all Soviet citizens that 
"anybody who defects will find his crave bv tne hand of KGS

i v h reference to NOSENKO, she u?Te cuo te d S I RIN as .'^ugsaid that NCEENK9,. too, would one 
day be exterminated, thus clearly implying that NOSENKO was a 
genuine defector.
4. Parallels with NCSENKG's Rerortinq

a. The CHEREPANOV C^se
account of CHEREPANOV*s disaffection, treason, 

arrest, and txtcuticr. '■"firms in general online and in emphasis 
that of NOSENKO. 1 aims direct knowledge of the
case through her own ana >.^r husband Is personal friendship with 
CHEREPANOV and his wife. described her husband, in
fact, as the only friend of CHE--PANOV who remained faithful

'enough after CHEnEPAN'V's downfall to call on CHEREPANOV'S widow, 
whose address knew. This direct knowledge is ccta-

F parable to that of NCSENAo and
She introduced her account of the CHEREPANOV case, as in her

discussions of NOSENKO, by references to the determination ar.d 
effectiveness cf the KGB in apprehending and executing those wno 
were 'running away"; she offered CHEREPANOV as an example*of  a 
Soviet traitor who had teen caught and executed. Her account of 
the details, however, differs sharply from that of NOSENKO (and 
others). Her identification of CHEREPANOV as a classmate of her
husband at the GRU's Military Diplomatic Academy (HDA) from 1956 
to 1959 / J who have reported on CHERE
PANOV. For the period during whichsaid CHEREPANOV 
attended the MDA, NOSENKO has made no specific statements con
cerning CHEREPANOV'S career; he has said only that at some un
specified date after CHEREPANOV'S return frcm Belgrade (elsewhere 
reported as mid-1956) and before eerly I960 CHEREPANOV had been 
assigned to the U.S. Embassv Section. American Department, KGB 
Second Chief Directorate. stated, however,
that after his graduation rrom tne MSA in 1959, CHEREPANOV 
"finally" obtained a job in the Ministry of Foreign Trade, sug
gesting that he had no intervening assignment. Where NOSENKO
has failed to establish a clear motive for CHEREPANOV'S having
collected KGB documents during his assignment to the U.SJ 

■ • - n:

the KDA in 195c. She was not sure that he had been a KGB officer;
she neither mentioned r.or did her account allow for his assign
ment to the U.S. Embassy Section in 1960-1961 (as stated by
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ty NCSESKO); ar.d she described the dicaent.i which he turned over 
to the Americans as having cor.e from the Ministry of Foreign Trade. 
She stated, therefore, rather than demonstrated, the point that 
"these were such important documents, irvoc’.ant enough that...he 
was shot."
j-rrnjy g her seccnd account of the G’.EREF’AroV affair

sourced her ir.forration differently 3rd added first-hand 
det ills which she had previously ciscluijncJ having. She said that 
"In t«o days this pan was arrested... In two months he was shot." 
This is also at variance with NCSiG.'KC’s account of a KGB investiga
tion of up to 20 cr 25 days, followed ty the KG?. officer's visit 
to CHLREPANOV on 8 December 196 3, Git?tP;.‘.'GV ’ s flight, ar.d a sever.- 
day search for him before his arrest.
b. The Compromise cf PEi.'KOVSKTY

Closely conforming in t-hX? r to HOSFSKO's account cf
PEiKCVSXIY' s compromise. laced the date of initial
suspicion of PENKOVSKIY at about Coroner cr November 1961. Her 
statements of the basis for this suspicion, however, differ com
pletely from the reasons advanced by NO5DHCO (and other sources).

C. Reports or. KGB Personnel
named relatively few KGB officers who have 

figured in r.or career as a k6d agenc cr about whom she could re
port any substance. Of her KGB handlers:

- Her KGB handler while she was employed 
ir. Moscow was|

at ion among KGB oe

relationship with him was not related tc her earlier xnturist 
work, however, but her connection with a foreign corres
pondent, which was KOSTYRYA's responsibility after his re
turn to Moscow.
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Of the four other KGB officers cn whom has
reported in any depth, three were previously identified by NOSENKO 
and only by KOSENKO:

_ v.G. SVIR1N, her KGB friend, is ai ubicultous figure 
in r.uch of her reporting on other subjects ar.d in her account 
of her personal life, as well as her primary candidate for a 
Western recruitment approach. S.'IRIN had previously been 
identified by NOSENKO es a KGB officer of the American De
partment, Second Chief Directorate, previously involved in 
the PENKOVSKIY investigation (both of which assignments

■* g confirmed) .
- In connection with SVI RIN. recounted an

incident in which a KGB officer whom she described in deroga
tory terms, Valentin JfJEElUlK, hid narrowly escaped dismissal 
as a result of a drunken brawl with a militiaman. H’JZEYNIK 
had not only survived, however, but continued to bear a 
higher KGB rank than hrs former friend, colleague, and sub
ordinate, SVIRIN. NOSENKO said H’JZEYNIK was an officer of 
the Directorate; of the KGB Second Chief Directorate.

NOSENimj had previously given information concerning BIRYUKOV, 
a KGB officer of the Tenth Department, KGB Second Chief 
Directorate, targetted against foreign correspondents.

5. Remarks
There is confusion in s sub-sourcing for her

information on NOSENKO and inconsistency in her statements that, 
on one hand, he was a civilian but on the other, he was aware of 
microphones in the U.S. Embassy. These facts indicate that if she 
was briefed fry the KGB to report to American Intelligence on NOSENKO , jF.T'-^'i,f‘t^teBg9aa^as inadequately prepared. Otherwise, however, j^§2eUE^££)^*$2p^>perscne  1 ly supported the bona f ides of NOSENKC' 
by offering X.rect confirmation of the bona fides of CHEREPANOV, 
by corroborating NOSENKO’s details on the PENKOVSKIY compromise, 
and by verifying his identification of KGB Second Chief Director
ate personalities.

- The circumstances of her claimed relationship with 
the KGB contradict KGB practice as known from other sources.

TOP SECRET
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] may l.ave^ t--*er.  a KG[j-orgenized pie-

the fact that the ore ope rat iw.uj her husband is
known to have had there was a Western double agent, and

was able to provide identifying data on th
agent.

- Nearly all of s identifications of
Soviet Intelligence per□vi’.eiitits were previously known.

- She has given conflicting accounts of her motivation 
for defecting, of her relationship with her husband, and of 
her associations with KGB personnel.

- Against the background of the claimed difficulties 
in which she and husband found themselves, it seems un
likely that would have been permitted to leave
the USSR.

f as well as in her conduct in
the West and m her husband's situation and behavior since 
the defection.
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Ot.'er or. w.nicn vet lots jc-nes i;ive confirmed one
anotner include tt-.e f.nicwinu:

Cbl.rL.’I L'.'SK. <:■?; lie: piavuic ::>.ir.y > • iilc- or. mis technique

d e v e I o<.; 1 c s so shaped 
♦.nat tr.ty car. tit »n tr.t ;.:.ov ia-.i pul. of a mar. s suit. Tr.ey 
also car. u.- cc.i>.*alea  in tr.e ;□>_•: i. ^-ers or rer.us. Thus 
cor. tea led. city a.c uttd in t'.os- o»' rry me K’••_ to listen to 
conversations cetwr«.r. tore:n d i p» ■'• :: = • s particularly at tr.e 
Hotel Keciopo. and tr.e r..tti Nencnal 3u.ii .uniaturized 
devices r.avo_aic-c» ^.m <:••• ■ r t :.• d cv EWSH. 1 . -GOLITSYN

* The existence and feasibility of so. r. a stiostance has not been 
verified.

SC-aK'O /MgBHF a- ri t« r*|-?f  PANOV papers,
inter alia .-.Tlr... -,:;d <.» • - "<■■ P v> >v papers Gave me KGB
crypcon.ym as N - HJ'iPA .

- H-OSFNr? > d • • pc: t • a r.ru; K>'R tecr.n'ique
of ?wi t.ir a t e : *-pr.<.:  <. ■ . ■ :i nr <r: ■!< ,i t or t e L’ S. Embassy 
jn Moscow to a K«-B inMai .at >c>n u:.r7f<_- Lr:r.-y are intercepted 
by a Soviet pcsir.q as an .TCfi^an
Where tr.e bulk of KO5EIKO s repot tirp or. KGB ocerations was 

concerned witn tnos> or tnt Second Cni-.t Ji r •? . t or a'.-..-. tnis r.as

Chief Directorate activity He report cd tne KGPs discovery of 
an American employed at tne Sokolniki Exhibition in Moscow in
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clandestine contact with ur—uniucr.r it i ■; female. (Tniscontact is r.ot identif leu I________  ~| at the Exhibition
in 1959 ) 1st- spukc of KT.Bs it-owU-.o-.- of cr American Intelli
gence deaddrop under a u-.r-.h m trie area or nt.-- .-.gr icultural 
Exhibition. He said that the KCS cent: c Ll«-d a.l S. agent con
tacts in Moscow, including one with an old nan ic J,is 60’3 C.’OS- 
Ei:KG reported cn an individual who r.jy re j z. • r •. : ] with this 
agent).

c. Per.sr xs

As previously ir.iicat it only rhe defections of
the genuine sources GCLi । ovs anj <• ; r. :i m :?6‘t that American 
Intelligence began to it.. e;-.c voircr.ois aid •:it^ally curreberative 
information fro*.  others on the acti.it on. of the KGB Second Chief
and Surveillance Di t e< to: a; vs . Th-. t ,r .ng o: tins, information 
therefore appears to t_ significant m atditior to the overlap of 
specific dot ai^ls The a t the- •_ • ii.y of the_e sources, even 
including r -■■■. ■ u K . ?cond Chief Direc
torate informatics r.iy lef'ect ? ■ i.i’td K decision to em
phasize cr sacrifice it. ■
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H. Evaluat i on

The conclusion tf.at NOr-EKEO is or. a K'-ii mission could carry damaging implications tor tne| _____________pources wno
have supported his bor a ll'jes. L’nless tr.sir statements or. N03EMKG 
car. be convincingly explained a« innocent repetit ion of misinfor
mation spread by tne 1 J3 within tne Soviet services. tnese sources 
mignt be conduce'.: to nave been deliberately misleading eitner as 
promoters cf t.neir own personal interests or as parties to a KGB 
conspiracy.

Kecardmg GOLlTSfN. tne opinion, of CIA is that he purpose
fully gave false support for NOFfh’KO in en atterr.pt to make his 
opinions .more authoritative. This not a satisfactory explana
tion for tne remarks on NOCEN’KO by 
however, there st ern to ne no personal t ■ r ;eg tr.e 1 r
support of SOSENK.'J’s bona fide? r?.u;:.t r.a.served. |

are under 
cncext cf tne NOSENKO opera- 
pert ing and his. and cmeral 
to another. At tne same 
tens were s.-.o«m for compar- 

found t.nat would eliminate 
froc ccnsidci at ion as possioly beinc

ontrol, has brought th 
nous question

ion tr.at NOSENKO is
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